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PART FOUR: THE SOVIET VIEW OF FUTURE WAR FROM THE TIME OF 
WRITING 
1. THE BEGINNING OF PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Parts one to three have shown that current Soviet 

attitudes to future war and the terminology used have a 
long and continuous pedigree, going back at least to 1877. 

As Sergey Gushchev observed on the 50th anniversary of the 
October Revolution, looking forward another half 

century, 'the idea of travelling into the future is 

wonderful, but the future is lifeless without the past'. 1 

Therefore, any starting point for consideration of the 
'current' view of future war must be somewhat arbitrary. 

As explained in part 2, Military Science produces 
recommendations about the character of future war for the 

political leadership to consider with regard to other 
factors, in order to formulate Military Doctrine. 

Therefore, Soviet views on the character of future war 

obviously interact with the political changes in the 

Soviet Union which began with Mr Gorbachev's accession, 
but they are also influenced by the evolution of military 

affairs in their own right. The current era arguably 
begins in the mid 1980s. Thus, Aleksey Arbätov, head of 

the Department of Disarmament and Security Affairs in the 

USSR Institute for World Economy and International 

Relations, described a 'new era' beginning with the 

accession of the 'new, younger leadership to decisive 

positions', in 1985.2 The public announcement of the 'new 

thinking' and 'defensive sufficiency' shortly thereafter 

were the culmination of a long period of examination of 

military and political changes. 
The-Soviet rejection of any possibility of using 

nuclear war as a rational instrument of policy can be 

traced to Brezhnev's speech at Tula in January 1977.3 

Brezhnev admitted that as a result of superpower dialogue, 

the 'danger of a new great war' had moved away and Lhat 
4 

people could 'look into the future with more hope'. 
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This marked the beginning of a pronounced shift away from nuclear 
to 'conventional' warfare - the latter still envisarTing large- 

scale use of chemical-agents - as-the plannina assu. m tion and 

goal. But the Soviet literature does not address 'chemical war- 
fare' as a, senarate issue. The trend continued, Marshal ogarkov 

noting. that 'you don't , have- to be a soldier or a. scientist to 

understand that further expansion of [nuclear arsenals]"is { 
senseless'-in Krasnaya Zvezda in May, 19845, and going 
further in 1985, saying that current stockpiles-of nuclear -n 
weapons were 'absurd from a military point of view'. 6 

Ogarkov asserted that the break from previous views on the 
role and importance of nuclear weapons in war, and even on 
the possibility of waging war with them at all, had taken 
place in the 1970s and, -1980s. 7-In February, 1986, Mr 
Gorbachev's allusion to a fundamental change in Military 
Doctrine also implied"that a1ong period of gestation had' 
taken place: 

'The contemporary world has become too small and fragile for wars and the politics of force... 
This means realising that it is no longer possible 
to win the arms race or a nuclear war. 
The continuation of this race on earth, and even 
more its spread into the cosmos, will accelerate 
the already critical rate at which nuclear 
weapons are stockpiled and developed... not only 
nuclear war itself but also the preparations for it, 
in other words the arms race and striving for 
military superiority cannot, obAectively, 
bring political gain to anyone' 

Mr Gorbachev's remarks were made in the context of an 
allusion to his 15 January 1986 speech, which contained 
the proposal to eliminate nuclear weapons by 2000. The 
January speech concentrated on nuclear and chemical 
weapons, and contained broad statements of objectives:. a 
world, 'without wars, without weapons'. 9 The February= 

speech contained probably the first public reference to a 
commitment, to, 'strictly controlled'. reduction of, -forc_e 
levels'. "('States' military potential) to 'limits of 
reasonablez, sufficiency' (-'razumnoy dostatochnosti' ): 10""'' The 
idea of 'sufficiency' had a long pedigree: it was present 
in Brezhnev's Tula speech, for example, ll but this was 
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probably the first use of the key phrase in the modern 
context. The speech outlines an 'all-embracing system of 
international security', covering four main areas: 
military, political, economic and 'humanitarian'12. The 

military portion contains many elements reiterated in 

subsequent statements, for example the above assertion 
that nuclear war (and in some, cases, any war) is no longer. 

a rational means of pursuing political goals 13. The 

system of international security outlined in the February 
1986 speech involved 'renunciation by the nuclear powers 
of war, both nuclear and conventional, against each other 
or against third countries'. 14 It also underlined Soviet 

abhorrence of a spread of the arms race to outer space 
(implying that the Soviet Union recognises very clearly 
the military importance of space). 15 

. 
Although this, and the Politicheskiy doklad of 1986 

were the first public uses of the term 'reasonable 

sufficiency', this idea also , went back some way. In 
April, 1983, for example, Mr Gorbachev had called for arms 
reductions preserving a military balance overall but at 
'the lowest possible levels'. 16 

These statements on Doctrine coincided with fairly 
distinct phases in the evolution of military-, technical 
affairs and were almost certainly influenced by them. 

When examining the influence-of military- technical 
factors, the first group considered must be strategic 
nuclear weapons. Soviet. attitudes to-nuclear war and 
nuclear weapons have already been addressed to some 
extent. Broadly speaking, by the beginning of. the 1980s a 
situation of approximate strategic parity existed, and 
Soviet sources are unanimous that this made nuclear war 
pointless. Soviet literature is replete with references 
to this position from 1978 onwards, with respect to both 

strategic nuclear arms and medium range weapons. 17 

Technical improvements to nuclear weapons, delivery 

systems and platforms had created more warheads (through:, 
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the deployment of, Multiple, Independently targeted Reentry 
Vehicles - MIRVs), and greatly improved accuracy. Smaller 

warheads could destroy hard targets, through greater 
accuracy, while larger missiles could carry more warheads. 
This was especially evident in the case of submarine 
launched ballistic missiles, for example, the US Trident 
C4, D4 and D5. These developments had been countered by 
hardening of missile silos and the development and 
deployment of more mobile systems, notably the US Ground 
Launched Cruise Missiles (GLCM), at intermediate range and 
the MX missile, construction of which was approved by 
President Carter in 1979.18 On the Soviet side, the SS-20 

represented a comparable advance. These developments to 

some extent cancelled each other out. Under the so-called 
'race-track' basing mode 200 MX missiles would each have 
23 shelters, meaning that Soviet planners would have to 
destroy some 4,600 targets in order-to ensure destroying 
200 MX missiles. In order to do this the Soviet Union 

would have to (and might well) deploy more warheads. 
19 

'Cold launch'(using gas to expel missiles from silos) 
permitted silos to be re-used. Other factors were 
increases in missile range, of particular importance in 
the case of SLBMs, enabling the submarines carrying them 
to shelter in the comparative safety of home waters, and 
greater uncertainty in the face of nuclear proliferation 
and the continued improvement of strategic nuclear weapons 
by the other nuclear powers. India exploded what was for 

all practical purposes a nuclear bomb in 197420China 
launched its first missile from a'submarine in 198221, 

while Britain and France remained committed to the 

maintenance of national nuclear forces which severely 
complicated Soviet calculations in the event of war. 

During this period Soviet strategic arms 
developments were evolutionary rather than revolutionary. 
By 1977, it was reported that SS-19 accuracy was, 
approaching that of US systems, and that a new ICBM family 
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for possible late 1980s deployment was in the early 

. 
development stage. 22 The pace of modernization remained 

. 
'impressive' in 1979, by which time the SS-20 mobile ICBM 

with three MIRV (introduced in 1977)had been deployed, and 
missile accuracy had improved 'dramatically'. 23, 

Considerable effort was devoted to defences against the US 

, Air Launched Cruise Missile threat which it was believed 

would develop in. the 1980s, a clear example of response to 
the perceived character of future (rather than absolutely 
contemporary), war. 24 Research also continued on 'anti- 

satellite and exotic. technologies, which may have 

application for ballistic missile defence'. 25 In 1980 to 
1981 the Soviet Union appeared to. have reached a plateau 
in ICBM modernization, -although the Typhoon Ballistic 

, 
Missile firing submarine was deployed by mid-1982.26 
Surprisingly, perhaps, it was only after Gorbachev's 

accession, in mid-1986, that reports again began to 'show 

major developments in all major weapons categories' of 
strategic forces. 27 The momentum of the, Soviet strategic 
nuclear force programme appears to have, guaranteed a 
steady improvement in quality. There were 'no major 
breakthroughs': it was a period. of steady improvement 

which, paradoxically, although very much concerned with 
individual system quality, -., qualifies as. quantitative 
rather than qualitative change, to use the modern Russian 

terminology, ('qualitative change' implies, a weapons 
revolution). However, in 1986 the Soviet--Union appeared 
well placed to continue its.. vigorous military 
modernization programme up to the. -;, end of the decade 

without major new investment. 28 

In the strategic. arms field,, then,, there was to be no 
paradigm change. It. was at least arguable that 
improvements in missile accuracy on the one hand and 
greater invulnerability of strategic, and intermediate 

range systems on the other would make fighting, a nuclear 
war a more precise affair. However, in. spite; of the 
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greater potential for attacking the opponent's nuclear 
assets and armed forces, as opposed to cities, it was 
obvious that such a war would have cataclysmic 
consequences. Although the Soviet Union invested in 

resilient and redundant command and control facilities, 

civil defence and other means of riding out a nuclear 
war, common sense appears to have indicated that such a 
war would, still result in the virtual destruction, not 
only of the Soviet Union, but of civilisation itself. 29 

In spite of improvements in missile accuracy, 
invulnerability'and command and control, it must have been 

apparent that a 'first strike' to disable the enemy during 

the opening period of a war30 was unlikely to succeed, as 
the enemy was taking similar measures. The possibility of 
waging a limited nuclear war was always dismissed: any 
use of nuclear weapons was likely to escalate into global 
catastrophe. 31 Therefore, the realisation that nuclear 
weapons were unusable grew,, not so much because of zany 
particular military-technical advance, but out of an 
overall appraisal of the character of a future nuclear 
war. ". 

This decline in the perceived utility of nuclear 
weapons coincided with radical' advances in the field of 
'conventional' or improved conventional munitions (ICMs). 

As early as 1978 Marshal Ogarkov, -Chief of the General 

Staff, commented on the vulnerability of forces massing 
for the attack to greatly enhanced conventional 
firepower. 32 In 1982, he referred to significant 
improvements in NATO's conventional weapons, specifically 
so called ICMs, which were either vastly more accurate 
(for example, using laser guidance), or more efficient 
(for example, submunition warheads-`and fuel-air 

explosives). 
33 

, 
In 1984, in one of the most vivid Soviet 'future war' 
statements-of recent years, - Ogarkov expressed the-cross- 

over of trends: declining nuclear whether strategic or 
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intermediate'range, and . -I 
''Rapid changes in the development of conventional 

means of destruction, the appearance in various 
countries of reconnaissance-strike complexes, 
long-range, high-precision ( ysokotochnykh) 
remote controlled munitions, pilotless 
aircraft and qualjýatively new electronic 
command systems, ' 

The detailed implications of these developments are 
examined below, but the process was well understood by 
May, 1984. As a separate, third category, Ogarkov: - 
referred to the 'real-pre-requisites-for 

... more , 
destructive, previously unknown types of weapons based on 
new physical principles'. 35 Soviet discussion of both 

categories of weapons began in earnest in, 1984, often 
linked with reports of western developments. 36 The 
'weapons based on new physical principles' similarly owed 
something to the discussion of such armaments as part of 
the Strategic Defence Initiative, which had come to 
prominence with president Reagan'. s 'Star Wars' speech of 
23 March, 1983.37 

Therefore, Soviet military commentators themselves 
have traced the preference for conventional future war not 
only to the inutility of nuclear weapons, but also to 
technological developments in the field 'of-so-called 
'conventional' (that is, any non-nuclear). weaponry 38 

However, the picture is more complicated, involving the 
emergence and assimilation of other factors,, including 
'exotic' weapons technologies and others not necessarily 
military in origin, though with military implications. 

A key factor was cost. Military forces have always 
been a hideous drain on national-resources, but. by 1982,, 
the spiralling costs of-military hardware and 
infrastructure were clearly of particular concern to the 
Soviet Union. In December, Major General Gurov 
highlighted the problem in a key article, in which-he 
explained that 'in modern conditions the-interrelationship 
of military. affairs and economics has become unusually 
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=close'"39 He referred to the conclusion of a Soviet Army 

and Navy commanders' conference in October, that 

competition ('struggle') in the military-technical field 

had intensified sharply and in many cases had acquired a 
'fundamentally new character', and that to fall behind in 

this race was 'inadmissible'. 40 This was particularly 
associated with the appearance of US MX missiles and the 
deployment of Pershing and Cruise to western Europe, but 

also with the general acceleration of military-technical 
developments. Whereas at the beginning of the century the 

most developed weapons systems had taken 20 or 30 years to 
develop and deploy (he was presumably thinking of tanks 

and aircraft), now the'process had speeded up two or three 

times, and in the last ten to 15 years two to three 

generations of missiles had been deployed and a.. large 

proportion of depoloyed'aircraft and ships replaced. This 

information, indeed the same form of words, had been used 
in Kir'yan's Military-Technical Progress..., signed to, 

press in July of the same year. 
41 In World War II, 90 

percent of the equipment requirements of the armed forces 
had been-met by wartime production, by the economy once it 

had been mobilised and put of 'wartime lines'. The'author 

therefore stressed the need for economic mobilisation, 
although one senses an implication' that wartime 

production would not be so significantýin-a'future war. 
42 

Another factor which must be'considered, if only to 
be dismissed, was the Soviet involvement in Afghanistan 
from 1979. This does not seem to have had any direct 
impact on Military Doctrine, and the reasons for this, to 
the western viewer, rather odd anomaly are examined below. 
Afghanistan, like any 'local war', was primarily of 
interest as a testing ground for systems'which, would also 
be deployed in a future great war. The= most-notable 
examples were the employment of helicopters and new 
communications systems, particularly long-range 
tropospheric scatter, the development of which coincided 
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with the ten year war-43 
A final component is the continuing pace of 

'scientific and technical progres' generally, of which 
information technology is arguably the central element. 
In mid-1985, two Soviet Air Force Generals published a 
most interesting article alluding to Mikhail Gorbachev's 
announcement that he was giving the 'green light' to the 
development of: 

'strategically important branches'of the 
economy, guaranteeing scientific-technical 
progress, and above all machine-buildin 4 electronics, biotechnology and others. ' 

The modern 'catalysts' of scientific-technical progress 

. were, the authors continued, -microelectronics, computer 
technology, instrument making and the entire information 
industry (informatika), Robotics(robototekhnika) was also 
now 'one of the principal indicators of economic and 
defence potential and the military implications of 
robotics began to be addressed thereafter. 45 The role of 
the military in developing high-technology production,. 
indeed, its monopoly-of this sectorwas highlighted in a 
complex 1989 article by two Soviet authors, one an 
economist, the other a physicist. and/or mathematician.,, 
'High technology'(naukoyemkiy)-production,, with the 
exception of instrument making, wasdefined. as that in 
which investment in science exceeded-five percent of the 
value of the product, and was currently concentrated in 
the defence sector. 46 

The current worldwide technological revolution is, first 
and foremost, a revolution in the technology of 
information and communications. This is the meaning, of the 
word 'informatics' - informatika -: used in the name-of. the 
Academy of Sciences Institute dedicated to computer 
development. This is the Department of Informatics, 
Computer Technology and Automation established in 1983.47 
The current emphasis on. 'Acceleration of, scientific. and 
technical progress' has its origins in the declaration of 
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the 27th Party Congress in March, 1986.48 The 1980s has 
been unquestionably the 'information decade' in the 
West, and within the high technology area, the authors 
stressed the cardinal importance of the information 

explosion. 
'The whole developed world is now 
entering a new economic era in which the chief 
economic factor is information. If we do not 
begin to implement an information programme 
in the near future, then - without any exaggeration - 
by the end of the century we shall find ourzglves 
outside the bounds of modern civilization'. 

This admission has extraordinary ramifications. The 

economy is not only the basis of military power, as- 
stressed by Engels: it is also arguably the most important 

aspect of a Marxist state. The Russians have always been 

terrified of being left behind by 'modern civilization', 
which in practical terms usually means the West, and 
Russian generals like Milyutin and Kuropatkin had seen 
Russia's cultural backwardness as a source of military 
weakness. 50 The shift of the most important part of the 
economic base from heavy industry to information-related 

activity would be the most fundamental upheaval since 
before the Bolshevik Revolution. 51 The 1989 authors were 
writing in the context of 'conversion'. of military 
production to civil, a separate important issue in itself 

which has been the subject of much discussion. 52 They 

were primarily concerned with the civilian economy, while 
the Soviet military were apparently the primary producers 
and developers of information technologies and also the 

primary consumers. Even in Soviet civilian institutions: 

universities and research institutes, scientists and 
engineers tended to seek support from defence industries, 

which could afford the high financial risk inherent-in 
developing new technologies. The authors contrasted this 

situation, in which development of new technology-was 

sucked into the military sector and never allowed-to get 
S out again, with that in-the-West. 3 The authors noted 
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that goods were produced 'in all developed capitalist 

countries, on a qualitative and diversified common basis'. 

The market functioned 'independently of orders from 

military departments'(something of an oversimplification, 
in view of the present author's knowledge of military 

procurement)54 In the Soviet Union, on the other hand, 

exchanges of technology between the civilian high- 

technology sector of the economy and the defence producers 

are limitedto the transfer of sub-standard products to the 

civilian users and the absorption of civilian investment 

into military production without any visible profit. The 

authors implied that development of industrial research, 
development and production should be decentralized, as in 

the USA, Western Europe and Japan. 55 

Soviet endeavour in the field of information 

technology and the broader context of systems theory 

which may have profound military implications, in fact 

appears to have been decentralized for some time. It has 

been taking place in a number of institutions across the 

Soviet Union, a highly diversified and eclectic process in 

which the role of centralized military direction, for 

example by the General Staff Academy, is unclear. A 

highly eclectic range of scientific work appears to have 

gelled, first, into an emphasis on systems thinking and 
the use of a range of inputs to project future events and, 

secondly, automation of this process. 
As if to parallel the dispersed origins of current work 

on automated control systems, the recently introduced 

system of 'Interbranch Science and Technology 

Complexes'(Mezhotresle vy nauchno-tekhnicheskiy kompleks - 
MNTK), recognizes the need to integrate basic scientific 

research with technological development and manufacture. 56 

The MNTKs, like many of the other developments described, 

have their origins in the 1970s, and away from Moscow. 
The first efforts to integrate science and'industry in 

this way occurred in the Ukraine, under the leadership of 
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the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. Scientific-technical 

complexes comprised the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 
institutes, design bureaux, pilot and production plants. 
In 1977, they were said to employ 22,000 workers. 57 'The 

MNTK system is now designated as the primary developer of 
advanced technologies. In April, 1989,23 MNTKs were 
reported to exist (at any rate, on paper), and that number 
remained unchanged in October. 58 Under the heading of 
computers and automation, the MNTK dealing with personal 
computers was under the principal jurisdiction of the 
Academy of Sciences and that dealing with automated 
control systems ('Robot'), under industrial management. 
Most significantly, MNTK Avtomatika, dealing with 
computer-aided automation, had 'no data' available. This 

might possibly indicate Ministry of Defence Control, which 
would be consistent with Kuznetso'v and Shirokov's 

remarks. 59 MNTK 'Industrial lasers' was under the Academy 

of Sciences and industry: 'Miniaturized electro-optical 
sensors' and 'Radiation had no data available. Neither 
did 'Impulse machines'. In the area of biotechnology and 
medicine, Latbiotekh (Latvian biotechnology), ' reinforces 
the pattern of a significant contribution by institutes in 

the peripheral areas of the USSR and the strong scientific 
and technical base in Riga where, for example`, the 
Polytechnic developed a computer aided artillery training 

simulator. 
60 

The MNTK system has enthusiastic supporters, some of 
whom see it as a basis for giant corporations, on the 

western model, which would integrate basic and applied 

research, development and production more effectively. 
One was the General Director of MNTK 'Thermosynthesis', in 
October, 1989: 

'I am an optimist and always believe in what' 
"I am doing. I have no'doubt that the future', - 

lies in acceleration of scientific-technical 
progress beyond the complexes (za kompleksami). 
This means we won't have-, those-complexes which 
are operating now, but powerful independent 
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corporations, free from bureaucratic methods, 
adjusted to the conditions of the Soviet economy. '61 

The MNTK approach has been opposed, however, by one of 
the major figures in th attempt to stimulate the Soviet 

computer industry and other 'high-technology' areas under, 
the leadership of the Academy of Sciences, Yevgeniy P 

Velikhov. 62 Velikhov's career provides a link between 

Soviet work on information technology and computers, and 
theoretical work with direct weapons applications. 
Velikhov is known for his 1970s work on subterranean 
thermonuclear explosions to drive generators of high 

current pulses, support of research on controlled fusion 

reactions, including high energy, high current charged 

particle beams and high energy laser beams, and crystal 

channeling of electron beams, with a potential for 

building X-ray lasers. Soviet publications on channeling 

radiation began appearing in the early 1970s, led by MA 

Kumakhov at the Nuclear Physics Institute at Moscow State 

University. In a few years, this work, with its clear' 
implications for beam weapons, had expanded to at least 

seven institutes and 90 published authors. Like many other 
'future war' technologies, this work, -explored'in more 
detail in section 5, can be traced to the early 1070s. as 

with other technologies also, the reasearch rapidly became 

very dispersed, to the Khar'kov Physico-technical 

Institute, the Tomsk Polytechnic Institute of Nuclear 

physics, the Novosibirsk Institute oof Nuclear Physics and 

the Gor'kiy Applied Physics Institute. 63 

In the early 1980s, Velikhov became involved in the 

problems of the Soviet computer industry and began a 
campaign to create a new division of the Academy devoted 

to computers, which led to the creation of the new- 
division of Informatics, Computer Technology and 
Automation. Velikhov was made head of the new division, 
leader of all computer development in the Academy of 

Sciences, and chairman of the Scientific Council for 
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'cybernetics'. The latter really means 'computer, 

technology' in Russian, rather than cybernetics in the 

western sense. 64 

Velikhov's long-standing involvement with directed 

energy suggests that a leading motive in the reform of the 
Academy was the desire to compete with the United States 
in the space defence field where the relative weakness of 
USSR computer. technology would be a handicap. The 
Department's role is clearly defined as the elimination, 
in the shortest possible time, of the deficiency in 

computer technology which 'threatens the development of 
the entire national economy'. 65 Although the new 
Department is based in Moscow, leading members of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, and of the Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Semiconductor Physics and the Computer 

centre in Novosibirsk were all involved in the debate 

accompanying its creation. 66 

Velikhov's continued involvement in all aspects of the 

new key areas of military power is attested by his 

appearance at the head of the editorial panel Of a 

prominent work, Weaponry in Space: the Dilemma of 

security, published in 1986. Another member was Andrei 
kokoshin. This book deals with all, aspects of space based 

xY 

defence - 'Star Wars' - and although citing foreign 

literature extensively clearly represents the informed, 

and officially sanctioned Soviet views on, the subject. 67 

The geographical disparity of the institutions 

ceoncerned with the emerging determinants of military 

power is mirrored by the disparity of disciplines. In the 

process of predicting enemy actions, a discipline as 
apparently distant from military-science as linguistics 

may`have a role. The Moscow Military Publishing House 

published works on this and the terminology, ýIof automated 
command and control systems in the early to mid 1970s. 68 

Druzhinin and Kontorov's book'on decision making and 
automation69 appeared in 1972 and their more-focussed 
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Figure 4.1. Major Identified Centres of Research into 
Science and Technology with Im lications for Exotic 
Weapons and New Determinants of Military Power. 

1. Moscow and environs: USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Department of Informatics, Computer Technology and 
Automation (from 1983)), headed by Velikhov, formerly 
notable for work on high current pulses and beams. USSR 
Academy of Sciences also has jurisdiction over a number of 
MNTKs; Lebedev Physics Institute (cyclotrons, high powered 
microwave pulse generation); Moscow State University, 
Nuclear Physics Institute; Faculty of Programming 
Languages and Cybernetics (artificial intelligence). 

Military Academies: General Staff Academy; punze 
Academy; Dzerzhinskiy Military Engineering Academy 
(Strategic Weapons); Malinovskiy Tank Academy; Timoshenko 
Chemical Defence Academy; Zhukovskiy Air Engineering 
Academy (avanced aerospace technology); Kuybyshev 
Engineering Academy (much work with computers. Also 
logical centre for work on geo- physical weapons. Marshal 
Ogarkov a graduate; Lenin Military-Political Academy 
(at time of writing, gaining reputation for advanced and 
radical thinkin about military - political reform) 

Pushkino 
(north 

east): Franck institute for 
biological physics (bioph sics research). 

Monino (north east): Gagarin Air Academy 

2. Minsk: Belorussian Academy of Sciences (automated 
control systems, 1970s, work on automated projection, 
1975-82, artificial intelligence from early 
1970s(Yarmosh)). 

3. Kiev: Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (work on 
electronic modelling, mathematical modelling, catastrophe 
theory (1960s-70s)); also first efforts to integrate 
science and industry more closely (precursors of MNTKs); 
Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences has jurisdiction over 
MNTK Paton Institute of Electric-Welding and MNTK Powder 
metallurgy. 

4. Riga: Polytechnic (computer simulators); MNTK 
Latbiotekh (jurisdiction: Latvian SSR Academy of 
Sciences). 

5. Budapest: Early work on artificial intelligence, 
complex control systems. 

6. Novosibirsk: Siberian division of the Academy of 
Sciences (sistemotekhnika, automated control systems, 
artificial iintelligence) and Siberian Division of the 
Academy of Medical Sciences (effect of electromagnetic 
pulse on biological systems); Institute of Nuclear 
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Physics(channeling radiation); Institute of Semiconductor 
Physics, Computer Centre. 

w 

7. Tomsk: Polytechnic Nuclear Physics Institute (High 
Power Microwaves), several other institutes(linked with 
Lebedev Institute in Moscow and Applied Physics Institute 
in Gorkiy). 

8. Irkutsk: Siberian Branch of USSR Academy of Sciences 
(artificial intelligence, automated control 
systems(Gorskiy)) 

9. Gorkiy: Applied Physics Institute(incorporated 
Radiophysics Institute in 1977)(High Power 
Microwaves)(linked with Lebedev Institute in Moscow and 
complex of research institutes in Tomsk. 

10. Tyuratam: cosmodrome. 

11. Baykonur: cosmodrome - space medicine (link with 
biophysics of EP weapons effects). 

12. Sary Shagan: ABM and air defence test range, 
research on beam weapons, particularly lasers. 

13. Alma Ata: several institutes - biophysics research 

14. Khar'kov: Physico-technical Institute (channeling 
radiation). 

Military Academies: Govorov Radiotechnical Academy 
of Air Defence 

15. Leningrad: work on electromagnetic anti-personnel 
weapons, some work on 'military ecology'. 

Military Academies: MI Kalinin Artillery Academy 
Budenny Signals Academy 
Rear Services and Transport 

Academy 
Kirov Military Medical Academy 
Grechko Naval Academy 

16. Vladivostok: 

B= Bulgaria 
Cz- Czechoslovakia 
E- East Germany 
Pa Poland 
R= Romania 
L- Latvia 

biophysics research. 
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Questions of Military Sistemotechnika70 in 1976, while 

other important works appeared in 1977 and 1978, one 
bibliography indicating a large output of Soviet articles 

on automation of command and control in the first half of 
the decade. 71 The latter work was published not by the 

Military Publishing House but by the Energiva Press in 

Moscow. In 1982 the Leningrad division of the Energy Press 

produced a work on the theory of large-scale control 

systems while in 1984 a book on the automation of data 

inputs to the process of projection (proyektirovaniye) 

published in Minsk revealed that work in this subject area 
had taken place there between 1975 and 1982.72 By 1983-84 

automated computer modelling including computer graphics 
had become a subject of general interest, being taught to 

students of computer studies in higher education as well 

as to those employed working with computers. 
73 

In 1985, Druzhinin and Kontorov, whose work on 

sistemotekhnika had previously been addressed primarily to 

the military, widened their audience to 'scientific 

workers' in, sistemotekhnika, cybernetics and related 
fields, under the imprint of the Radio and Communications 

press. 74 In 1986 and 1988 the Academy of Sciences 

published two important works in the field, suggesting a 

possible drawing together of the strands. 
75 The 

bibliography of the latter indicates much Soviet work in 

the field, but that in the earlier stages it was conducted 
in concert with the Hungarians and north Americans, going 
back to the mid-1970s. 76 The names of NA Yarmosh, DA 
Pospelov and Yu M Gorskiy figure prominently in the 
literature, Yarmosh having a particular association with 
the Belorussian Academy of Sciences in Minsk. 77 This wide 
body of work with clear future war implications 

originated in widely dispersed and varied institutions in 

the 1970s. These institutions, and the service academy, 
'think tanks', and identifiable MNTKs are mapped in figure 

4.1. 
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Moving even more widely, the eclectic basis of the 
future war' problem had to embrace the widest view of the 

planet's future and the ecological implications of the 

arms race, its continuation, acceleration or deceleration. 
The fact that industrial development might bring about an 
ecological crisis in the 1980s was forecast in Kahn's On 
Thermonuclear War in 1960, a prediction which seems to 
have been fulfilled and which underlined the wider context 
of military forecasting and of security considerations-. 

78.. 

By the early 1980s Soviet scholars were clearly aware of 
the link between arms control and preserving the 

environment, and in 1988 a leading Soviet arms control 
expert stressed the need to consider 'security' in all its 

aspects, a view consistent with the package of 
international security measures set out in Mr Gorbachev's 
February 1986 speech. 79 The effect of damage to nuclear 
power stations and chemical plants on a future theatre of 
military action was also considered in the wake of the 
Chernobyl disaster in 1985. This was a narrower and more 
focussed example of the impact of,,. enviionmental 
considerations on military options. This problem was 
mentioned in the authoritative Salmanov article in 1988, 
and also raised by Soviet representatives at Edinburgh 
university and by the General Staff in Moscow in 1989.80 
Besides the potential for devastating and polluting the 
theatre of operations, experience with using chemical 
defence troops at Chernobyl also probably raised real' 
doubts about the Soviet Armed Forces"ability to operate 
for any time in a nuclear or chemical environment. 81 

Returning to narrower military factors, a final 

piece in the jigsaw was apparent from about 1982. From 
then on there were indications, though few western 
analysts recognised them at the time, that experiments 
were taking place with Soviet ground forces 

restructuring. 
82 These were linked with the opportunities 

offered by automated command and control systems, the 
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emergence, of which has been discussed immediately above; 
with a general reorganisation aimed at structuring forces 
in peacetime on wartime lines; and, a little later, with 
the requirement to evade and counter NATO improved 

conventional munitions, identified above as a major Soviet 
concern from about 1984.83 This involved the creation, at 
the highest level below Stavka in Moscow, of Theatres of 
War and TVDs (teatry voyennykh deystvii-variously 
translated as Theatres of Strategic Military Action or 
Theatres of Military Operations). 84 Further down the 
command chain, it involved reintroduction of formations 

which had traditionally proved more flexible for prolonged 
conventional operations: corps and brigades. However, 
the process appears to have been superseded by another 
wave of restructuring proposals driven by the requirements 
of revised Military Doctrine after 1987.85 
2. THE NEW DEFINITION OF DOCTRINE 
The declaration on`the Warsaw Pact's military doctrine of 
May, 1987, reiterated most of 'the key points i'n 
Gorbache'v's February 1986 speech. 86 It"established as an 
aim the reduction of 'armed forces and conventional 
weaponry to 'a level at which neither of the sides, 
guaranteeing their own defence, would have the means for a 
sudden attack on the other side, or for undertaking 

offensive operations in general'. 87 The assertion that 
Soviet Military Doctrine was defensive was far from new: 
General Gurov, writing in 1982, reiterated an age-old 
protestation that 'Soviet Military doctrine has been and 
remains a defensive Doctrine'. 88 If there was anything new 
about the latest rescension of Military doctrine, it was 
that it was defensive not only'in intent but in its 

specific configuration: defensiveness was not just a 
matter of intention but of the way forces were structured 
and deployed. In July, 1987, Defence Minister Yazov 
expanded on the 'Warsaw Pact Military Doctrine', with 
carefully chosen words: 
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[This is] a concrete programme for structuring 
the Armed Forces of the warsaw Pact as a whole. 
At its base lies the principle of defensive 
sufficiency [dostatochnost' dlya oboron ] What 
does this mean? In the general scheme o thin s, 
it means having exactly enough [rovno stol'koJ 
armed forces, as are necessary to e en against 
an attack from without'. 89 

So, 'defensive sufficiency, is not doctrine. It is a 
principle underlying doctrine: it is one of the factors 

to be considered, when formulating doctrine. This was 
confirmed in discussions which the author attended with 
senior Soviet military and diplomatic representatives in 
December, 1988: 'defensive sufficiency', they said, was 
not doctrine, it was 'a statement of objectives, a 
proposal'. 90 Shortly after the May 1987 announcement, and 
with deliberate reference to it, Rear Admiral Kostev, in 

one of the most explicit and refreshing recent articles 
on'Military Doctrine and future war, referred to the 
defensive character 'of socialist military strategy', 
which is arguably more accurate, 'and specific. 91 If the 
defensiveness of the revised Doctrine was manifested not 
only, in intention but in force structures, then it made 
perfect sense to say that this was reflected in the 
character of strategy - of military art. 

The same is true of 'reasonable sufficiency',. 
according to Dr Sergey Karaganov, deputy Director of the 
Europe Institute of the USSR Academ'y, of Sciences, 
'reasonable sufficiency was not Doctrine. It was 'more of 
a military-political strategy thana military-operational 
concept'; it was a 'grand strategy'. 92 As the co-author 
of a book on Reasonable Sufficiency and New Political 
Thinking, one can assume his comments to be 

authoritative. 
93 

If it is therefore incorrect to describe 'Defensive 

Sufficiency' or 'Reasonable Sufficiency' as 'Doctrine',, it 
is acknowledged that Doctrine is now declared to be 

concerned with preventing war. The importance of war 
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prevention is not new: it was stressed by Gorbachev in 
1983, before he came to power, and Ogarkov in 1984, for 
example, 94 but since then it has been incorporated into 
the definition'of Doctrine. This has raised problems with 
the traditional definition of Military Doctrine as the 
State's accepted system of views on the character of a 
future war (see Part Two). The debate on the definition of 
Military Doctrine has clearly rippled widely. One of the 
most prescient statements of the problem has come from a 
Polish officer serving at. the Polish General Staff 
Academy, and therefore close to the centre of the 'future 

war' debate. It was published in February, 1988, under the 
rubric of 'Views-Experiences- Polemics'. 

'In the 40, years after the war... in connexion with 
enormous technological progress... more and more 
space began to be devoted to considerations of 
the character of future war (nad-charakterem przyslej 
wo'n Secondly, in, 

_connexion with the sudden 
growth of the role of ideological, political, 
economic and other changes in the international arena 
a need was perceived for the separation and identification of appropriate factors (ideological- 
political and economic) as a component of military 
power. All this influences the concept of officially binding doctrinal views, which specifies a definition 
of military doctrine thus: 

a system of views (or statements) accepted, in a 
given country (or coalition) concerning (dot cz cych) 
the character of war and the means of -con ucti g it 
and preparing the country and army for it. 

Today, however, such a definition of Military 
Doctrine is insu icient. The threat oa war which 
could become a nuclear cataclysm, annihilating all humanity has created the need not only to prepare 
countries (or coalitions) for war and improve their 
ability to conduct it but also, and perhaps first 
and foremost, to prevent its outbreak. This can be done by improving specific elements of military 
power and identifying problems of defence in Military 
Doctrine. 

The definition of Military Doctrine, of the 
socialist countries. \. in accordance with the spirit 
of the Berlin conference [May, 1987] sounds like this: 
Military Doctrine is a_ system of views (or statements) 
on the essence and character of a possible war [ewentualnej wojn ], the prevention of its outbreak 
and preparation for repelling possible aggression. 196 
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Having therefore rejected' the definition of Military 
Doctrine as a 'system of views... concerning the character 
of war and the means of conducting it... ', the author then 
defines it, in accordance with'the spirit of the Berlin 

conference, as a similar system of views 'on the essence 

and character of a possible war', but with the addition of 
'the prevention of its outbreak'. 

A more radical departure in definition had been 

suggested by Admiral Kostev in September, 1987, in the 

Soviet journal Communist of the Armed Forces, which would 

seem to carry slightly more official ideological clout 

than a Polish professional military journal. According to 

Kostev, 
'The Military Doctrine of 'the Warsaw Pact is a system 
of basic views on the prevention of war (na 

redotvrashcheni e vo n ), on military 
structures, the preparation of the fraternal states 
and their armed forces for the repulsion of aggression 
and of means for conducting armed struggle in the 
defence of socialism. That is the basic position 
and Doctrine of every member of the Warsaw Pact 
including also Soviet Military Doctrine. 

Usually Military Doctrine is divided into two 
sides: political and military. The latter is 
sometimes called military-technical [see Part One]. 

The political side of Military Doctrine, as a rule, 
comprises views on the social-political essence of 
a future war, if the imperialists unleash, it, +in the 
first instance the political, aims of the state and the 
requirements for military structuring arising from 
these aims. The other side of Doctrine - the military 
side - is linked with.. the established military- 
strategic character of [a] war, with the tasks of the 
armed forces, their development, with the basic prep- 
aration of the country in a military regard. The 
[two] sides of Doctrine are dialectically interlinked. 
The essence of this link is in the indivisibility 
of one side from the other, in the full correspondence 
of political aims and means of conducting military 
action. 

The propositions of Soviet Military doctrine-, - 
are based on laws and principles, of dialectical and 
historical materialism, on the Leninist teaching' 
on defence of the Socialist Motherland. In them 
the realities"of-the contemporary era, the powerful 
forces of socialism, its ability and striving-to 
solve international problems-by in a peaceful way, 
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by political means, are taken into account. 996 

Taken as a whole, this statement places more stress on 
the prevention of war, and on the solution of political 
problems by non-military means. 

Like the Polish statement, this redefinition does 

nothing to move the 'views on the character of a future 

war' from their key position as an element of Doctrine, 

even though that imaginary war exists, above all, so that 
it can be prevented. This issue is so cardinal to this 

study that recent statements must be examined in detail. 

The testimony of officers as widely differentiated as a 
Soviet Admiral and a Polish General Staff Academy Colonel 
inspires some confidence that the modifications to the 
definition of Doctrine are genuine and the result of 
widespread analysis and consultation. 

What appears to be the official new definition of 
Soviet Military Doctrine appeared, in"the leader in the 

authoritative Voyennaya Mysl', still then restricted to 
Generals and Admirals of the Soviet Armed Forces, in 
January, 1988. 'Contemporary Military Doctrine' was 
defined as 

'a system of officially accepted, fundamental views 
on the prevention of war, military structuring, 
preparation of the country and Armed-Forces for 
the repulsion of aggression and and of the means 
of conductinj $gped struggle in`the defence 
of socialism . 

The leader stressed that the political, component of 
Military Doctrine was 'the main one', and that the 
'military technical side' was subordinated to it. The 
Leninist chapter and verse underlining these statements 
was the traditional scripture that 'no revolution is worth 
anything unless it can defend itself'. 98` 

By, October 1988, prevention of war had crystallised, as, 
the 'primary goal' or 'core' of Military Doctrine, in an 
authoritative statement by General Gareyev,, head of the 
Military Scientific Directorate of the Soviet General 
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Staff. 9'9 In December, 1988, Voyennaya Mysl' included 

another authoritative statement of the definition, 

virtually identical to that given in January. General 
Salmanov stressed the need for defining the composition of 
Military Doctrine more precisely, and addressed this as a 
necessary preliminary to views 'on the character of a 
possible war in defence of socialism'. 10OHe began by 

reiterating the old definition, that 'in the general 
scheme of things Military Doctrine is understood as a 
system of official state views on the character of a 

possible war, and also the preparation of the country and 
armed forces for it'. However, Salmanov argued that this 
had become obsolete with the October revolution (a 

remarkable re-write of history, given that it was a precis 
of the official definition of only two years before). 101 

He then repeated the Lenin dictum used in the January 1989 
Voyennaya Mysl' leader before proceeding to give the new 
definition. Salmanov concluded that the 'widening of the 
composition of'Soviet Military Doctrine 'and that of the 
Warsaw Pact as a whole is the result of'-the new political 
thinking ... as regards problems of war and peace and 
questions of increasing international stability'. "10'2 
Making Military Doctrine concerned with the prevention of 
war as well as its character and conduct obviously 
'widened' its content dramatically, but°the character of a 
possible future war clearly remains central. 

Army General Lushev, as Warsaw Pact Commander in 
Chief, lent his authority to the new definition in May, 
1989. 

'The Military Doctrine of the Warsaw Treaty I Organization 
is aimed at-preventing war and is of a-strictly defensive 
nature... when we in the Soviet Union say that we must 
fight against war before it starts , that is'not propag- 
anda, but a deep conviction, 'a. platform-for practical 
actions.... we see Military doctrine at the present 
stage as a system of officially adopted fundamental 
views on the prevention of war, on military construction 

[structuring], and on preparing, our countries and. our 
Joint Armed Forces for repelling aggression. `: 
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What is new and most important here is the fact 
that whereas Military Doctrine was previously defined 
as a system of views on preparing for a possible war and 
on how to fight it, the key point in the definition 
now is the prevention of war. The task of preventing 
war is becoming the highest goal, the nucleus of our 
Military Doctrine and the main function-of our 
states and their joint Armed Forces. '103 

General Lushev's oath that this was not mere propaganda 
does make sense. This statement obviously contains a good 
deal of common sense, and seems consistent with other 
measures directed towards defensiveness' and the 

prevention of war. - 
, War prevention is not necessarily the same as 

deterrence. Deterrence rests, on the principle that if the 

other side starts conflict, they will receive damage out 
of proportion to any rational gain. A highly offensive 
force, geared to attack at a moment's notice, could, 
nevertheless, be a deterrent. Indeed it is arguable that 
the. large Soviet offensive., capability sustained and built 

up in Europe after 1945, was to some extent a deterrent. 
War prevention, on the other hand, involves forces 
physically capable of preventing conflict, or making it 
appear undesirable because of their ability to impede the 
swift execution of military operations. Fortified belts 
and regions do perform this function, and so do forces 

configured and committed to coming between other warring 
parties. Tactical units drawn from the armed forces of 
the superpowers are deliberately excluded from United 
Nations Peacekeeping forces, but the Soviet Union,, like 

the United States, has provided observers, for example in 
the Sinai Peninsula in the, 1970s., The 'military factor 
itsrelf' (sobstvenno voyennv faktor), including, confidence 
building, arms reductions and demonstrably defensive 

deployments, 'should not be underestimated'. 104 In the 

present volatile and confused situation in Eastern Europe, 
Soviet troops could conceivably act in a literal war 
prevention role, coming between those of other Warsaw pact 
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States with conflicting interests, attitudes and 
timetables for reform. 

War prevention as a component of Doctrine has begun 
to be addressed in detail. Lieutenant General of Aviation 
Serebryannikov, a distinguished military academic, - 
examined the role of the Army in war-prevention, in 
September, 1989. War prevention was a combination of 
'deliberate, planned, -multilateral and unilateral measures 
by states and alliances, both political and military', to 

exclude the possibility of war. 105 Serebryannikov alluded 
to Sun-Tzu's exhortation-to destroy the enemy's will to 
fight, 10'6 and concluded by saying that 

'The prevention of war and readiness to beat off 
aggression reliably in-any conditions are indiss- 
olubly linked tasks. ' They require flexible 
use of political and military means, stubborn, 
dedicated, coordinated work by the mi}&, tyary- 
political direction of the country... ' 

The prevention of war obviously belongs to the political 
component of Doctrine, and the fact that it is now being 
examined in theýMain Political Directorate's journal 
Communist of, the Armed Forces supports this. At recent 
private discussions with members of the Soviet General 
Staff in September, 1989, the Russians stressed 
'prevention of war' as a political component of 
Doctrine. 108 However, gives the'Polish'statement, above, 
that war prevention involved"stiffening-particular 

elements'of military power, and the statement immediately 

above, that prevention of war also required 'flexible use 
of political and military means', it must also belong to 
the military component as well. ' Another reliable 
authority, Dr Karaganov, confirmed in'discussion that the 
principles of reasonable sufficiency and war prevention 
did not underlie the political side of Doctrine alone but 
'went down to the military-technical side also'109 
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3. DEPLOYING FOR 'DEFENSIVE SUFFICIENCY' 

The interaction between defence and offence is elusive and 
complex, as Clausewitz observed. 110 The appearance of 
nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles caused Soviet 

military writers of the 1960s to ask whether the terms 
'defensive' and 'offensive' were still valid at all, at., -. 
least at the higher levels. The enemy's strategic 
offensive could only be disrupted by a nuclear offensive 
of one's own, giving rise to the 'simultaneous use of two, 

completely different types of-military action'. Purely 
'defensive' actions would not take place above the 

operational level. 111 The launch of nuclear warheaded 
missiles from silo or sea or attacks by nuclear armed 
bombers were arguably not 'offensive' in the`way the word 
had traditionally been used in Russian (although others 
argued that the 'artillery offensive' of World War II 

provided a precedent). 112 

As noted, by the early 1980s, ' the new generation of 
improved conventional weapons was acquiring, the 
characteristics of nuclear weapons in terms-of' 
effectiveness. With the extended range of delivery 
systems, they-also had the same effect on the' relationship 
between attack and defence. The decisive significance of 
the attack in air-land'warfare had largely been'afunction 

of its ability to-grasp-the enemy's vitals and sever his 

nervous system-, whilst the defence, though immensely 

powerful, could only chew'soff-'what-, was thrown at it, and 
buy time. Given that air strikes had"-ä profoundly 
offensive characters the` ability of the' ! defensive' to 

seriously hamper the'enemy's`-plans'was-largely limited to 
the-range of artillery'. = The-artillery 'counter- 

preparation', aimed at-'breaking'up-the enemy as he 
deployed for the attac:;, wasthe precursor of the modern 
defence's ability to reach out and kill the enemy. -Prior 
to the Battle-Of Kursk, the Soviet artillery fired the 
largest artillery counter-preparation in the-history of 
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warfare. 113 By the early 1980s, a defensively deployed 
force could still strike deeply into the rear of its 
opponent, using satellite and airborne reconnaissance to 
target long range missiles, and reaching into the enemy 
rear to strangle command and control with electronic 
warfare, what the Russians had, in the 1960s, called 'war 
in the ether'. 114 

Throughout the history of war, the defensive and 
offensive have employed similar weapons, and the 
distinction has never been clear. Certain western 
commentators have perhaps read more into Soviet statements 
on the new revolution in military affairs115 than they may 
warrant. In the light of Trotskiy's partial 
rehabilitation in the Soviet military press, 116 it is 
sobering to consider his 1921 view, 

'The contradiction between defensive propaganda and the offensive character of war -offensive, in the last analysis - is a "good", viable, dialectic 
contradiction. We have no grounds whatever for 
changing the character and direction-of our 
military educational work in order to please 
muddleheads, even if týgý speak in the name 
of military doctrine. ' 

If the dialectic is not 'new', it is arguable that the 
recent great extension of weapon range and the increased 

ability for surveillance and rapid information processing 
will enable elements of a 'defensive' system tobe used 
very actively to an extent previously impossible. The 

pre-eminent example of this was the US-'doctrine' of 
Follow-On Forces ' Attack (FOFA), which aimed to strike at 
targets hundreds of kilometres. deep. Whilst-Soviet 

sources express clear concern at°the potential_(if not the 
achieved. capability) of FOFA, the. Russians. were developing 

similar systems. 
118 Cardinal to this'. vision-of. a, 

defensive system able to`identify. deep targets, 'reach out 
and eliminate them,. was the idea of-the`'reconnaissance- 
destruction complex(RPK),; embracing-'reconnaissance-fire! 
(ROK). and 'Reconnaissance-strike'(RUK), complexes, tat*the 
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tactical and operational levels, respectively. 119 The, 
'defence' now had many of the powers previously limited to 
the 'attack'. The latest qualitative improvements"enabled 

the modern 'defence' to achieve the same decisive 

objectives as the offensive. 
An authoritative analysis of the trends in defence 

at the operational level, including some reference to the 

role of high precision weapons and the depths of defensive 
deployments for formations at different levels had 

appeared in February, 1986.120 By, summer, 1987, some 
attempt was clearly being made to adjust the perceived 
configuration of future war on land to the newly declared 

principle (not 'Doctrine') of 'Defensive sufficiency', and 
by mid 1988 this effort had crystallised into a series of 
specific options, which are set out and elaborated upon 
below. 121 The latter was the speciality of Andrey 
Kokoshin, Deputy Director of the USSR's USA and Canada 
Institute and Major General Valentin Larionov, a professor 
in the General Staff Academy, who, as a Colonel, had, 

significantly, been the composing editor of Sokolovskiy's 
Military Strategy in the 1960s, 

-and was therefore a 
serious professional military intellectual. 122 Kokoshin 

and Larionov identified four models of 'defensive 

doctrine' based on past military experience, and others 
have expounded on one or more of them. The models are: 

The pre-emptive or immediate counter-attack. 
('counter-action-strategic offensive 
operations'). This is only 'defensive', 

at the highest, politico-strategic level. 

Forces designed to attack the instant a threat 

appears are, in practice, indistinguishable from 
'offensive' forces. . During, the 1930s the Soviet Union_ 

evolved an offensively orientated force optimised for 

manoeuvre. Taken by suprise, those forces (the giant 
1940-41 mechanized corps), under strength and without 
their full complement of the new tanks or adequate 
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Figure 4.2. The Battle of Kursk, July-August, 1943. Prototype 

for defensive option two. 

Phase 1: map showing organization and extent of Soviet 
defences, and German attacks on north and south faces. These 

attacks are worn down and at furthest extent (Ponyri in the 

north, Prokhorovka in the south), only just penetrate Soviet 
'tactical zone'. 
1. First defensive belt. 
2. Second defensive belt. 
3. Third defensive belt (Army rear area). 
4. Front first defensive line. 
5. Front second defensive line. 
6. Front third defensive line(includes defences of Kursk 
itself). 
7. Defensive boundary of Steppe Military district. 
8. National Defensive boundary. 

Towns (large type): Rivers (small type): 
B- Belgorod N= Neruch 
K- Kursk 0a Oskol 

Kh - Khar'kov Ps = Psel 

La Livny SE a Seym 

LG - L'gov SO - Sosna 

M- Mtsensk SV - Svala 

0- Orel 

Po s Ponyri 
Pr - Prokhorovka 
Ve s Verkhov'ye 
Vo - Voronezh 

Phase 2. Map showing scale, extent and timing of Soviet 

counter-offensive. 
Lines reached by Soviet troops on given dates indicated by key 

on map. 
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Figure 4.3 The Battle of Khalkhin Gol, 20-31 August, 1939: 

encirclement and destruction of Japanese forces within Soviet/ 

Mongolian claimed border 
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command and control, were thrown into the attack 
in the opening, 'frontier battles' of World War II. 
In the evening, of 22 June 1941, the north-western, 
western and south-western Fronts received NKO Order 
No. 3, ordering them to destroy the enemy and 
carry the war into his terrritory. 123 There has 
been much interest in these battles in the Military- 
Historical Journal. 124 

* Initial Defence: counter-offensive. Each side renounces 
offensives in the initial phases of the conflict, with 
the emphasis on a well engineered, deep positional 
defence. The premier example of a deliberate action 
of this type (where the defensive was assumed 
deliberately, not, as previously on the Russian front 
in, World War II, by accident, was the Battle of Kursk, 
the subject of another seminal article by Kokoshin and 
Larionov, 

_, 
'The Battle of Kursk in the Light of 

Contemporary Doctrine', in 1987.125 This had also 
featured significantly . 

in. early 1986.126, However, the 
defensive serves; , to buy� ; time to, build up a -crushing 
counter-offensive,. which drives beyond the initial 
start lines, into . 

'enemy' (or formerly enemy-held) 
territory. This example-is illustrated schematically 
in figure 4.2. , .. 11 

* Destroy an invading enemy within. your own.., 
borders, without going over to, a' counteroffensive 
outside those borders. An example is the battle of 
Khalkhin Gol, just over 50 years ago, in which Soviet 
forces supposedly conducted a 'defensive action' 
within Mongolia's boundaries (in fact, the location of 
the boundary was debatable), 127 to inflict a crushing 
local defeat on Japan to prevent them participating 
in a two-front war against the Soviet Union. " 
Otherwise, it was one of the most 'offensive' battles 
in history, in terms of its military-operational char- 
acter (see figure 4.3). This was also suggested as a 
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paradigm for a Soviet 'defensive' posture by a Soviet 

representative in December, 1988.128 If that is to be 

regarded as an example of 'defensive sufficiency', 
then it may offer the opportunity for aggressive 
action wherever an old border dispute may be revived. 

Defensive defence. A purely defensive option on a. 
strategic and operational scale, without the potential 
for offensive or counteroffensive operations above the 
tactical level. Both sides would fight very 
defensively. In October, 1988, Colonel-General 
Gareyev, referred to 'a system of strong points'. 
These would help in absorbing and trapping the 

attacker, with limited counter attacks by a 
mobile force moving between defended zones or 
'fortified regions'. 129 This was the Maginot 
line strategy, and one which the Russians might 
have used more in 1941 if their fortified regions 
had not been partially disarmed as they were 
trying to shift them-to the new state frontier 
resulting from occupation of part of Poland. 
A number of articles have appeared discussing 
the role, state and potential of the fortified 
regions (URs) in 1941.130 

The idea of 'passive' or 'defensive defence' had been 
revived in the West some years earlier. 131 Whereas its 
western proponents characteristically thought in terms of 
defensive technologies, Kokoshin and Larionov later 

reiterated that defensivism should be built in to 
organization and deployment rather than hardware, and that 
new 'defensive' forms of hardware would simply add another 

. twist to the arms race. 
'We prefer a different interpretation of non- 
offensive defence, whereby the strike capabil- 
ities of potential adversaries must be dismantled 
through the reduction, scrapping or withdrawal of 
offensive facilities and management systems that 
might be used for a sudden attack, rather3ýhan 
the. development of new kinds of weapon. 
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The four models certainly cover the entire spectrum of 
possible interpretations of 'defensive' principles. 
Interviewed later in 1988, Kokoshin appeared remarkably 
frank about discussions taking place in the USSR. - A 
'major review of military strategy' was going on, and 
there was 'a real possibility that the USSR will adopt the 
third model [Khalkhin Gol],, as its goal' 0133 

The models are interesting from a military-technical 
point of view, and insofar as they illustrate the Soviet 

use of historical precedent-which this study has 
identified as a key component in formulating images of 
future war. However, they also opened up a fundamental 
issue in Soviet Military Doctrine. Previously, as 
revealed throughout this study, Doctrine held that'a 
future war (or, at any rate, the future war which was the 
overwhelming object of Soviet concern) would be 'a 
decisive clash between two world systems'. Regardless of 
how-it started, it would inevitably tend to the 
Clausewitzian extreme, and end with the virtual 
annihilation--, of-one side. Options one and two still 
conformed to'ý°this dictat. But options three and-four 
implied a more limited notion of victory, either simply 
repelling the enemy (option four), or trapping and 
amputating a section of his armed forces (option three). 
Kokoshin pointed out that'the concept of total war had 
been dominant since the Napoleonic Wars, but that now 'we 
have to get back essentially to the pre-Napoleonic 
concept'. 

134 In other words, to limited war, albeit 
possibly still very violent and decisive in its military- 
technical character. Obvious examples of the latter type 
of future war, though not specifically referred to by 
Kokoshin, are the campaigns of Frederick the Great of 
Prussia (1712-1786). 135 I 

By the end of 1988, -Soviet Field Service Regulations 

were apparently being re-written to, reflect the new 
emphasis on defence. 136 Defence had already received more 
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attention than previously, as indicated by a December 1987 

report'about the training of the elite MI Kalinin Taman 
division, 'reinforcing the attention paid to defensive 

combat', and increasing the importance of engineer 
equipment such as bulldozers. 137 

At this time an article also appeared in the 
authoritative restricted Voyennaya Mysl', on the shift 
from the defensive to-the counter-offensive, with emphasis 
on the relevance of historical experience to 'contemporary 

operations'. 138 The way the defensive phase was 
conducted, the degree of energy achieved (pktivnost'), was 
crucial to going over to the counter-offensive. ' The more 
active and energetic the defensive, the more the enemy 
would be worn down and exhausted prior to the counter- 
offensive. 139 I 

The US 'Air-Land Battle': concept and NATO's FOFA 
(referred to,, apparently, by its official Russian 
translationl40). were: a particular threat, because they 
threatened-Soviet second echelons and reserves to a depth 
of, 100-150: and, 450-500 kilometres, respectively. 
Preserving the organization, cohesion and battle- 
worthiness of second echelons and reserves was crucial to 
implementing the counter-offensive. 141 The optimum moment 
for launching the counter-offensive was the moment when 
the enemy, having expended; his men and materiel,. began to 
go over to a hasty defence, in order. to give himself a 
breather and bring up reinforcements from the rear. 142 

Clearly, an automated control and. intelligence (C3I) 

process might facilitate the selection of the exact 
moment, another precise example of how 'defensive' 

principles and the new determinants of military power can 
be interlinked. Rather than identifying this phenomenon as 
it occurred, automated'C3I could predict its occurrence, 
enabling Soviet forces to be ready to move. The article - 
concluded with reference to. the battles of Stalingrad and. 
Kursk, indicating that option two was at this time under, 
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serious consideration. 143 

The evolution of 'new tactical forms for fighting 
battles, corresponding to defensive doctrine' was 
described in August 1989 as a 'major research process'. 
Military academies, headquarters and military institutes 
had, apparently, been drawn into this process. 144 The 

problems of 'putting the new Military Doctrine into 

practice' were also addressed, by the veteran military 
theorist Major General I Vorob'ev, in September 1989. In 

an article with a title best translated, 'Moving, mobile, 
manoeuvrist', 145 stressing the difference between the 
three concepts, 146 he noted the prevalence of 'manoeuvrist 

defence' in the 1929 Soviet Field Service Regulations. 
The new, late 1980s, Field Service Regulations apparently 
still divided defence into 'manoeuvrist' and 
'positional'. 147 The two were not mutually exclusive but 

needed to be used in close cooperation. Thus, in exercise 
'Autumn 1988', the main body of the defending forces 

withdrew to a positional defensive zone, while part of the 
first echelon conducted a 'manoeuvre' defence to harass 
and delay the enemy in the area to its front. Vorob'ev 
stressed that manoeuvre defence could be used at any 
level, by sub-units, units or formation. This implied that 
the concept was limited to the tactical level: to 
counterattacks by, or within, divisions, and this was 
reinforced by reference to 'active tactics in defence'. 148 

This in turn suggests Kokoshin and Larionov's option four. 
Had Vorob'ev envisaged large scale manoeuvre within the 
overall context ofa strategic defence, arguably option 
three, standard usage would demand that he used the terms 
'operational' or 'strategic' defence. 

Much down-to-earth and'-valuable analysis of the 

problems of defence in the new military environment 

appeared in the Polish military press in 1988. An article 
on the modern tactical defence at-the end of May noted the 
threat from 'enemy precision weapons'. 149 'Reconnaissance- 
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strike systems' were particularly threatening, and 
necessitated both active (counter-preparation) measure to 
destroy their sensors and launchers, and passive measures, 
primarily further dispersion. Fortified structures might 
help reduce vulnerability to precision strikes' 150 

although a week earlier another officer, had noted 'certain 
doubts about the expediency of fortified terrain 
structures', which were not necessarily consistent with 
'stipulated movement and the need for highly mobile and 
dynamic operations'. However, there would always have to 
be some stationary or positional elements in any 
defence. 151 On the other hand, a 'whole gamut' (cala 

gama) of mutually supportive assets were available to 
enhance the effect of fire, including minefields, napalm 
fields, engineer obstacles and smoke. 152 Another article 
on manoeuvre in the defence underlined the need for 
frequent manoeuvre to evade precision weapons: 'every 
detected object, independent of the front line, can be 
immediately destroyed'. 153 This would'also complicate 
enemy planning: he would be 'forced into greater 
expenditure of forces ... for'supplementary or repeated 
reconnaissance of targets which have changed or are 
changing their deployment area, thus extending the time 
for the circulation of information i'n,, the enemy's 
reconnaissance system'. 154 This vision of'the future 
defensive battle was viewed with healthy scepticism: a 
November article suggested that long-range precision 

and 
improved reconnaissance would make static positions 
terribly vulnerable, and that hastily prepared defences 

would in future be de rigeur. The manoeuvrist defence 

would be highgly demanding and require excellent control, 
whereas in fact the defender normally adopted the defence 
because he was weaker. Lastly, the construction of miles 
of ditches, communication trenches and fire positions was 
immensely physically demanding and time consuming, and 
this had to be set against the soldier's traditional 
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reluctance to dig. The Polish officer, wondered whether 
sufficient strength and resources were available to 

realise these defensive concepts. 155 

These defensive concepts were inextricably linked with 
the future of electronic warfare and automated control 

systems. Although the defence's manoeuvre involved ground 
forces and aviation to a large extent, 'manoeuvre of 

electromagnetic waves' played 'an exceptionally important 

role'. This was carried out by forces and equipment 
designed for electronic warfare. 'Manoeuvre' in this sense 

was to be used against comparable enemy forces and 

equipment. 156 Furthermore, the article noted the 
increased pace of combat, the expansion of battle into 

three dimensions ('the air-land dimension'-w wymiarze 
1dowo-powietrznym), and the conduct of electronic 
warfare. These had necessitated combining commanders' 

. knowledge, experience and intuition with the increasing 

potential of computer. technology. 
'Thus, computer power can be used to replicate 
the defensive battle in toto. Sucha tool can be a model, of combat (model walki), created with 
the aid of computer simulation. The commander's brain (umysl has defined abilities, and in future 
it will not be able to act as a 'storehouse' 
(magazinowac), or be able to process the ever- increasing volume of information. Therefore, 
a battle model, in this case a defensive one, 
would be helpful indecision making and planning 157 and essential in controlling' the defensive battle., 

This is a highly explicit description of the value of 
automated control and artificial intelligence in future 

war. 
These discussions have largely taken place within a 

tactical framework, and so can be accomodated within 
Kokoshin and Larionov's option four, although they are not 
necessarily inconsistent with other options. According to 
Kokoshin, the articles setting out the four options do not 
form part of the curriculum of the General Staff Academy. 

That is significant., The articles have, however, received 
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a 'positive' response, and there is a consensus that the 
'four model schema provides a good framework within which 
to consider the issues'. 158 The latter is, if anything, 
an understatement: it is the broadest possible framework, 

given its coverage of the spectrum from provision for 

massive pre-emptive attack to defence which is totally 
passive above the tactical level. But it is only a two 
dimensional framework. Other evidence indicates that 
Kokoshin and Larionov have become embroiled in a time- 
limited dead-end, hardly even acknowledged by main body of 
the Soviet General Staff. The General Staff's concerns 
are higher, and stretch much further into the future, than 
tailoring and 

-tinkering with the shape of conventional 
land battles. 

Nor is this merely a question of one group focussing 
on a narrow part of the picture. At the time of writing, 
acrimonious debate is taking place. Aleksey Arbatov, one 
of the supporters of the 'new thinking' was violently 
attacked in the Soviet military press in August 1989, -" 
(after International Affairs, ' in which Arbatov had 
published his article'in March, refused to print'the 
criticism). Arbatov's views on future war embraced its 
full character. A 'prolonged conventional war' and ä war 

on two fronts were unlikely. Arbatov placed his faith in 
what appears to be a mixture of nuclear deterrence, at the 
highest level, aimed not at enemy forces but at centres of 
population (zhizneobrazuyushiye uzly), and fairly passive 
conventional defence. Some 50 to 60 Warsaw Pact 
divisions, including 20 to 30 on the 800 kilometre Central 
European front, should be able to hold NATO (bearing in 

mind the old rule of'thumb that°an attacker needs a three 
to one superiority). Old equipment would be scrapped en 
masse, and the new wafare would be a high-intensity, high- 
technology affair, although this was not seen as 
incompatible with a defensive posture. The critic, Major 
General Lyubimov, -ridiculed Arbatov mercilessly, I including 
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the article's title: 'On Sufficient Defence and 
Insufficient Competence'"159 

It appears to be the General Staff view that they have 

a monopoly on competence. Its Chief, Army General Mikhail 
Aleksandrovich Moiseyev, launched into an angry tirade in 

the presence of the author, singling out the radical 
People's Deputy Major Lopatin for criticism. 

'Comrade Lo atin has no chance of making new 
[military J 

reforms. Scientists, 1g8puties... its too responsible for that. ' 

The Deputy Minister for Armaments, General Vitaliy 

Shabanov, likewise did not conceal his contempt for 

certain 'civilian experts'. 
'I am not against criticism, not against wide 
discussion of military-tecýgjcal themes. But 
there must be competence'. 

He implied that he, too, was not convinced of all 
analysts' competence. 
4. THE GENERAL STAFF, 'CONTEMPORARY' AND 'FUTURE WAR'. 
The historic role of the Russian . and. then Soviet General 
Staff in determining Military Doctrine is evident from 
Part 1. Until recently Soviet Military Doctrine was 
declaredly centred on the character of a future war. and 
despite the stated shift in Doctrine, clearly remains so, 
as argued in section 2, above. Chiefs of the General Staff 
have been prominent publicists of the-military-technical 
as well as the political face of Doctrine,,, notably Marshal 
Ogarkov, who served from January 1977 to September 1984, 

and the Chief of the General Staff at the time of writing, 
who is also a First Deputy Minister of Defence, General 
Moiseyev. 162 Moiseyev, born in September, 1939, was 
appointed on 14 December 1988 as. a Colonel-General, in 

place of Marshal'S F Akhromeyev. At 49 years old, he was 
exceptionally young as well as, relatively junior in 

rank. 
163 

Only about one in ten of the officers working in the 
General Staff at any one time are graduates of the'General 
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Staff Academy, reflecting a tradition, which goes back to 
Imperial times, of disseminating the bulk of General Staff 
Academy expertise among military formations. 164 

Conversely, the General Staff clearly has an active 

command role, which has recently been reinforced and re- 
emphasized. The Head of the General Staff Academy which 
has traditionally been associated with the name of 
Voroshilov, although that name may well be dropped, 165, 

at 
the time of writing much of this study was Army General 
Grigory Ivanovich Salmanov , who replaced General MM 
Kozlov in 1986. Salmanov's comments about Military 
Doctrine while in that post clearly carry great weight. 

166 

He was replaced by Colonel-General Rodionov in 1989.167 
Other important figures are the Chief of the Military 
Science Directorate, Lt Gen Evgeny Andreyevich Kuznetsov, 

and the Chief and Deputy Chief of the Treaty and Legal 
Directorate, Colonel General Nikolay Fedorovich Chervov 

and Maj Gen Gely Viktorovich Batenin. The last two 
officers are particularly concerned with arms control and 
disarmament issues. 168 

In February 1989, shortly after his appointment, 
Moiseyev conducted a remarkable interview which-revealed 
the extent of the General Staff's role in formulating and 
implementing the new Military Doctrine and new military 
organization, coping with the accelerating scientific- 
technical revolution, and forecasting the future. 169 

Moiseyev confirmed the present study's conclusion that 
since 1985-86 the Soviet military had embarked on a 'new 

stage' in its evolution. The previous stage, 'which was 
linked with the revolution in military affairs [ of the 
1950s ] and the massive introduction of nuclear missiles 

must be considered finished. '170 A precise concept of 

restructuring had been formulated, but while much had been 

done in the previous one and a half to two years, 

restructuring was encountering complications. The General 

confirmed that 'many stereotypes' were being 'demolished', 
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and that 'views that seemed incontrovertible' were 
changing. The next two years would a period of 
'particularly grave responsibility and 
tension(otvetstvennymi i napryazhennymi), for the Armed 
Forces and the General Staff', a period of 'Fundamental 
(korennoy) reorganization of the army and fleet'. 171 More 

specifically, he argued that: 
'... the entire command and control system should 
be switched decisively to a new, automated tech- 
nical base, we should think about utting decisions 
we have taken about restructuring 

f 
command and ] 

control in the light of defensive requirements 
into practice... the development of military art 
is now proceeding at an exceptional pace. Almost 
all the propositions of strategy, operational 
art and tactics are undergoing fundamental change, 
under the influence not only of military-technical, 
but also of military-political factors. In essence, 
a new thory of military art is being created. 

In these conditions, the. role of military 
science increases sharply. Now no question of 
military organization (stroitel'stva) can be decided 
without detailed scientific study. Science must help 
us accomplish tasks, not only without serious errors, 

-, but, actually,. in the optimum way, especially when we 
are talking about the longer term perspective "o dal'neyshey_ perspektivy). In military theory 

sic. it. its. unacceptable to depend on the subjective decisions of indiividuals. One must proceed from 
objective consideration'of empirical laws and 
real material factors. In the immediate future, a 
whole complex of [related] major scientific- 
research studies will be carried out, in 1ý2 particular on core problems of military affairs. i 

Throughout the interview, Moiseyev reiterated. that this 
was very much the General Staff's responsibility. A more 
definitive statement about the role of the General Staff 
in formulating and utilising a vision of future warfare, 
and its programme of future studies, would be hard to find 
in open sources. Moiseyev also stressed that the General 
Staff must look at the more distant future, reinforcing 
the conclusion that-their horizon was quite different from 
that of those working on , practical, military realisation of 
'defensive principles' in the short term. 

'It is obvious, that we should reevaluate our- 
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relationship with work on long-term (perspektivnym 
problems. Current work is undoubtedly important, 
all the same, our principal' efforts (glavnye nashi 
usiliya) must be directed first of all towards long- 
term tasks. Traditionally, the General Staff has 
been involved in the main with drafting proposals, 
calculations and planning. But responsibility for 
the final results has been minimised. Now things 
are different. The times require us to be able 
to solve the tasks which arise with with great 
foresight (s bol'shim predvideniyem), not only 
from the position of today, but also taking the 
long-term (do, l osrochn ) perspective into account. 
Many of the di ficult problems with which our 
forces are having to cope today can be traced 
back, with careful analysis to inadequate fore- 
sight (predusmotritel'nost'5 and lack of far- 
sightedness Heda nova host'). And we must ° 
all learn the appropriate lessons from that. 173 

We must assume that the definition of a 'long- 
term'(dolgosrochny) prediction here conforms to that 
investigated in part one, some 25 to 30 years ahead, to 
the 2014-2019 horizon. Expressed Soviet concerns about 
United States long term programmes, such as a. programme 
for modernization of United States nuclear arsenals up to 
the year 2010, may also indicate a reaction to the 
perceived 'threat'. 174 Besides reinforcing the 
traditional Soviet emphasis on foresight and long-term 
prediction in military affairs, Moiseyev. also underlined 
the value of studying how past predictions had been 
inadequate or wrong. The methodology of the present study 
would, it appears, meet with the Chief of the Soviet 
General Staff's approval. 

Moiseyev's interview is also of particular interest 
because he stated that the proposed automation of command 
and control, discussed in section one and evident since 
the 1970s, would shortly go ahead. He also gave precise 
details of debates about the possibility of either a 
militia system or a professional army ( the latter 

resulting in an increase in maintenance costs of between 
five and eight times). 175 

Within the General Staff, the Military Science 
Directorate would at first sight seem to bear a good deal 
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of responsibility for framing the perception-of the ., 
character of future war. The image of 'future war', as 
demonstrated in Part One, is a major part of Military 
Science. Until 1985, this Directorate was headed by 
Colonel, now Army General Makhmut Gareyev, a prominent 
military thinker and writer on future war issues. 176 

The Directorate is headed by Lt. Gen. Evgeny Kuznetsov at 
the time of writing. 177 As noted, the Treaty and Legal 
Directorate also plays a part, in planning future force 

structures as well as in purely 'disarmament' and treaty 

questions. However, the four most significant 
Directorates of the General Staff appear to be: 

*The Main Operations Directorate. This governs Soviet. 

war planning, both active and contingency. It may 
determine military and military-political aims. The. 
Directorate was headed by Army General Valentin Varennikov 
until early, 1987, at the time of: writing, Commander-in- 
Chiefof, the Ground Forces, who was replaced by Colonel 
General. Bronislav, Omelichev. 178; 

. 
*The Main, Intelligence Directorate. (GRU 

. This was 
headedby_Army General. Petr Ivashutin until 1987, replaced 
by Colonel General Viktor Mikhailov. 179 

`The Main Organization and Mobilization Directorate. 
This was headed by Colonel General G Morozov until-1987,. 
replaced by Colonel General Grigory, Krivosheyev. 180 

*The Military Assistance Directorate (Foreign). This 
oversees Soviet military assistance abroad.,,. -It is 

possible that General Gareyev, posted to Kabul as head of 
the group overseeing the Soviet withd, rawal, is in some- 
sense-now head of this Directorate, although at the time 
of writing it had been headed by, Lieutenant General 

, 
Yevgeniy Kondakov since 1985.181 

In discussions with the Soviet General Staff in 
September 1989, no mention was apparently made of. the 
Military Science Directorate. As explained in part one, 
, the Military Academies in 

, 
the Soviet Union playa key role 
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in research into conditions of 
, 
future warfare and weapons, 

and-the General Staff Academy appears-to mastermind the 
work in the 'think tanks' of the other academies. Only 40 

percent of the General Staff Academy's work relates to 
teaching. In accordance with, the traditional role of all 
Military Academies, the General-Staff Academy'spent, some 
60 percent of, its time doing 'directed research for the 
General Staff, primarily the Main Operations Directorate'. 
However, the General Staff Academy did include a 'Military 
Science Research Institute'. 182 The governing role of the 
Main Operations Directorate is logical given its known war 
planning and other functions, although the absence of a 
major role by the Military Science Directorate is ,a little 

puzzling. In his'February 1989 interview, General 
Moiseyev alluded to elimination of duplication within the 
General Staff, and if in the, past the roles of the 
Military, Science and Main, Operations Directorates 
overlapped, it might just, be, that; the rational. sation 
edged out the smaller Directorate. 

e183 
It, would,, appear that 

the Military,, Science, Research Institute within the General 
Staff Academytis at the cutting, edgeyof envisaging the 
military-technical character of future conflict. 

At this stage, an return, to the, question. of , 
terminology is necessary., d, According-, to-a senior member of 
the Soviet team, the term 'budushchaya voyna'-, '(a)future 

war', had gone out of use eight to ten years previously as 
it implied the inevitability of war.;, This appears to 
support the author's conclusion that budushchaya voyna 
merited the equivalent effect 

- 
translation of 'World War. 

III'(see part two). Clearly, the fact that the 
'inevitability' of war, was firmly eschewed, at this time is 
also significant. However,, it seems that not every 
authoritative Soviet writer stopped using the term 
budushchaya voyna in 1979-1981, -far from it. Kir'yan was 
still talking about the character of, future war in 
1981,184 while Admiral Kostev was using the term. ini.. 
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1987.185 In 1985, for example, 'Army General Lashchenko, 
writing on encirclement and destruction of major enemy 
groupings, noted that 'a future war [seen from the 
viewpoint of the present ] requires from commanders in, 
chief, commanders and headquarters at every level still 
more centralized and flexible, firm and unbroken control 
of-forces, above all by dint of its automation'. 186 The 
term has also appeared in 1989.187 

-Clearly, there will be differences in usage within the 

military-scientific community', and old terminology may 
continue in use. However, it appears that within the 
Soviet General Staff at the time of writing, 'modern' or 
'contemporary' war(sovremennaya voyna) studies assesss the 
period five to ten years into the future, while 'Military 
Science' addresses the periods ten to 20 years and 20 to 
30 years ahead. As a rule, the 'long range' forecasts (25 
to 30, years) were?, 'quite vague'., 188. This might explain 
the low. profile: of-the'Military Science Directorate, since 
the bulk.. of. the studies commissioned - would presumably 
relate to', the next ten years ('contemporary warfare'), and 
would therefore emanate=from the Main Operations 
Directorate. 

It was, however, one of the officers apparently 
associated with the General Staff Academy's Military 
Science Research Institute who made a presentation on the 
characteristics of modern war. 

The essence of this. presentation was that although the 
risk of global war acted to restrain politico-military 
actions in peace-time, the fundamentally new character of 
weaponry, if put into use, would: create a completely new 
form of combat. The *six key.. elements of the Soviet 
General Staff assessment were:: 

* The initial period of, conflict 
* The likely intensity and scale of combat 
* The means (weaponry)to be employed 
* The consequences for the USSR economy. -and population 
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The duration of war 
* The influence of US and NATO doctrine on 'reasonable 

sufficiency'. 
Soviet Ground Forces' 'defensive' operations would not be 
defensive to the end of a war: they would act 'decisively' 

if the enemy did not cease operations immediately. This 

might be consistent with Kokoshin and Larionov's option 
two (Kursk), but the 'character of modern war' as then 
described suggests a picture of warfare rather different 

from that postulated by the proponents of defensivism: 

* Extremely high intensity operations, that would be 

dynamic and take place at a high tempo 
* Broad global extent, to include operations in 

space 
Extremely destructive combat: more so than ever 
before 

* Huge expenditure of resources, especially to seize 
and maintain'the initiative' 

* Disappearance of the 'frönt line' or 'first echelon', 
so that the terms Forward Edge of the Battle Area 
(FEBA), Forward Line of Own Troops (FLOT), or of 
enemy troops (FLET) are no longer meaningful. Rather 

'zones of combat', up to 100 kilometres wide and 
deep would be created. 
No country or areas would be `safe from enemy, action, 
as no, 'deep rear'(glubokiy tyl) would exist. 

* Strategic goals would be achieved through'combined 

arms operations: no particular weapons system could 
be singled out as having overwhelming significance 

* The destruction of nuclear and chemical plants 
during the course of a war, whether nuclear or 
conventional, would be a disaster. The shadow 

of Chernobyl' was clearly dominant here. 

* Nuclear war could liquidate the world's 
population. 189 

The, concern about-the effect of strikes ononuclear and 
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chemical plants appears almost an obsession, creating an 
'extraordinarily complicated situation' in the theatre of 
war, as Salmanov had underlined in December, 1988.190 
There was also reference to the increased importance of 
information systems and automated controls. These 
improved information systems increased operational 
effectiveness. The side which used time most effectively 
would win, and 'winning' could mean simply retaining 
national or battlefield control, while the enemy lost his, 

rather than seizure of territory. 191 

These discussions were consistent with earlier 
published conclusions. 'Lightweight' conclusions 
(legkovesnost') when evaluating the enemy and the 

character of a possible war (vozmozhnaya voyna -a phrase 
which still recurs frequently), exaggerating Soviet 

capabilities and underrating those of the enemy were all 
extremely dangerous, according to Salmanov in December, 
1988., -The enemy, was 'fairly' (dostatochno) strong, and 
defeating him would beyvery; difficult although any other 
outcome`, - naturally, could not be-allowed (1)192, 

'What, then, is new in the'make-up of Soviet Military 
Doctrine, `and how is it reflected in the character 
of modern war? 

In the first place -'it is the reinforcement, 
and accentuation of it's defensive orientation... Defence in the opening period of a war is 
now regarded, not onlyýas a means of bleeding the 
enemy with comparatively fewer, forces, as a, means 
of stopping him as quickly as possible and creating 
the necessary conditions-for active counter-offensive 
action, but also as a means, and this is-most important 

, of making the enemy think over and over again 
(mnogo raz podumat') before he decides to attack in 
the first place. In individual TVDs,. defence can 
also be used to inflict prolonged delay on the enemy 
with comparatively small forces on-previously prepared 
sectors. 

At the moment, one must take issue with those who 
assert, that with approximate parity of, forces within 
the TVD, and with the sophistication of modern 
reconnaissance, the deployment of forces by an aggressor 
in, for example, Europe, is a, chimaera. Defending this 
opinion, they quite reasonably assert, that.. an: aggressor 
can decide on an attack only if they-will attain 
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important'-strategic"aims (for example, attaining the 
state frontier of the USSR) as a result of the first 
strategic operation. 

To attain such an objective the aggressor would have 
to have a three- or four-to-one superiority in forces on 
main axes (and it is impossible not to agree with 
this). Evidently, to build up such a superiority 
secretly before the start of a war would hardly 
seem possible. 

All this is true, if you do not consider a completely 
new qualitative improvement in the enemy's firepower, 
the sharply increased mobility of his shock groupings 
and what he recognizes as the main means of unleashing 
war'- the surprise attack. 

Even with a roughly equal balance of forces before 
the start of military action, the enemy, having started 
the war by surprise, will attempt to shift this balance 
in his favour on individual sectors ('in individual 
directions'-na otdel'n kh na ravleni akh). Evidently, 
such a situation can be attained during an AirLand 
operation-with thelýSe of powerful fire strikes 
(ognevymi udarami) on corridors through our 
deployment and by rapid insertion of strong 
groupings from mobile enemy infantry units, large scale' 
air assaults (desanty), army aviation, specially 
trained diversionary and reconnaissance detachments (groups), and so on. The activity of these 
groups, evidently, will unfold with their flanks covered by unbroken fire. Bringing up our reserves will be 
impeded by deep fire strikes undertaken by aviation 
and long-range high-precision weapons., . Many might consider such a variant of the course 
of events as fantastic: But if we are not prepared for 
it in eve H4way, this fantasy could become. aiterrible 
reality. ' 

The abstract and clinical description of the battlefield, 

and the emphasis on the need to protect the-avenues of 
penetration against counter-attack, using deep 
interdiction strikes recall the classical form of Soviet 
future war writing of the 1930s, "and particularly the use 
of airborne forces to interdict such counter- 

penetration. 
192 The description of possible NATO action 

must, incidentally, mirror Soviet General'Staff views 

about how they would conduct, such an operation. This 

extensive quotation undoubtedly belongs to the classical 
tradition of Soviet future war writing. However, 
Salmanov's assessment of the need to take account of new 
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technological developments, if in the classical tradition, 
is still highly relevant: 

'In modern conditions, special timeliness and relevance 
(aktual'nost') is accorded to those assets able to 
oppose the new enemy weapons, which they plan to 
introduce into their armed forces, during the 
next ten to 15 years. It is very important to 
find answers in time, which will guarantee 
reduction in the effectiveness of 
enemy land, air and sea launched high precision 196' 
weapons, low-power lasers, designed to blind people 
and put observation instruments and sights out of action 
radar-absorbent coverings, which can significantly 
reduce the effectiveness of our air defences in 
combating tactical aircraft, and so on. 
... it is necessary to pay special attention to 
achieving reliable cover for second echelons, 
reserves, and also [logistic) targets in the rear197 
against strikes by enemy aviation and high-precision 
weapons during the course of an AirLand operation 
by them. 198 

Salmanov reiterated Engels' emphasis on the effect of new 
technology on tactics and forms of waging war, even 
against the wishes of the military command. 

199 The 
increased capabilities of airborne and, in particular, 
heliborne forces dictated that future battles and 
operations would have not only a three-dimensional, but 

also a multi-focal (ochagovy) character, reinforcing the 
General Staff's belief in a war with no front line 0 

200 

The 'sharp increase' in the effectiveness of Radio- 

electronic combat, or electronic warfare (REB) systems , 
which could disrupt enemy command and control, 'could lead 

to the situation where a significant number of formations 

and units will be forced to act independently, without 
control from above and without mutual support from 

neighbouring units. '201 Electronic warfare, according to 
Salmanov, 'will become, in the very near future, an 
independent type of combat with its own distinctive" 
(svoimi) forms of action. The success of battles.: and 
operations will depend directly, (budet pryamo zaviset') on 
the effectiveness of such combat. '202 The character of 
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modern war would place greater demands on personnel, 
particularly the requirement for initiative on a 
battelfield as described, where command and control was 
disrupted, and the increased sophistication of technology 

reinforced the requirement for education and training. 
High-technology equipment was not necessarily 'soldier 

proof', warned Salmanov. 'As a result of clumsy 
('insufficiently literate') handling, [the soldier] can 

quickly put it out of action. '203 

Although, like much of the published literature this 

highly authoritative source concentrated on the theatre 

AirLand battle, the broader and long term perspective was 

stressed. 'The intensive development of space weaponry, 

and also the realisation of the Reagan SDI programme, will 

exercise a more and more decisive influence on the 

character of modern wars [plural]. It. is impossible for 

the military circles of the USA and NATO to think about 

waging war today without wide-ranging use of space x: 11 1 11 204 11 systems,. either support-systems or weapons , systems . As 

Mr Gorbachev-has admitted, ' the Soviet Unionýis'doing 
'practically all that the UnitedIStatesýis-doing'"2,05 
This may have been'somewhat boastful, but it further 
confirms that discussion of US developments in, this area 
is likely to reflect Soviet'developments also. ' These 
include reconnaissance from space; by means of electro-_ 
optical, photographic, photographic, infra-red, radar, and 
radio-intercept techniques. Even in peacetime, all 
commanders should be aware'that 'we"are on view... from air 
and from space, operationally uncovered... ' Furthermore, 

'at present, in'the USA work on military space 
systems envisages a defined tendency towards 
converting them into effective fighting weap- 
ons. Calculations are based on the construction of206 
weapons both for fighting in s? ace and designed 
to attack targets on the earth s surface. The 
general idea behind building and using space 

weaponry is the achievement. of command of space20ý 
(gospodstva v kosmose) and breaking up the- 
existing strategic parity... Therefore, it is 
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necessary to carry out intensive research to ' 
neutralise the growing threat from space and 

v208 to and to find effective, economical answers. 
During discussions with the Soviet General Staff, they 

repeatedly stressed 'space, strategic defences and 
emerging technologies as the keys to understanding the 

nature of future [sic. ] war'. 209 Such a vision of future 

war appears to have only a limited amount in common with 
the high technology Maginot line strategy advocated by non 
General Staff members. Since 1983, much of the 
discussion of new technologies has focussed on the US SDI 
programme, but Soviet commentators are clearly exploring 
how these technologies will alter all aspects of military 
affairs. 'Conversely, space weaponry will not work without 
the new technologies. 210 These issues are now examined in 

more detail. 
5. THE MILITARY-TECHNICAL CHARACTER OF A FUTURE WAR IN A 
CONTINENTAL TVD 

'A"violent''struggle istaking place within the TVD. 
From space, satellites control the movement of 
enemy echelons and groups of forces. Early-warning 
aircraft scan 'the skies. "Flying platforms" with 
radar and infra-red sensors track the airspace and 
the surface near the front line [sic. ]. The 

, intelligence data collected is quickly transmitted 
to automated centres for-its-processing, evaluation 
and storage, and also subsequent dissemination to 
command posts and fire control centres. 

Cruise missiles with terrain comparison guidance 
are launched. They destroy bridges,. road junctions, 
railway stations, ports, airfields and'traffic control 
points. Remotely piloted vehicles monitoring routes 
taken by enemy. armour launch rockets with shaped 
charge warheads. 'Each rocket is launched shortly 
before an overflight of the target, 'which has been 
identified by an expert computer, system 
(intellektual'noy EVM). Other rockets spread 
mines along enemy transit routes. '. ° Acoustic and 
seismic sensors activate them and aim them at 
the designated targets. 

On the battlefield itself, small unmanned 
vehicles search out hidden enemy positions, 
illuminate them with laser beams, and transmit'" 
commands to destroy them with rockets. - Enemy. 
weapons are also illuminated by lasers from 
remotely piloted vehicles, and are destroyed" 
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from'the air by smart homing shells and missiles. 
Unmanned vehicles similar to self-propelled 

guns go into action, controlled from a command 
post equipped with an expert computer system. Each 
one has an automatic fire-control system, which 
selects the most dangerous targets first and then 
gives a signal to fire. Behind them come remotely 
controlled tanks... 

This certainly makes a vivid impression, does it 
not? However, this is not an extract from a science 
fiction novel, but a possible picture of a future war 
recreated on the pages of serious militarT211 
journals from a number of NATO countries. 
When such imaginative portrayals of future war appear 

in modern Soviet sources, they frequently turn out to have 

been lifted directly from western journals. 212 However, 

the above is apparently the Soviet authors' own synthesis 
from a number of western sources, and therefore reflects 
their own imagination. Furthermore, the emphasis on 
automated C3I is consistent with the commitment to an 
automated system, expressed by Moiseyev. The reasoning 
behind the-emphasis: on robots-harks back to 
Tukhachevskiy's, arguments for. 'remotely controlled 
tanks'(also-mentioned here) in 1931. The Russian 
terminolgy for the latter has changed but-slightly: here 
distantsionno upravlyayemye tanki, Tukhachevskiy's 
classical education, reflected, perhaps, in the Greek 
derived teleupravlyayemye tanki. 213 

In continental TVDs,, high precision-weapons. and- 
methods of countering them occupy a prominent-place in 
discussion. 214 The US Assault Breaker. system and 
Reconnaissance Fire (ROK) and. Strike RUK) complexes also 
feature prominently. More precise and discriminating 

weapons are only of great value. if the targets can be 
identified and located with. equal precision. The weaknesses 
in reconnaissance-strike complexes identified by. the 
Russians. include the. interdependence of the reconnaissance 

and fire elements and the great number of interrelated 
links in the reconnaissance, element and weapons control_ 
and guidance system. Countermeasures are divided into 
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three categories:. pre-emptive attack, by fire or manoeuvre 
forces; destruction of shells or missiles in the air and 
disruption of the guidance systems; and reducing. the 

vulnerability of targets, whether by dispersion, decoys or 
active or passive armour. Soviet discussion of 
countermeasures normally revolves around 'state of the 

art' measures, for example, armoured vehicles are now 

equipped with an indicator which comes on if a vehicle is 
'lased'( becomes subject, to laser radiation), smoke 
generators which come on in two to three seconds, and heat 
decoys. Widespread use can be made of heat scattering 
screens, capes and paints. In this context, we also read 
that 

'Ways are being sought for making homing 
head control systems inoperative [immobilising 
seekers on terminally guided shells and missiles]. 
During exercises, the troops used for this purpose 
flash xenon lamps(to disable optical homing heads) 

X215 and ray weapons based on particle accelerators. 
The'reported useýof 'ray weapons based on particle 

accelerators' in what appear to be Ground Forces'- 
exercises prior to Octoberi1989 seems beyond belief. This 
report seems to be aimed at western, rather: than-Soviet 
audiences, and leads to speculation that it might, be 
deliberate disinformation. The Russians. are'4evidently: , 
concerned about western high-technology, high precision 
weapons, and presenting a picture of very; advanced ways of 
countering them would reinforce, the'credibility of the 
'defensive posture' currently-being advertised. The 

systems referred to would-appear to be like giant flash 
bulbs, to blind or decoy homing heads in the air. The 
'ray weapon' referred to might involve a pulse of directed 

energy, like a lightning flash. Such a 'ray' might be 

effective in this role, although, not requiring the huge 

amounts of power necessary for=a damage weapon. -'This 
report leads to-consideration of the whole area of 
Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) and exotic technologies, for 
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use in the'air-land environment, ' as envisaged above, at 
sea and in space. 
6. WEAPONS EMPLOYING NEW PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES, INCLUDING' 
DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS 
The phrase 'weapons employing new physical principles' 
focusses primarily on directed energy or 'beam' weapons, 
although more exotic weapons with biological effects are 
also included. Under this heading we may also include 
kinetic energy electromagnetic launchers (EML). These 
developments are largely common to the USA and the USSR, 

and in the Introduction to the authoritative volume 
Weaponry in Space, edited by Velikhov, Roald Sagdeyev and 
Kokoshin, the editors stressed that such weaponry, 
initially investigated as part of space-based anti-missile 
defence, had 'incited. a heated debate in the 
international community in which Soviet scientists took an 
active part'. 216 

There'are`three categories of EML. The first is the 
coil gun 'pioneered by'the Norwegian Kristian Birkeland 
between 1900 and 1903, utilising a'series of fixed 
acceleration coils to accelerate`a projectile, "'also 
equipped with a coil, using the Lorentz force. There is 
evidence of Soviet studies on coil guns in the'1920s, 'and 
this would presumably have been the type of 'electric gun' 
referred to by the former Tsarist officer, -V Vnukov, in 
1927.217 The second is the 'rail gun', which passes a 
current down one rail, through a conductor'at the base of 
the projectile and backdown the other 'rail, also using 
Lorentz force. This was invented by'the Frenchman Fauchon 
Villeplee, in 1920, and was'-investigated by the Germans, 

notably Joachim Hansler, in 1944 and 1945. There is 

evidence of Soviet work on rail-guns in the 1950s. 218' The 

third application is the electro-thermal gun, which uses a 
conventional barrel with electrodes' leading to a plasma 
mounted'in the weapon's breech. 'A voltage across these 

electrodes vapurises a material to create a high pressure 
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plasma, which accelerates the projectile. Unlike the 

other two types of electro-magnetic gun, the projectile is 

accelerate by a pressure similar to that which accelerates 
a conventional projectile (which means that the projectile 
can be more conventional in design). However, the super- 
heated plasma gives a pulse more efficient than 
traditional chemical propellants (just as these, in turn, 

gave a more efficient pulse than black powder, permitting 
the massive breeches of the last black-powder guns to be 

slimmed down). Soviet references to 'plasma weapons' are 

confusing: they may refer to the use of plasma to generate 
high powered microwaves (see below) or, alternatively, to 

electro-thermal guns. 219 

These three types of electro-magnetic gun are all 
straightforward kinetic effect weapons. Although proposed 
as early, as the 19th century, the lack of suitable means 
for storing electrical energy hindered realisation of the 
idea, and prototypes of such guns have only recently been 
developed. The high velocity of the projectile is of 
particular value in anti-air and anti-armour systems, and 
as close-in space weapons. Whereas conventional guns 
might typically have a muzzle velocity of 1,300 metres per 
second (m/s)(4,680 km/h), electro-magnetic guns for endo- 
atmospheric use might attain velocities of 2000 m/s (7,200 
km/h) to 40000 m/s(14,400 km/h). Initial velocities of 
nearly 12,000 kilometres per hour (three miles per second) 
on a regular basis are feasible now. The main practical 
problem has been the various types of electro-magnetic 
guns' slow rate of fire. In addition, the very high 

acceleration ('G')imposed on the projectile could easily 
tear it apart. 

Velikhov's book Weaponry in Space includes a diagram of 
a rail gun but notes its relative inefficiency and the 

practical problems of separating the plasma from the 

projectile. Put simply) it will tend to cling to the 

projectile as it flies on, causing random movement. To 
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Figure 4.4 The Electromagnetic Spectrum. 

1 Kiloherz (KHz) = 1,000 Herz (Hz) 

1 Megaherz (MHz) = 1,000,000 Hz 

1 Gigaherz (GHz) = 1,000,000,000 Hz 

1 micrometre, (formerly micron), ( )= 0 
1,000,000 metre 

1 nanometre (nr) =1 1,000,000,000 metre 

1 pico metre (p) =1 
l, ooo, ooo, ooo, ooo metre 

DEW = Directed Energy Weapons 

HPM = High Powered Microwaves 

ELF = Extremely Low Frequency 

EMP = Electro Magnetic Pulse 

For other explanations see text 

EHF = Extremely High Frequency 
ELF = Extremely Low Frequency 
HF =" High Frequency 
SHF = Super High Frequency 
VHF = Very High Frequency 
UHF = Ultra High Frequency 
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break contact with such a high-current electrical circuit 
may also give the projectile a jolt in the wrong 
direction. The book says that EMLs have two inherent 
drawbacks: large overall size, which makes aiming difficult and 
makes them vulnerable, and. 'perhaps the most critical 
problem', power requirements. Kinetic energy weapons of 
this type present the same problem as DEW: the 'unduly 

massive power supplies' needed,, and in the longer term, 
DEW may have greater potential. 220 

Soviet research on DEW rests on a firm foundation of 
scientific endeavour which can be traced to the work of V 
I Vernadskiy (1863-1945). 221, Vernadskiy underlined the 
importance of the electro-magnetic spectrum to every 
aspect of existence: 

'We are surrounded and penetrated, at all times 
and all places, by eternally changing, 
combining and opposing radiation of different 
wavelengths -'from ten millionths 22a- 
millimetre to several. kilometres . 

This was the origin of the. Soviet conviction that he who 
controls the electromagnetc spectrum will dominate.,. the 
world. 223 The electromagnetic spectrum and present ory, 
proposed military systems utilising it are. shown in figure 
4.4. The military uses of the electromagnetic spectrum 
have hitherto not included direct weaponry, but, 

reconnaissance (radar, visible, light), and,. ._;.. 
communications(visible light, again, and radio). - The 

significance of. these. uses is likely 
., to, increase, and in 

addition, electromagnetic weaponry is being developed and 
probably, deployed. 

The main, advantage>of DEW is. that-. they deliver 
destructive energy. to, targets. at or near, the speed of 
light. The., time of 

, 
flight of- a projectile. is a crucial 

factor in war: J typical': y,. an artillery shell fired. at �o 
maximum range may take 

,a minute and a half to reach its 
target. 224, V. The speed of light is, over, 350,000 times 
faster than, the average rifle bullet. The almost ;, 
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instantaneous effect on the target has two main 
advantages: first, it permits successful engagement of a 
large number of targets, crucial in strategic defence 

where missiles must be destroyed before they can release 
their MIRVs. Secondly, it largely obviates the need to 
'aim off' to compensate for the target's movement during 
the time of flight, making the weapon simpler to sight and 
aim. During the time it takes a DEW beam to travel a 
kilometre to its target, an aircraft travelling at the 

speed of sound will have moved only about one millimetre. 
The instantaneous effect means that the party firing the 
DEW can immediately assess whether the attack has been 

successful, and the enemy has no time to manoeuvre, take 

evasive action or countermeasures. The narrowness and 
swiftness of the beam also prevents the enemy acquiring 
the system as a target. Against this there are two 

principal disadvantages. The first is that a DEW is a 
line of sight weapon: it cannot are over terrain cover 
like an artillery shell. At the most fundamental level it 
is therefore more suitable for use in the air or space, 
than at sea and especially on land. ' However, DEW have one 
particular advantage on land: their 'ammunition' is 

energy. Thery require fuel, but'`they obviate the need to 

transport, guard and account for ammunition. This removes 
a major, possibly overwhelming, logistic problem. 
Conversely, however, , 'a second disadvantage is that 

enormous power has been required to generate a beam°strong 

enoughýto act as a''hard kill weapon', particularly 
problematical for land systems. 

DEW can be divided into three categories: lasers, 

particle beams, 'and higI poweredmicrowaves, also 
sometimes referred to asý"'radio frequency weapons', " 
because they occupy the same-part of the electro-magnetic 
spectrum as super high frequency°'(SHF) radio waves(see 
also figure 4.4). 225 Lasers and high powered microwave 
generators deliver energy by photons, while particle beam 
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devices deliver a stream of atomic or sub-atomic particles 
to the target: in effect, minute machine-gun bullets. 
Soviet assessments of the latter point to the advantages 
of a practically unlimited 'rate of 
fire'('skorostrel'nost ") and to the 'high-speed of the 
destructive elements'. 226 All these systems have initial 

velocities at or near the speed of light. Therefore, 
bearing in mind Einstein's formula E- MC2, sub-atomic 
particles travelling at the speed of light, though small 
in mass, will possess enormous energy. 

Laser stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated 
Emission of Radiation. This was first achieved in 1957, 

although the idea had featured in science fiction for many 
years. Atoms and molecules can absorb and, for a limited 

time, store light. If more waves, of light are pumped into 

the system the stored energy will reinforce the fresh 
light, and a chain reaction can be set up, further 

reinforced by surrounding mirrors. Eventually, a highly 
directional beam of intense light escapes through a hole 
in one end. This was the basic idea of the fictional 

Garin death ray, described by Aleksey Tolstoy in 1926- 
27(see part three). 227 

Low energy laser 'weapons' have been deployed for 

several years. Most prominent in land service are 

rangefinders. These have output energies in the order of 
100 millijoules, minute in comparison with high energy 
lasers (hundreds of kilowatts'to a few megawatts), but 

still capable of doing devastating permanent damage to the 
human eye. 228 Low energy lasers can damage electro-optical 
sensors temporarily, while higher energy lasers can burn 
holes in vehicle or. missile casings. The profusion of 
optical equipment and sensitive electronic sensors on the 
battlefield means that even low powered lasers could have 

a, major effect in a future war, and constant risk-of. 
blinding might have a severe effect on troop morale and 
medical services. 229 
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There are considerable practical problems deploying 
high energy lasers on land. They require huge amounts of 
power, difficult to achieve without using nuclear 
reactors. Given the Russians' concern about the 'fall- 

out' from nuclear power stations hit by stray conventional 
projectiles, it would, hardly be logical. to deploy vehicles 
with nuclear reactors among their own forces. in a land 
theatre. DEW, and especially damage lasers, are more 
attractive options at sea, where a ship may have a nuclear 
power source on tap, and can project directed energy from 
a variety of stations around the vessel. The Russians 
began discussing high-energy laser weapons in the, naval 
context at the beginning of the 1980s. 23° 

Velikhov, Sagdeyev and Kokoshin's book Weaponry in 
Space notes that four types of laser are being considered 
in the SDI programme: hydrogen fluoride chemical lasers, 
excimer lasers, nuclear bomb pumped X-ray lasers and free 
electron lasers. 231 Particular interest has focussed on X- 
ray lasers for use in space warfare. To, project a laser 
beam over long distances the beam's spread must'be 
minimised by using the lowest possible wavelength. As 
Tolstoy's Engineer Garin observed in the, 1920s, ýeverything 
depends on 'the transmission of a ray that does-not 
disperse'. 232 The short wavelength of an`X-ray source is 
therefore particularly appealing if the aim is to direct 
energy to hit a small target far away. ''-, -, In addition, the 
shiny metal of a missile booster would absorb only four 
percent of infrared, ten percent of visible and 50 percent 
of ultraviolet light, whereas X-rays would penetrate it to 
destroy the electronic-guidance system within. 233 Air 
absorbs X-rays readily, so X-ray. lasers could only be used 
as effective weapons above--the-atmosphere, at altitudes of 
100 kilometres or more. In order to pump such a laser 
using chemical energy would require some 600 kilogrammes 

of fuel for each shot. A nuclear explosion is far more 
efficient. 234 
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High powered microwaves ('radio frequency weapons') 
have the potential for significant effects on personnel as 
well as unprotected electronics. Velikhov and his 
colleagues saw the in 1986 as primarily for use against 
electronics, 'the power supplies and control and guidance 
systems of missiles, as well as the atennas ofsatellites 
and space-based battle stations'. 235 The effects of 
microwave weapons can be categorised as non-thermal and 
thermal. Non-thermal effects include psychological 
impairment, and Soviet experiments with-Rhesus monkeys 
have indicated that exposure to microwaves degrades 

performance in direct proportion to the intensity of the 
microwave field., Soviet research clearly recognises that 
microwaves can damage living organisms other than by. 
simply heating them:. 

'Intensive microwave radiation changes the 
membrane characteristics of cells and ion 
transport, generates electrical breakdown at the 
boundaries of phase regions, and other effect 
causing a destruction of living processes... 

Microwaves could therefore be very significant if used 
against the pilots of high performance aircraft, or 
command personnel in a wide variety of circumstances. The 
damage done could actually exceed that of a direct strike 
with conventional or' stratightforward directed energy 
damage weapons, if the target remained unaware that he was 
being microwaved, and was acting subnormally, or 
irrationally. However, constructing, a warning indicator 
to detect microwaving would probably be fairly simple. 

Thermal effects from microwaves include cataracts, 
third degree burns of skin or internal, organs, and death. 
Against equipment, microwaves could upset the functioning 

of electronics, damage or burn-out of electrical 

components: essentially, the same phenomenon as nuclear 
electro-magnetic pulse, (EMP)., 

"-4 
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' Particle beam weapons fire either neutral atoms (for 

use in space) or charged sub-atomic particles such as 
electrons or protons(for use in the atmosphere). Once 

again, the atmosphere interferes with propagation of the 
beam, although it might be possible to clear a path for it 

using a high powered laser or microwave. Such streams of 
small 'bullets' have blasted holes in aluminium plates, 

and it is projected that a version scaled up to projected 

weapon size would penetrate several feet of such material, 

or a very considerable thickness of armour. In addition 
to the kinetic energy of the 'bullets' travelling near the 

speed of light, particle beams have three other effects: 
the beam is surrounded by a cone of lethal gamma 
radiation; the passage of electron current through the 

atmosphere would generate very strong EMP; and as the 

electrons in the beam strike the target they ionize the 

material,, setting up EMP within the target and again 
knocking out electronics 

Velikhov and his colleagues were, however, 
unenthusiastic about the potential 'of particle beam 
weapons in 1986. The examples they-considered 'illustrate 
that particle-beam systems ` possess ä certain potential as 
weapons against kinetic energy projectiles at-'relatively 
short ranges. '237 

One important military characteristic of =all types of 
beam weapons: lasers, -'microwaves and particle beams, is 
that they can be tuned to suit a particular target or 
mission. It is conceivable that in the future the same 
laser could be used for finding the range to a target, 
blinding its optics and/or crew, and if necessary, other 
physical damage, depending on the setting. 238 

Soviet work in the field of DEW has attracted' 
sensationalist reporting. The author is inclined to treat 
presentation of 'the horrifying picture that they have 
developed, and are close to deploying, offensive weapons 
superior in many respects to the nuclear missile'239 with 
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scepticism. 
What can be said is that in 1975 a team of physicists 

led by MS Rabinovich and AA Rukhadze at the Lebedev 
Physics Institute in Moscow (which also specializes in 

plasma electronics and X-ray lasers) announced that-they 
had produced repeated microwave pulses with a peak power 
of two million watts, and that in 1976 a team led by AN 
Didenko at the Nuclear Physics Institute in Tomsk reported 
pulses with a peak power of 1000 to 2000 megawatts, or one 
to two billion watts, using a 'gyrotron', or cyclotron 
resonance maser. 240 Comparable work was also underway at 
the Institute of Applied Physics at_Gor'kiy in the early 
1980s, apparently in virtual competition with the. Lebedev 
Institute. 241 The Russians were clearly well in advance 
of the Americans in this field, and maintain a lead, 

particularly in, the use of plasma, with which US gyrotron 
research scientists had yet to experiment in 1988., This, 

combined with long standing Soviet work into, the effects 
of short pulses of electromagnetic radiation on chemical 
and biological processes by Vernadskiy and, A G 

. x, Gurvich(1874-1954), undoubtedly provides a strong. 
scientific and technological base forthe construction of 
HPM weapons. Today, the Institute of Biological Physics 
in Pushchino named after one of. Gurvich's students, G_. M 
Franck, is reported to be a, centre, of military, -related 
research, on electromagnetic, pulse effects on biological 

systems. Other-work, on optical biophysics emanates from 
Alma-Ata. 242. 

Velikhov, known for,. his., work_on"lasers. and particle 
beams, editor. of,, a key$work; on space weaponry and supremo 
of the modernization, of the Soviet computer industry(see 

section 2)has been involved in development of systems for 
the direct. conversion :f chemical. combustion into 

electricity. As. early as, 1977, a mobile 
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator called, 'Ural' existed. 
A. MHD worksxby passing a plasma jet-created-by combustion 
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of chemical fuel through a magnetic field. Symbolically, 

perhaps, the-Russian cruiser Ural had carried an 
astonishingly powerful radio transmitter (necessary given 
the difficulties of communications) to the Far East during 

the 1904-05 war with Japan. 243 The 1977 'Ural' generator 
could fit into a truck and could produce a pulse of 50 

megawatts at 40,000 amperes for several seconds. It is 

reportedly used for geological exploration of deep layers 

of the earth's crust. In the ensuing twelve years, it is 

reasonable to assume that smaller -or, more powerful- 
versions have been produced. 244 It therefore does seem 
fair to accept unsupported US Government assertions, 
probably based on classified intelligence sources, that 
'No significant obstacles stand in the way of a prototype 
short-range tactical RF [ radio frequency - high powered 
microwave ] weapon. '245 

A last category of weapons-exploiting' previously 
unused physical principles concerns the bottom-end-of the 

electromagnetic spectrum:, extremely law frequency (ELF)` 

weapons. These may have effects-on the human'brain, or 
bring about geological-changes('geophysical'weapons). 

246 

The idea of geological weapons naturally°emanated'from-- s 
World War I, 'and was-the subject'of some discussion in the 
Soviet Union. 247 After World War`II, 'the British"Tizärd 
Report commented on the need to pay closer attention to 

soil mechanics. 248 ELF=weapons could conceivably help 

precipitate earthquakes, -landslides, -burst dams and so on. 
However, -it is likely that,, like meteorological weapons, 
their. effectsYwould be' unpredictable. E---'Although their-. 
imprecision and. the , fact that'their; effects might; not ýbe 
felt {immediately-might make=them'unattractive`'in the 

context: of conventional, fast moving-operations; they 

could be used insidiously-as geo-strategic` weapons during 

a period of, ostensible peace., In"overt warfare, -such=' 
weapons could-be. of, great value in°-mountainous' terrain',: 
which-characterises many--of-,, 'the Söviet, Union's'potential 
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trouble-spots, without necessarily attracting the` 

opprobrium associated with nuclear demolitions. 

7. FUTURE WAR AT SEA 
'Henceforth, and till the sounding of the last' 

trump, the sea will submit to the Russian State... 
"Oceanic Sea, 

Blue Sea, 
Blue Sea, 
Russian Sea. "' 

Eisenstein, Ivan the Terrible, III249 
Naval forces have traditionally been somewhat in advance 
of land forces technologically, and as this study shows, 
many of the most perspicacious comments on 'future war' 
have emanated from naval officers, whether in print or in 

private. So have-some of the clearest indicators of how 

an image of 'future war' is formed, and by whom, for 

example, The Navy..., prefaced by Gorshkov just before his 
death. Furthermore, many of the 'exotic' new generation 
of weapons described above in general terms would be far 

easier to deploy at sea, at-least initially,; than. on land. 
The possible presence of a. large-nuclear power source on a 
major surface-combatant or in a, submarine,, and the, high 

value of such a. target, which, make,. itworth-spending more 

on its defence, : are obvious, factors.., It, was atisea. that 

use of lasers, rtor blind US -reconnaissance . pilots,, was first 

reported 250 

Technological developments have blurred the 

traditional distinction-between continental and naval 

operations.. Writing, in 1984,, one authority confirmed that 
'the greatdepth of contemporary ground, forces' operations 

and 
- 

their high, Ftempo, in-conditions-where-nuclear weapons 
are, used, complicates the., system for basing the fleet'251 

Soviet; planners have ; explicitely.. recognised: tha L NATO's 
dependence, on sea lines ofr. communication, inany, conflict 
and the greater-ranges, of,; seaborne-armamentsaand; their 
ability, to, strike shore targets_have. 'widened theý_sphere 
of naval action in the interest of land forces'. 252 
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'The huge spatial scope (prostranstvenny razmakh) 
of military action, the varied tasks of the navy 
in cooperation with the round forces and their 
close interrelationship 

ground 
with other 

missions in naval and ocean TVDs requires a 
single plan for cooperation and in some cases 
also a single command. The fleet's participation 
is considered to be most effective within the 
bounds of a single operation in a continental TV Q, 
where the ground forces will play the main part 
and the fleet (and other armed services)- will 
cooperate in attaining the operation's objective. '253 

Although this relates specifically to questions of the 
fleet cooperating with the ground forces, it is clear that 
the Soviet picture of future war involves vast theatres in 

which naval and land forces will act in concert to 

achieve united strategic aims. 
The Soviet navy have stated categorically that 1985 

marks the beginning of the current era in Soviet naval 
thinking and strategy: the fifth era since the war. This 
has been set out in a most instructive table (4.1). 254 

Surprisingly, perhaps, it was not until the beginning of 
the present era, in the mid-1980s, that major surface 
combatants were allocated a cardinal role in fulfilling 

the navy's principal misisons, abruptly appearing ahead of 

naval aviation in order of importance, but still behind 

submarines. This perhaps reflects the Russians' cautious 
approach in not placing great reliance on new weaponry or 
equipment until it has been deployed and tested en masse. 
'Ships carrying aircraft' began construction at the start 
of the 1970s, and in this context the appearance of a 
conventional, fixed-wing aircraft carriers, laid down in 
1983 and 1985, can be seen as, a'logical development of 
the earlier Moskva and, Kiev helicopter and VSTOL 
carriers. Interestingly, the. Moskva' ships were laid down 
in 1963 and-1965, whilst,. the: Kiev class ships were laid 
down from 1970 to 1978. Therefore,,. it 

. appears that the 
Kiev class are regarded as true aircraft carriers, but not 
the Moskva. In spite of the widespread emphasis on 
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Table 4.1. Stages in the 
Post-War Period (1989) 

Era Description of (Period) era 

1st Development of Support of ground Surface ships (1945- traditional forces on coastal 
mid 1950s) naval forces axes 

2nd Widespread Severance of sea Submarines 
(mid 1950s introduction lines of commun- 
-earl and deployment ication 
1960s) of nuclear 

weapons 

Development of Naval Art in the 

Basic Missions Main Forces 
of fleet of fleet 

3rd Series product- Destruction of (early ion of nuclear enemy naval 
1960s submarines with battle groups 
-early cruise and and shore 
1970s ballistic targets 

missiles, naval 
missile carrying 
aircraft, missile 
cruisers. Wide- 
spread introduct- 
ion of EW. 

4th Start of con- Destruction of 
(early struction of shore targets 
1970s- ships to carry and enemy naval 
mid 1980s) aircraft [Kiev, battle groups ] Intro- 

duction of 
operational 
and tactical 
automated control 
systems, attain- 
ment of strategic 
parity between 
USSR and USA. 

5th 
(mid 
1980s 
to 
present) 

Restructuring 
of Soviet Armed 
Forces in con- 
ditions of new 
political 
thinking, def- 
ensive military 
doctrine and 
phased nuclear 
disarmament 

Retaliatory 
and meeting 
strikes, dest- 
ruction of 
enemy naval ba 
groups, with ai 
disrupting nuc 
attacks on USS 
allies' territ 
defence of nav 
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Submarines 
and naval 
aviation 

Submarines 
and naval 
aviation 

enemy naval battle 
groups, with aim of 
disrupting nuclear 
attacks on USSR and 
allies' territory, 
defence of naval 
base regions and 
sea communications 

Submarines, 
surface 
ships, 
naval 
aviation 



conventional weaponry, the Soviet Navy's prime role in a 
future war would still, apparently, be disruption of 

nuclear missile attacks against the USSR and allies. 
Thisis consistent with submarines remaining the most 
important type of vessel, in order to fire Soviet 

submarine launched ballistic and cruise missiles and 

attack enemy ballistic and cruise missile carrying 

submarines and ships. Defence against aircraft and 

cruise missiles capable of launching attacks against the 

Soviet Union is therefore clearly a high priority. 
255 

According to the Soviet author, writing about the 

present, fifth stage in postwar Soviet naval development: 
'The defensive concept (kontseptsiya) required 
a re-examination of many accepted ideas 

(ponyatiya) 

and categories. The basic type of action for the 
Navy, as for all branches of the Armed Forces, 
became defensive operations. Without reducing 
its military preparedness, the Navy is recasting 
its scheme for operational and tactical training... 
The character of the threat to the Soviet Union is 
being looked at afresh and the further devlopment of 
the-Navy and the direction of its training is being256 
based on the principle of reasonable sufficiency'. 

, 
The emphasis on the Navy's role in countering strategic 

attack reminds us that naval warfare is also uniquely 
dependent on, and responsive to, systems in space. 
Satellites fulfil several crucial functions which are 
particularly important at sea: communications, 
navigation, ocean, surveillance(including target 

acquisition and damage assessment), early warning of 
aircraft attack, environmental sensing, and integrating 
data. 257 

Until recently, most communications between ship and 
shore depended on High frequency (HF) communications. 
These were not always secure or reliable, and HF emissions 
could be used to locate the transmitting ship. Microwave 

communications have tended to replace HF, but because they 
travel in a straight line, do not bounce off the 
ionosphere and do not penetrate earth or water to any 
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; extent,. they are critically dependent on relaying 
satellites. Communications satellites are vulnerable to 
jamming from anywhere within their extensive fields of 
view (approximately a quarter of the earth's surface for a 
current geo-stationary satellite). Furthermore,, geo- 
stationary satellites, (well suited to the requirements of 

, microwave communications), in orbit above the 
_equator, 

provide unreliable service above 60 degrees latitude 
(where much conflict in a future war between the great 

. world systems would take place). Laser communications may 
offer still greater capacity and security. Whereasya 

radio frequency emission from a satellite might be 

received in an area 480 kilometres in diameter, a laser 
'footprint' might be only one tenth of the diameter. 258 

Communication with submarines has been a major, 

problem, arguably one of the principal objections to all-_ 

submarine navies., Normal satellite wave lengths are too 

short to penetrate the ocean, so submarines have to 

surface or at least expose an antenna, risking detection. 

Very Low Frequency (VLF)and, Extremely low Frequency (ELF) 

messages can penetrate several metres of water, but are 
susceptible to jamming, 

"are 
vulnerable to EMP, require 

enormous, power and, transmit data slowly. Recent Soviet 

writing describes such 'super long wave'(SDV) 
communications with submarines for covert command and 

control. They require powerful transmitters - up to at 
least 1000 kW, and huge square antennae to receive. If 

submarines are to receive ELF messages (40-8OHz)at great 
depths, then Soviet naval experts believe they will have 

to tow large antennae behind them. 259 
, 

Blue or blue-green lasers can also penetrate the 

surface of the water and reach submarines at operational 
depths. Because a later is a narrow beam of light, an 
enemy would have to be almost. directly between a submarine 
and a satellite to detect or jam such communications. On 
the other hand, the position of the submarine would have 
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to be known fairly precisely for the message to reach it, 
necessitating frequent position reports with attendant 

risks. If the enemy-accidentally intercepted a laser 
transmission,, they would have good reason to suspect that 
a target was close at hand. Finally, ` transmitting laser 
messages in the opposite direction, from submarine to 
satellite, is more difficult and had not been proved 
feasible in 1987.269 

Satellites are also used for navigation, like the US' 
NavStar Global Positioning System, which can fix the 
positions of moving objects in three dimensions to an 
accuracy of a few metres. 261 Such systems permit ships to 
leave harbour without radar'or lights, perhaps moving very 
precisely through narrow swept corridors, meeting anywhere 
at sea in total radio and communications silence without 
the risk of collisions, even in highly adverse weather 
conditions. The ability to determine the position of 
friendly forces so precisely would permit weapons-to be - 
fired through one's own forces, - with minimal risk of 
hitting them. The impact on the conduct of war at sea 
could be very dramatic, although traditional navigational 
skills would have to be maintained and practised incase 
navigation satellites were destroyed in war. 262 

Ocean surveillance from space gives even wider 
coverage than that obtainable from aircraft40263 The 
simplest variant is a satellite equipped with a television 
camera. In 1985, ' Mr Gorbachev alleged that Soviet 
satellites could picture motor car number plates clearly 
enough to be read. 264 The problem is less one of 
magnifying a distant object than of pointing the camera at 
precisely the right place. Visual pictures are degraded 
by cloud, fog and smoke, but are of obvious value in 
concert with other surveillance devices, and would be 
particularly valuable for battle damage assessment after 
an attack with long range missiles. 

Work is underway in the West to develop artificial 
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vision, and possibly also in the Soviet Union, as'part of 
the general develpopment of artificial intelligence. The 
most difficult problem is pattern recognition, enabling a 
robot to recognise objects observed from different angles 
and in varying light conditions. Applying pattern 
recognition to imaging satellites may enable them to 
classify targets automatically, reducing the volume of 
data which has to be passed to earth for analysis. 265. 

Infrared sensing satellites also have great potential 
in future war at sea, detecting ships' engine exhaust, 
muzzle flashes, aircraft afterburners, explosions and 
fires resulting from battle damage. Other means of ocean 
surveillance from satellites are detecting radio frequency 
transmissions, and space based radar. Because satellite 
orbits are highly predictable, however, ships could 
observe silence during periods when enemy satellites pass 
overhead. Radar satellites are'rather imprecise ('blob 
detectors'), but can be used-in concert with other means. 
A radar satellite'could"sweep the area ahead of-a convoy, 
looking out for contacts. Because the convoy would be 
seeking to avoid other ships, such contacts would very 
likely be hostile. A radar satellite--could-even help in 
crude battle damage assessment: for example, if there were 
four ships and there are now only three, one may have been 
sunk. 266 

Amphibious operations perhaps require the most 
intricate planning, intelligence and reconnaissance of 
all. Traditional methods, including use of special force 
units (frogmen, canoeists and so on) involve risk of 
detection, compromising the planned location of the 
assault. Satellites can be of particular value in this 
most demanding of military environments, locating sandbars 
and shoals in the sea area, and swamps and dense 

vegetation on shore. They can be used to assess sand and 
soil composition on and around the beach-head , providing 
an indication of load bearing potential. In the strategic 
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environment of the future, further discussed in section 9, 

where Soviet forces may have to be deployed quickly to 

carry out small but highly precise and politically 
delicate missions worldwide, the space contribution to 

global'desant operations could be critical. 
One of the major lessons of the Falklands War in 1982 

was the need for timely identification of hostile 

aircraft. This is becoming even more important with the 
introduction of long range air launched anti-ship cruise 

missiles. Early warning aircraft can see some 250 to 300 

miles, giving about ten minutes' warning against a 
supersonic low level attack, and virtually no opportunity 
of engaging aircraft before they can launch long-range 

missiles. Satellites'could give much more warning, 
covering a zone of perhaps 1000 miles. 267 

The environment is crucial in war at sea: more 
sailors have died in storms than in battle. Skilled 

commanders have always used wind, weather and knowledge of 
currents, shoals and shallows to their advantage. Even at 
the end of the 20th century, with every ship and aircraft 
equipped with radar, a storm can bean effective place to 
hide. As target signatures are reduced, with quieter 
engines, anechoics and so on, vessels will be able to 
blend in with the environment more easily: " 

'... the balance between offense and defense, in 
terms of target detection, will even out. When. 
relative parity is achieved, success in naval 
combat will go increasingly to those who make 
the best use of subtle fluctuations in 
environmental conditions... The challenge to 
tacticians will be to pay more attention-to 
subtle environmental factors, -,. to learn to 
assess vulnerabilities in one's own defenses 
that result from the physical-state of 
the sea and sky, and to be able to 
deduce correctly an enemy's weaknesses'. 268 

New space-based instruments which will helped predict 
and sense environmental changes are likely to include 

scatterometers to determine wind speed and direction by 
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observing reflected sunlight, radiometers to measure sea 
surface temperature, microwave imaging systems to monitor 
sea ice (even through cloud) and altimeters to measure sea 
state. 

Satellite-linked integration of data from ships at sea 
with commanders and data-processing facilities on shore 
is of particular imprtance in anti-submarine warfare 
(ASW). This is because sonar data is affected by the 
speed at which sound waves travel through different parts 
of the ocean, the way they are bent as they pass through 
different thermal layers. Global data collection systems, 
involving collation of data from various sources, will 
depend on satellites for their operation. 269 

Soviet satellites have played a key role in naval 
operations since the mid 1970s. The first operational 

" Soviet ocean surveillance satellite was launched in May, 
1974. During the Vesna naval exercises, satellites, 
reportedly located and tracked simulated western convoys 
in the Bay of Biscay and guided Soviet bombers to target. 
During the Falklands war, -some of the Soviet surveillance 
satellites malfunctioned, and during the first, part-of the 
crisis reconnaissance aircraft. and ships operating from 
Cuba and West Africa were warned off by the, British fleet 

or could not reach the Falklands. Space based ocean 
surveillance was reestablished after the UK Task Force 

reached the South Atlantic, with the launch of passive and 
active surveillance satellites in late, April and mid-May. 
This experience may influence Soviet planning for future 

war, perhaps encouraging the execution of those naval 
missions which are crucially dependent on space support at 
the very beginning of the war. Given the stated Soviet 
aim of attacking US Carrier, Battle Groups(CBGs) which 
threaten the USSR, satellites would-be used to help locate 
CBGs heading for-the southern Norwegian, Sea or the Western 
Pacific. Carriers not posing an immediate threatto the 
Soviet Union and. operating'in distant waters, would also 
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have to be located precisely by satellite to permit long 

range missile attack. 270 

The use of satellite navigation systems, notably 
Navstar, to control US seaborne strategic weapons, has 
been the subject of continued attention in the Soviet 

naval journal, Morskoy Sbornik. Although Navstar will 
only bring about a small increase in the precision with 
which a ballistic missile firing submarine could establish 
its position, Soviet naval officers noted that it would 
greatly increase the speed with which the submarine's 
coordinates could be established, at virtually any time, 

reducing vulnerability. 271 The important role of military 
and civilian satellites in maintaining communications, and 
therefore control of conventional forces was also 
noted. 272 

The link between sea and space, not only the 
dependence of naval forces on satellites, but the role of 
the navy in deflecting 'aerospace attack', permeates the 
1988 book The Navy_., prefaced by the late Admiral of the 
Fleet Gorshkov. 273 In addition to this, and attack on 
shore targets, Gorshkov's collaborators attached great 
importance to 'suppressing the enemy's military-economic 
potential', principally interdicting transatlantic 

resupply. NATO's dependencq on the latter was likely to 
increase in the future. 274 

Submarines remain the pre-eminent component of' 
future war at sea. . Their prime advantage is. their 

covertness (skrytnost'), in which the depth at which they 

can operate is of prime importance. According to 
Gorshkov and his fellow authors in 1988, current 
(sovremennye) submarines could operate at depths of up°to 
600 metres, whereas the average depth of the oceans was 
6000 metres. In other words, modern submarines could only 
utilise the 'surface layer' of the oceans (on average, the 
top ten percent). 

275 This picture of the planet encased in 

water, of considerable depth, with submarines plying arý 
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thin top layer, the ocean deeps plunging mysteriously far 
below them, is a vivid image consistent. with the Russian 
talent for picturing the operational environment from a 
distant perspective (see figure 4.5v below. If submarines' could 
use the ocean depths, they would be far less likely to be 
detected by any means. In the near future, it was 
assessed that depths of 2,000 metres or more might be 

attainable, given advances in metallurgy and construction 
technology. 276 In the forseeable future (y obozrimom 
budushchem), steel skins could be strengthened to attain a 
yield of 140 to 175 kg/mm2. With the optimum construction 
techniques, this should permit submarines to attain depths 

of a kilometre and more. Titanium (a metal of which the 
Soviet Union is the world's largest repository), glass 
reinforced plastics and glass fibre with synthetic. resin 
were all possible materials for use in the forseeable 
future. 277 

Submarines' concealment also depends on their 

quietness, and great attention is paid to reducing 
cavitation and the sound of components within the 
submarine. 278 

Speed is also a key factor in submarines' survival. 
According to Gorshkov's colleagues, 'it is planned', to 
increase present submarine speeds of 25 to 30 knots 

submerged to 50 or 60 in the 'forseeäble future'(v 
blizhayshey perspektive), and perhaps 100 knots 'in the 

more distant future'. No precise timescales are given, but 
'plans' for major system construction,. according to the 

same book, look between five, and_ten, years ahead, 

corresponding to 'short term' forecasts, suggesting that 
the submarine, capable of, 50,. or 60 knots submerged are not 
that far off. 279 

Gorshkov's colleaLues also predicted remarkable 
increases in the range,. depth, and speed of thet'torpedo 

of tomorrow'., The latter's speed might be four to five 
times that of present torpedoes, or 200. to 300 knots. 280 
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Missile-torpedoes with a combined underwater and aerial 
trajectory offered considerable possibilities, 'and 
'strategic cruise missiles', launched from submarines 
against shore targets were being developed with a range of 
over 3,000 kilometres. 281 

The Soviet Navy clearly see almost unlimited 
possibilities for the submarine. Their comments suggest, 
perhaps that the gigantic and enigmatic Typhoon ballistic 

missile firing submarine, 557 metres long and of 25,000 
tons displacement when dived, may not have been developed 
merely to skulk in the Barents Sea and under the Arctic 
ice and fire the occasional ballistic missile, but may 
also be designed with a view to exploring future 
submarine developments. 

'The traditional designation "boats" can hardly 
be applied to them. There will be terrible (grozn e)nuclear military vessels (boyevye 
atomo hody), independent of the action of 
other forces, able to control huge expanses 
of the World Ocean, to be deployed.. covertly 
and swiftly in the necessary directions, to 
deal powerful, unexpected blows from, -the, ocean 
depths at the enemy in both maritime'and 
continental theatres. Unlimited range combined 
with high speed makes., them almost an. ideal means 
for naval expeditions and resolving other tasks. 

In spite of theetendency: whichýhas, been, 
noted, towards making given types, of. asset more 
universal, nuclear submarines retain a 
classification according to their principal 

armament and mission. '282 

This almost lyrical description recalls Eisenstein's* 

apocalyptic-, (and highly unhistorical)283 prediction from 
Ivan the Terrible. The implication of 'naval; 

expeditions'(morskikh voinskikh perevozok) may be that 
submarines will in: future be-used, -as troop carriers, for 

submarine amphibious expeditions; The breaking down of 
distinctions between, -for example,:! attack! ". and 'ballistic 

missile carrying' submarines,. is of interest. Clearly, the 
large Soviet cruise--missile-carrying submarines. (SSGNs), 

classified as 'attack' submarines in some. western. 
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sources284, are a case in point. 
The authors of this highly significant book also noted 

the independence of submarines from the influence of 
weather and ice (something of which the Russians would be 

particularly aware), and continued to emphasize 
'the high degree of covertness of submarine 
movements which will distinguish submarine 
transport from that on the surface. 

Special submarine ships (podvodnye korabli 
spetsial'nogo naznacheniya) will undergo great 
development, and will be used in reconnaissance 
and diversionary missions. Foreign military 
specialists consider that there will be ships of 
small displacement with high underwater speed and 
a crew of several men. 

In war at sea, various unmanned vessels and 
manned deep diving vessels will be used... In 
the more distant future the use of flying submarines 
in naval actions is not excluded. These would 
combine the high speed at which aircraft travel to 
the mission area with submarine's covertness in 
approaching the target.. Judging by development of 
such vehicles in the US, they might have a dis- 
placement of 20 to 30 tons and a radius'of action 
in the air of around 500 miles. Their use would 
be most expedient in an anti-submarine role, with 
launch on first detection [of an enemy submarine]. 

285 

Although the authors do not say so, the Wing in Ground 

effect (WIG) craft286 known to have been developed, with 
its larger bulk than a conventional aircraft and stubby 
wings, might also be a suitable configuration for such a 
'flying submarine', although the 20 or 30 tons 
displacement mentioned suggests a smaller craft. The 
future role of deep diving vessels and robots inn 

expanding the scope of naval operations in depth, below 

the 'thin surface layer' is clearly most significant. A 
Soviet Colonel, writing about artificial intelligence 

applications at sea, considered that the exploration of 
the wreck of the Titanic, found two miles below the 

surface, had a 'covert and principal objective': testing a 
deep diving robot, 'Young Jason, 287, 

Turning to surface-vessels, conventional water 
displacing ships will remain a'-major', --, indeed,, 

-, 
"'dominant' 
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component of surface forces into the 21st Century, in 
spite of limitations on their seaworthiness and speed. 
Other vessels: hydrofoils, hovercraft and fixed and 
rotary wing aircraft offer greater potential for 
development in specialised roles, but the 'universality' 

of the surface ship is indiespensable. 288 The further 
development of cruise missiles in the period 1990-2000 is 

seen as giving surface vessels a new lease of life, as is 
the widespread deployment of rapid fire small calibre 
anti-aircraft guns. The value of these 'last ditch' 
defence systems has been illustrated in 'local wars'. 289 

The Russians assess that the strike aircraft carrier, 
as the centre-piece of the surface fleet, will be withrus 
well into the 21st century. The Soviet Navy clearly did 

not intend to be left out, as evinced by the enigmatic 
65,000 ton 'Tbilisi' class fixed wing aircraft carrier, 
the first of which was undergoing trials in the-Black Sea 
as this study was completed. 290 Although noting US plans 
to replace the present generation of carriers in the 1990s 

with 45,000 to 55,000 ton carriers mounting an air wing of 
up to 60 aircraft, as does their own, the Russians have 

shown considerable interest in 'mini-aircraft carriers'. 
These are deployed by several European nations. There 

are also the Russians' own Kiev and Moskva class ships, 
originally called 'anti-submarine cruisers', but now 
referred to as aircraft-carrying cruisers. 291 

The considerable attention paid to the value of 
surface ships(especially aircraft carrying ships) in 

supporting land forces' actions with shore bombardment 

and in amphibious operations is one of the few indicators 
that some Soviet future war thinking is directed towards 
the probability of greater involvement in 'local wars' or 
the need for swift and devastating; if politically 
'limited' military action°worldwide. 292 An entire major 
section of the book is devoted 'to 'local. wars', and the 
problem of 'hot spots around the. world'(goryachikh': 
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tochkakh zemnogo shara). As usual in Soviet analysis, the 
relevance of this experience to the development of naval 
matters in general (and, therefore, to a possible World 
War III), is stressed. However, the analysis also alludes 
to use of military force 'in various military 
situations', implying some appreciation of the relevance 
of 'local wars' in themselves. 293 

Another relatively new and expanding area of concern 
for the Soviet Navy is the defence of areas of the sea bed 

where there are deposits of raw or energy producing 
materials(ores, natural gas and oil), and their capture 
from or denial to the enemy. 294 

The dominance of naval aviation has arguably been 

reduced by the development of cruise missiles and 
submarine launched ballistic missiles (which may be used 
against surface combatants armed with conventional 
warheads). However, the Russians do not expect naval 
aviation. to lose its significance, whether for'attacks on 
shore targets or against enemy battle groups. Aircraft 

will also retain a high profile in anti-submarine 
warfare. 

295 Finally, there is informed discussion of the 

potential of airships to assist in naval operations.. The 
'airship of the future'(dirizhabl' budushchego) will be 
helium. filled and use many other modern technologies'to 

reduce its vulnerability compared with the Zeppelins of 
old. The prolonged loiter time of airships-makes them 

particularly suitable for airborne early warning, and the 
large envelope can accommodate a huge radar. The Soviet 

naval commentators do not propose the airship for 'direct 

involvement' in combat, but seem to agree'with US thinkers 
that it can be used to support one's own-operations 'with 

great effectiveness'. 296 

An overview of the development of war=at sea leads the 
Soviet' commentators to predict that in a future war, 
decisions would be obtained, and overthrown, very quickly. 
Whereas-the British victory: at Aboukir-Bay in 1798 secured 
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command of the sea for several years, the Japanese strike 
on Pearl Harbour only gave them three to four months' 
command of the Pacific in 1941-42. The combination of 
sweeping historical perspective and awareness of present 
day' technological detail is characteristic of much Soviet 
future war writing. The Soviet authors expect that in a 
contemporary war at sea (the next`ten years) they will be 

short of resources. As with operations in a continental 
TVD, 'the correct choice of the moment to concentrate 
one's main forces on the necessary axis' and the 'timely 

re-targeting (perenatselivaniye) of forces which have 
become free on to other important axes' would be 

crucial. 
297 

This emphasis on rapid adjustment of force ratios and 

on automated command, control, communications and 
intelligence is consistent with Soviet views - on future 

war in other media. Great attention is paid to enemy 

surveillance systems, those on the seabed as well as 

satellites: SASS, RDSS and SOSUS. 298 'Automated control 

systems'(ASU), computers, including personal computers, 

and artificial intelligence, feature prominently in the' 

current professional literature. 299 Another area where 

artificial intelligence is particularly applicable at sea 
is the identification of ships. Unlike aircraft, which 
tend to be of a limited number of standard types, ships 

are highly individual in configuration and the Russians 

have shown interest in US development of'expert systems 

which can recognize over 100 different ship types. 300 

Soviet naval officers have been-prominent in 
discussion of future war in general, including'the 

possible"use of robotics, and of parapsychology, as well 
as of more specifically naval questions. The latter 
include man's ability to operate in the 'underwater world' 
in general, in conditions of high barometric pressure. 
Keen Soviet interest in man's ability to adapt to alien 
environments is evident from their endurance records in 
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space. The use of aquatic animals to place mines and kill 
enemy swimmers-and transmit signals and commands is also 
mentioned. The latter discussions"are not entirely 
couched in terms which suggest they are. based on foreign 

comment, but appear to be more general. 301 

Given the tendency of land operations to expand to fill 
the available theatre, the cataclysmic political and 
environmental effects of major warfare on land, 302 the 
relatively 'clean' and sterile nature of warfare at sea, 
noted by philosophers throughout the centuries, has 

undeniable. attractions. From the Soviet writing, there 
emerges apicture of warfare at sea, , with 'giant' 

submerged ships', moving swiftly and silently through the 
oceans, emerging unexpectedly like Captain Nemo's 
Nautilus303 to strike at enemy vessels with no collateral 
damage to territory, though perhaps to merchant shipping 
and to civil interests. The latter image is not 
inconsistent with some of the small amount of Soviet 
fiction dealing with future war in the 1880s. 304 This may 
be the principal direction in which major and 
technologically sophisticated warfare on-earth can evolve. 
Such-a vision would be consistent with the'broad spectrum 
of Soviet writing on future war. It reflects the 
expansion'of the scope of operations, the danger of 
environmental disaster and escalation to global 
catastrophe resulting from war£areýon land which is more 
intense and of greater scope. It also places more stress 
on the future role and status-of the Soviet Navy. As 
Soviet land forces are withdrawn from central Europe, some 
observers'have noted the possibility of a 'cascade' of 
Soviet forces efforts to the flanks - and the sea. 305 
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8. FUTURE WAR IN SPACE 
'The destiny of a being depends on that of 

the universe. Therefore every human being 
should penetrate the mystery of the Universe. 
It is this, lofty, vantage point that is 
needed. Any narrower view will lead to 
delusion. ' 

Konstantin Tsiolkovskiy306 

Space, like the world's oceans, is an international envir- 
onment, and like ships outside territorial waters , 
spacecraft represent discrete pieces. of national territory 

moving in a free medium. Discussion of space warfare, 
even systems specifically confined to space like the US 
SDI, is hard to disentangle from general discussion of 
'weapons employing new physical principles': laser, 

radiation and charged particle beams. US proposals for 

orbiting satellites with rockets on board. are discussed in 

the context of future naval warfare. 307 The influence of 
space systems on land operations is also likely to be 

profound. 
308, This leads to the question of direct 

hostilities in space. 
Soviet writings show considerable concern about US 

anti-satellite (ASAT) systems, although none have been 

tested operationally at the time of writing .. Soviwet 

sources reported that a USrsystem intended to be able to 
destroy satellites in orbits of up to 1,000 kilometres, 

using rockets launched from F 15 aircraft was in, the final 

stages of. testing in April 1988, but final testing was 
1 abandoned. 309 The Russians are reported to have begun 

testing a, co-orbital. ASAT interceptor in the 1960s, which 
probably became operational in 1971 and was last tested in 
1982. It is claimed that. work on ASAT. systems halted with 
the August 1983 Soviet announcement of a ban on launching 
ASAT weapons. Current Soviet ASAT weapons could not deny 
the use of space to an opponent completely, but, could 
attack some satellites. in near-earth, orbit.. It is 

reported that Soviet action against satellites in high 
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orbits is limited to non 'hard-kill' methods, in other 
words, electronic warfare. 310 

Warfare in space, like any form of warfare, will be a 
matter of logistics. The Soviet space shuttle, Buran 
('Snowstorm') and its heavy launch vehicle, Energiya, 

which can also operate alone in the heavy-lift mode, will 
give the USSR the ability to put an enormous tonnage of 
equipment in orbit. According to western reports, 
Energiya in the heavy-lift mode may be able to put a 100 
tonne payload into orbit at 185 km altitude. It is thew 
world's most powerful launcher. Energiya was 
successfully launched on 15 May, 1987, and Buran was 
tested in November, 1988.311 This will confer the 
ability to assemble and maintain large space structures in 

orbit, although the military significance of these may not 
be as great as that of conventional satellites. Orbits are 
highly predictable, and an orbiting battle-station would 
be one of the most vulnerable military systems ever built: 
the 21st century equivalent of a fortress. Its orbit 
would be predictable for hours, even days at a time, and 
it could be attacked at the first sign of hostile 
intent. 312 

'Space-based battle stations' form the subject of a 
chapter in Velikhov, Sagdeyev and Kokoshin's book on space 
weaponry. Although imputing such plans to the Americans, 

and therefore seeking to prove them unworkable, the 

authors give the subject a comprehensive treatment worthy 
of the Soviet. future war writing tradition. Space based 

systems will take several years to deploy and will need 
repair and maintenance almost as soon as the system is 

ready. Even with the highest reliability requirements for 
the space-based components, say the authors, their 
deployment and sustaining in proper working order will 
themselves be colossal undertakings, 'far beyond current 

. capabilities'. On the issue of vulnerability, the Soviet 

experts feel safe in saying that 'whatever the form of 
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protection of the stations, they would all be expensive 
and would require much more material to be lifted into 
orbit. ' There are few ways of protecting stations and they 
fail to respond to the possible countermeasures. They 
mostly rely on manoeuvring the stations to dodge an 
intercept, disguising them, deploying decoys, shields or 
coatings. More active measures inevitably involve 
creation of a 'sovereignty zone' around the station, which 
then attacks anything which it senses entering it. 

This in turn gives rise to a major cause of 
instability: the amount of debris floating about in space. 
These include dead satellites and other man-made-debris, 
assessed as numbering tens of thousands of pieces, as well 
as meteoroids. A space battle station would respond-to 
any such incursion, however innocent, as an 'enemy'. The 
Russian scientists assess that 

'these avalanche-like goings-on might occur 
so quickly as to allow no time to settle the 
crisis. A holocaust may ensue if the chain 
of events just desSylbed coincides with some 
political crisis. ' 

Given the vulnerability of all orbiting systems, the 
advantage must accrue to the side which can put most into 

orbit, and rapidly replace those which will, inevitably, 
be destroyed. During 1987, the Soviet Union launched over 
100 satellites and spacecraft. Most of these were the 
'Kosmos' satellites, described as being for scientific 
research, but the launches also included the Progress 
automatic cargo ships to the Mir space station, the 
Molniya and Raduga communications satellites and the Soyuz 
manned spacecraft. 314 If the Soviet Union were faced with 
a struggle for dominance in near space , they would need 
to maintain satellite systems, essential to support 
surface operations, in, orbit. They would appear likely to 
win such a contest by sheer 

weight of'numbers and 
logistics, putting up satellites faster than any adversary 
could shoot them down, even if the latter introduced an 
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ASAT weapon, but only if their launch sites are not 
disrupted. 

In spite of the colossal and impressive logistic 

resources available, the Soviet supply line from earth to 

space is vulnerable at its starting point: the 

cosmodromes. For technical reasons (proximity to the 

equator, weather), the main Soviet space launch sites are 
as far south as possible. Although hardened command 
facilities may exist underground, the launch facilities 

themselves are on the surface and would be relatively easy 
to destroy with modern accurate weaponry, and not even 
necessarily nuclear weaponry. Given that a military 
contest for space would only become serious in the event 
of major war, an adversary would be unlikely to have 

qualms about attacking these facilities early on in such a 
conflict. It is important to distinguish between the 
formidable lift capability which exists in peacetime and 
what might survive in the event of major war against an 
intelligent and aggressive opponent. 

It might be assumed that men in space stations or 
space planes could make a direct contribution to military 
operations on the earth's surface, but specific examples 

are hard to find. The principal problem is that for the 
forseeable future, space sensors and weapons will work 

only from relatively low orbits. In such orbits, a space 
station or space plane will only pass over an area of 
interest for ten minutes or less. What they could 
achieve in that time has to be measured against the 

relative cost of putting them there. The main value of 
men in space in future warfare would seem to be for battle 
damage assessment. 315 

The importance of near space has focussed much 
attention on hybrid 'space-planes'(Russian kosmicheskiy 

samolet). According to Major General of Aviation Leonov, 
the cosmonaut and space artist, the Zhukovskiy Air Force 
Academy (as noted, one of the most important 'think tanks' 
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Figure 4.5. The earth and near-earth environment less 
than six earth radii), showing areas currently unused for 
military purposes identified by Soviet authors. These 
areas are indicated, as far as possible, by black. Based 
on statements in Gorshkov, ed., The Navy (1988), p. 107, 
and Lt Gen of Aviation Aleksei Leonov, 'Aviation of the 
21st Century', Krasnava zvezda, 16 September 1989, p. 4. 
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for future warfare systems)', completed 15 design projects 
for systems resembling 'Buran' or the US Shuttle. 316 

Hypersonic aircraft (that is, vehicles which-exceed five 
times the speed of sound) have been of interest to the 
Russians for many years, 317 and these naturally"overlap 
with space vehicles. Leonov's comments un the unused part 
of the earth's atmosphere and near space mirrors 
Gorshkov's colleagues on the unused nine-tenths of the 

oceans: 
'During the years of the space age spectacular 
results have been achieved in the speed, range 
and height of flights: from the vicinity of the 
earth to the edges of the Solar System. At the 
same time a huge range of speeds from 5,000 to 
28,000 km/h and altitudes from 35 to 150 

318 kilometres remains almost unconquered'. 
A diagram of the near-earth environment would show the 

vast majority of it to be unused for military operations: 
most of the oceans, most of the atmosphere, and almost all 
of the earth's crust below the surface. Soviet sailors and 
cosmonauts have both commented on this, and their joint 

view is depicted graphically in figure 4.5. 
Rockets, which carry their own oxygen to pemit 

combustion are inefficient at lower altitudes, whereas 
air-breathing engines will not work in space, so attention 
has focussed on vehicles which perhaps take in oxygen from 

the atmosphere and store it in the increasingly available 

space as fuel is burned. Such a craft would have to 

compress air from'the atmosphere extremely-rapidly, a 
major technical problem. 'Such craft might attain speeds 
well in excess of the 'hypersonic' threshhold, perhaps 
six, eight or ten times the speed of sound. 319 

The military applications of such space-planes, 
according to Leonov, are reconnaissance, tracking, and 
perhaps as bombers striking rapidly and unexpectedly. A 
hypersonic space-plane, it may be observed, would have 

many of the characteristics of a, manned ICBM. Leonov 

stressed that space planes-had other-potentialhroles, 
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creating vast savings in the cost of carrying materials 
into space, and as intercontinental passenger liners, 
dramatically cutting journey times (and, one might add, 
providing a most spectacular view). Such craft might even 
be worthwhile for carrying important people and freight 
from one end of the Soviet Union to the other. 

Leonov concluded by stressing the importance of 
mathematical modelling, supercomputers and new materials 
in the development of such craft. This underscores the 
importance of linking fundamental scientific research and 
practical technology, perhaps through the MNTK 

organization, described in section 2.320 
Near space, conventionally defined as the expanse out 

to six earth radii, which coincides with the distance 

required for geo-synchronous orbit, is clearly critical to 
the outcome of any major war on earth. Moving further 

afield, the Soviet Union has shown great interest in long 

term space exploration, notably a mission to Mars, The 

endurance records for time spent in space established by 
Soviet cosmonauts coincide with the time taken to reach 
Mars and return, and are of obvious significance for other 
exploration of deep space. The Mars 94 mission, which 
plans to deposit two large balloons in the'Martian 

atmosphere, is a short term preliminary to a manned 
landing which may coincide with the centenary of the 
Russian Revolution in 2017.321 Such a mission may not be 

accomplished without'superpower cooperation, and one may 
question its relevance-to future warfare. With the 

earliest possible date-for 'a manned landing on Mars around 
2017, the depressing'possibility (and'it is no more than 
that) of war on'other planets lies beyond the time-frame 

addressed in'this study. 
As with warfare-at'sea, the Soviet Union clearly 

has some remarkable visionaries. Furthermore,. if the 
Soviet Union is involved in a major war. with an important 

space component:, it has developed =the' ability to lift a 
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massive quantity of material into space, using a 
combination of rather old-fashioned straightforward 
boosters, as well as the new heavy lift vehicle and 
shuttle, which no opponent could match. At the 'sharp 

end' the principle. of combined arms would apply,, with co- 
orbital, ABM and perhaps aircraft launched ASAT weapons. 
The traditional military principles of combined arms, 
numerical superiority and massive logistic effort could 
apply to the USSR's advantage, but the lines of 
communication could be cut on the ground with early, 
precision strikes against the launch sites. In passing, 
it may also be noted that the principal launch sites lie 
in Central Asia, potentially an area of ethnic and 
religious unrest . 

9. OPERATIONS SHORT OF MAJOR WAR: 'LOW INTENSITY' AND 
INTERNAL WARFARE - THE ENIGMA 

So far, this exploration of the Soviet view'of future war 
has concentrated on the vast Soviet investment in space, 
and the continuing debate about the conduct and nature of 
large-scale conventional operations, even in accordance 
with declared principles of 'defensive sufficiency'(see 
section 3). It has noted the General Staff's view of a 
high intensity, high technology future war (sections 4 and 
5), the potential of 'weapons using new physical 
principles'(section 6), the potential of the oceans, ' the 
upper atmosphere and space as theatres of war (sections 
7,8). Yet this is all utterly alien to the recent, 
current and likely future Soviet experience of warfare. 
The ten year war in Afghanistan, and the internal warfare 
in Azerbaijan which was taking place as this study was 
concluded, present an alternative, almost diametrically 

opposed view of 'future war'. >- Has the Soviet General 
Staff taken this into account in its perception of the 
future warfare in which Soviet forces are likely to be 

engaged? Incredibly, perhaps', `it seems not. - 
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The Soviet experience in Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989 
has been analysed elsewhere. 322 Suffice it to say that 
they probably envisaged a quick coup de main rather like 
the 1968 invasion of Czechoslovakia. Instead, they became 
committed to an. extended counterinsurgency campaign. The 
initial deployment of. conventional divisions designed for 

mechanized warfare was a disaster, and from 1983 front 
line combat was left almost entirely to the more highly 
trained and motivated elite forces: airborne troops, air 
assault (heliborne) troops and reconnaissance troops. 
Only these had the fitness, training, expertise and 
fighting procedures to conduct small unit operations in 

mountainous terrain. Surprisingly, perhaps, for a nation 
capable of winning as many Olympic medals as the Soviet 
Union, physical fitness appears to have been a major 
problem, repeatedly emphasized in the Soviet military 
press. 323 

In warfare of this type, small detachments were often 
isolated from and out of contact with their comrades, and 
initiative and self sufficiency were at a premium. New 
weapons systems were deployed, particularly helicopters, 

and improvements in technique, for example the widespread 
use of heat decoys tossed from aircraft, were detected. 
Lessons were drawn, but almost always expressed in the 
context of a future large scale, conventional war. There 
has been no evidence that the Soviet Union is moving 
towards a 'doctrine'(in the western sense) or force 

structures specifically tailored to such operations. 324 

This is. surprising, as the Soviet Armed Forces 

possess both considerable experience of insurgent warfare 
(World War II partisan operations) and of suppressing 
insurgency, notably the extended Basmachi revolt in the 
1920s and 1930s and in the Ukraine and Baltic after World 
War II. Going further back, the Imperial Russian Army 
acquired long experience and distinctive techniques for 
counter-insurgency warfare in mountainous regions during 
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its prolonged struggle to pacify the Caucasus. 325 The 

problem appears to be an ideological blind spot. 
Progressive, Marxist-Leninist regimes may have to deal 

with counter-revolutionary 'banditism', but in general 
popular opposition to a socialist regime is not expected 
to occur. Therefore, there is no need for specific 
provision for counter-insurgency and 'low intensity' 

warfare. 
It is true that Afghanistan provided valuable combat 

experience for a generation of commanders, and that those 

who did well have enjoyed accelerated promotion and a 
certain elite status. But service in Afghanistan is seen 
as valuable combat experience for major war. 326 The 

attitude seems to have been, and remains that forces 
designed for the big war against NATO can handle little 

wars with some minor adjustments. This is contrary, for 

example, to the British and US attitude which. lays great 
stress on the different combat environments and agonizes 
over force structures which may have to operate in warfare 
ranging from 'low intensity' to nuclear. 327 

The conflict in Azerbaijan, within the Soviet Union's 

own borders, has certain similarities with Afghanistan. 

fiere, the technical responsibility for maintaining 

stability lies not with the Soviet Armed Forces at all, 
but with the troops of the Ministry of Internal 

affairs, (MVD), with the KGB and, in the border zone, with 
the KGB's Border Guards. Although western news reports 

repeatedly talked of 'troops' and 'The Red Army', many of 
these wore the brick red insignia of the MVD, inherited 

from its predecessor, ' the NKVD. 328 All these forces were 

equipped with weaponry suitable for moderate intensity 

war, with armoured personnel carriers, helicopters and 
tanks: most of the ingredients of a balanced force apart 
from artillery. Soviet Ground Forces and Navy personnel 

were deployed to stiffen MVD troops, but the aim was to 

use them only to guard military installations. There was 
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some debate on the constitutional correctness of using the 
Armed Forces in an internal security role after their 
deployment to reinforce the MVD in Tbilisi in 1989.329 
Later in the Azerbaijan crisis, Soviet Armed Forces 

personnel were apparently employed in large scale 
operations, for example the capture of Baku, which 
included an amphibious assault. 330 

Discussion with senior Soviet officers in May, 1990, 
indicated that the Soviet Army was reluctant to get 
iunvolved in internal security operations. Lieutenant 
General Vyacheslav Lebedev, Deputy Commander of the 
Airborne Forces, said he was 'against military solutions 
to internal problems', implying that he did not think his 

paras should be involved in glorified police work. 
However, he added, if they were told to perform internal 

security missions, they would.. 331 

The author asked Army General Shabanov, Deputy Minister 
for Armaments, why there was virtually no discussion of 

what the British call 'low intensity operations', both 

internal, against terrorists, and external, in the form of 

small-scale wars, in the Soviet military press. Low 
intensity operations translated in to Russian as 
'operatsii nizkoy intensivnosti'. Did the General 

understand this as a term? 
'Of course', he said. 

General Shabanov then launched into a long account of 
the development of nuclear strategy, of how a nuclear 
rocket war was still possible, and how such a war was 
unlikely to be limited. 

'The armed forces of any country must be able to 
fight in any circumstances'. In any case, who 
would unleash a low intensity wa 2 Only an 
adventurist, in the third world., 

531 

General Shabanov did not believe that there was now a 
credible scenario in which the Soviet Union might become 
involved in a third world conflict. 'I am against deciding 
local conflicts by military means', he said. 333 
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Discussion of 'local conflicts': wars in the third 

world less critical to soviet national survival and less 

technologically intense, led on to the Soviet Armed 
Forces' possible internal role. 

'S am against the use of the army for the 
liquidation of internal conflicts. Unfortunately 
from the political point of view, there are 
extremists, a criminal element: '334 

General Shabanov agreed that dealing with this criminal 
element' was properly the job of the MVD, but they 
'weren't able to handle it', he said. 335 

Viktor Suvorov, former GRU officer, interviewed by the 

author, also said that internal security was not a primary 
concern for the Armed Forces, and that was why Armed 
Forces literature featured very little on the subject. It 

was a matter for the MVD and KGB - that was the simple 
explanation. He explained that the Armed Forces had been 

responsible for internal security to some extent in the 

early years of the Soviet Republic and Soviet Union, but 

that after Stalin's declared defeat of internal counter- 
revolution, in the 1930s, 'that role no longer existed, 
formally. Hence the absence of Armed Forces' and General 
Staff analysis of internal and external 'low intensity' 

warfare. 336 

In view of the constitutional role of the Armed Forces 

and the MVD, the logical outcome of this episode would 

appear to be a strengthening of the MVD. After a year of 
increasing nationalist violence, this seems to be 

occurring. The MVD's budget and pay are being 
increased, and new equipment and uniforms made available. 
Within the framework of 'conversion', many enterprises 
which once produced military' equipment have gone over to 
the manufacture of 'technical equipment to equip the 
internal affairs organisations'. 337 Much of the equipment 
produced for the Ground Forces, for example, night vision 
equipment, light vehicles, would be equally useful for 
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Internal Security troops. Other equipment, for example 
riot shields and water cannon, would need 'conversion' of 

armaments factories. The basic training period of the MVD 

troops is reportedly being increased from four months to 

ten (though this may refer to police officers rather than 

ordinary hº troops), and there are to be 'refresher 

courses' for other MVD personnel. This should mean that 
MVD personnel will be better trained for their particular 
role than Army troops. 338 

A 'significant increase' in MVD troops has been 

announced. Although there has been a statement that no 

soldiers will be transferred directly from the Army to the 

MVD, 339 soldiers who have left the Army could be recruited 
into the MVD. The MVD's commander at the time of writing, 

Colonel-General Yu. V. Shatalin, is a motor-rifle officer 
by trade who commanded a division in Afghanistan. 340 Men 

with recent Afghanistan experience would be particularly 

suited to the operations in Azerbaijan, and there have 

been reports that ex-paratroopers who served in 

Afghanistan have joined the MVD in some numbers. 
341 

It must be apparent that in future Soviet security 
forces are likely to be involved in actions similar to 

those in Afghanistan and Azerbaijan. As pressure mounts 
for a reduction in the strength of the Soviet Armed Forces 

and withdrawal from Eastern Europe, there is a parallel 

need to increase the strength, resources and competence of 

the internal security bodies. The question at the time of 

writing would appear to be whether 'counter insurgency' or 
'internal security' operations should be made the preserve 

of the KGB and MVD, or whether the Armed Forces should 

also develop some competence in this area. If operations 

short of major war were made the exclusive preserve of the 

MVD and KGB, this would preclude any Soviet intervention 

in smaller scale conflicts beyond their own borders. It 

would therefore seem likely that the Armed Forces and 
interior troops would co-operate in developing structures, 
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procedures and tactics for such operations. 
At the time of writing, superpower cooperation is 

becoming more pronounced. All the developed countries: 
the USA, the USSR, western Europe, face security threats 
from terrorist groups, frequently inspired by Islamic 

fundamentalism. Another relatively new, or, rather, 

revived, area in the late 20th century is the growth of 
terrorism and threats to security which are not 

politically or ideologically based, notably the drug 

cartels. In past eras, pirates, robbers and bandits have 

always been legitimate objects of the attention of 

national security forces, and this role may now be re- 

emphasized. There would seem to be some chance that Soviet 

security forces might cooperate with European and US 

forces in such operations. Mr Gorbachev mentioned the 

problem of terrorism in his 1986 speech, as part of the 
'universal system of international security'. 

342 By 

October 1989, Krasnaya zvezda was able to report on 
discussions in Santa Monica between the KGB and the CIA, 
'united against terrorism'. 343 The KGB, naturally, would 

play a leading role in such activities, but there may be 

some scope for elements of the Soviet Armed Forces proper 
(notably Spetsnaz units) cooperating with them. 

The Soviet Union also has a serious problem with 
internal organized crime, the so-called 'Mafia'. Although 

this is strictly a police MVD) matter, it needs to be 

mentioned in the overall context of revised Soviet 

security considerations. 
344 

The events in Azerbaijan in January 1990 highlighted a 
hiatus in western studies of the Soviet military. For at 
least two decades a substantial effort had gone into 

analysing the Soviet open military press in order to draw 

conclusions about Soviet military effectiveness and 
procedures, especially in relation to large scale 
conventional operations. Very few people were available 
with any. knowledge of the detailed composition and 
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deployment of the MVD and KGB. 345 In September 1989 it 

was revealed that the MVD journal, Sovetskaya militsiya, 
founded in 1921, was available on subscription for the 
first time. Those working in the field, it seemed, might 
be well advised to add this, and the Border Guards 
journal, Pogranichnik, to their list of required 
reading. 346 

At the time of writing, then, a realistic appraisal 

of world events would suggest an about turn by the Soviet 

military and those who study it: from preoccupation with 
large-scale, external warfare to 'lower intensity' (though 

still vicious and unpleasant), 'counter-insurgency' and 
'internal' warfare. However, no firm evidence has 

appeared to suggest that this has become a preoccupation 

of the Soviet General Staff, or that it forms an important 

part of their vision of future or contemporary war. 
General Chaldymov, a respected and accomplished military 
thinker, it is true, speaking in December, 1989, 

recognised that 'we need a larger internal security 

capability -a gendarmerie', 
347 but such flashes of 

insight among traditional military thinkers are rare. 

10. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Current Soviet long-term forecasts, on which the 
development of military equipment, strategy, operational 

art and plans is based, stretch forward some 30 years, to 

a horizon around 2020. The year 2017, the centenary of 
the Revolution, has some significance, and it is of 
interest that a manned Mars landing, the climax of a whole 

era of space development, is 'tentatively pencilled ini348 

for around 2016-2018. 
This survey of the Soviet view of future war at the 

time of writing has highlighted a number of anomalies. In 

the widest sense, there appear to be two distinct groups 

of organizations looking at the problem. The General 
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Staff, embracing its Academy and the other military 
Academies, together with the USSR Academy of Sciences' 
All-Union Scientific Research institute (VNIISI), form the 
first group. VNIISI was formed in 1974 to explore, among 

other things, requirements for future security, 

established through global modelling. The second comprises 
'soft science' institutes: the USA and Canada 

Institute(ISKAN), that of World Economics and 
International Affairs (IMEMO), the new Europe Institute, 

the Institute of the Economics of World Socialism. IMEMO 

exercises influence via the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Their contribution is dismissed by the General Staff as 
'journalism'(see also 4.3), although some of their 

analysts, notably Larionov, need to be taken more 
seriously. 349 

Current reactions to the principle of 'defensivenes' 

reflect this division. The General Staff do, apparently, 
find the 'four options' model of defensive strategy 
(section 4.3) a useful frame of reference, although option 
three, Khalkhin Gol, appears to be the favourite. 350 

Meanwhile, much of the General Staff's effort appears 
directed towards a future which has little in common with 
these defensive options in major war, and still less with 
the sordid reality of internal security operations in 

Azerbaijan. In fact, it is in many ways a reflection of 
US attitudes. The US defence cuts announced in January 

1990 preserved high technology and exotic programmes like 

the B-2 'Stealth' bomber and SDI, at the expense of cuts 
in more conventional forces. Similarly, the Soviet Union 

appears to be concentrating on its own SDI - KSO, 'weapons 

employing new physical principles'(section 4.6),, and 

automated command and control(section 4.1). The 

professional military : las expressed a grandiose and almost 

mystic vision of 'great submarine ships' roaming the ocean 
depths(section 4.7) and a formidable ability to wage 
protracted war in space (section 4.8). In the longer 
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term, there is undoubted interest in the use of 
electromagnetic weapons on earth as well as in space, and 
the exploitation of still more exotic branches of science 
such as parapsychology. The Soviet Union's current drive 

to improve its scientific and technological base, and to 
integrate the two (section 4.1) may provide a springboard 
to reach this new high (and still distant) ground. As 

with the United States, the USSR probably feels that it 

can afford to sacrifice conventional forces and short term 

military superiority 
At a seminar held at Edinburgh University in August, 

1989, the author was asked by SACEUR's Chief of Staff what 
the 'fifth option' for the conduct of Soviet operations in 

a continental TVD was. 351 On his replying that there were 
only four, as proposed by Kokoshin and Larionov, the 
General suggested that imagination might be exercised. A 
fifth option, consistent with recent and current Soviet 

actions, as well as declarations, and with the likely 
future capabilities of Soviet technology, does come to 

mind. 
We must take into account Soviet statements of 

intention to withdraw from foreign commitments, and total 

withdrawal of Soviet forces within the USSR's 

boundaries(wherever those boundaries might be) by the year 
2000. We must also consider their declared interest in 

'defensive' deployments and interest in fortified regions 

and static defences. The Soviet Union also has an 
interest, stated by Mr Gorbachev in 1986,352 in 

establishing security by diplomatic, rather than military 

means, through establishment of guarantees between the 

superpowers and between the USSR and its European 

neighbours. We may therefore see a posture bearing a 

remarkable similarity to that of the USSR in 1940. 

The 'Stalin line': in fact, a series of formidable 

fortified regions, on the USSR's western borders, would be 

paralleled by new, high-technology fortified regions as 
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discussed in recent Soviet debates (section 4.3). The 
Nazi-Soviet Pact of August 1939, designed to give the 
Soviet Union a breathing space, corresponds to modern 

efforts to secure the USSR's western frontiers by 
diplomatic, not military means. However, the USSR's 

dominance of space (by no means an extravagant prediction) 

and possessionýof global naval presence (analogous with 
Stalin's aim, declared in 1938, of creating an ocean going 
Navy)353 gives her the opportunity to intervene globally. 
So, too, would emphasis on highly trained, highly 

effective KGB and Spetsnaz forces also able to act 

worldwide. The parallel here is with the assasination of 

Trotskiy in 1940. A threat, however, illusory, was 

perceived to emanate from 'Trotskist' movements abroad. 
354 

In 1940, the ultimate source of this 'threat' was 

eliminated - in Mexico City, where Trotskiy himself was 

assasinated. In the modern context, the heirs of the NKVD 

agents could be reinforced, perhaps replaced, by the 

ability to strike from space or from the sea with a new 

generation of weapons utilising the electromagnetic 

spectrum for hard or soft kill. 

The 'fifth option' is of a USSR dug in behind fixed 

defences, concentrating primarily on internal problems, 
its security further assured by diplomatic guarantees, but 

with the ability to strike swiftly and effectively 

against threats to its security, wherever in the world 

they may arise, given a global presence assured by command 

of space and an ocean going, increasingly submarine Navy. 

In spite of the force reductions underway as this thesis 

was completed, the Soviet Union, or the Russian Federated 

Socialist Republic, is likely to remain the greatest single 

military power in Europe for some time to-come. Instead of 

contiguity with Nato and the west, there will be a measure 

of distance and isolation. This places more stress on the 

military importance of the flanks. The 'fifth option' 

would be a valid framework for military planning. 
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PART FIVE: CONCLUSION 

The recent re-definition of Soviet Military Doctrine as an 
official, state system of views on the prevention of war 
has not shifted the view of the character of future war 
from its central position in Military Doctrine, as 
demonstrated in part four, section 2 (4.2). Arguments 

about the abandonment of the phrase bu dushchaya voyna', 
because it implies that future war is inevitable (4.4) do 

not lessen the significance of that view, either. The 

unlikelihood of war between the major powers has not 
lessened the importance of establishing and portraying the 

character of such a war. As Andrey Kokoshin, one of the 

non-General Staff group of thinkers on strategic matters 
observed in November, 1988, 

Nowadays, at a time when the idea is taking root 
that war can no longer serve as a rational means 
of politics (at least not in Soviet-American rel- 
ations, between the WTO and NATO), the need for 
the top state and political leadership to know 
the fundamentals of military strategy, operational 
plans, the functioning of the military mechanism 
of carrying out decisions and so on, has by no 
means been eliminated. On the contrary, it is 
increasing. This is because decisions made at 
the boundary between politics and strategy 
may have fatal and irreversible consequences'. 1 

The likelihood of major war appears remote. Yet the 
Soviet General Staff appear to continue in their 

preoccupation with awar between the great world systems, 
as Engels said, in 1888, 'of a_scope and violence hitherto 

undreamt of'. 2 The Soviet General Staff remains steeped 
in Engels. 'Local wars' are still analysed primarily 
because of their lessons for this great-war. There is no 
evidence that 

, even a. minute portion of the intellectual 

capital devoted to the. study of a. future major war has 
been devoted to the study of, future small wars, counter 
insurgency or internal, security operations inwhich the 
Soviet Union might, well be. -engaged. - There are, however, 

some understandable reasons for this. 
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In the first place, if you prepare for the worst, you 
can generally cope with lesser eventualities, albeit 
perhaps, rather inefficiently, as arguably happened in 
Afghanistan. It is the ultimate, if least likely, type 

of warfare which requires the most intensive investment in 

peace time and the highest level of technology. If it is 

to be fought and won in environments hitherto untouched by 

warfare, and especially space, that investment will be 

considerable. If the technological lead is lost, it will 
be impossible to make it up after the commencement of 
hostilities. The Soviet Union, mindful of the experience 
of World Wars I and II, cannot afford to fall behind in 

the arms race, especially at its cutting edge , however 

unlikely the employment of those arms may appear. 
Secondly, there is an ideological blind spot with 

regard to 'insurgency' against a supposedly 'progressive' 

and desirable regime. However, recent events in eastern 
Europe and inside the Soviet Union must challenge even 
this deep rooted prejudice. And yet, General Shabanov 

surely had a point: 'who would start a low intensity war 
against us? i3 

Thirdly, it is a General Staff's job to prepare for 

the worst, for the future great war between the two great 
world systems, however remote that possibility. Most of 
the plans prepared by general staffs are never 
implemented. At the time of writing it is impossible to 
imagine any rational scenario in which any major power 
might consider the risk and cost of unleashing World War 
III to be worthwhile. Large-scale warfare between the 

major powers may have become an anachronism. But military 
planners, including Soviet military planners, will still 
have to plan for the worst. Military art: the likely 

conduct of war using new and changing weaponry, will have 

to be developed, even though experience will become less 

and less available. Theory, modelling and forecasting 

will become even more important. Soviet commentators 

J 
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have noted that the increasing length of time since the 
last major conflict is a problem in predicting the 

character of future war. 4 The exercise becomes more and 
more abstract, more divorced from recent experience and 
current reality. 

There is an interesting precedent for this situation 
in the activities of General NN Golovin and associates in 
Paris in the 1920s and 1930s. Golovin and a group of 
other former Tsarist emigre officers conducted 'Foreign 

Higher Military-Scientific Courses' in Paris from 1927 

through to the outbreak of World War II. These courses, 
taught by some very senior and accomplished former 
Imperial army officers, addressed current military issues, 
including air force tactics and chemical warfare. The. aim 
was to constitute a Russian General Staff in exile, ready 
to take over if the Soviet state collapsed. 5 It provides 
an illuminating example of a General Staff without a 
state: the evolution of military science in ä vacuum, as 
it were. Military science in its more highly developed 
form may similarly be confined to such a laboratory., It 

may be like the laboratory viruses held under lock and key 
in case 'extinct' diseases like smallpox reappear. These 

substances, in themselves highly dangerous, must be 

retained as a source of antidotes to guard against the 

risk of epidemics among a population which has lost all 
immunity. So too with the science of war in the more 
developed states. 

The closer military theory is to practice, the more 
likely it is to get the right answers. But if the 

relevant practical experience is distant, then other 
methods must be found; 

'... the more fully 
, 
the- possibilities of new 

types of weaponry, and military technology are 
studied, the more deeply military thought 
penetrates into the essence of the phenomena 
of war, the more accurate is the prognosis of 
future 

, great battles (srazhenii), the -, 
greater the probability of success in armed 
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struggle'. 6 

This study has identified the General Staff as the prime 
mover of Soviet Military Doctrine, Science, and the view 
of the character of 'contemporary' or 'future' war. This 

view may be removed from the reality of the changes taking 

place in Europe and the likelihood of internal unrest and 
warfare within the Soviet Union. 

Andrey Kokoshin has hinted that certain Soviet 

observers realise this inconsistency. In a valedictory 
article dedicated to the memory of Svechin, under the 

significant rubric 'Links in Time', Kokoshin noted a 
certain 'absolutising of the experience of the Great 
Patriotic War'. 7 This worked to the detriment of full 

consideration of the new political, economic, scientific, 
technological and strategic factors which, 'are now 
thoroughly changing the entire "strategic landscape", to 

use Svechin's expression'. 8 Kokoshin argued that the 
Soviet Union did not take full account of the fact that 
'bourgeois democratic regimes existing in the leading 

western countries today... differ greatly from Hitler's and 
Mussolini's dictatorships'. 9 Kokoshin noted the position 
of'Japan, which lacked both raw materials and substantial 
military power. Although not explicitely stated, Kokoshin 

presumably recognised the insidious role of purchasing 
power and the information revolution in the post- 
industrial, high-technology world. The phase of 'struggles 

for national liberation' was essentially over, and more 
and more conflicts were occurring between 'newly free 

countries', a clear recognition of the need to pay greater 
attention to 'local wars', and for their, own sake, not 
just as testing grounds for World War III weapons. 
Kokoshin compared present Soviet analysis unfavourably 
with that of Svechin's day, lending tacit support to this 
author's conclusion that the golden age of Russian and 
Soviet 'Future war' writing spanned the years circa 1880 
to 1937: 
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'We have come a longer way from the defeat of US 
aggression in Vietnam and the 1967 and 1973 wars 
in the Middle East than the participants of[sic] 
the discussions in the late 1920s and early 1930s 
had from the Soviet-Polish war. Yet the degree 
to which these recent wars, the mechanism of 
decision making and the role of our advisers 
and armaments in it have been studied is far 
below that characterising Svechin's days, although 
we were infinitely weaker, more vulnerable and 
poorer in specialists than today. 

Nor have we done proper research into the, 
armed conflicts that occurred in the postwar 
decades between socialist countries: the 
Soviet Union and People's Republic of China, 
PRC and Vietnam. And we have yet to 
formulate conclusions that could help in 
completely ruling out all such clashes in future'. 10 

It is significant and strangely symbolic that the 

spirit of Svechin should be summoned to give Soviet 

research into the likely character of future warfare new 
life and a new direction. The anomalies and gaps 
identified by Kokoshin concur with those identified by the 

present author. Kokoshin's assertion that in the 1920s 

and 1930s the Soviet Union was 'poorer in specialists than 

today' is debatable: they were fewer, they had no 

computers, but they had imagination, and they were not 

swamped by the sheer volume of data available, undoubtedly 

a problem for modern forecasters. They produced an 

astonishing volume of original and incisive writing on the 

military-technical character of future war, and many of 

their conclusions were striking in their prescience and 

accuracy. Kokoshin alluded to the cause, writing of . 
Svechin that he was 'an original and. principled thinker, a 

staunch and intellectually upright scholar... '11 

Another writer in Voyennaya mysl', Major-General 

Khor'kov agreed that 
'it is impossible to resolve tasks-of military 
structuring and to develop military science, 
only on the basis of the experience of the 
last (minuvshaya) war', As a result of the 
military-technical revolution completely new 
problems have arisen in theory and practice, 
showing the necessity for studying new trends 
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in its development, to choose the most expedient (tselesoobraznye) forms and methods, for 
stucturin§ Armed forces... the "scientific 
pluralism characteristic of our time has become 
a powerful generator of ideas and concepts. 
However, in our view, we are seeing more and 
more a process of mechanistic transfer of ideas 
of the new political thinking - the deideologizatsiya 
(removal of ideology) from 12ternational relations, 
in the ideological sphere. ' 

This statement suggests criticism of those who 
'absolutise' the experience of the Great Patriotic War. It 
would also seem to permit non-General Staff thinkers to 

contribute to the debate ("scientific pluralism"'), and 
to acknowledge that Nato and the west are not necessarily 
enemies ('deideologizatsiya ). 

Khor'kov also criticised certain research programmes 
which only had 'a descriptive character' , 

'insufficiently 

argued' and not including 'quantitative analysis'. 13 

Every experience had its own, particular characteristics, 
is 'indissolubly connected with conditions of a given 
epoch. '14 While arguing that the present era requires new 
attitudes, Khor'kov's writing possesses the familiar style 
encountered in Soviet future war writing since. the 1920s. 

'It is 'important to uncover the regular 
features (zakonomernosti) of the development 
of military art. Analysing and generalising 
many-sided military experience to find what 
is positive in it, what has practical value, 
to extract lessons, to disclose assumed 
errors more boldly, to try not to 
repeat them in the present and future'. 15 

From the style, one could not tell whether this was 
published in June, 1990 or the late 1920s. 

Continuity in the style of Soviet writing on future 

warfare and future military requirements is one of the key 

characteristics revealed by this thesis. Another recurring 
theme is awareness of paradigm changes, of technological 
leaps. At a seminar attended by the author at-the West 
German higher military academy, the Fuhrungsakademie, an 
exp ert group examining future European security 
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requirements was dismissive of the possibility of, -the 
Soviet Union achieving a technological leap to put, its 

military forces ahead of those of potential threats. 16 As 

this thesis has demonstrated, that may be what the Soviet 
General Staff are trying to do, with 'weapons employing 

new physical principles' and dominance of the ether, but 

past precedent is against them. Although they tried to do 

this in the 1920s and 30s, with 'airmechanization', 

airborne forces, and submarine warfare at sea, and in the 
1950s and 60s with missiles, neither attempt succeeded. 
The Great Patriotic War was, won not by the application of 

new paradigms-or technological leaps but by the studied 

application of state-of-the-art technology en masse. This 

required constant adaptation once hostilities had begun. 

However, there has been much emphasis on the 'opening 

period of a war' not least since, as Tukhachevskiy pointed 

out, (3.2), the war's character would change as it 

progressed, especially if it was a long war. 
As Kokoshin hinted, the Soviet General Staff's view of 

future war appears both somewhat divorced from current 

political requirements, and some way. in advance of what 
the Soviet military defence and high-technology industry 

are capable of achieving. Grandiose visions and high- 

technology research lead to a vision of warfare years 

ahead of what is currently practicable. But then, given 
the long and increasing lead times, in developing and 

assimilating weaponry, this is arguably necessary. It is 

also something of a Russian and Soviet tradition. A 

tendency to dwell on the more distant future of warfare 
and the form of operations can be traced throughout this 

thesis. The-tradition runs from Obruchev(3.1), through 
Mikhnevich(3.1), Neznamov(3.1), Novitskiy (3.1,, 3.2,3.3), 

Verkhovskiy, (3.2),, Tukhachevskiy( 3.2), Isserson 
(3.2), Pokrovskiy(3.5), Gorshkov (3.3,4.9), Ogarkov, and 
those who drafted for him(1.5,2.3,4.1,4.6), to 
Velikhov, whose strategic interests range from the 
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computer industry to space weaponry (4.1,4.6,4.8). Others: 

Bliokh and Leyer(3.1), Vishnev (3.2), writing on war and 

economics, and Tatarchenko, on the possible future of air 

warfare(3.5), made accurate predictions of certain aspects 

of the nearer future. Svechin and Triandafillov (3.2), 

though often cited as the most prescient authors, combined 

a vision vindicated by the future with a down-to-earth 

grasp of present realities. In that sense, they can be 

considered the greatest Soviet future war thinkers. 

However, this selection of eminent authors, 
17 highlights 

the tendency of some Russian and Soviet thinking about 
future warfare to be several bounds ahead of practice. 
That is on of its most consistent, fascinating and 

endearing qualities. 
As this thesis was completed, it looked as if the 

increase in 'scientific pluralism' would lead to a broader 

view of the character of future war, to a diminution; of 

emphasis on the experience of the Great Patriotic War and 

to more study of more recent, 'local' conflicts. But 

General Shabanov, the Deputy Minister for Armaments, was 

still adamant that the worst case - total nuclear war 

between developed countries - had to take priority. 

Naturally, the emphasis is on preventing it. Shabanov, 

responsible for military procurement from pistol to 

nuclear missile, is in a direct professional line of 

descent from Tukhachevskiy, who was People's Commissar 

for Armaments between 1931 and 1934, when he produced some 

of the most far-sighted visions of future war. The author 

asked General Shabanov what his view of the general 

military-technical character of a future war was. It was 

a question liable to touch sensitive nerves, the more so 

since budushchaya voyna has, as argued, undertones of 

''World War III'. He answered tactfully, probably the only 

way he could, -but genuinely, 
'I think that there should be no more warsil8 
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1990, morning. 

Suvorov, Viktor (pseudonym), author, former Major in the 
GRU (Soviet Military Int Tlligence), at offices of Hamish 
Hamilton, Kensington, 18 April, 1990, afternoon. 

Tschenin, Dr Romil K, USSR Academy of Sciences, Institute 
of World Economics and International Relations, USSR 
Academy of Sciences, at Centre for Defence Studies, 
University of Edinburgh, January, 1989. 

By Lt. Col. (retd. ) John Hines, reported to author: 

Chaldymov, Maj. Gen., Chairman, Department of Philosophy, 
Lenin Military Political Academy, dinner at the Hotel 
Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow, 19 December 1989. 

Kirshin, Maj. Gen. Yuri Yap Deputy Director of the 
Military History Institute of the USSR Ministry of 
Defence, in Cambridge, 10 January 1990, evening. 

Larionov, Maj. Gen. (retd. ) Valentin, Institute of USA and 
Canada, USSR Academy of Sciences, at the Institute, late 
afternoon, 19 December 1989. 

Tsygichko, Dr. Vitaliy, Vseobshchaya nauchno- 
issledovatel'skiy Institut sistemnykh isms ed-ovaniy 
(General Scienti ic-Research Institute of Systems 
Research)(VNIISI), at the In-gtitute, morning, 19 December 
1989. (Dr Tsygichko is former head of the Theatre division 
of a numbered institute informally known as the Institute 
of the General Staff undertaking research for the Military 
Science and Main Operations Directorates. The Chief 
reports directly to the Chief of the General Staff). 

3. PRIMARY SOURCES. CONFERENCES/SEMINARS ATTENDED BY 
AUTHOR 

The Edinburgh Conversations, 5-8 December, 1988, Abden 
House, Edinburgh (Edinburgh University). 

Postdoctoral Seminar with General John Shaud, USAF, Chief 
of Staff and Second in Command to NATO Supreme Allied 
Commander, Europe, August 1989 (Edinburgh University). 

Dr Manfred Wdrner, Secretary General of NATO, Press 
Conference after NATO Ministers' Meeting, Brussels 23 may 
1990, attended by author. Also reported in The 
Independent, 24 May 1990, p. 8. 

British-German Seminar The Defence of Western Europe in a 
Changing Security Environment, Führungsakademie, Hamburg, 
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7-8 June, 1990, attended by The British Permanent Under- Secretary of State for Defence; his closes German 
equivalent, Staatssekretar Dr. Pfahls, Gen. Hans-Henning 
von Sandrart, Commander Central Army Group, and other 
officers, officials, academics and journalists. 

4'. PRIMARY SOURCES: RUSSIAN AND SOVIET PRINTED MATERIAL: 
BOOKS. 

Imperial Russian (pre-1917) and Soviet (post-1917) 
material is not separated, because a number of authors, 
e. g. Bogdanov, Klado, Neznamov, Novitskiy, overlap 
significantly, and because some emigre material is also 
included. Individual contributions to collective works are 
not identified separately, but where works were originally 
printed separately and have subsequently been included in 
collections, they are. 

A 'common sense' approach has been adopted towards 
publishers and publishing institutions. Where a publisher 
is well known by a brief Russian name, eg., Nauka 
('Science'), Voyenizdat - Voyennoye izdatel'stvo - ('Military Press'), it is given its Russian name and not 
underlined. Where publishing organizations have long names 
referrinj to particular now defunct institutions, eg., 
Bogdanov S Krasnaya zvezda, published by the Izdatel'stvo 
Petro radsko o soveta ra ochikh i krasnoarme skit 
deputatov - The Publishing house o the Petrograd Soviet 
of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, a translation is used. 

Dictionaries and Encyclopedias 

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Slovar' russkogo yazyka 
(Russian Dictionary), (4 Vols., Russ iy yazy , Moscow, 

Akhromeyev, MSU 
slovar' Militar 
Moscow, 198TT-19 

Sergey, ed., Voyenn 
y Encyclopaedic Dic 

0 

entsiklo edicheski 
ovary), oyeniz at, 

Bol'shaya sovetskaya entsiklopediya'(Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia - BS ')E)9 Vols., Sovetskaya 
entsikloopee iya, Moscow, 1925-47), 

Grechko, MSU A A, ed. (Vols. 1 and 2); NV Ogarkov ed. (remainder), Sovetskaya vo enna a entsiklo edi a (Soviet 
Military Encyclopedia), Vols., oyeniz at, Moscow, 

Leyer, G 
enc clo 
t Peters 

A, ed., Entsiklo 
edia of Militar 

burg, -. 

edi a vo enn kh i morskikh nauk 
and Naval Sciences), o s., 
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Novitskiy, V T, ed. Vo enna ya Entsiklopediya (Military 
Ency clo edia), (18 Vols. Sytin, St Petersburg/Petrograd, 
1911-15, ublication discontinued at letter 'P'). 

Radzievskiy, A I, ed., Slovar' osnovnykh vo enn kh 
terminov (Dictionary of Basic Military Terms )t 

oyenizaat, Moscow, 

Voroshilov, K. E, President of Editorial Commission, 
Sovetskaya Vo enna a Entsiklo edi a (Soviet Military 
Encyclopedia), Vols. only, Sovetskaya entsi ope iya, 
OGIZ RSFSR, Moscow, 1932 and 1933, publication 
discontinued at 'varta'). 

Field Service Regulations (polevoy ustav) 

Ustav polevoy sluzhby (Field Service Regulations), 27 
April, 1912. Author used a copy printed by Yurist, Moscow, 
1916. 

Bo eva a sluzhba pekhoty (Infantry Field Service), 
(Higher Military editorial soviet, Moscow, 1924), (176 pp. 
plus 12 diagrams)(25,000 copies). 

Boyevoy ustav pekhoty (Infantry Field Re ulations), Part 
II, (Voyenny vestnik Press, Moscow, 1927 (304 pp. and 11 
diagrams)(120,000 copies).. 

Polevoy ustav RKKA (1929)(Red Arm Field Re ulation)(PU- 
29 , 

(Gosvoyenizdat, Moscow, 1933 184 pp., 50,000 
copies). 

Polevoy Ustav RKKA 1936 (PU-36), (Gosvoyenizdat, Moscow, 
1937 215 pp., 90,000 copies). 

Printed books 

Aleksandrov, A P, Isakov, I S, Belli, V A, Operatsii 
podvodnykh lodok (Submarine Operations), (Military Naval 
Academy Publishing House, Leningrad, 1933). Extract in 
Voprosy strategii..., pp. 709-16. 

'A-K', [Anon. ) Kre ser "Russkaya nadezhda"(The Cruiser 
"Russian Hope" , (S S Lyubavin, St'Petersburg, 1887). 

Amosov, N M, Modelirovaniye m shleni ai psikhiki 
(Modelling Thought and Psychic Behaviour), (Nauk. dumka, 
Kiev, 1965. 

Anan'ev, I M, Tankovye armii v nastuplenii Po opytu 
Velikoy Otechestvennoy voyny, 1941-45 gg. Tank Armies in 
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the Offensive. According to the Experience of the Great 
Patriotic War), Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1988). 

Antomonov, Yu G, Sistemy, slozhnost', dinamika (Systems, 
Complexity, Dynamics), Nau um a, Kiev, 1 69). 

Anureyev, I I, and Tatarchenko, A E, Primeneniye 
matematicheskikh metodov v voyennom dele (The Use of 
Mathematical methods in_Military affairs), Voyenizdat, 
Moscow, 1967). 

Bashkin, 
(Delta W 
Moscow, 

V A, 

Belomor, Vice Admiral A, Rokovaya voyna 18?? goda 
Otdeleni e ottiski iz zhurnala Russ oe su okhodstvo') 
The Fatal War of ?? Extracts from the Journal Russi 
ea borne Trade'), (R Golika Press, St Petersburg, 1889)9 

- Der Zukunftskrieg im Jahre 18.... Vision eines 
russischen Patrioten von A Bielomor. Einzig berechtigte 
Ubersetzung von Karl Ku ffer. (Future War in the Year 
18??. The Vision of a Russian Patriot by A 
Belomor... ), (Zweite aufla e, Verlag von Heinrich Minden, 
Dramen and Leipzig, 18975. 

Beskrovny. L G, Oc 
istorii Rossii (Sk 
Military History? 

rki yo istochnikovede 
ches on the Source Ma 
Nauka, Moscow, 1957). 

-Ocherki vo enno istoriografii Rossii (Sketches in 
Russian Military Historiography), Nauka, Moscow, 1962). 

- ed., Russkaya voyenno-teoreticheskaya mysl' xixi 
nachala xx vekov (Russian Military-Theoretical thought o 
the 19th and earl 20th Centuries), (Voyenizdat, Moscow, 
1965T_. 

Bestuzhev-Lada, I V, Esli mir razoruzhitsya (If the World 
Disarms), (Institute of International relations, Moscow, 

1. 

- Okno v budushcheye. Sovremennye problemy 
sotsial pogo prognozirovaniya (Window on the Future. 
Contemporary Problems of Social Foretastin ), (Mysl', 
Moscow, 1970). 
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voyne (Strategic Reserves in Contemporary ar are , Gosizdat, Moscow-Leningrad, 1930), extract in Voprosy 
strategii..., pp. 346-61. 



Blauberg, I V, Sadovskiy, V N, Yudin, E G, Teoriva sistem: 
filosofski ei metodolo icheski e problem (Systems Theory: 
Philosophical and Methodolo ic4al Problems , (Progress, Moscow, 

Bliokh, Ivan S (Bloch, Jan), Budushchaya voyna v 
tekhnicheskom ekonomicheskom i politicheskom otnosheni akh (Future War in its Technical Economic and Political Aspects), 
(5 Vols., plus Atlas of diagrams), Tipogra iya IA Yefrona, 
St Petersburg, 1898). 

- Obshchye vyvody iz sochineniya 'Budushchaya vo na... ' 
(General Conclusions from the work 'Future War... '). This 
forms a sixth volume to Budushchaya voyna..., but is sometimes 
cited separately (Yefron, St Petersburg, 1898). 

- Jean de Bloch, La Guerre. Traduction de l'ouvrage russe 
La Guerre Future aux points de vue Technique, Economique et 
Politique, (5 Vols. (The General Conclusions are bound into 
Vol. 5, Guillaume et Cie., Paris, 1899). 

- Johann von Bloch, Der 
Werkes des Autors Der züku 
volkswirtschaftlichen und 
Muhlbrecht, Berlin, 
editions contain identical 
diagrams and drawings. 

Krieg. Uebersetzung des russischen 
nftige Krie in seiner technischen, 
politischen Bedeutung, ( Puttkammer & 

The Russian, French and German 
illustrations, photographs, 

- Jan Bloch, Wnioski Ogolne z dziexa Przysxa wojna pod 
wz ledem techniczn m oliticzn mi ekonmiczn m, note order 
o economic and political reversed in Polish General 
Conclusions... ) (Gebethner and Wolff, Warsaw, 1899). which 
contains the very substantial bibliography (Spis dziek z 
kt6rych autor, korzysta3, pp. 337-65). 

- Les Chemins de Fer Russes, Recettes et Depenses de 
L'Ex oitation prix eevient des Transports at Mouvement de 
Marchandises (Russian-Railways .... , ru arni Gazety 
takarskiej, Warsaw, 1875). 

Bogdanov, A A, [ i. e., Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Malinovskiy], 
Vseobshchaya or anizatsionna a nauka (tektolo i a)(The 
Universal Organizing Science TectoloRy ,MI Semenov, St 
Petersburg, 1912). British Library catalogue has tektalogiya, 
which is wrong]. - 
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Transvaal Boer War and Related Questions, (Trenke and 

yusno, St Petersburg, . 



- Tektolo i a: Vseobshcha a or anizatsionna a nauka 
Chasti Ii II, 

^zanovo pererabotannye i dopolnennye i Chast' 
III Tectolö : the Universal Organizing Science. Parts I and II, newly re-worked and augmented, and part III F, ZI Grzhebin 
Press, Berlin, Petersburg and Moscow, 1922). 

- Kurs politicheskoy ekonomii (Course in Political 
Economy), (4 Vols., Moscow Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' 
Deputies, Publication and Bookselling Department, Moscow, 
1918-20). 

-Krasna a zvezda. Roman'-Utopiya (Red Star. A Utopian 
novel , Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and SoldiersT Deputies 
Publishing House, Petrograd, 1918). 

Bulganin, 
(Thirty Y 
1948) . 

MSU At 
Voyenizdat, Moscow, 

Chernyshevskiy, N G, Chto delat'? Rasskazov o nov kh 1 ud akh (What is to be done? Tales of new Peo le , first pub. 1863, 
Khudozhestvennaya literature, eningra , 1969). 

Chuyev, Yu V, Mikhaylov, Yu B, Prognozirovaniye v vovennom 
dele (Forecasting in Military Affairs), Voyenizdat, Moscow, 
1975). 

Committee on the Study of War Experiences, Red Army General 
Staff, Sbornik materialov o izucheniyu opyta vo n 
(Collection of Materials for the Study of war Experience), 
(Over 60 vols., Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1943 onwards). Vol. -8 
(1943) used. 

Danilov, Gen Yu., Rossi av Mirovo voyne (Russia in the 
[First] World war), Slovo, Berlin, 1924). 

De-Opik, E, Kreposti i sovremenna a Voyna (Fortresses and 
Contemporary Warfare), (I I Samonenko, Kiev, 1914). 

Denisov, A A, Kolesnikov, D N, Teoriya bol'shikh sistem 
u ravleni a: Uchebnoye posobiye dlya vuzov The Theory of 
Large-Scale Control stems: Text-book or i er Education 
Establishments), Energoizdat, Leningrad, 1982). 

Dolivo-Dobrovol'skiy, B, Tikhookeanska a problema. S 
vstupitel'noy statey M Pav ovicha Bor ba za Tikhiv Okean'( 
Pacific Problem, with an Introductory article by avlovic 'The Struggle for the Pacific 9cean , Higher Military 
Editorial Soviet, Moscow, 1924). 

Doroshenko, S S, Lev Tolsto voin i patriot. Vo enna a 
sluzhba i voyennaya deyatel post (Leo Tolstoy. Soldier and 
Patriot. Military Service and Militar Activity), (Sovetskiy 
pisatel', Moscow, 1966). 
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Druzhinin, V V, Kontorov, D S, Ide a al oritm reshen 
(prin ati e reshenii i avtomatizatsi a Concept. 
Al orit m. Decision Decision Making and Automation)), 

yenizdat, Moscow, 1972). -- 

- Vo rosy vo enno sistemotekhniki (Questions of 
Military Systems Technology), Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1976). 

- Sistemotekhnika (Systems Technology), (Radio i 
svyaz , Moscow, 1985). 

Favitskiy, V V, Rol' mekhvoysl 
(The Role of mechanized forces 

000 

- Sobraniye sochineniy (Collected works), (Moscow- 
Leningrad, 1929). 

(1933), in 

Galaktionov, A I, Osnovy inzhenerno- sikholo ichesko o 
pro ektirovani e ASU TP avtomatizirovann kh sistem 
upravleniya tekhnologicheskimi protsessami (Principles of 
the Engineering-Psychological Projection of Control 
Systems automated with Technological processes), 

Energiya, Moscow, 1978). 

Galaktionov, Divnl. Commissar M, Tempy Operatsii The 
Tempos plural] of Operations), (Part 1, Paris - 1914, 
Gosvoyenizdat, Moscow, 1937). 

Gareyev, Col. - Gen. M A, MV Frunze, voyenny teoretik (M V 
Frunze, Military theorist), Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1985). 

- Sovetskaya vo enna a nauka (Soviet Military Science), 
pamphlet No. 11,1981, (Znaniye, Moscow, 1987). 

Gayvronskiy, Colonel-General F F, ed. Evolyutsiya 
voyennogo iskusstva : etapy, tendentsii, printsipy The 
Evolution of Military Art: Stages, trends, principles), 

(Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1988). 

Gelovani, V A, Aleyev, V_R, Bolotkin, S I, Piontkovskiy, A 
A, Skorokhodov, A P., Issledovaniye strate icheskoy 
stabil'nosti metodami matematic esko o modelirovaniy a. 
Preprint (The Invests ation of Starte is Stability by 
Means of Mathematical Modelling. Preprint), VNII - 
General Scientific Research Institute - of Systems 
Research, Moscow, 1988). 

Gilyarov, M S, Krivolutskiy, D A,. Yaderna a voyna i 
zhivaya priroda (Nuclear war and Living Nature , Nauka, 
Moscow, 1986). 
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i vychislitel naya tekhnika (Man and Computer technology , Nauk. dumk, Kiev, 1971). 

Golubev, A V, MV 'Frunze o kharaktere budushchey vo nM 
V Frunze on the Character of Future War , Voyenizdat, 
Moscow, 1931 . 
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Ryazanoiva, BI Goreva, RS Tsiffera, AA Svechina i 
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Maarksä E. n el sa i Lenina War and Military Art in th 

ig to Historica Materialism. a Collection of Art 
... with an A endix of Passages from Marx, Engels an 
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Gorshkov, Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union S G, 
Morskaya Moshch' gosudarstva (The Sea Power of the State), 
(Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1976). 

- with V'yunenko, N P, Makeyev, BN and Skugarev, V D, 
Vo enno-morsko flot: rol', ers ektiv razviti a 
ispolzovaniye (The Nav : Role, Perspectives o Developmer 
and Employment), (Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1988). 

Gorskiy, Yu M, Sistemno-informatsionny analiz: sistemy 
upravleniya (Systems-Information Analysis: Control 
Systems , Nauka, Novosibirsk, 1988). 

Gulevich, Lt. Col. of the General Staff A. Vona i 
Narodnoye khozyaystvo (War and the Economy), (Main 
Directorate Press, St Petersburg, 1898). 

Gusev, S I, Uroki Rrazhdanskoy vo n (The Lessons of the 
Civil War), 2nd edn., Gosizdat, Moscow, 1922). 

I1'in, V N, Kogan, V L, Razrabotka i primeneniye Programm 
avtomatizatsii skhemotekhnicheskogo pro ektirovani a 
(Development and Use of Programmes for the Automation of 
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Ivanenko, I S, Prirodookhranitel'ny asp ekt mezhdunarodno- 
pravovoy problemy razoruzheniya (The Nature-Conservation 
Aspect of the International Law Problem of Disarmament), 
Leningrad University Press, Leningrad, 1983). 

Kalinovskiy, K B, Chto mozhet dat', 

and' mechanization do in (a) Future War)(1930), in Voyrosy 
strategii... 
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Karbyshev, Lt. Gen. of Engineers D M, Izbrannye nauchnye 
trud (Collected Scientific works), (Vöyenizdat, Moscow, 
1962). 

Kavtaradze, A M, Vo enn e spetsialisty na sluzhbe 
Respubliki Sovetov( Military specialists [former Tsarist 
officers] in the-Service of the Soviet Repub is (Nauka, 
Moscow, 1988). 

Khlebnikov, Velemir [futurist], Bitvy 1915-1917 gg. Novo ye 
ucheni e von (The Battles of 1915 to 19 1euy 
of War o Zhuravl '('Crane'), , Petrograd, not paginated, 
1915). 

Khmelevskiy, G, Sokolov-Strakhov, K It ed., Mirovaya 
Imperialisticheskaya voyna 1914-18 gg.: sistemati he skiy 
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literatury za 1914-1935 Qg. The World -ImQeria ist War o 
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Frunze Military Academy press, Moscow, 1936). 

Kirey, Lt. Col. V F, Artilleri a ataki i-oborony 
(Artillery in the Attack and Defence), Ed. Yu M 
Sheydeman, 2nd edn. Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1936). Compilation 
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Kir'yan, Maj. Gen. M M, Vo enno-tekhnicheski progress i 
vooruzhennye sily SSSR Militar -Tec nica progress and 
the Armed Forces of the USSR), Voyeniz at, Moscow=2). 
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literatury (History of National Military-Encyclopaedic 
Literature), Nauka, Moscow, 1983). 
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spravochnykh izdaniyakh (Problems of Military History in 
soviet Scientific-Referencre Publications )l (Nauka, 
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Kishmishev, Lt. Gen. 0, Pokhody Nadir Shakha v Gerat 
Kandagar. Indivu i sobvtiva v Persii Dos le veeo smer 

Events in Persia after his Death), (Military Historical 
Department attached to the Staff of the Caucasian Military 
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f the Problems of War), Zap ski (Notes) Vol. 1, Izd. 
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Voyenizdat, Moscow, 19 

Koritskiy, N I, ed. Marshal Tukhachevski : vospominaniva druzyeyi soratnikov (Marshal Tukhachevski : Memoirs of 
Friends and Comrades -in-Arms 5, (Voyenizdat, Moscow, 
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Korobkov, N V, ed., Semiletn aa voyna: material o deystvii russkoy armii i lots, 1756-176 gg., (The Seven 

Korotkov, I A, Istori a sovetskoy voyennoy m sli. Kratki 
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Thought. A short Sketch. 1917 to June, 1941)l (Nauka, 
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Appendix A. Draft letter from General Jomini to War Minister 
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Appendix B. Pages from EA Martynov's Strategy in 
The Era of Napoleon I and in our Time, copy from 
General Kuropatkin's private Library, with marginal 

notes. 
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H3Be. IeHI3lMH. Ho CO BpCMCHH 3TH` I fOXO1LBä (IpOWAO gifte 

IIO4TH Llt. IOC CTo r T? C H 3a 3TOT'b . xo. irili rlepiorb MHoroe 

113M ±HH. 10Cb. 113, 'A HIi. IHCb CaMble 33r. TA1bI Ha 30AHV, TeX- 

HHK: 1 C. I"n. la. ia rpoMa. IHble yCITtXH, C03aa. IHCb Maczon R apMIH 

H rio Mbp t noxB. leHIA 3THX'b HOBbIX'b (. ºaKTOpOB ,B -b Hano- 

. IeoHOBCKOI CTparernH noc. ltiOBaTeibHO a . ia. iHCb pa3HbIR 
a31'A HeHIR. 

B-b BbICWeft CTeneHu Ba 4 HO CO(5paTb H3C. r 1oBaHie BCtXb 

3THX'b a3H-bHeHifl Bb O. IHOM b UtIbHOM b of epK'k 1.1R Toro, 

gT06bI, H3y4{aR KaMnaHIH Hano. 1eoHOBCKO[i 3nOXH, 3HaTb Ka- 

kie H313, rIpieMOB'b Toro BpCMeHH npH. NVhHHMbi Tenepb H 'ITO 

COCTaB. 15ieT'b yiKe AOCTORH1e HCTOpiH, XOTR H OgieHb noy tiH- 

Te. 1bHoe, KaK-b BCRKoe QpOciB. leHie ge. iOB', 'ieCKarO rCH13I, HO 

T'kM'b He Mew e HCOCYlUCCTBHMOC Ha npaKTHK-h npII COBpe- 

M'IeHHbZX'b yC. IOBi$ X'b. 

C-b 
. zpyrot CTOPOHbI }Ke. laTe. IbHO BLIRCHHTb, K2K-b no- 

B. IlR. 1H BCC 3TH H3wwHeHIR, co31aBLUi5I COBepuieHHO HOBO 

CTpaTerH'Iet. Kylo 06CTaHOBKV, Ha CaMbiN XapaKTep-b CTpaTeril. 
floc. I" iii, im 'b H BCKiiOe HCKyCCTBO, CTpCMHTCR Kb ocyuie- 

CT3. IeH1? 0 Ha npaKTHK-§ H3BtCTHaro HeH3M'tHHarO uaea. ta '); 

1) aTom HAc! 211 3aK. 7I04ae-: cR sü C. 1 ylOLueM1: yCmpameiu-ecxaA 

oneparliA do. sxma om. iuKambcA npeo6. taoaHie. kr, pamnema Haus c. sgxadKO- 
cm. t. KU; oHa do. &xua cocmae. sAmb xm' mo gibA oe, 3axowummoe, ec, e g'mdn., ie- 
ub e . KaNe6pbi it 6ou, Ha Konwpeie ona pacnadaemcA, do. mmbi xaxodum$eA 
es cauoüi mTCNo1; sotwacxorl ce; au . iexcdy CO J7O . npcvcmae. 4Amb nX. N6do6a- 
me. zbuoe paieumie oduoü ocHoeuoä ugeuu. 
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I. 

IT 

C'b TC"IeHieM-b BpeMeHH H3MUR1OTCA TOsThKO Tu npieMbl, nO- 

Cpe1[CTBOM3 KOTOp6IX b OHa CTapaeTCA 1IOCTHrHyTb CBOet3 111,111. 
HHTepeCHO 3HaTb--o6aergmocb .1H, npH Cyu. LeCTByKM. ue11 

O&CTaHOBK'i, 1[OCTn»ceHIe 3T000 H. 1C2.1a, H.. 1H, Hao6opOT'b, 

3aTpy. HHsIOCb! HHa'ie rOBOpx: npe, 4CTaB. I%ieT'b 11H coBpeMeH- 

HaA CTpaTeria, no cpaBHeniio C'b HanO 7eOHOBCKOH, BWCIIJYIO 

CTyfleHb HCKyCCTBa, H. 1H Bb 3TOM'b OTHOWeH11i OHa c t' ,. la. ia 

war-6 Ha3ax1 ? 

Pa3piweHle 3TMX'b HHTepeCHb; Xb BO[1p000B'b A it nOCTa- 

BH. 1'b 1T . IBIO HaCTOa IIeI3 HOecI pa6OTbi. OCHOBaHieM I 3.151 

Hea, KaK"b H , I. 1A BCHKHXb B006CUe BbiB01081 B-b 061IaCTH 

CTpaTeriH, noc 1y; KH 1H IpaKTbi BOeHHO 1 HCTOpili; pa36opb 

HX öR cTapa. ca OCHOB3Tb He Ha . 1H'3HbIXb CBOHX'b BKyC2X-b, 

1 H: 1 O1H! iX b TO. ßbIO fOCTOAHHbIX'b, HCH3MUHbIX'b nplIHUH- 

n1XI Hay'KH. 3T000 BfO. 1Ht 06 of THBHarO, HayyHaro McTO; 11 

a . aep; fca. 7ca KaKb OTHOCHTe. IbHO npFIM'bpOB"b HanoneOHOB- 

CKOH 3[IOXH, TaK'b H npH H3C. r iOBaHiH CO6b1T1H " cpaHKO- 

flpyCCKOH BOHHbi, no nOBOdy KOTOpOc1 MW Hia HaweA BOeH" 

HOH sIHTepaTypbl TaKÖ p'i3KO pa3. I UAIOTCA Ha ABa Bpa}K. e6- 

Hb1X'b . larepa. OdHH BH, 3ATb B'b 3TOi3 BOIIHu 06pa3uoBoe 

fTpOH3Be. leHie CTpaTermecKaro HCKyCCTBa, Bon. IoILICmie Hdea. lla 
KeTO. INviecio CTpaTerill; Zpyrie FOTOBbI 061639CHHTb yCnuXH 

HtMüeWb, 'i'iMä VI'O4HO, HO TO. 116KO He CTpaTerMeCKH3i-1- 

HcKyCCTBOMb, He 3ac iyraMH KOMaH10BaHisT. flepBoe MHuHie 
npHHa. L1eiKHT-b TOMy nepioay yB. 1egeHiN, Ror.. a 6. ieCTAluie 

H Heo>KH iaHHbIC yCITkXH H LMIUCR1 Owe. IOMH. IH Bech BOeHHbII"i 

Mlp'b; BTOpoe ABIi. 7OCb y)Ke ai nOC. 1"b1Hee BpeMMA, KaK-b peaK- 

UiA nepBOMy H K1K'b OTro. IOcOK'b Toro 06Luaro aHT1I-H-MeQ- 

KarO 1BH «eHiA. KOTOFOC OXBaTH. 10 BCu CTOpOHLI HaLueii 
>KH3HH. 

fJpe. ICTaB. laa H3b Ce6A , I3'ß KpaiHOCTII, oha 3TH MH"bHiq, 
Ha MOFi B3r. 1R. I'b, OAHHaKOBO HeBupHbi. 

cpaHKO-npyCCKaB BOHHa, Hit B lo KOeii'b c. 1ymat, He MO; KeTb 
CgiHTaTbCH 06pa3UOBbIM'b npOH3Be. 1eHie. %Vb CTpaTerw1ecxaro 
IICKyCCTB2 H 3T0 nOTOMy, WO OHa (ipe. ICTaB. IReT'b pad'b 
C3MWX'b CyII. IeCT3eHHblX'b OTKiOHenih OTä Hdea�Ia McTOA114C- 

#1 
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y. LV ýrr 

O eriH. No C'b apyroii CTOpOHb[ El 3THX'b OTKJ O- ý+ 
!t 

HA M2i1HOM'b 6O1bWHHCTB'k cJly4aeBi, COBep- 

eH He OBHHHO ynpaB.; IeHle apMi5MH. OTKiOHeHiA o6'b" Irr J+V "' 

! OTCA 061UHMH npH4HHd. MH-HOBOH CTpaTerWIei. KOii 06c: Ta" ! rý 
i L+G` 

;_ 

HO KOH, HOBb1Mb X2paKTepOM'b CTpaTerll, KOTOpblI4 He 1aeT'b 

BO MOWHOCTH OCYUICCTBHTb Ha npaKTHKt TeOpeTIl4eCKIH 

H1ea. rb B3 TOFi tlHCTOTt, KaK'b 3T0 6bl. 10 B-b Hano. leOHOB" 
y 

lýV 

CKOe Bpe`MR. 
06pHcoBb1a I o6WiFi 3apaKTep'b HOBO! -i cTpaTeriH, CT paTe_ 

riFi maccoBbI`{'b a M1N, yKa3b1B3A Ha OT. IlitlHTe. IbHblH eR ' epTbl, 

3 HC Horb O, - 16FiTb 6e3b BHHMaHii H CaM0r1 KOpCHHOA, Ha 

Hort 33r. is. 1-b. npK1HHbl tpouCU1e1WMX b M3M tHeHll3. -xapau- 

; ep, 1 COBpeMeHHOH u}IBH. rn3auiH. CTpaTerH'iecxoe HCicyi:. TBO 

KZ-KAI-la 3fOXli eCTb TO. 1bKO . IMTH CBoero Bpe. MeHH, :1C. It10- 

BaTe. 1bHO H npo, zyKT'b f13Bti THOH UliBli., lli3auiH; e. 4 iuouxit 

OHO BIOXHOB. 1BeTC31; OT'b tieH no. iy4aeT'b onpelr. 1eHHOe 

o6luee HanpaB. 1eHie; OT'b Hes 3aHMCTByCT'b H r. laBHb15i XapaK- 

TepHCTwIeCK15i CBOH qepTbl. Oft 3TON 3aBHCHMOCTH O6blKHO- 

BTHHO HHgerO He rOBOPsT-b, a Me)«Cdy TLM'b OHa HeBOslbHO 

6pocaeTCR B'b rssa3a H, o6o6iuaA pa3BHTie BOeHHaro HCKyc- 
CTBa c-b 06LUHM b nporpeccoM"b tie. IOB'kýiecTBa, CnOCO6CTByeT'b 
6oxte npaBMdIbHOMy H IL1HpOKOMy nOHHMaHhlo BOeHHbZXb 

. R8., 9eHiii. 

'', ' r OCHOBHbIR MbIGil 3TOrO COYHHeHIA 6bl. IH yiKe MHOIO 

H3.. 1O)KeHb! Bi C0o6ULleHiH C1t'IaHHOM'b Bi HHKOiiaeBCKOii 

AKaaeMIH I'rHeEaabHaro TTTT: 16a. B'B MapT t MScyu b IºuOW- 
. laro ro. aa. H TO . leCTHOe BHHMaHIe, KOTOPb1Mä R obLTh Ha- 

rpa 4ueH'b, OC06t! HHO CO CTOpOHW Ta coro 3BTOpHTCT2 31 

o6.1aCTH CTpaTeriH, Kam, FeHepa. rb . 
seep-b, 1aeT'b %HtS CM-- 

. IOCTB ' Hane'{aTaTb 3TOTä Tpy1'b. 

, 
K'b C04<a. I' HIIO, OJHaKO, nOC. If>. IHi i nORB,, 11eTCR B'b ne- 

YaTH HeMHOCO n03. tlHO, 4epe3'6 U t. TbIX b 3eCRTb MtCRUeBi 

noCA coo6UZeHiA; HO TSKOe 3ade. L1eHle 06159CHAeTCR T'±Mlä, /u/'C ý' / 
4T0 Iarepxoe BpeMA, KOTOpoe x npoBe. 17m 81), CTpOIO, 3aCT2- 

- 
+ý IC 

BH.. 1o MeH$ no, 4TH COBepWeHHO OT. IOiKHTb RI CTOpOHy KHHrH. 
Orb 3T000 O6CTOATeAbCTBa, KOHegHO, 8'b 3Ha4HTe., IbHON CTe" 

r 

f 
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nexH npoHrpwBaeTly Mox Pa6oTa, TaK-b xaKi xoe-qTO H3% 
TOTO, 'ITO 6bL, 1O HOBO B'b MOMeHTÖ 'lTeHiR JIeXlliA, OCTaBHB- 
wHx b no ce6k IHwb 6-kr. TbzH cxbai, Bb BeCbMa 6.1aronpiRT- 

HOMI -131 MOHR OT3b1B'k uPyccxaro llH8a. 1 aan (1893 rou-b 
X 6o), Bb Hacroautee. BpeMR, MO K Th 6blTb, nOTep5MO y: «e 

apaKTepä HOBH3HW. 

r 

i 

/ 
E. 3taprn Mnoea. 
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Appendix C. AN Morskoy, The Military Power of Russia, 
1915. Example of 'futurist' design in a military 
work 
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Appendix D. Title Page of A Neznamov, Contemporary 
Warfare, 1921. Left and below the Soviet Lenin State 

Library stamp traces of the Imperial Russian 
General Staff Library stamp, evidently still in use 
in 1921, can be made out. An illustration of the 
latter stamp, 
is appended. 

taken from De-Opik, Fortress Warfare (1914) 
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Appendix E. A Kokoshin, V Lobov, article, 'Foresight', 

Znamya 2/1991. Example of key Russian terms and their 

relationship. 

H. A. KOKOWNH. -. 

%Ae1-KoppecnowgoHT AH CCCP; 

B. H. n0 60 ß, } 
rome aA ýMNN OKT PP. A oP 80eNwwa MoyK 

nPEEL5L4QEHP1E 
(CEHEPAJI CBE'IHH OB BBOJIIOZ4HH BOEIIHOTO HCHYCCTBA) 

1 
rOAa 20. e m NaYaAO 30-x Guam speMeNeM 'pICo paasNTNA o6- 

lyecTaeNuo% MWCAN. a TOM aiHCAe IOeNH NOAWTHYecKoI% N a0. 

eHHO-CTpaTeru'ec(oA. Pa3H000pa3Hde aoeHNO-CTpaTefl9eCKMe CCAeAONaUHA apU- 

"OAHAN N CMCAWM NWBOAaM N rAY6OKHM o6oQu eiuAM. MHorwe Y#QNHO"NayYHWe pa" 
6oTW OTANYaJHC` rAy6NH0i CYJKAeuNA. WCOKNM QpOfpeCCHONYANJMOM N KOMRB!! HT" 

HOCTbIO. HHHYTO Ne MCWaAO CaO60AHOMy OÖMeHy Mlae"HAMN. Y%aCTHMKN AMCKYCZ44 

Y)'NCTNONaAd Ce6H paCKOC1KH0 M DPW 9TOM CYNTPAN. ITO HM OTNwA16 Ne NpKHaAAew-.? 

spwo ma a6coaatnyio NcTNHy - iaKoro anocAeAcTINN yNCI Ne 6ruaaO. 

OcTpeIwre It1CKyccMH adaamaanu TpYAW Npo$eccopa. ' BoTHMOA 
. UNaAesMN 

PXHA A. A. Caeuuia - rAaaa geAOA WKOAb CTpITerWyecIOA tiacAN: ' 
'"HopotKaAcnpasKa. 

AAeicsHAp AHApees, V Cie4NN poAMACN " 1878 

roAy A FitaTepHHOCAaaAe (MhtHe AMenponerpoICK) M ceMbe reuepala. 3aXONMK*" a^ 
TMAAepNACMOC yuamuAe. AKapeMIuo reuwTAÖa. BIA KOMaiAMp0M poTm. o$Hllep? OM 
wraba apMepcHoro Mopuyca. Yvactaoaaa a pyccKo-anoucKoI soaae 1904=-! 805 

roAoa. Au 1914 roAa wipwA a rAa. HOM wTa6e. 1'eeepaabHoM wn6e. B nep; y o 
MHpQayK1 KoAny - o4NUep AAn nopyyeueq npi MaraAbtuKe wtaba Bepxouoi-c 
Na iNoI oMaHAyKHllero. aaTeM KoNCHANp CtpeAMoaoro noaxa. ANBH3WIL. W&UAbuMK 
wn6a 5-9 apMNM. B 1916 roAy npucwtlo aeaHHe ereiepaA-MaAops. 

flocne OKTA6pbcKo pebOAIOQNN nrpeweA He Ctopouy CoseTCMoa IAactL. 
B Hpachol ApMNN - Ma. IaAbHHN ANKNJHN, ioeupys CMOAMHCKOrO pall0Ha. Ma9XAb- 

HNK BceporAaawtaba. nFenoAatlaTeAb AKCAeMMN reHwTa6a. fpeAceAaTeab BoeH- 

HO"MCTopMYCCKOA KOMNCCHM No NCCAeAOB3HM10 OIIWta nepion MNpoaoN $OAHU. C 1827 

roAa - 3aMeCTMTeJIb FAaBHerO pyK0a0AMTCAA COeNHUX *KIAeMH11 PKHA n0' ttpa- 

TerNM. c 1936-ro - nOMOU HNK NagaabuHKa K1¢eAprr . oerno* keTopuls AKaaeMMM 

reuwuria. B 1935 roAy fl HCBOeHO soh. 'K, )e asauNe 4KOMANa$. 
B 1138 roAy 1"soAeu Ma PKKA N apectoa. N. OrHocuteabuo AaAbaeäweA cy 

6w A. A. CEeYMMa CaeACMHA ̂. pCTNDopeYHab1. 

1i axapaKtepHetNKR. naAnwcauNOR a 1924 roAy MOMMCCapOM H G01ro g- 
NHKOM wa'aAbkNNa BOewsOR LK3ACMHM PKKA. aNA uM aapraacwY N rocyAapcTeeH- 

IIdM A. ATCAeN P. A. MyKACYH9eM: 

. 13 MaCTOxuteM y'e6HoN MAY seAet Ma4)eAPY MCTOpNM ROeNHOrO MCICYCCTaa 
(raaspyll M $1KTMMCCKM PYMOwANT Ka(PeApOA CtpaTerKM Ma CTapwleM N mA*AmeM 
Mypcax. 

BcectopoNHe o6paaoaawwblf aoeHHaf caewwaaNCT. HMeeT orporwawA onblT 
(anowcwoR N MMnepwalscTN cecKoR aoAK) wa caMwx pa3AMVNbtx AoAwwocTax (OT pa- 
6oTbi a Ctaawe A0 KomaMAHpa nOAKa). BecºMa taaauvuiawf %eaores, octpoyuHbaR 
apo$eccop. Crevws . NAAeTTCA ßeNHePWNM npo4eccopoM a BOeHHOR aKIAeNww. Ero 
aauatwx no ctpaterIN. 6AirOAapr weN3NCNHOA opHrMl: aAbHOCTM 3IMWCAa. aceraa 
apoctoro v octpo)MHoro, aajiaAHCb a MacTuaiAeM Yve6HOM ropy oAHMM 113 6oANWMx 

-- --- . A7n -- - ---- -- 
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flPMIMJ(EHME 171 

AocrNH<r Iuü Ma crspweM xypce (opx«ASAHWe AIJIATUJI no CTpSTerMM - orgcrnwA 
pa6ura Ko«Nopa). 

... 
(IapaAoMelAbNWk no taoea MaType. vpeasavaAHO AAosNnI9 a o6iAtimm KM, 

ON He ynyckaeT. cAy lax noAnyctj 1. OIIMAºNy po scip; oMy MOAOAy. " ..... 0AMaK0 pa60Taer %peasuu&4o QAoAOTaop*o. 
MorlapxxcT. KONe4HO. no CAOMM Y6CWACMMNM, OM. 6yAy4M Tpe3sWM noANTxxoM, 

yyea o6craiowcy im npHcnoco60aca. Ho Me Tax TosopMo. mail 31Ao«uorcKNR (aco4ys- 
CTayeT KOMMyxHCTH4ecKOR napTMMI). M we Tam CAaxlaso. MIM Bepxo. CNKII. ac Ao- 
tTOMHCTNOM, c 9yBCT$OM KPMTMYecKOrO OTNOWCNNA M NOANTM9OCKMM aOnpoCaM. 113 
xoxx no xa«CAOMy y Nero MMeCTCA csoe MNeHMC. TOTO Oa oil wpaM $TT. Oco6ex" 
Mo ueHCM Max 6opeq aposxs pyrxxepcrna   xoHcepeaTMa1S tsoxx TorapHwep no 
CTBPOV apx«M (MWMewbMI npenoAasaTeeep aKaAeMMM). cAa6we eropolw MOtOpbx 
ON aaaeT Ayvwe Moro 6W To MM 6WAO. 

Caesium - caMWM sWAIMARAcx npo4)eccop aKaAeMMM". 
B xapaxTep«Ctxxe no Mpagxel Mepe fAMO aperpeweNMe npomi Mrrxxw: Mo- 

NapXNCroM A. A. Cse4NM Me 6bi - o6 mom yÖeAMTeAhxo cBMAereArcTIyloT cro aa- 
yvHWe TPYAW" 

MowHO CMeao yTsepwJ aTb. VTO MMKTO 113 MawMI YOe1HWX TIOpOTNKOB Toro 

apeMeMN Ne Mor cpa«HNr1. CA c A. A. CaeYMHWM x $MIAM3e YOeIHO-IOAMTK4eCKHx 
np06ArM M SUOpOCUM crpaTerNM. A. A. CNe4MM He 6WA MapmemeroM, OAHIKO M CNU- 
Mx pa60rax OH nOA4ep1NN$Z aaNCxocrr AMaaeNTM4ecKOro MeroAa. $opryaMpo«MA. 

MAN OpaNNAO. np$HMMpxaIMMO aa7KNWC MATepMYAMCTMYeCKMe MON11en1AMM M IPONOAM3 
MX C 6OAbweA oOCAeAouTeAb«ocfuo, %ew MMYe Ma erO OnnOMeHTOs, MiAIWMYCA A 
sepHocTM MapKCMaMy. Bwcovaiwx« £ITopI CTOM AAA Mero 6wI B. H. JIeu«M, -Ma 
lLCMa3WKaHHa M0TOporO ON He pa3 CCMAIACX. OTMCYax. 9TO A neu«Ne Kax nCANTH- 

Ke HenpeKAOHMax MOAA a Aa aleitmH M $y«AaMe«taxKNWM ICAAM Cott4aJi 3aa co4e- 

TaeTcu C TMOKOCTLJO. CIOCO6MOCTUM M YOAMTM%eCx0My MAIRIPUpO, aMMK) a 000TaCT- 

CTNNN C Tpe6OsaHNAMH MIMCMMKukeACN a6CT&MOUKM. 8TH Ma'ICCTaa. CYMTBA on, xe- 

OGXUAHMW M CTpaTeraM, MOelMOMy KOMMMAOaaHMKI. 
A. A. CaeYMH 6WA OANMM 117 MCMNOrIx COBCTCKMX soe«KWx TeoperwIcov, rAy 

6oxo. xoxxpeTHO pasodpaauMxca a MAeHx K. Ki&rJ BMya. TpyA xoroPoro 00 soA- 

Me" CTOAK IWCONO OgeKMAN Q). 311PCAbc M B. H. Xea«N. }KecTKMe cxe«W, npAMan 

Ma: IMAareAI. HOCTº, ANAHKTMKa a May'wdI MCCAeAOaaNNAX MA K3AOwehMM MX peayAt. - 
TaToM. ace 6oaee yraepwAaawxeca C MoHga. 20-x ropos, 6WAM AAA, Hero MenpxeMae- 

MW. T«op iecKHR MNOroaapKaNTHMA AOAXOA A. A. Cae4ANa x npO6ACMaM CTpaTerKM 

Me BCTPC4a$ noMMMIUMA y 3Ha'HTeAIM00 'IaCTM IOMaNJ(Horo COCTasa PKHA. He 06- 

AaAaawCfl %yJ bTyp08 MWCAM N Ne cTpe«MawefcA 0400. HATZ CRON IM]NNA. 

A. A. Cae4MN - auTop MHOrO'MCAeHMWX MHTepeCNWx m Ne yTpaTMBWHX Clot 3Ha- 
%eHKe IIay4MWx pa6OT (4tICTOpNA IOCMKOrO MCKyccTsa*. *BoAHa a ropax: TaKTH4e- 
CKOr KCCACAOY&MMC no oaWTy pyccKo"AnoMCxof 1OAMWs, 4CTpaTermAt. 4CTpareriM 
XX A. Ha 13Taae". "3soAwUMA soesHOro McNyc+cTw" M Ap. ). paCCMOTpeT11 KOTOpue 
s PaMKax UAHUN tTAUK Ne apeAc7asAAerc* ao3MoNCMLIM. OCTaloaaöc« xa TpeX 
TeMax. 

1. l7OI1NTHKA H BOEHHAA CTPATErNA 
B 20-e t"oAW WAN UIMpoKO Maaecrwu s3rmsAm Tex Mpyntwx aanaJtHwx b eKa- 

gaAbNNKOB M MOeIHblx TeopeTNKO.. MOTOpble pi?: Na*N Za woHo wo ooeHHOA CTpa- 
TerHM OT IOANTKKIt. MOAK44QNpyR Na c. OA Aa'A M3YeCTMy10 4OpMyAy KAay3eeHUa 

M Aa* t u61AUAAA ee yCTapeoweL. SIeoAN03KavKO "OCnPMNHM&AM aTM saraMw ANA- 
Mae M0MaUAMpa i{pactoA Aprr. M. b Tum micae M. H. TyxavescKKA. 3augNulae ¢up- 

MyAy KAayaesiu&a. A. A. Cle4NN AeTaAUNO npGaHaAMOMpOYaA 1o33pewNA &WCTy- 
ngUWMX npOTMI saaCMANM MOAMTNKM" AeATCAeA -4 eAºAMapwaAa X. K. MOALTKC- 

erapwero. ßºeAºAMapwanot S. AWAeuAco$a M II. I7tKAeu6ypra. secbMg nonyAApuoro 
a To Bpt: MH 4paHyyaCKOro MueHsoru Teopermua JCYaa 

. 
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no Jleuino. sofHy CAeAyeT paccwatpHaatb 1130ANpoaawHO. raw rxrqHTCKyIo 

AY3Aº AMyx aagHR. otregaA A. A. Cae4uw. Rp"HTeAN AOAM(Mw Cne11NaAN3H- 
puaatbeR a auAMtuwe, rexepaaw -a ctpaterKH. IIoANTKMa MMee? OTHOWCNHe K 
rofwe AMWb AOCTOAºKy, DOCKOabKy, a MMpwoe apeMR onpepejnet. KaxHe aceptabl 

"-AOANCeM npIHeCTM M*POA SAR OpraMM3aluMx soopywternLx CNJ. Bo speMR p0RHL n0- 
AMTNKa we Aoa*sa aaTparxsatb soeNHdx as&Lcaos. O6cy)CAeuue etp*Terss c no- 
JHTNKaMM ab13Laaef aueMMK1, yTpaty `oAN M aNeprHH. ROANTNKI - ITO OUHYM AAA 
CTpaTerwa. ona aeAeT C 6eCCMAMKI. foawTMKa Mawi3Laaei aa6AyxcAeww*, owI6KH. 
yKJ10HeNHa. AOApuaaeT pewiwocTb. c6NaseT c nytx, aaCTauAAeT HepiMN4aTb. FIO- 
ANTMK, QoNwMaloutHR vto-MM6yA3- a soenuow pese, - INMepa. C4MTaeT nesaAb. B To 
ate apeun Me*WA OTlACKITb AOAKOa0AUS OT etc epiuoro AeAa sonpocaMM AOAHTNKH. 

TaiNM 1033pernAM A. A: Cse%uH UpOTN. OnOCTaaAAeT 9033pexua SNCMapia, 

KOTOpbIR QNCaa: s3aAaga raaaNOro KOMaNAOauNMA - yHm4TowewIe NenpKXTeabcKHX 
6oeawx CHA; UeAb a0Rxb1 - aa. OeuTb MNp. oTse4a10u1, NR yCAOIMAM QOANTKKM, KO- 
TopoR Aepwixtca rocyAapctso. YctaxoaAewNe m orpain4CHNe yeAeR, KOTOpb1I MaAO 
*OCTNrHytb so#HoA. apepctaaneuxe s aIOM OTHoweNKH CoaeTOa Mouapxy a Te'exxe 
aOJHL, wax M AO Nee, - aaAa4a aoAMTNKN; McTTOAW pa3pewcHHN 3TOR nOANTM4ecKOR 
3aAa411 Ne MOryT we . AMATb ma aeAeHNe 60RHLº. ' 

A. A. Cae4MN we ApocTo onpoaepraer a3rAAAb1 Tex, KTO he DPM3NaaaA QpeaOC- 
XOACTsa nOaHTHKM N$A ctpaterxet. On oftscuAeT ApH'NHL, no KOTOpWM ctpate- 
fUX MO*Ket CtpeMMTbCA RLRTM M3 AOA4NHeHMA QOAMTHKe N Owe ApeapaTHTb fOANTM- 
Ky a Ca010 ApucAy*HHUy: CYTaeputAeHNe 0 roCQOACTae QOAHTMNK N&A CTpaTerMeR. 
no waweMy MHCHNK/. MMeet acerupxo-HCTOpH+ecKNR IspaiTep. OHO Ne aoAAexciT 
MMxaxory COMNenvio. MOrAa'TIOpQWM nOANTNKN Rlanerrca IONLR KAMCC; KOTOpUR 
MaeT K awxpoxory'6yAylltery a ucTopi4ecK0e sAOpoese Kotoporo otpawaeicn ms 
4Opue npecJeAyewoR KM aAOpoa0R BOAMTNKM. Ho ONO acerAa 5w3Laae? COMHeHHA 
s Tex FOCYMpctaaX. xotopwe opeActaaAAKºT OprSNK3auHOHHOe rocnOACtso yace ot- 
MiKNaloulero MAacca. KotopbIR NaxOAHTCR a nOAORteHNN MCTopi4ec«OR o6opouw. pe. 
*NM KOTOporo nOArNNA M Motopbif *LNy*CAeH aectw He3Aopoeyw aoANrwKy, Kcept- 
aoaaTb NHTepecaMH yeaoro AAR coxpaHeuwa csoero rocnoACtaa. Ha atoll cAy4ae 
Me3Aopoaaa QOANTMKa Nexa6e*HO ap0AOAxiaeTCA xe3AOpowoR ctpaTerxef. Aoaonb" 

No nOHATHWMH no3TOMy auunxlTes npoTec, w 6ypwya3NWX soewwwx ANCaTeAel, oco. 
6eiwo 4pawlty3CKNx. NaxOAUBWNICR noA anegaTAeNNew rN6eAbHoro' SAMAHKN rHN. 
JOR noAHTHKM atopoR NMnepNN Ma CTpaTerxlo. CTpaterKR. eCTCCTseNMO. CTpeMNTcN 
3M&HCKnupOaatbCA OT AaoxoA noallTMMM; Mo 6e3 AOANTNKK. a 6e3B03AYWN0M npo- 
CTpaHCTae. cipaterwa cyuteCTaoaaTb lie MOJKCT: OHa o6pe4eHa pacfAa4xaaTbCA as 
ace rpCXll AOAMTHKM*. 

foieMN311pyA C lapy6elKNbMx m COteTCKHMN CTOpOHHHKauM as? ououNM aoeH" 
NO ctpaterxH. CCLAaIOu&WMHCA Na TO. NTO CTpaTerHH ApNXOAHTCA pacnJIa4N6aTbCA 
as OW116KN a noAMtxxe. A. A. Cae4NM anCaa: . OWN604Haw AOANTNKI npNHOCxt H 
a aoeliHOM AeAe CTOAb ace QecaAbIwe nAoa6i. KaK Ha AaboR ApyroR o6Aact116. HO 

RPM 3TOM 4IIeAb3A CMeWNaaTb npoTeCT UpOTHS OW1160K DOAIITNKM C OTKa3oM ApH- 
3HaTb 3a AOANTHKOR Qpasa v o6A3axHOCTH oUpeACAHTb pyKOaOACTaO aORHOR a ero 
ocuoaxb1X 4epTax". 

B TO vie apeuw A. A. Cae4NN HeOAHOKpaTNO MOaTOpAA, YTO N AOANTH4eCKUe pe- 
weHHA CAe*yeT coo6pa30aLaaTb co CTpaTerNeA. C sOCHNwMH a03M0*SHOCTAMN. 470 
QOANTHK *OA*eH aiwwateAL10 DpKcayWMBaTucn x MxeuNRM aoeMNLx spo4eccio. 1. 
Manor. ai1Tb, Nam pa6otaeT soeHNan Mawuwa. Mauoa soeHHo. uo68AN3alu IoKuw I 
MexaHM3M rocygapcT. a m T. n. "OTSetetaexuue noAMtx4ecKHe AeATeAN AOXWfthl 
6WTb auauouw co ctpaierxeR... JIoAKTHK, aHAAU1NR QOANTN4eCKyio ICJb AAA SOCH- 
MbaX AeRctawR. Aojlcew otAasatb ce6e otveT. Mt0 AOCTK)KmuO AAA CTpaTerifx DPH 
NMe10u1MICA y wee CpeACi*ax M MAN nOAMTHKa MONtet QOKAKATb ma N3ueneuHe o6- 
CTaNOYMM a Ay'afyIO MAN IyAWy10 CTOpoHy. CTpaTeria RaJAeTCA 0A11NM N3 aawutef" 
WMx Opy*NR DOAHTHKM; nOAMTMKa Ma MNpnoe speNA a 3Ha4NTeJucuo CTeneHN AOA)K" 
Na 0010awaatb CAOH paC4eTL Ma iOeMNdx 903MOwuOCtux Apy*eCTaeNHLX M apaMt- 
*e6Mw1 rocyAapcTSº. . ita MbICAI OCO6eNHo oieauflia. ecAM o6prrxtºcu x Tpari'e. 
CKNM CO6SZTNHM DORNL C 40NNARMANe% a 1939-1940 roAax ma nepswl nepuoA Be- 
ANºOR OTe4eCTMeuuOR aokwu. To. %To CTaJHN N er0 6ANwaNwee OKpyweNNe Ne*OCTa- 
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TOMHO nONNM3AU 
" oeHHO CTpaTerwyecKNe n OnepaTNYNwe sonpocw. e 1941 N 1942 ro. 

AaX 3Na'NTeAbHo ycyr)öAHAo a 6e3 Toro TKHieAOe ROAOIKeHNe KpacsOA Apl HH. 
H paapa6o? Ke M npIKR? MK> peweHRR a nepuwe Mec*Ahi 100RH61 CTaAHM me R}1N1MeiaA 
a AOJUKHOR Mepe reHCpaAbtblü wT16, aoetu41x upo4 eccuoMa, o . 

B coaperexndx YCAOHHRX. KorAa Te3MC 0 TOM. v? o BO Na He MONCeT CAy*WTb 
pa4HOH&AbHWM CpeACTIOM UOANTMKH (uo KpaRHCR Mepe $0 NSiMMOOTMOweHMMX 
CWA - CCCP. OBJ - HATO). noAyvaer. npHaHaHNe. ablcWee rocyAapcT$euuOe H 

110A1(TM4eCK0e pyxOwAC? ao TeM 6OAee AOAHCIMI 311aTº TCOpMW N UPMKTUKY 110eH1104� 

CTpaTerMU. pe*AM3aW4 sueHHWM McXaKM3MOM RPUMRTUX n0AMTKKOR peweHHR. BCAb 

TaxHe pewenNM Ma CTMKe DORM? MKM M YOCHHOrO AeAa YOry1 apNaeCTH K CaKUM p0- 

KOa1JM, Ueo6paTMMWY ROCAeACT$NKM. OCO6eHMO. max RpeACTa$AAeTCR. CACAyeT 

aeaTb peaAbHble 8031d0MMOCTU CNCTeM H CpeACTa ynpaIAetUTA - CIONX M RpOTMa- 

UNKA - C843H R pa3NeAKM. cucTemw npeAynpe3KAefKt 0 paKCTNOM ManueNKu. 110- 

HNMaTb OOHO$Hwe aoesuo-cTpaTerwlecmie uonpocbl AOAIKHa v WHpOKaH 06u(ecT" 

seHHOC? b. TIK TITO CAaCHOCTb HeO6XOANMa a aAecb" 11Ha' e noaHTHKa He CMOAfeT Ocy 

IyeCTBAKTb peuAbHUR. a tie AeKAapa? MBHWR KOHTpU11b MHA NOeHHOR CTpa? erHea, He 
6ypeT coO? BeTCTYNH MeäcAy nOAMTM4eCKoA M $t1Cuua-TexHHYCCKua COCTatlAHKW{MMM 

soeKHOR AOKTPHH: ' rocyAapcraa. 

: 2. XAPAKTEP 6Y, 4YLLLEN BOAHbl 

A. A. Cse. HH A$a KoHmpeTHde "oeHHo. nOAHTNYeCKHe aporuo3d xapaKTepa 6y-l 

Ayuiel "uANu. Tait, " 1926 roAy ON apawcA K sdsOAy, " 9TO M 3TOA some nepso9 
aepT. oA repMaHNM CTaxeT AoAbwa. CHCteMy Me*AYKapOAHWx OTHOwehIA, cAy 

MciSwyioc a E"pone novae nepsoil MHposoa "oAHW. off CvHT1A "ecbMa Mecra6HAb 
9o0. cooT"etcT"o"a"weA. no ero MHeNHIO, npemAe "eero aaMdcaaM Q1paHlty3CNOR 

nonHTNKM.. MdwaeHHe ¢p1Ngy3c104 MNewetA nOANTHKN sewMM. co epeMen PM- 

weAbe, soenNTWUAOCh Ha co3A$HHM a Espone TaNUx ycAos1A pa3ApoäleNNOCTM. Ile- 

peCuOAOCNubI N Neo6OpoHOCnoco6moCTN.. B pe3yAbTATe pa6OTN 4lpaHuyacIOA OOAMTN- 

K4, HACH MOTopoR "btAmANCb " BepcaAbemom aMHpIOMS AOfo"ope. bCA cepeANMa EapO- 

CW - repMa11HA. nOAbwa. LJeXO-CAO"aKNA H T. A. nOCTalAeHa a yCAOMNA. HCKAKY 

vaI, uuIe o6opOHy N nO3N1(HOHHOCTb. BaCCaAhl 6paHß11N MCKyCNO OOCT3HeeHd a no. 

AoueHlle 6eAKH. AOAwesCTayK)11(eA "epTetb KOACCO MNAI/Tap&3Ma. " NCKJCCTaO (ppaH- 

ny3cxoA AOAIITHKM 3aKAK)yaeTca a yMWWAeHNOM T"Op'eCTae HeycTOA4NBWx aono- 

INCHHA. OTC10Aa HeAoArose9HOCTb <T"op'eCTaa1... nOAbwa tole 6yAeT NMeTº 903- 

MOMCHOCTb 06AyMITb, KaK eA CAeAytT ÖAarOAapNTb "pafl4HIO 3a noAapo+c ßaHUHr" 

clcoro KopuAopa. KotopdA o6ecne' u"aeT lloAbwe Hepseuctso no oTHOweHNa K rep- 

MaHCKOMy yAapy'. A. A. CMewiN nNcaJ. wo' MNp "CTynHA   nopexoAHylo 3n0Xy. 
aorAa He TOAbKO Eapona. HO N "ecb 3eMHoI map H: YNIIaeT O6pHCOMWaaTHCA Kaff aco- 
"epWCIIHO uouwl* CTpaterw IeCKHA AaHAWa4rts. KOrAa soeNl10e NCKyCCTMO s0 WhOrUX 
WKOA3X nepeXOAHT K NUM6IM MetoAaM H npuealaM scAeuHA "okuw so M o6rraIWHKe 
Ha3peaalOU(Hx eowNaAblldz noTpf CeHHA Nplw6peTaeT Hofbit 4)OpNd. 

B3rJIAAd A. A. Comma Ha : apaNTt'p 6yAyu1e1 "OAl d 4opMHpO5aJHCb N 6WAN 

o6HapoAosaHd is peso MylyectseHHO " 1925-1926 roAW - Hellte %eN Na nUJIUKKHC 
nyTll Me7KAy ABYMA MHpOBWMH "UA1131M. lissome COSCTCMMe "oeHHde TeopeTNNM a 
To "peMA noJaraJN. 4TO see boAHd. Kotopdc apeACTOaT CCCP. 6yAyT pCsoAlogM- 
ONHWMH H n03TOMy CTpaTerul Epacuol ApMNN AOAMCHa 6wTb TOAbIO NaCTynaTeAb- 
KOA. BAHATUAbliaA rpynna " pyKO"oAAuieM MOMaIIAwoM COCTase RpacuoA Apuau. 
nepewlleIHSaH onbT rp&M: A3HCKO11 HoAHb. OCOGCIu+o ee HactynateAºHdx onepagHti. 
paccxaTpxaaAa 6YAYMlya soppy C TOYKM 3peNNA 3TNX onepa&lln. 0 TOM. YTO fpa3K- 
AaNCKan Moglla CO: TOAAI MC 113 OAHIIX TUAbKO 11106eAHdx nhCTyfAONMA KpaciioA Ap" 
mass. IlpeAn09HTaJH lie "COOMNH3Tb. Bce sacTMeHNce OÖHapyMWH"aAKCb nepemoc a 
HAe0AOrH4eCKyIO CTOpONy. ' noAMela CTporuro YOCHUO-OOANTIIVCCKOru alla 1u3a npuna" 
f4IIAIICTCKHMM A03yHraMN. 1+1HOrio "OCHKbIC OOCTOAHIW TMCPANIIH. YTO COMe? CKUMy 
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174 A. A. KOKOWNH, B. H. J10606 
rOcygapcTuy Kam rocyAapcTey nepepoaoro peaoA owioluNoro NAacca no ca iot ero 
npHpuAC CBORCtaeHHa TUAbKO HQCTynaTCAbHaa 4cTpaTerKA COKpyweHHA.. 3Aecb, 

KCTaTH, CXOAHWe n03MyMH 3aHMMaAK M. H. Tyxa4escu iR u K. E. Bopowenoo, Kou4)- 
JIHMTulIBWMe no MNOrKM ApyriM IOnPOCaM eoeuuoro AeAa. CTpOMTeAbcna 1ipaCHOR 
ApMMM M KpacHOro 4tAOta. 

'laCTb MOMaHAHoro cocrasa PKKA M yMeHhix, , aaHHMaBwuxcA sGeHHo-nOANTH4e- 
CKHMH upo6AeMaMH. noAaraAa. 440 TwA KanMTaAMCTH4ecIHx CTpaH 6yACT CTOAb we 
IIe11po4eu, YAK TWA 6enwx npaaxtenbcta a row rpawAaHCKOR soAHw. M notowy 
1ipacHaA ApuHx nocie nepoix we yAapON cTaHeT NaCTynaTb Tait we no6eAOMOCHO. 
KAM oua Hactynana a aocaeAKNe nepIoAw rpaw(AaHCKOA AURHU. 

fpll 3TOM 4)aKTM4eCKH He npHHHMaAMCb NO INMMHUHC sa*HefWHe ypoxx 3a- 
HAK)4NTeJIbHOrO 3Tana CuseTCKO-nOAbCKOR aOANb4, KOrAa MaAe)KAW Ha aoCCTBMNe 
OOAbCKOro npOAeTapMBT& He OnpaIAaJltcb. a TWA 3anaANoro 4ipowTa, Hactynaswero 
Me Bapwasy, CT$UOOHACA ace 6o&ee H 6oAee MenpoMNbw. A. A. Cae4NN c4NTau Bap- 

Wascxya onepayHlo 3anaworo 4powta npeiKAe scero oy1HGKOR CT ateruw, otopaA 

. He euoteetctaoeana o6ukeR nonIsHVecUoI M axONomllq Tl AHH THH s 

"1920 ropy, - AUHHH. MaH6uaee otgeiiANvo awpaweHHOR. no eru MHeHHIO. a AeHHHcxu11 

44e7CKOR 60Ae3HN sneVWJKW* is KoatMyuH3Mea. M. H. Tyxa4eICKMA N ero eAuHuMIew- 

AeHHHHH KaTeropwMecKN Ne cornawaANCb c A. A. Cae4NHwM, C4NTaA, 4TO OHM WAR 

Ha rpaNN 83AIRA BapWYBW N Teil caUWM coKpyWeHNA sce% bepcaAbcJ(oa CHCTCMW. 
IOCHOAbMy 3a 6ypwya3uoR (lonbweR Ctoanu CO3AATIAN atop CMCTe, w - mpaHUMA. 
CWA. BeSHM06psTaHMA. Cy: MAe1We o TOM. yto Bapwaacxax onepa4MA 3anaAHoro 

"poeta aroma 6b1 ysewatbcA ycnexou. nepe*aao M. H. Tyxa'eaCKoro. TaK. Ma" 
apHMep. ero pa3aHA a csowa padotax 60-x roAoa PNAHWR coseTCKMR soeHHWR teope" 
THM r. C. Hccepcox. A. A. Cae+IMM Me TOAbMO HpHTHKUBIA AeRCTYNA C. opoaa it CTa" 

ANNA. 4axTH4eCKH MapywNBWMx AMpeKTNBY rA&si(Odla C. C. KaM2Htba. HO M 06pa" 
TWA IHMM8NKe Ma Nt. "AOCTaTO4HO 4eTMNA 2apaUtep fOR AHpeHTHBw N HA OUepYTNM- 
Hwe ou1H6MN M. H. Tyza4cacKoro m ero wta6a. 

tie McKAa4aa seposTnoctu pesoannMouaoro xapaHTepa 6yAyuiMx WORN. 
A. A. Cae4MH a TO We apes C4MTaA, YTO CTpOKTº Ha taMOR MAe0AorH4eclcoI yCta" 

NOake UOANTNHY M 8OCHH Ctp&TtrXIO OnICHO. 4TO a OTOM OTHOWeHMK aOUWT HCTO. 
PUN He CAHWHOM yTewMTeAeHº - OH nONa3bIaaeT. 4TO nepeogeHKa 5o3MONCaoctef 
cTpaTermneCNMx MaCTynafeAbublx onepaUMR Howe? np*BCCTN K KaTBCTpoepH4ecIMM 

nUCAeACTMNAM AAA HaCTyfMI0u erO. 
OUeuKa A. A. CNe4NHWM xapaKtepa 6yAyuleR BOANU. OCHOBaNHaR Ha rny60HOM 

3HXHHH H nOHHMAHHH HCTOpHH. S He TOAbKO AMWL Na HeAasMeM onbte rpawpaHcMoR 
BONHW, Ha y4eTe npoMWWAeHHO. 3KOH0MN4eCKHX Uo3MU»KHOCTef CTOpOH. a rnaaHOM 
OKa3aAaCb npaBNAbHOR. 11 AOKaAbHwe auopywwewHue KOHCpAHKTw C 46HKarWHCTaMH 
Ha KB)« s 1929 roAy. C AnoHHeA a 1938 u 1039 roAax ma o3epe XaCBN N pexe 
XaJXNM"roA. M coHeTcuo"t»NHCKaA aoPHa 1939-1940 roAOa, H sORHa C HaUHCTCKOR 
repHAHUea H ee catennHTHMH a 1941 - 1945 roAaX a OCNOBHOM onpoaeprAN onno" 

NCHTOB A. A. Car4MMa, ytaep$: AaUWKx. 4TO OH 4uAet no aHTHCOICTCKOR AopOre., 
Talc KaK ace SORNW, KOTOpWe nPC4CTOAT CCCP. 6yAyT aof taMN peaunalcwOHHwMH. 

IiawIHCTaM M 3aXMa44. HHOMy HUH rOCyALpCTbeNHUMy annapaty yaanocº. yAbTpa- 
WOMNIIMCT'KNMM J103ywraM11 N T(ppupoM npoTMb 0111103H411M 3aCTabHTb OCHubMylo 
aaccy weMe4Kuro MapoAa aOCbaTb npoTHM CUHCTCKOrO Colu3a. H oocaaTb c aecaMa 
aWCOKUR CTeneublo aoeNNOR a44ewiicaHUCTM. TWA rNnnepoBCKOR repMaHNN OC''a" 
aaACA yCTOR4HaWM M anAOTb AU KpyWCNMA "TpeTbero peRXaip nOAHOCTbJO KoHTpoAH- 
pyeMWM HOUNCTCKOA rOCyAapcT. CHHOA MaWMHOR. 

A. A. Cae9MH 000TOAMHO yTaepW. Aan. 4TO aOAHa 6yAeT TANCeaoR. cuopee scero 
OMa npuMeT 3avLwHoA xapaKiep. norpe6yeT no31anwoH MO6NAH3aIcHH OrpOMMwX pe- 
cypcoa, Ilanpw. eHNA CNA Mcero N4poAa. 440 Neni. 3H ynObAib Ha 6bicTpwe ycnexu. Ha 
peaAN3al1NK) HAeR LCTpaTerHIt coKpyWCMMA., KOTopaA n03sOAHAa 6W peWNTb CyAb- 
6y 80411W COaeTCKOro COK)3a C ero rnaauwMM Kan11TaANCTN4ecKNMN npOTNBHNKabN- 
6AeCTAU1eA cepwer HaCTynateAbHWX onepa4NR a xopoTKHe CpoKN. 

liccneAyA COaOKy11HOCTb nGAHTN4ecKMx. aKOHOMM4ecKHx H aoeHHO"Texmu4eCKHX 
soaUuw ocTef ctopuH, A. A. CBe4NH npMweA K BWHOIy. 4TU a COUPCMCHHWX yCAO" 
MANX, borg. CTaAKHBaI)TCM MUu111We rocyAapCtaa M MX HOAAMUHII. BORMW Ne113Ge ho 
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npHHHMax)T 3atDNKHUA XapaKTep, npH aotopoM 4 opMw 6opb6w, a ncpaylo o4epcAb 
NOupj)KeHHO1. MOryT CWTº beCbMA pa3M000pa3Hw. TepMHN scTpaTerHM H3MOpas, nH- 
can OH. *OTMIOjlb He OTpaHtaeT npIHgMuNaabIIo yHMgTOwe«Ne NCMao{I CNAW HeIIpHHTe" 
AA, KaK l eJH onepatlsN, HO Oha &HART B 9TOM AKWb MUCTb 9aAa4 BOOPYN(CNNUru 4"R- 

? a. a He aclo 3aAavy,: 4npHXOAHICH o6AYMW'BaTb Ne TOAWW npOCKtHpOaaMNe yCHAMA. 
KO M NX AO3MpOHKyt. lpH fCTpaTerHH N3MOpa" MOryT npecieACaaucM CTUAL e pe. 
WHTCAbHWO ºOeMM le H nOANTNYeCKNe IIeAH, ltax N 11p11 "CTpaTerHH COK WCHH*p. 

C aoeHNO"nOAuTM4eCKNMH M CTpaTerM4eclNMII BWKOA4NII A. A. CaCMHH. o Xa- 
paKTepe 6yAyukea HORHW Opcaiaquo co4eTaKncH er0 91COMOMNKo"reorpao4CCNNe 
pa3MWwACNNN. ON 11eOAHOxpaTHO IIHWCT. 470 He MCRAK14eN 31YaaT 4aCTK TeppMTo- 
pHH CCCP 9anaAHbIM BrPCCCOPOM M OOTOMy HeOGXOAMMO y4HTWBHTb BOeHH(, -CTpHTe" 
rN4etKNe lpaKTopw npH CtpOKTeJIbCTBe HOBWX upoMWWAeIMbX o*beKruv Na aanaAu 
CTpaHW. 4... 110CTpORKa MOry4MX KCTO4HHKOB 9AeuTpK4CCKUA 9NeprHN - Alieupo- 

CTpoA. CBNpbctpoA. - xotopwu B 6yAYWeM CY*AeKo KHAyCTpKaAM3OaaTb I enble 
paROHw. TpeöyeT He ToabMo npeABapKTeAbxoR TeXMx4CCKOA H 3KOHOMN4ecMOA, HO 
H KOMHETCMTMOA CTpaTerI4ecKOR aKcaepTluW.. A. A. Cue4MN pt1OMeitAoaaA cO4. pe- 
AOTU4HTb npUMWWJICMNUCTL npe)KAe acero !W Ypa w Hall IIMNMCMCC yN3aNMUM e 6y- 

AYWeA autHe paiiuue. Oco6ylo eru tpeuury BbluwuaA JIeHHHrpaA -- . CruacT000AI. 

6yAyWcI Buauw". Hall off roauplA. MUCH B BRAY yA3HHMUCTL CeaactuuuJIN too upe- 
Mx KpWMCMOR Moaaw. I1peAOCTeperal npoTlla ABAbHeAWCR KOHL elTpal(KH a JWHHH- 

rpaAe apoiuwneHMOCTN M HaceJIeHMR. A. A. Cae41W IMCIA: axegwroAw crpaTerH- 
tecxoro o0AOMteHNA J1e8NNrpajla yCyry6AAWTCA ypaAeHNeM el'0 OT ucT04HMuos XAe- 
6a u cwpbaa. Tlepable uATMAeTKM Moa. eKMAN 9hOHOMN4eCKyso reOrpa4)H*O MaWeA CTpa- 
4M. SWAN CO3Aaibl YpaabcKaA meTaJLAI-prN4eCxaA 6a3a. TORANBaaH 683a ma AaAbNem 
BocTOKe Ha 13 c-ro%u JA CH6Hpw. 3aAoweHw MMAycTpNa/IbHwe OYa1N a CpepieA A3HH. 
Ha Me06XOAMMOCTb pa3xeweHHl aabOAOB a BOCTMHbIX pa AOMaX CTpaHW 0006o GWAU 

YKa3aHO B pCWC11IIKX XVIII Cbe3Aa 114PTNN (1939 ruA). TeN he Mellee, ROM' A4aAacb 
BeAHHaM OTeMeCTaeMÖax BOAHa. 9TOrO Oxa3aAOCb AAHO McAocTaTO'INO, MB4W'He pe" 
WeMMA 6WAH np4NRTW CAMWKOM Nu3AHO. GwctpOe npOABNNteHH0 IIUACK Ka11NCTCKOA 
repHaMNN 94CTaBHAO B OpeAeAbHO KopOTKHR CPOK CO 3Ha4KTCAbHWMH 8OTepAMN ne- 
pemecTKTb rJlyGOIO a tb4A OrpOMMOe x0AN4eCTBo np0MaIWAeIHWX npepnpIMTKA. 060- 
pyAOBaHHR. Cblpba. 9aaKyMpOBaTb MaceneHHe. To. 4TO HeHo3MOMolo GWAO BbIBC3TH, 
B3pbIBaAN, yUM'TON(&AH. 4TO61al Me AOCTa, 40c apary. B %HCAC ApyrHX 06beKT0a 6w- 

AH apMBeAelb a HerO HOCtb J. ienpar: +c H CBHpcxa* C3C. 
B neplwe TpH Mec4ua BoAKw npHwnocb 3aaxyNpoaaTb 6onee "1360 TOAIAW 

MpynhWX. rJºae11WM o6pa3ou BOeHNWX nPCAOPMRTMA. B pC3yALTaTC KOCHHOIX IIOTC"pb. 
a T4KIKe 316aHyau. N11 npeAnpHATHA aaAOaafl UPOAYK411R npOMWWJIC11HOCTII CCCP C 
MOHR no 11086p4 1941 roAa yMeHiwHAach a 1.1 pa3a. 1lpOH360ACTB0 UpOKaTa 4ep- 
NWX McTaAAOB COKpaTKAOCb B Aexa6pe 1941 roAa npOTHb N10HA 19.11 rOA3 a 3.1 

pa3a; upoKaTa 11. Beubix MetaAAOl -B 430 paa: wapiKOnOAuIUnHMKue, 6e3 KOTOPWX 
HeJIb3R GbIAO awnyCKaTb HH CaMUAeTOB, HN TBHKOH. HN &PTIIAJIcpHH. - a 21 pa3. 

BO BCCX CHOKX OCHVBHWX TpyAaX A. A. Cae4111I I1p119bI8a11 he TunLHU rocyAap- 
CtBeHHWX H nOJIHT114CCKHX PYKOBOAHTCJCA, HO N BUCua4aALNHKOa 

_1U{: 
fTC. 1LHo 1'411- 

TWbaTI 3KOHONH4CCNNe Q1aKTUpw. IlpOMWWACHHu-3KJHUMH4eCKIIC j: CCypcw CTOpUII, 
noAA'ICpKhaaH HIM 3TOM H3IKHOCTI oRTMMM. Huro paCI1pegeACIINR 11CC)'pUJa, KUA114C- 
CTBU NOTOpWX MCcrgr Urpdh114et10 MCM«)W 411A4MN BWpy)MCl111WX CN: 1. B 4ACTIIUCT14, 
ON CTaHH7 n0A Monpoc l&eieC0o6pa3NUCTb C03AaNHR hpyIlHOro HaAauAHUru OJIUTd 

gAA CCCP. "Hawa BpMNA. - nxcaA A. A. Cae4NH 0 BOupyweKHbx CHJIHX POCCIIII 

HaKaHylle MMepBQA MNpoaoI aoRIIw. - morn 6w Cp4BHHTbCM no IeX11NKe c repMaucKOA 
TOAbKO a CAy%ae Hawero oTxa3a OT noCTpOUH AHNCAHOrO IP110Ta: nocheAHNA. a yCAO 
4114IX 4pe3ew4aAHO MeawrOAHOrO pacnono*eHHA pyCCKI/X IIOPTOB B rAy6Nlie onepa- 
TIIBHWX 3aABOPOx MOpeR. ANWeHHWR Hapntwaulero 6aalIpoKM11A, 6WA 06pe4eu ma 
6e3ACACTBHe. OAIHaiw nocile LbCHMW H nepBOR pC110A1011NH MW BMUBb Ha'Ia: IN CTpOIITb 
Kupa6ANKN, MTO OtIAI"KAO Npy'nuy10 4acTb CyMM, accmr"yeMWX Ila UGUpOIIy. H eulo 60- 

ACe cytneCTBeH11ylO 4aCTb HaweR eu&e 6UAee CAa60A npoMwwAeHMOCTN.. 
CTpOHTeAbCTBO HObeAWMX ANMCAMWX xupa6: ºeA AAR BaJITlInCKoro it MepxoMUp- 

CKOPO 40YUTOB B 311a4NTCAbHOR Mepe. eCAN Me pewaluulIM u6paauhl, uIIIe eANJIucb 
IKCJIa1111CM BOCCT4HOBNTb bUtHHO-MOpCKOA UpecTIOK POCCNIICKO11 11M11i111Ili. yTpuMehl- 
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HWA nocae pyCCHO"AnOHCKOA 60NHW, a we rAy60KHAtH 011CpaT11RHO-CTpaTcrs4ecHNMH 
0006pax(eNNAMH. AOpOr JcTOxuutHe ANNeRHWe Kupa6AN ApeAHOyTHor0 Unit HaYaAN CTpu- 

., NTb AAx .B 1Iv4ACxoro (a a1TeM AAA gepHuMopcKuro) cpnoTa eine TorAa. KurAa me 6w- 
J10 ropa3Ao 6unee Hya(HWX HOBWX Kpehcepos. acuMHgea, nOABOAHw X A0AOK. 

AHanorb'xo oue)HIBaA A. A. CBe411H ANNeRHwA 94 JIOT OTKpwsuro MOpBB. C03" 
AaB KOTOpCA k1 3epobcKax repuaHHx 6pocKAa BW3oB MopcIOMy Moryu{ecrsy Be- 

AIIK06pNTaHHH. OH BHCBA. iTO Hä repMBHCKoa apMNN BCCbMa OTpH4aTCAbuO CNalb1- 
Baaocb CTpeuAeNNe nOANTHiecxoro pyKOBOACTra CTPIHbl 11OArOTOBHTb novay AAA 
6opb6w c AHrAHeA N 3s rocnuAcTBo Na Mopnx: N3 cyMM. BwAeAxerblx 610ANCeTOM 

Na HoeHHbae ßPAN. CyXOnyTHb1C CNAbI nOAyYNAH Abe TpeTH. a TpcTb WAa Na co3Aa" 
HNe epAOTa. 43TOro )MIACHNN cpeAcTa cyxOnyTHan apMHH MOAbTNe (CTapWeCOJ He 
3Haiia.. 3Aecb s3rAxAb1 A. A. CBevxHa CuanaAdAN e B3rJNAaMH M. B. OpyH3e. Ho" 
Topb1A 66tH as BOCCT&HOBAeHHe 4)AOTa. HO 11OA4epKNBaA. %TO MacwTa6W ero CTpOH 
TCAbCTBa Aonxcxw 6WTb cTporo BWBepeHb: "Mw Aa me npH caMax 6AaronpHxTHwx 

61OANCeTHwx yCAOBnsx orpaHN4KMCA nporpaMMoA McAKHX CyAO. 06Op011NTeJIbH01'0 
XapaxTepa". 3701 BWBOA M. B. 4)pyH3e oOocxobbwsaA caeAyIOW11MH co06pax(eHMaMH: 

bo; pepawx. "Mopcxo1 4)Aor - opyxcNe ovexb Aoporoe". N spit o6u4eM HeAOcrarxe 
CpeACTB Kx Ay'we ynorpe6HTb Ha 6oaee ocrpble H nepsoovepeAHble HyxcAW. HMew- 

114we onpeAeAawlµee 3Ha4eHNe AAA oÖopoaw crpaHW; $o"BTupwx. CYAb6a 6yAyulef 

aOAHw 6yAe? pewaTbCN Ha KOHTHHeNTaAIHbIX TeaTpaX BOeH11bix ACACTBHA, M rABBNan 

. '. aAaYa BMm - o6ecne%eHHe AeACTBHA cyxonyTHWX rpynllupoBOK Ha npuuopCKHX 

HanpasaeiuAY: aßpe7bHx. Maw1 l1AOTW Ne MMeHIT npAMoro, ab1XOAa K ItpyCHbIM BOA. 
mum npocrpal TBIM. Taxoro me MHeNMA 6w xvM. H. TyxaveacNNA, KmphA oTMe- 
vaA, s v$CTHOcTN, 9TO $ nepxoA noAro, oaxH K nepsoA MHpoaoa soAxe Nafbepoacxan 
repMaHKA, npeHMyujecTseHuo CyXOnyTNBA AepMaaa. HapyWHB 3aBeTd BNCMapxa, 

AOnyCTNAa NapANNaJIUHy10 OwN6Ky: a CTpeMAelNN CpaBHATbCA c Beamwo6pNTaHNeA 

B MOpCHOM MOryuJecTBe OHa OCJ1a6NAa CBON CYXOnYTN&Je CHAW. CECAN 6W MOlyb Cy 

XonyTHOA repraecxoR apMNH 6WAa fOArOTObneHa B 6oAbweu MaCWTabe, a aTO 6wno 

anoJHe 903M0NCNO, TO HCxOA OcehHeA Ka. MnaHHH 1914 r. so 4pau iu nor 6w oxoH" 
HHTbCA AAR nocJ1eAHeA nOAMwM xpaxou. wo npeApeWHAO 6W NCXOA BOAHWS. 

JIHHHI M. B. 4DpyH3e s orxowexaH KpacHOro 1AOTa OPOBOANAacb HeAonro. 
Y. we u 1937 roAy 6mna npHaATa o6wxpHax Kopa6AecTpoHTeAbHaa nporpaMMa. npe" 

AycHaTpHBaloutax C03A$HHe AOporOCTOAU{HX McTannoeUHNx 'AHHeANwx Kopa6Aei1 N 
Txacenblx KpeAcepos, K KOTOphIM nxraA npHCrpacsxe H. B. CTaAHH. 11poeKTNpOba- 

HNe H 3alAaAKa Kopa6AeA BeAocb co ice 60AbWNM pa3MaxoM a 4pe3BwgaAHo 6wCT- 

pou TeMne, oco6eHHo nOCAC HanaAC11H01 rHTAepa ma IlOAbwy B ceHTs6pe 1939 rOAa. 
370 nOTpe60BaAO KOA000IAbNUX paCXOAou Na C03AAHHC BOCIINO"MOpCKHX 6a3. AO' 
KOB, 31BOAOB N T. A. B TOT fCPHOA Nap&U{IIBHAOCb npOH3aOACT1o Wei BNAOB Ha3eM- 

Horo b00pyaelHA - nywex. TBNN01 H T. A. He XBaTaao MeTaAAa it uotuiocTeA. CBep"" 

TWB1T4 nporpaMMy CTpONTeAbCTBa KpyUHWX xopa6AeA Ha taAH BecHoA 1940 roAa. a 
nepecuoTpeJrN ee s OKTA6pe. Tenepb CTaJH CTpOHrb ANWL noAauAHwe AOAKH N 
MaAwe HaABOAHWe xopa6AN - 3CMHHyW, TpaAbiuHKN N T. A.. a HeAOCTpoeHNble AWr 
Kopw Tax H ocT&AºICb ua craneAxx. C HayaJloM BoAHw o6lupyHCNAacb OCTpax He- 
XaaTKa TpaAbLLl11KO  N TpaAbllwx CpCACTB, CIIe4NaAbHWX AeCIHTHO"BWCIAO%HWX 
CPCACTB. BCCbMI CAa6MMN OKaaä7Hcb 1(Opa6CAbxbe CpCACTBa IIBO. Kopa6AH 6WAN 

NcAOCTaTOYHO OCHauteHW paAHoAoKat(HO11HWM11 N rHApOaKyCTN9eCKNMH npH6opaMH. 
Bce 3TO Bw3waaA0 KpynHwe nOTCpN OT MHH N aaxa1(11N nPOTHBHHNI. BoeBwx We CTOAH" 
IIUHCHNA 11aWHX ANNKOpOB M KpcACepOB C NpynaWMN IIaAaOAHwMH KOpa6AHMH npOTHU. 
HNlia B XOAC BOAHU He 6wao. Tam YTO a caMbik HIHyll BONHW 6ecnAOANO pacTpaTHAN 
pecypcbl. Koropwe MorAH Ow noATH Ha yKpe11AenHe cyxonyrHwx cxA. Aa r Na 6once 

onTNraAbHoe pa3BN'THe caworo c . nOTA. HAeK Al. B. 4 pyH: le. A. A. CBe'HHa, 
M. H. Tyxa4eacxoro o McCTe N gyHKuHAX BM4) B o6ecne4eHHN NHtepecoa roCyAap- 
CTaa Becb ca BKTylAbHW NI HaWN ANN, c y'eTOM, pa3)'MeeTCx, scex NOBbIX peaJlb" 
HOCTeA H B03poCWeA pOAN pHAa olteaNGcHx awbaTOpHA AAA NauNOHanwion 6e3onac" 

Nocrtf CCCP. 

rOBOpA 0 BKAaAe A. A. CBeYNHa B OTC4CCTbe11Hy10 BOCHHy10 HayKy. HeabJA 
yMJAYaTb 0 HeAOCTaTxaX, npxcyWNx er0 pa6urax. TaK. oN oTMevaA 6oAbwoe 3Ha- 
veHNe a 6yAyuteh soANe T*HKOB, aaxaiHN. aaroTpancnopia. noacAwHx CpeACTI ca, l" 
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311, Hu CpabHHTCIbHO MaAO 3aHNMaACA l13yleHHE"M NX B03AeACTUHA Ha CTpaTNrH10, 
OnepaTKBHoe NCKyCCTB0 M TaKTNKy. BonpucaM 3roro NOJAefCTUHN yae1HAN MHNMaHNe 
H. n. v6opea*4, R. 49. AAKCNNC N Apyrie BOe11a'a116NNKu. H caeLt"ANCTW, "a tae 

, .. 
M. H. TyxageacIHA. B Tom 4HCAe B c. OeR MIAt1ItNe KOHUC1utHR A. A. CBe4HHa. ne- 
pexoAHWeA B Heo6ocHoaaHuwe IOJINTN4CCKHe o6BHHenil. 

A. A. Cae1NN CgHTaA. %TO B nepaya o'epeAb b03MOMCHOCTb Maccoaoro npNMe- 
HCHNA apTHAAepHM, TaHKOB N BBHaW4H 6yAer y Tex NAZI MHWX bt")OATtIWX RpOTNbMN- 
Koe CCCP Na 3anaAe. 11poMWwAeHHO. 3K0HOMlt4eCKHN H KyAbrypnwii ypuUCNb CCCP. 

HCCMOTpa Ha HNAyCTpNaAN3aIlr om paaBNTNe oGpa. *oua11HR, lie awauJIHT b o5oapN- 
M0A nepcneiTHBe CP&BURTbCA C 3anaAOM 110 OCNaUlCH110CTH`6OeboA 'Tel HHKOA H CIIO- 
C06HOCTH HCIN)Ab3O8aTb ee AoAMMHb4M O6pa3oU B CTpaTerN4CCKOM, OIICpNTHBNUM Mac. 
WTa6aX. A. A. Coemum npH3waaa CAeABTb ucHONHOf ynop Na nexury I(pacuoA Ap- 

MIIH. ocKauteHHe ee NaAeNWWMM H 34$eNTNBIIbIMH CpeACTBaMN 6AH1KHero 6o, 1. B 4a" 
CTHUCTN, OH nHCaA: 4661AO 6w rpy6of Owk6KON, M<eCTOKHM OYYwbOM OT peaebHOCmm 
3aOwTb 0 Tex orpOMHwx AeBCTBeHHWX npocropax. Ha KOTOpbIX /HenpoCTpuk N 6y- 

Ayn1N11 I1u)KerOpoACHNII &BTOM06HAbHbd% 3aaoA RMAHIOTCA TOAbKO KpyfNHKaUNI. 
HanOMHHM, 4TO 3TH COON awaoAw o xapawrepe 6yAyluef "of Hba A. A. Cbe- 

4NH cpeAaA B 1925-1927 ropax. OnnoHeurw o6pywuAHCL Na Hero npcNMyWe- 

craeMHo a 1931 roAy - nocAe XVI c"be3Aa naprHH. 3T0T rbe3A 6e3 Kaioro"AN6o 
CCpbe3HOrO o6eyIKAeHMa npNNRA npeAaoweHHA CTaANNa yANOHTb M yTpQHTb MIIUrHe 
N On Toro HanprMteHHWe 3NAaHHR na? MAeTHero nAaHa. HH OAHO H3 fllx Ne 6WAo 

BwnOAMeHo, ROTA pa3BNrile np0MWWAeHKOCTH (3a c'er ceJlbcxoro x0aaAcTaa. McH3- 

HeHHOro yp09HR AaceAeNNA. NceCTO4a8WHx penpezemA) 7Na'NTeJIbNo yCKOpHAOCa. 
MHoroe N3 Toro, o item wicaa A. A. CBe4NH, OTMe4aa caa6ocTi1 TexHM4eCKOro 

ocaau ewHA KpacHoR APMHH B 6yAyluep BONHe" oiaaanocb cnpaaeAAHBblM, McCMOTpA 

Na T0,4TO MSCwTa6bl HHAyCTPHaAH3a1(HH 6WAH rOpa3AO 3Ha4HTeAºNee. lien ON npeA- 

noAaraA. 3xcTpanOAMpyR'Ha 6ypyu ee Xoj( pa3auTHH 80 aTOpof uo11oBNHe 20-x roAoa 

npOMwWAeHHOCTH. ceAbcKoro x03A1CTBa H 3KOHUMHHH a ueAOM. KpaCNan ApMNA K 

Ha4AAy BeAmxoA Ore'eCTBeHNO1% BOAR W ONa3aAaCb HeAOCTaTO4HO o6ecne4eHmoIk Bai . 

HeRWHMN CpeACTBa. N MBHeapetlMOf AO(. HW. HaCTynaTeAbHWx Om pa4MA - IBTOMO- 
6HAbHbWM TpaNCnOpTOM, AerKNM auTOMaTH4eCKHM opywwueM, apTHAAepHeA Ma McXTA- 

re. paANOCBA3blO. Rawwe TaKHe NOBeAWNe cpeACTea, MAN cpeAHHR TANK 4T"31. N TA- 

HcellWli TaHNr 4HB>. WTypMOBNNH <HA"2", nHKHpyloUtHe 60M6apANpoBLIgH1(H ne-2p. 

He NMeewue B To BpeMR paBHwx ce6e B MHpe" 6wAH OMCHb CA36o OcualueHw paAHO- 

CTaH4N)IAIH TAX we. Kali N wra6W acex ypoaueA. Maxo 6wAa pa38BTa B 11pHTpaHH4- 

HbIX pafoHax CeTb woccet HWX N 1KCAC3HIJX Aoror. il XOTR CaMOACTOB N TAHMOB No 

BOOpyWCHHH PHHA K Ha'any rwTAepoBCKUt UrpeCCHH 6b1Ao rupa3Jlo 6JAbwe. 4CM, no- 

uHAHMOMy, Nor npcAnOAO*HTL A. A. Cae4NH, Ka4CCTao. MaTVplaAw10-TexHM4eckoe 

06ecne4eiHe 3Ha4HTEAWtOI% 4aCTH 3TOA TeXHHIIH lie COOTeeTCT&lbaAN I1pc a*a11ACMhkM 

a0eNHO-aOAMTK4eGf08 06CTaHOBKON Tpe6UBaHHHM. 

3. HACTYf1IlEH1'IE H OBOPOHA 

Pa3MwwU1eHHA H BWBOAw A. A. CBe4HHa 0 cUOTHOweHHH McIKAy HaCTynneHHeM 
H o6opouon a CTpaterN4efHOM MaCWTa6u BWTCKaIOT 113 ero 63raxAU6 Na 6yAywylo 

BORHy, H8 MaTep«a, IbHble 110JM0N(IIUCTH CCCP, Ha UHCWne11011HTN4eCKMA xypC CO- 

aeTCKOro Coma. Bo11bWHHCTBO Oro COBpeMe11NNNOB ocHUBHOe BHIIMaHHe yAeAnAo 
CTpaTerw4eCKKM Hacry'nareJ611WA( Ae11CTe1HM. Cpean HHX 6W11N 11 npeACTHBHTeXN 
CTapOR B0ellHOR HNTe)I/1HreHUNN, cAyH(HBWNe B {tpacno4 APMNH, HanpwMep. 
A. M. 3aRom4mo&Cx11R. 

0 npeo6JIaAaBWHX BnAOTb AO Ha4a. 11a tk*ANNoä OTC4cCTaeHHOR BOHIIw B3fAA- 
AaX CBI(ACTe1IbCTByIOT BWCxa3wBaHNA y4acTNHK06 pa3rpoNa wxonw A. A. CBe'HHa. 
BBCKTO U. AYulfltKtIR. NanpHMep, 11MM. tECJN WRHa 6y'AeT. TO M. W. KUHe4HO, no- 
CTyI(HM no yKN3a11Hl0 BONCAR ICpaCNOR ApMNN. «OTopwg CKaia11.4TO Mw AoeH(HW 
AUGHTI. CN TaKOPO nQ: ION(CHNA, 4T06w BOCb. M. w lid CBUCf. a lid 4y)I1ol UeM1eº. 

12.43mau .M2. 
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A. A. Cue4HN nllcan a "3uojlloUMH uocHHUro McxyccTKa,: aO6opoHa a. ctpateruK 
! Kest IWJMUHü1UCTb MCnUAb3UbaTb pycenn N rny6MHy Teatpa. 4To 3actaIJNet na- 
CTyndluuü'N/ CTOPOIIy npOTMUHMKa TpaTHTb CHJW Ha 3aKpeflA@MNe npocrpaucTea H 
Tp4THTb apeun Ha ero, npOXOMCAeHHe. It MCitKMU ubjnrpwLu so ßpeMenM -HUUWA nAIOC 

Ani o6upOHl. 1. 'OÖOpoHH$Ulynfca M(HeT N tau, rAe He CCAA.., TaK K&K HaCTynAenne 
Macto OCTaKaIAMaaeTCA CpanbWMBWMK A&HHWMK pa3eeAKM, notmHwMM clpaxaun. 

MNepTKocTb10.. OH 06paUiaJi UIUIMaHHe Na abcxa3WaaHHA HAay3eaHtla. KotupblA upK- 
3Haaan o6opoHy AAA MatepuanbHO 6onee cna6011 ctopoHW cKAbneMweA ()opNUA be- 
AeHHA uuAHW. OtMetma. 4T0 MACK KAay3eBKµa ynycxanxcb M3 SHAY Omit: ero MaK- 
6oaee ropw4MMH n04MTaTeAAMH, OH HanOMHNn 0 TparH4eCKHX nocieACTdnnx. K Mo- 
TupwM 3To nNMUeAo. oco6eHHo a nepuy i MMpouylo MonHy. I1pMMeHHTenbHo x coupe- 

McHHWM HOeHHO-BOJIMTN4eCKNM yCAOMHHM A. A. Cee4MH He C4MTaA OWMGIWA npH3Ha- 
MMe oGoponb CMALHetwea (popaoA MCAeHMA MuAMw: Ono MpaJHeA Mepe a yCAOannx 
Eapwtu 

. He OftXTOA peaWliol(MOHHWM AMNK(eHMeM. Hai&nuna. 'bnwe aKOHO9M4eCKKe 
3a6opW Euponw MMCIOT orpoMHylo KcTUpM4ecKyl0 AduHOCTL... 31. 

MAlpeKM O6HKliellUHM H y11UHatIMH AMWb Ha o6upwHy on pMCCMatpHeaJI ee a AKa- 
AeKlit4eCHOM eAHMcTMe C MaCTyIUJlwnIeM - KaK epeACtao oöeclleWeHHA yCA0anl AAA 
uepeXUAa a 344eh1HaHUe MOHTpnaCtyilnenne, aepytµee K pa3rpouy npoTMBHMka. 

*... J ehcyueHHUCTb CTpatefw. 4ec1(UA KOHTpHTIHH a 6UAb&NMCTae CAyYaea a caoeu 
paJMaXe CMAbKQ U eHOCX0AHT uepaoIavaabHwA yAap Iwctynawtero. He anAeJM AH 

MW 80 aCeut TMIenKM uupo oA aoAIHW nuJTHep*CAeHKe rAy60KOA nP95HJL HOCTH MX 
NarAAAOa HAty3ealryal He onpaaAaAacb AM ero uwcab nonaocTwo a cTpaTerHVecnoA 
MoMTpataxe moues a Mane 1918 r.. K nonxnoa -a aarycie 1920 r.? 

B. iMOAw A. A. Cae4MlW fOAtaepAMAHCb 110 MHOl4X onepa4unz atOpOA MMposoä 

ioAHW, He notepnau 3HH4C1iYA Ma CoapeueHHWX yCAOaMAX - CO aCeuK. pa3yueeTCA, 

nOOpaaxauK Ma pa3aNTMe MOen110A TeXIIoJwrnn, HOablX TaRTM4eCHMX K onepataaRWz 
4opu HCAeHMA 6oeewx Aek? llug. 13WCKa3WUaHKA Kaay3cbHIga H Cae4MHa 0 TOM. MTO 
o6upoua - MaN60Aee cKJIbn3A 4 opua 60CBWX AelCTaKA, axtyanbna Ma CMCTe KOH- 

uengMM pa3yMHUA (OÖUpOHKTeabHOA) AOCTaT04HOCTM AAA CCCP u OpraHH3a! l, HM Bap- 

waacMOro Aororopa a1 enuu. lpMMn4attabno. %TO K 3TMM abICKa3W9&HKMM ace 6oab" 

We 06pau&aI0TCA aKAHWC MUCMHWC Cucu. aaaCTw, nOAMTH4ecnne N o6n(ectaeiHWe Aea- 
tCA11 Ma 3anaAe. CTpeMAWHeCn OTHAl1KHyTLCA Ha BWASKHytme COBeTCKKM C0103CM 

u ea noaoro MWWACHMH a aonpocax yMpenneHMA McH(AyHapOAlroA 6e3onaCHOCTK. 
CTpeMACb pa3U6paTLCM a MCTOKaX IllnunyAlipHOCTH CTpaTerN4ecKOA 06opOHbl. 

A. A. Cae4HH nucaa 0 Tahukl yCTQtk4Nd0A Kateropun soennoro KCKyCCT6a. Han aKTna- 

MOCTb: . BecbMa MactO OWNÜMH. Ma6napaOMwe a nocTanoane geaH, He000TaeTCTay- 
Wute % MMCIOu&HMCA AAA Mee CpeACTeau. 06'bnC11H1oTCH OTYaCTH AO)KHWMM MACAMM 06 

IKTHUHOCTM. OGOpona 110ny49Ad Mano1104eTHWA 3nuTeT anoAnof.. Bee auaAeMH4e- 

CKHe Kypcw nepeA wohnoll (nepnoA MMpoaof. - Aat. ) a Cann ronoc aocxeaAAAK Ao- 
CTOMHCT6a MaCTynAeKNA. antnanocTK, 3axaata HNNl1MaTMBbly. O., Hano aMCTHHHaA aM- 
TMUHUCTb 3aKzi14aeTCA npenae acero is Tpe3uOM B3rJAAe ma ycJlouun 6opiGw; MaAo 

bMActb ace. Max CCTb. a he CTpUHTb oGMa114HBUA nepcnexTHUw. 1iKHgbdtHUa Mon eT 

TpauTOUatbCH Kan y3KOe I101114Tlle, onpeAe. 9A(:, MOe NCKn10'111TejtbH0 apeuetieu, - npe- 

AyllpCil'AeHHC HC'npliNTCJH. UaZU *T 1104HU41 ACICtIHA. OAnauo KOJMO)KIIO TUAKUUaTL 

CUXpa11Q11(le a CIwl(X pyKax wuu4H. T114W i1 6UAee ray6uKU. HaM NCKyCCTUO np000AIITb 
Caulu uunlo U 6upa6e C MenpHHTCALM.. 

Ha cuGwrwnz nepaof MHpoaoh eosnw A. A. Cue4MM yGCAMTeAhHo nonaaaa, 4TO 
ao MMA anTMbHUCTH. aaXaata K yAepn: anaA KHMUUaTHBW Kpyneepwue aoeunue 0iA- 

TeaK COHtpuia. H OWI16KH, noropWe K KOIIe4110M sirore Hens. K nOpalnenn M. B Tpy 
AdX no aoe111tul HCTUpUH N xoeinioil Cipaterlia. a Cayn eGHWX 3anscnax oil na MCTO- 
pH4CCK11L nPNMCP: iX nPOACMluIlcTpKp0UJ1! C44all. KOrAa CTpaTern4eCKas 06opOHa GU- 

A& c; jit ICTb. HHU MepilLM COUCU60M paarpona upormsliHKa. HU OTUepränacb U nOJlllTll- 
4eCKHM pyKUUUACTHOM. H aoeisnwM KOMLII, ýUbaNlle M, lie uuAAcps(HW(Aacb U6lileCtaeH- 
HOCTLIO. LOJIee Toro. tie paw Gblurn0,4TO CTUpO1111NK1l "peWNTeAllJwX ACACTBHAa. lla- 
CTyIl. 'lCIIHA. IiC'M CAACI111wX Cpiun(eNMA OCTaa: lnlsCb if i. 1aupe AdHte nocAe Toro, max ubl- 
MC'HNAOCb, 470 Hx AeIICTMHSI beJAH K SY. )dtKHM nopu». eKHAM. Hopuu 3Toro, n0-aHA11M0- 
My. M ceps coi iianbH011 ncKxoaorits. A. A. CaeMun NAAKkTpupyeT Caof uwau npN- 
MCp0M H3 NCTOpIII nyiu14ecKNx UOAII, rouups 0 cyAb6e Auyx KOMCynOa, not ue 
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CTUN. IH Ito riauc pHMCHO i apMNN, nOTCpneuwel% Compywu m. Noe n, paNtCH. e OT CaM- 

uu a. 2a npn KaHHBX. i... 113 )JbyX PHMCKHX KOHCyAOU MYAPWA 11aui. A 3MNAMA 6WA 

y6HT B 6HTUC 11p& Kalniax, a uTaeTctawlHWf 3a nupaHceHHe TepeHguA Buppoll cnaccx 
6CrCTHoM C nOAM CPHK. CHH$. 3ApaBCTaUaaA n0TOM M OCTaßI4A MHUrO41tcAeHHOe nOTUM- 
c? au; KaNCAWA BOM(J(b, pa3yMH0 pyKoaoAAu(HA onepagHet. MOMteT paCC4HTWMTb 1140- 

tH a AHl(e caoero napTHepa OANOr N3 NAefinux noTOMKOB Tepetutma BappoM'ts. KaK 

npopo4"N 3arnioiaa A. A. Cae'MN, snaeul rope-noAKVaopyee Heucrpe6NMos, 
CpCAH Tex, KTO npNAepwit IaJCN a 20-c rOAbI taKHX me. Kai A. A. Cue4H: 1. 

B3rAAJ1Oa, MOK<HO OTMeTHTb TaKYK! KpynHyIO (4Hrypy. KaK B. M. UlanOwNH)(UB. B no; 
rotoaneHHOII B 1923 roAy 3anHCKe . A6pHC coupeueHHUA crparerHM, OH, KpKTHKyb 
A. M. 2 ougKuucKUro, BWCKaaaJiex npoTHB a6cojix TH3a4NH MaCtynAeIMN: 411a a0 

NO npHMCHAIOTCN, naCTynAdiHe m o60pona. M peKOMeHAoaaTb OAHO HactyaeeKHe He 

TODbNO HCAb3K, NU ; taw e apeAHO), A, A. Cae4HH OT O. b He uonaran, 4to cTparrerM- 

4eCKylO OGOpONy o6ecnevaT 06WNpHWe OpOCtp&NCTBU NaweR CTpaHU. 6e3APPOM(be 

m CypOBcce 3HMI14, KaM 3T0 npitnaCOIbanN (fly onn011eiTW. CTpaterwceCKan 06opOHa 

aIACAaCb CMy Hpe, KAC ucero Has COUONynNocTb onepagNA. BKAK)' lOuUNX KOHTpyAa- 

pW N KuHlpaTaKH Na pa3AH%HWX 3apaiee nOACOTOBAeHHWX pyGeiKax; OH nPeAOCTepe- 
raA npoTHa ynOiaNHK JIB B03mowmoCTN, KoTOpbie apeAOCTaBAXIUT Mast teppHTupiA, 

KANMaT. EIMC a 1924 ruAy is oiepee aOnucucde HAAK)3H$B ON nucaA: sCuaercKaa 
BAaCTb noAy4NAa of craporo pe*HMa CAOIKNOe HBCAejeTao. I TOM 4NCAe w ty nyxo- 
Byio nepusy, KOTOPYIO IApeACTBBAAAM M4ICJIN 0 6eCNOHe icoc H pyCCKOI% tePPHTOPNN, 

npe, 1CtaaAAKw&eA wMpOKOe noAe AAA orctynnexaA, 0 KeyJ3BHMOCTN AAR auewHero 

apara nuneii4ecKOro gexrpa, 0 pycc«OA 3HMe. KOTOpaA OCTBHOBH? BCMKOe aTOpHCe- 

NNeB, OTMegaA. 4TO teAerpa4, paAHO. a1Na: 4NA, 11$TOM06MAN, aCA COapeMeaHaR Tex- 

HNKa - 9TO "BeuHKHe nOMIHpaTeAM npoCT aiCTaa" 'Ero npeABNAeNNe Aoutxoc bio 

IwATBepAHAocb Ha ace puHTaz BTOpo ýNpoeoA IOAHW. ONO TCM bönee enpaueA- 
JHeu a coapeueHHwx ycaoBHHX. KorAa 6ypHUe p33HHTHe noJ)'4HAM CpeACTBa ynpaB- 

AeNNK H CMAJN, TpaHCnupTHWe epeAciBa, cpepcrea AucraroKH 6oenpunacua AO geeeA. 
HCTOpHA, OTMC4a, A. A. CBe4MH, y4NT. 410 CTpaTerx4CCHOe 3Ha4esse CTUAHL 

anpauylo 3aBHCHT "OT nanpRiKeHsu nOAIITM4eCKHX crpacreA.. IIonouy a 6yAyu4eA 

BOANe. KOTopan. HeCOMNesHo. npHMer OCTpeAWHA nOANTMYeCNNA zapaxTep. ON MaCtOA- 

%mBO peicOMCHAOBaA HaAe)KHO odecne4NTb a nepayio o4epeAb 3au. HTy MOCKaW MAN 

noAMT114CCKoro ijeHTPa COBetcKoA POCCHN. Mho spewKTeAbIIag napTHA AOAMCHa bam 

cwrpaHa 3aecbs. BeAHKaR OTe cectaeHNas coAHa. KagaawaHCA a cyu&ecTBenHO HHWX 

)CAOBNKX, IIOAtBepcNAa ocL4oe 311a4e1/Ne CTUANMW Hawero roCyAapCTea a nOAHTFWe- 
(KHX H CTpaTerH'ceckHx nAaHax FNTAepa. BepMaXT paaaepHyA NaCT)nateAbHwe one- 

pai itu cpa3y no TpCM CTpaTcrw4ecxHW Manpan. 1eHIIR-a, NU ritallbiR yap MaHUCHACH 

B KanpaeneH&IK MOCNBW. OcHoiwaR me rp)IInNpoBKa KpaCHoil APMNN 6WAa cucpe- 
Auro4eHa io»CHee, o6paaoaaa nocne Mauna BoAHw lOro-3anaAHWA 4IpoHT. 3Aecb 6w. 

Ao 1104TH He tperb 6unbwe CMA N cpeActa. NesceAN B cocraee 3anuAHoro 4IpuMta. 

upHI pwBaawero MacKay. 
OAHHM H3 uoCAC CtaHli pa3rpOMa wKO. abi A. A. CBC4NHa Grano HeAOCraTO4Hoe 

wutuaiiitc COBCTCKOIi Buw11HOR Hd)KH HaiallyHe BIAHKOA OTe cCrii H11oM BO(1HW K teo- 

pHN CTjpaTerHH it Ie1OM H CTpUTerHM U6OpuNW B UCO&'IIHOCTII. Tax. B 1935 roAy a 
11utiiiiuA UH4ACMHII MMCIIN M. B. WpyH: >L Ha BuCH1101ICTUNHYCCKUM IJ3KyJbTeTC npu- 
rpMMa IIpe{V'CMdTpaaaJIA 32.4acuaoA KYPC AtKUHA no reupuc Crpateruu, OAiicKO HH 
uAlla ANKLNA He 6wna npu4HTaHU, Korpa a 1930 MAY 6WAa yvpesiAeHa AKaAeMHR 
Fe1WpaAbHoro wTa6a. Ky)C CtpaterHH He aoweA B ee nporpauuy. 17peActaaateuH 

BwCWCrO KOMaIIAoaaIliisc. mail BCIIOMNHaeT C. C. NccepcoH. yKAOHRAMCb OT 4Tt HHR 
7CKuIir1 no CTpaTerHH (Kpowe M. H. Tyxageacioro, KOTopwn BWCtynKA O'ANH pa3 B 
Iia4a, e 1937 roAa no 06u&sw npo6ACMaM coapoueiciioA BOAHW). BCe, OTIIOCNUICCCA 
N CTpcTCrHN. nOCTenHHHO CTaAO C4HTaTbCN MCKJIWYIITeAbHWM IlpaauM UWCWeru pyKo- 
BUaCTUa B'AHWJ CraAHila. MHUCNe KOH4Cnijiu, nonoweHMA, BWCKa3LHIuic it 20-x -- 
ild%Ae 30-x roAob, 6wAH o6roaaneuw 4y)i{IWMII. UPeAHTC3bCKHMH. Hbu&cicutuiiiiwe 

penpeccuH, KOTOpWM 6WAa noAHeprnyta H 6e3 Toro MaAU4NCAe1111as rpynna aorHa- 
4a116HkIKUa H TeupeTNKUU, npHOCTaHOUNAH pa3BHTHe CTPaTeru4CCI uR TeopHN. 

I10CACACTUHA UKa3aANCb pwcOBWMH u. a Hac a Haga. e uocinw. 0113aecn1aiI paC- 
TeNN1111OCTb. IIeyMCHNC OXBdTMTb CAUK(HyiU UGCTaHUBKy B Lte]10 t, npH11ATH tW4e000Ü- 
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pa. lioe peWeuNe a KpynNOM MHCWTa6e m nOA4NHHTb eMy Uecb XOA C06blTNA ÖWAN a 
3Ha4HTl: JILHUl1 CTeneNN pe3y IbtaTOM CTpaTerH4eCKoR lleUpHellTHpOBaHHOCTH M Hll1UA- 
rUTOUJ1eHtK1CTH MwCA, t*b KpynHwMH KaTerOpIAMN CTpaterH4eCMoro 3Ma4eHNA... - 
000OMNHtlA C. C. IICCePCOH. - SWCTpoe u McHeHHe yMOHACTpOeHun aOeKHOrO KOMaH- 
JtuHaHNli. )'me bctyIl11UWer0 B CMpTeAbHyIo CxaaTKy C HanCBWNM aparOM. Ne 6WJ1O 

CoOLCIIC' eiiO UOCIIHTUNNeM rH6KOA MWCAN, me nOA4NHeHHOA HNKBKHM AeIAapaLtHAM N 
Cuu6uANOA a nPRURTHH oncpaTHB11Wx peweHH . KHKHe ONO C4HTaAO Hy1K11WM a C03- 
A7ºBWIIxCK yCJ10HNMx . 

npeKpauleHwe JIHCKyccMA DO Bonpocau Te0pHH BOeH1l0A CTpa- 
TerNM OTp1114aTe11UU CKa3aAOCb M Ha p83MNTHM Onep&lrMbW o MOKyCCTaa, npNOpMTCT 
M pa paÖ0TKe KOTOpOPO IIpHHaAAekta1 coaexxoA Hayy0OA wuoAe. CMbl 6WAM CaA3a- 
NW uuFeAeJIeHHUMI t10JIo*eMNNLIM AeKAapaTHaHOro xapaxtepa 0 KaCTynaTeJlbHOM 

MrAtIMM BOAHbi, O TOM, %TO IMWa &PMHA 6yAeT CaMOA HanaAaIou(eA apMHeR. 0 TOM. 

4T0 MU nepetleceM MUCHNWe JIeACTaMA Ma TeppNTOplno npOTHHHNKa H T. A.. 11 T. n.. - 
CBMAerenbcreyeT r. C. Hccepcou. - 3rM npeAAOM(eHNA npenoAHocxANCb caepxy Kam 

MealpCAUM uwe py'KoaoAAuAme AHpelITHaI Nawell BOCHHOR n07HTHKN H KAaJIHCb B 

ucuo y act: ro BoeNNoro MWw IeHNA KOMallAHoro coc aua. B nep«UA KyAbTa AN4MUCTM 
Ctanitea OHH upno6peA11 3HaseHHe 3akoHa m He noAaeaaJ1M 06CyNcAeHMw... " 

" lpaKT114ecKH He3YMe4euHblMH OCTaANCb ocyu4eCTBJIewtb10 B 1938 roj(y pa3pa- 
64JTKM AKBACMNH reHep8Ab11Uro Wta6a - Mnepaue as BCKI HCT0pH10 TIKNX Amape- 

MIIA - no reble CApMHA a o6opolea. j]ponoaeAOBaaWNACA M UOAMTK4edHNM pyHOBOA- 

CTBOM, N pyKOBOACTBOM HapKOMaTC 060pOHW Te3MC O JlpeBOCXOACTBe NacTynJIeIMA 

HaA odapGHOA oKa3aJICA npenuTCTBMeM'Ma ocMwcaexMA sTNX pa3pa60TOK. ANaAeK- 

THKa COOTHOWeHNA o6opouw N HACTynJ1e1WA He OPHMHMaA&cb BO SURN&Mue. 
1IAeA Henpeueunoro nepeHeceNNA MOAHbi a CaMOM ee Na4aAe Na TeppHTOPMJO 

nputaaHuka yxopeHMJlacb y rOCyAapCTBeHNWx pyKoBoANTeaef m 3Ha4MTeAbHon %RCTH 

UWCWcro HUeHHOrO KOMaiiAOBaHMA. He 060CN0/axHaA NM ? eopetwgeu(H, HH BHaJM3OM 
KUNKpeTHOA MOeHNO"II0JINTM4ecMOA 06CTaHOBKM. NM onepaTMBHbIMM pac'eTaMH, OHa $w" 
Texaia npewwAe acero 113 HAeonorwiecKHx yCTaHOBOK. Ja uB npaKTN4eCKOM OTNOWe" 

NUM olla OTpaOaTwBaaaCb AaAeHO Ne nocAeAOBaTCAbHO, M. pa3yMeeTCA, 8TO OCO6eHHO 
OTp&lydTeAbuO CKa3aAOCb Ha nOArOTOBKe we TOAbicO 06opOHbl Ha OepeAOBWX py6ewfax, 

NU Ma 11ea0M Teatpoa BOTHHb1X AeACTBMA a rny6MNe csoeP TeppwropHH. OpraHN3a- 

qNs u BeAeHNe CTpaTerH4ecIoA o6opoHbi 6b1AH 0J1HNMN 113 CamblZ CJIONCHb1X 3aJ{a4, 

NOtopwe npIWAOCb peLUaTb coaetCKOMy BepxoaioMy rJIaaHOKOManAOBaHluo a nep" 
awe We AHN. BeAHNas OTe4CCTBeHHaa BOAHa y6eANTeabHo noxa3aaa, 'ITO OTpa3HTb 
cTpateru'ecltoe HacTynJleHHe XOPOWO noAroToaJeHHOro nPOTHBHNKa MHMOxOAOM, npo- 
CTO Max npOMeM<yr04Nyl1 3aAa4y. NeBO3MOUWO - Tpe6ylOTFA AAHTenbHWe N 0MteCTO- 
4eHHWe 060pOHIfTeJlbubie CpaMeHHA H OnepalµHH. ECJIN 6W NX nOATOTOBHAN. TO CO- 

BCCM NNa'le, C y4eTOM 060pOHHTeAbHbIX 3aAa4, pacnoAaraANCb 6w rpynnHpoaKH CUJI 

U CP CTU. no-NHOMy CTpOHJIOCb 6W ynpaaaeHNe H OCyUyeCTBAMAOCb 3WeAONHpoaaNNe 

MaTepla, bnblX 3anAcoa H APYrHX M06HJIH3aljHOliHbIX peCypcoB. OpHeHTHpOBaHHWe Ma 
HeMCAJlCNHoe HOHTpHaCTynAeIlle. nepexoAAWee v o6lltee HaCTy11AeNHC, rpynnxpoall, 

i. 11pNKpblTWo rny6oio 3WeJloHNpoeaHH0(1 060POHOA. CaMH aecbMa yJaHHMI, AAA 

MoUUiWX BIIe3arnIWX yAapou. Oco61'NIHO YH3811MbIMi1 Oxa3aIINCb CHCTe. Ma ynpaBAeHHa 11 
CUr136, Hap)'UIenNC KOTOPWX 6WJI0 eABa AN He OCNUBHbIM I»aITOpOM. pe3MO M3NeHHa- 
UJiIM CUUTIIouieNNC peaALIIUX 60CMWx bOaMONUIOcTen M nonb3y arpeccopa. jlyMaeyg$, 

4TO U AOCUT041IUf MCpC 3TOT ß1aHTOp HO y'ITCH All CHX HOP. 
OW116KH UOCHII011OAHTN4e'CKOro, CTpaTel'N4eCKOro M OnepaTNBHOrO XapaKTepa 

npNUCAN H TAMUCHM nopawteIINMM hpaCHOA ApMHN, MIIAANOHHbM 4eJIoae4eclHM Wept- 
Sam. ytpaTe 311a4NTeAbHUA TeppfTOpHN N orpomubix MaTepHaJ wwx 4eHHOCteA. B TOM 
411CAt 3Na4HTeAbHOA 4aCTH npoiwWAe iHoro nutenl(NaAa. 

B pa6UTaz no CTpaterHH N onepaTNMHOMy `ICNyCCTBy BCANNOA OTe4eCTBe11HoA 

BOAuw BIIAOTb AO HCAaU11NX nup paccMatpKBaACK npeNMylyectaeHNo OnbT ycnewllwx 
CTpOTCrH4eCKHX Mactynarenbubx onepagii Na'NNBA co aTOpOA n0, ioaIMbl 1943 ro- 
pa. 9act0 Aäwe lie yIIOMNHaJlOCb 0 TOM. 4TO OHH MAN UOJMOwHw TOJIbKO nocne 
CCPNM CTpar@rNMCcKUx o6opoNNTeArHwx Onepa4NA. Bwpa arb crparerIi ec«yx1 MIIH11Ha- 
TNi, y y ouaclluAwu -o ApombiliIKa yjlanocb i eioa orpoMMwx Ncepta. 
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HeuHMMaHMe K nepao iy nepKoAy BeAHKol OTe4ecraeHnof BORHW c ncilxoiiorH- 
4eCKOR "T04KH 3pewi i UGHNTHO. OAHaKO -ONO CTOJIb "1Ke BpeJuo. ' cHoAb m NC"auHManHe 
a 20-e m 30-e row K YPOKaM nopawe11HR K 060pOHNTejibsWX CpaweHHA I(paCHUR 
Apulia a rpaN(AalicKyio BORHy. HCBMKMawte TO lie MU( 70 HC OTpU3HTbC)l IM pa3UNTNH 
COUCTCKOR 11001HOR MWCJIH. JIHWb B nucJleAHeL UpeMa. oco6ell10 Docile npouuarna- 
WCIIH 1 Ha 6epAHHCKOM 3aceAaINH TIOJIHTH%ecKoro KOHCyJILTaTHaIK)r0 KOMHTCTa Op- 
ralw3auNH Bapwaaclioru Joroaopa a Mac 1987 rOAa ee bUClI11011 AOKTIiHIIW. NMCK)- 
WeR cyry6o oöuponHTeiLMwf xapaKtep, IWAO3t CIIMc Ilan HH4cT MCIUITLCA. 

311d4NTejli. 110 HJMeIICllil UUC'iIiw-TCXHH4eCHi1H 4aCTb CUUCTCKUII UuC1111011 AuKTpH- 
IIW (M CTpaTerNN. 0I1CpaTNBHOM HCKyccTBe). C AeTa 1987 roi a UGINHJI@HO noisumeNHe 
0 TOM. 4TO OCHOBHIaM CfOCO6uM AeRCTMNR Boopya(eiwiwx CNA CCCP lips vipawtum" 
arpeccmu 6yA, T Ne HaCTy1WTcALliwe. a O6OpOHNTCJILHWC OUCpdyHH M Guttue AeRcT- 
uux. a Tau «e KOIITpIIaCTYlInCiule. 

COOTBeTCTUYIODUHM o6pa3oM MeliAeTCH ctpyi: Typa BOUpy KcltHWX CNJI CTpaH - 
y4aCTHH1t BapuiasCKOro Aoroiopa. 3Te CTpyitypa. CJIowiniw. IKCA K MOMCUTY 3 xu- 
AeHNA IIHI{ Ol3 0 1K)e11110R AOKTPHIIC. 110 CAOM4M nepuoru UUMeCTHTeAH MNIIFICTpa 
060puHW CCCP - riasuui(omuiWlouAcro OG'beAHNeulwMH BOUpptivi HWMH CHJIaMH 
r0CyAapcTu -- y. acTiiaxoa Bapwauemoro ) orouopa rel epaJW apuiw II. JIywcua. lie 
anomie OTMe4aJla AOKTpHHaJILHWM Tpu6owiöNNM. AAA 11pH I4I111N Uoopyleeu11WM CM- 
AaM roCyAapCTB -- y4aCTMNlcOa Bapuiaucxoro Jyoroaopa o4eMNAHOA 060uHHTeALKUR 
HanpaIAe1N10CTN Will COKpautaKYTCN. H3MeNAIOTCM MX CTPYKTypa It COMM. 

OANII M3 rilaUHWx nplHuhnOB CTpOHTCJIbcTaa CoaeTCKHX BOUpy)KCHHWX CNJI 
coapeMeHNWX ycA06: tAX - npxaµHn pa3yMHOR OGOpOHNOR AOCTaTO411UCTH. IIpaKTN4e- 
CKII ato o3Ha'aeT npwAaille mu nehaCTynaTeJlbnOR CTpyKTypW; IlpCAeALHOe 0fpaNM- 
4eHNe a NX o6L1eu COCTu"e yAapIIWX CHCTeM; Ha*eweaMe ANCAOKat(NH a pac4eTe Ha 
CWnOJINe11Ne CTpofo 06Opo11MTeJIb11WX 3aAa4; cIINACeNue napaucTpou M06114113auNON- 
NorO pa3aepTWBaMNN Boopyweuawx CNA, a Ta"e obbeuou eoeulloru 11puH3aoACTea. 

OUT BCANKOA OTe4CCTBCIIHOR aui111W. ocbeutaeMWR B 311L4HTeJIbllON Mepe C ne- 
pe ocaMN. npH ucel er0 HeCOMHeNHOR IleH110CTM. npt UCCX MWAaWUUHXCA AuCTKaCC- 
HNAX Hawero uoeiuoro HCKyCCTBa. HepCAKO a6COJIK)TN3HpOMdJcH. 3T0 Mewailo nOJiNu- 
MBCWTa6HOMy y4eiy ace HOBWX M HOBWX nOJINTIl4ccxHX. ahoHOMH4ecKNX. Hay41iO-Tex- 
uN4CCKHX. onepaTHBliO-CTpaTerH4eclox I4aKTOpOB. KapAHNaJIbHO N3MCHUBWHX nocne 
BTOpOR MNpoeoR BORIIW, noilb3yncb BWpaweHHeu A. A. CBe41111a. sCTpaTerN4eCKNR 
JIaHAWacrTº. CpeAH TaKHX caxTOpoa npc»CAe acero AAeplloe opyMCHe. A TaK)Ke 3a0- 
AK)I HH 06W411WX UoupylCHNR. HHOR 06JIHK N COAep)KaHHC AOKaAbHbIX UORH. IIClloJIb- 
3Uaalllte aoc11NOR CN: IW Ne TOJILKO Nä nOJtAX cpanieliHR, HO H Ajin npHMuro m onucpe- 
AOSdii1fOrO nOANTH4CCKOfO BJIHNHHH. 

O6W4KWe Boopyn e11NA nocnc BTOpOR MNposuR 11011Hw e CBOCM pa3HHTNK npo- 
WJ1N Hall MItHNMyM TpIt 3T011ä, KOTOpl$C Hal 6W np011N3WUaeT TCHAC1141ii1 K IIoJpa- 
CTaNMW JOJIM 3JICKTNOI111WX CpCACTB ynpauWeliKA. CUAJH N pd'JUCAKH H 000TUCTCTbCH- 
HO CIXA(. TB paAHO3JICKTpOUI1Ok 6OP66W (P313). Ycilex 6ucIblx AetiCTaliA 1IO6uro Mde- 
WTd6a lid CyWe 11 lia Mope unpeAC7)IeTC)1 Tenup& YWe 3auueua11HeM rocnoACTua lie 
TOJIbKO M Bo3Ayxe. 110 NB 4Npe. 3TOT Bb1U0A KNNCCT I1pn tue OTIIUWC"11HC K UHeWIICR 
IIUJINTNKe N MehKAyIIapOAHwu OTIIOWCIINAM. Bei IW111Odallltn Jah(. 11OMep110CTCR pa31111" 
Ti1N uoeuuoro Aena II0003MU)KIIO pewafb nyTCM IIC'peroUOpo1 KOnpoew COMpol11CMNN 
BOOpy8CCHIOWX CIIJI H HUOpyNICIWR. yKpenBCHHd CTpuTerwiecKOR CTd61: I61IOCTH. 

JIUKaAb11WM aoltilai nocAcuoe1111uro 11CIJHUAA M HdWC11 IK1ANtH4CCKUII H bOeuiiiOR 
JINTepaType yAeAACTCA JleAUCTaT04oO BHNMaHNH. a MCAL nuAXOAHTb K NX onWiy npli 
3KCTpanonmumH ero Na 6yAyulee m Ha 3aKOHOMepHOCTH lio euHo"n(JJIHTH4eCKoro npOTH. 
HOCTON1111N mewAy OIll1 H IIATO. CCCI' N CILIA IIAAO BL"CbMJ OCTUpuNAlo. }ICCJIeAO- 

BäHHN IICTOp14KU"nUJutTOJWC114eCHOro. unepaTNU11U-CTpaTerH4CCKuro, UUCIIHU"3Ku11uMN- 
4C"CKUrO M HAY 4 IIO"TC111N'eCKOro XapalTepa M3AO 061CAH11eNW. OTCTaCT npilucuette 
McTogou CHCTeMlIor0 allAillwa. 

IlpewswullH0 Cb. KHO M 3TOM nJ1alie uceCTUI)OM ICC -B IIOAHTM4eCKOM. Onepa- 
TNYHOM. TawilgedKou (PTIIOWCIINH - N3y4eKlle aof1HW a AihralllIcTdlle, CuUMCCT11wX 
Aei1CTKHR COBOTCKNx N a4)ra11CKNX MUOpywe11NWX CHJI Ha IIpuTluiteIlK11 AdUNTH neT. 

Tu BI eMN. Itur. ld aMCIMI(WICKi1N ariweclia nutepnena IlupasteliNe so libetnahe. 
6JIIINJICBOCTo411WC MORHW 1967 N 1973 roAou utAaneHW 'IT Hoc 6014We. 4CM O? 
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182 A. A. KOKOWHH, B. H. AO6O8 

yMacTIHUwu AucHyccHA KoI14a 20"x - Ha4an8 30"x roAua 6wna orAanclla COBCTCHo- 
nOJII. CKaR BoAHa. OAHaku ypoaeHb N4UI1KPCTHOCTH HccneAoaaHHA 3TNX AWN. Mexa- 
HHJMa UPHHHTHH pcWeuNA, ogeHKN pOAH HaWNX coBeTNNKOa m MawedO OpyH<NA OT- 
CTaeT OT Hay411o1w ypUBHM Tex AeT. A BeAL TOrla MW 6wJIH NCH3MepH1M0 CJI46ee. 
YA3911Mee. Aa H TaKHMH MHUTO4HCAeHHWMH KaApaMH cne4NaJ111CT0a He pacnoaaraAH. 

Ile uccJIeAOua&W M BOUPyHfeHllwe KU114JIMNTW IlOCJlebOeHHwx AeCATHJIeTNA MeH<- 

Ay CU4M8AHCTH4ecxHmH. rOCyAaPCTBaMH - CCCP N KHP. KHP H CPB. He c4opMy- 
JIHpUUdNL1 AOCTaTO4HO 4CTXO BWBOAW, pCKOMtHAaI(HH. KOTUPWC MOrJIII 6w UOIHOCTLW 
HCKJIKl4HTº TeKuru poAa KOMf4JIHKTW a Gy{zyulew. 

CJN'j(yC7 HMeTb B SHAY. 4TO neplluA 6opb6w 3a 3talk11W1aJILNOC ocbo6owAeHHe 
KO1UUHaAbHwx H 3al)HCHMWX CTpall Is TP3A111W11O11HOM IIpCACTaaACIIHH B 3Ha4HTe2ILHOA 
Meile 3aY-pWHJICH. lice 6UJIbwLe ROH(lAHKTOB 9 3OMe pa3UHealuUuuxCA CTpaH. HHXOAA- 
U1HXCM b CTIANH ()opMNpoaauNA caoeh HaL4HOHaJIbHUA H MHur0Ha11HUHUALHOA (MHOrO- 

WIeMeHHOA) rOCy. apCTBCHHOCTH, 14)OIICx0AIIT McKCpy HHMII CJMHMH. McCWTa61al npi" 
MCHeINA aoeHHon c«nw s 3ToA none He y6weaIoT. A no pHAy napamerpoe N paCTY?. 
I POW CC AaKanbH. jI KN POJIH BOCHHUA CM: IW 3AC'Cb COW He IIL4aJICH. TAX 4TO BUnpuC 
u cnpauepnHuwx H HCCnpaUCAJHBWX buüuax AW11K01 Bu MHurtM petuurb(M nu"MObuMy. 

I{a4CCTbe111lO au: 1pUCWHA ypoBeNL baaHM0: wJUMCMMOCTH 113MCHOA xapaKTep 6opb- 
6w Kans? aAIlCTH4ec«MX roCyAapCTU Sa pw11KN CGWTI N NCT0411HHH CWpOM - Oil CTa1 
HIIWaI. 4CM 6WU He TOJILKO McHgy ABysi MnpouwaM mormaNH. no mB nepawe nocae- 
BOCHHWe AecnTHJICTNN. HaH60JICe noKa3aTeJIbHa B 9TUM OTHOWCHNII nOJiHTNKa ${no- 

MHN. He o6naAalou eA MIIoriraH FNAaMH eupbi (Ha4NNaa c axeprorocHTeaea) N cy- 
JilecTaeNHO YTTyaalou en Apyrini NanRTanHCTimexIN rocyAapCTBaM a BOeltOA 
1500(11. 

fpN OIjeHHC BoeHHO"nOJIHTH4CCK0A 06CTailOUli11 B MHpe MW AäACKO Ne a n0AHof 
MCpC y`IH1b1UaeM. 4TO HWIIeW1111e 6ypHSya3H4)- WliluHpaTH4CCHHC PCSKHMW B Ul'AyiuHX 
KanHTaJIHCTH4ecKNX rocyAapcraax. AaH: c ecaH y BJI4CTH KoNcepBaTMBHWC npaBNTC. 9b- 
CiBa, pe31W OTAN4alOTCA OT Kpafke npaawx, ulna rNTAepa NAH M)'CCOJIHHU. peMCH- 
Noe. Jlo cHX nop HHWe NaWM y4eHWe. ol>, euIsaaN BepOHTHOCTb vOAHW, npaKTH4CCKH 
He SIOHNIIMaIOT a pac4CT NH 3TN Na4ecTBelnwe pa3J111411A, fill TO. 4TO IITerN BTOpOA 
NNar'HOA BOAHW rAy60K0 OTpa311JINCb ma cGuAectaeHHUM CO3HaNNII a 6OAbWHNCTbe 

paab:; Twx KanHTiJHCTH4ecaxx rocyAapcTa. KoNe'HO. 3T0 NO MCKA10'IaeT Neo6XOAH- 
11OCil1 AOCTOHHHO 6WTL a Kypce AenTeJIbsOCT11, MaC6lTaGoB BANHIINA ua MaCCW If 
npaBHTeJILCTba pa3JIH4Hwx 3KCTpeM11C1CKIIX rP)'nIINpOBOK N opraHhiJal(lIi, CnocoomwX 
peJKO H: IMCHHTb nOJHTH4CCKyl), a 4epC3 Wee N BoenHo-nojIHTN4eCN) W 06Ctau0BKy. 

XapawTep uoeHHO-no. nMTH4CCKKx bJaHMÖOTlleWCIIKSt Meagsy CCCP H CWA. OBJJ 

N IIATO 3aieTHO is Ieumaca, ctaila Menee Hall PA)ACHH411 Me»IJ1y11apufýH3A O6CTaliou- 
Ka, cHHasnacb HenocpepcTuenHas unacIOCTL arpccCMU, uýju4Ku yrpu: w aohnW cuxpa- 
UlseTCA. C, rAOBATe, 16No. Hy*H 6gwreJILMOCTb. NyWHO 3HaTb. Kam pa3uHiWIUTCA Boopy- 
M. eHHwe cMJlw CWA N HATO. papa Apyrax rocyAapc? B. 

Pa3yMleetcH, rw He Nc4epnann ace Hpynowe noCHHO"noaurugecKHC npo6aean. 
HyH; aaIuII HCCA a HccneMobaIIuH. 

Cen4ac. Hurpa amN nh1o Jlerlw Teopuu ctpetcrfH. BOCIUwrO HCNyCCTua Is genuM. 
Orpa11H4tHMH H COMpauwwIIHA HOOpy�. esIIIWX CH-1 H W. UpYMCe5I&IIl WIIpUNU u6CyeMAjWT. 
CN, b *IfO pac(Matp11a8Tb MX p IICTOpH4ecKUM KUIITBxCtC, o6pal4aTLCö x aa6WTW. i 
HAM : I0Ay3af. WTW)4 paCOTaY COaeTCNiIX ncAHTunoruK H toeHULix TCOpeisi08? U XN Ha- 
4aix 30 x repoe, 3ea4HreAbwe Lecro cpegH borop: rx npHNaliexiXT A. A. Caeeilry 
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Appendix F. General Pokrovskiy, 'The Employment of Long- 
Range Rockets', Tekhnika moloddzhi, April, 1944 (before 
the German V-2 offensive against London began). Showing 
barrge of large missiles, but mounted on mobile Transporter- 
Erector-Launchers, like modern missiles. The beginning 
of the 'Revolution in Military affairs'. 
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te1epa4", Ka4op aM-wexepHso-mexxu'ie- 
CKO4 cAyw6w r. 110f(/OBCKHJ 

ECT16 
TEKKC SHAW TeXHNKH, KYK, H8(iPH. 

prep, paAHO, KOTOpbfe B03HHKnH HeCKOJrhKO Ae- 
cRr*wLen4A Ha3aA 

.My 
me noJly'Hnif rpoMaA. 

Hpe pannrxe H Rceo(5i ee npHNenene. 
apyrite IWAN TeX'+iH1(H p33BHBa'JDHCb Me 

JlelrHee, Ho -im pa3aime WJro ReYKJDOHHO it 
9Rasetine ace 6onee H 6oree s03pacrano. 
K TBKXW 06n2CTAM TexHHKH MO)KHO AnA 
npnMepa OTHeCTH apTHJrneptiro, A3BCCTHyx1 A 
Eepone c XIV Bexa, a is Kwrae to euto pa- 

I nee. 
HaxoHeti eCTU TBKfle IMAM TeXrnnKH, xOTO 

pbte R3BecrHÜ oge'Hb Aasno, Ho px pa3HHTHe 
HAer iteja. m O:. epn0: !) OArn'. 9n0Xir 9TH air- 
Abt TeXIMHK HaQHRax)T n1HpOKO 41pWMeHfYncCR; 
nOTOM HX 3866[68AOT, tax KaK 8HHMaHHe npH. 
enexa or pyrite cnoco6m peruenm Tex «e 
3aAa9; nOTOM npH HJMeHeHHH 06CTaHOHKi1 
CTapOe orian BdnoMNHaercn, ylty9IIIaeTCA H 
Ha IHOBOtI, 6OJree BbLCOKO CTaAHH pa3BMTHR 
HaXOAUT BHO6b nllpoxoe npHMeBe I1 e. 

NMCHHO K 9TOMy fOCneAHCMy 9HAy TCXHH- 
KH OTHOCATCA. paKeTt , HJ1H pe8KTNBHbie McTt" 
TEJr "w ailnarpaTbl. 

IZpHHIj'Hil CTVOACTBa paxeThr O4eNb npOCT 
K Tenepb 

dMew3BeCTe'H. 
Bce CBOAHTCH K 

rpy6Ke, eiyrpn xaropo% HBXOAHTCA nopox. 
Tpy6xa SiMeeT ornepcrxe ß XBOCreaoM xo fitze. 
Ec. ax nopox ropHT, To nopoxoibie ra31A Bbi- 
XOART cepea sro orsepcme. B pe3yntraTe 
OTAaga HJfm peaxann cTpyx nopoxoserx ra3oiu' 
e03HH4caer cw: ra, To. Txaloutaa rpy6Ky snepeA. 

PAKeTA MOk(CT IIeTeTh C&MOCTOATe: ILHO R 
HecrH Ha ce6e rat Hui HHOA rpya. Ee Monc- 
Ho npnxpennrh, K caMOrreTy H'H KATtpy, N 
TorAa paxera 6yAeT npitaoAHTb Hx H aHH)KeliHe. 

PaKeTa HMeeT OgeMb npOCT'IO KO7tCTpyK- 
uHIo. fI09TDMy Aawe aecbMa MOU. LHytO pRKCTý 
M0 nHO CAeJtam %nagmTejrbHo ÖOJIte. JIerKO 

ge1. t Asxramenx Apyrtix Txnoo, fianpfr, Mep, 
BMHTOMOTOpHy o rpynny camonera. OAHaxo 
TAKOA n irpnül is Dece HMeeT npaKTugecKoe 
9H8ge11He TOJIbKO npH KpaTKoapeMe'HHOÄ pa- 
6oTe A. sxraren,. aeno n To14, qro y paKeTu 
KO9(ýH14HeHT none; +xoro AC Crw HR. MCe, qeM 

y Apyr; sx Tama aBMr! Te ̂ ^ It OUR norpe6. 
JT eT 60nbwe, ropºogero (lo9roMy nec ropa- 
gero A: IR paKerw 6onb[ue aeca roplogero A.. rR 
MOTOPA TOR »Se MOt11HOCTH Ha TO >Ke DpemH 
r'.. öo-rbl. CneAOga-renhuo, eCJIN HaMegaCTCR 

HOP Toraa, XOtJja T('e6yeTca KPaTKOnptWCl. 
na» pa6(rTa npH 311a4Kre4h4)A M(wtn. 0CrM. 

P. 03MOM1! O, RTO paKeTa 11URaCT Ceßc np71 4C- 

IttliHe HR CaMOReTAX-HCTpe6HTe. DIX K H8 

TferKHX 6bPCTpO1IO, 1HbiX ' KOp36 SAX JAA Bpe- 

Mc1rHOro nO8brHJe, 1HH CKOpOC111 npH ATaKe, 

fie 3aMCHA» npH 9TOM oc), to n. x , ̂ , AKi7TP, TCib, 

npexrN831lageHHHK A19 o bmioro a8H)Ke11H», 
A Kp0Me Toro, 8 HHOCTpA1010f' 11C44TH 

HMeKrmjt MHOrOVHC, TCHHb[e yK838HHA H8 TO. 
47O YHIe C03AaHH paKeTHbie cauo. 1eTN . H)- 
nce 6e3 BHHT'OMOTOpf0A rp)mlTN. 

Etue 6o: 1ee. t11HpOKO np)MeneHHe y»<e no- 
r. 1rHn. 1 paKe-73 . 3Y. '5oc`ß C° McTa T! Rbi(he 
CptACTBO, 33MeURA C VCTIeXOM 8 pAae C. Ty- 
48CB apmmepHio. TaKOe Hp»meHCHHC )BKPT 
HHHPCTH0 4pC3bb4aAHO 1JBHO. 3ru Linuno 
U6LH<: HHrb nCCbMB 60,74n1VH np(iCIOTO A 

ycrpoikrBa paxerbl, He Tpe6y? MeA mir-, )roe- 

--, Bö ý 

i 

%ý '-- 

i 
/ý 

" 
-I' 

I- 

// 

- 

aeH)IR HH Ck)N(HWX MCX3HH4eCKNX neT8JP2, 
HK IIpHMe71t'NMR MNTepPamD aWQKOQ npOV- 
HQCT11. 

li3aecrHO, 4TO eu'e KHr3l%Ud 38 2 aX) 1fer 

no Hatuero tipemmR nNlb3ol)a. rmcb p8 elawX 
KaX fHpOTeXHH4eCKHM M 5o u1,: N (3aN(Mra- 

'e, 161? UN) cpeß. cTBOM. 
113 K11Taq p3KPTN QnIpOKO paCnpOCTpJHH- 

JImlcb tta 3anaA. HU XV eexe we yAa'nro nlw. - 
6lCHKn 311aMt): 'HHTh1I VCUK Xlt nc)11)S) )ACU 1l 

rocyJ3'pCTACHInd 3eRTeJl, f1H F) "i 33- 
» Hr aTe11bHUE cpe. ZC I'OU Uptl (Call' rtlp<, 10B. 

11o3A)Iee. Y XO>IIUI` XVIII BPKa, A KHiNA- 

CK'nx BQkCKTX, Cp3ixautijmxcR tipoTro aBr: IH- 

43)i, JIefCTBOß3JM uentie enei Na1T1, WhI tioA 

p83,1eJrelHHR paKCTOMt'. T'HKO6, DOOpY4(PM''Nl 

paK(', TdMH, CAe. TaH)(W%4K 143 6aV6yKOed'x4 na, 

JIC K. 

AnHTe. gbnaR pa6OTa, TO yBe: FHgC'IHe DCC21 
Ton11Hßa nornoTirr B CI7y4ae paxeTM BbFKf- 
pb1W 1 neCe 'IBHFaTe. n . 

FfsoCopoi npH KpaT" 
KOBpeMCNHOA ? 86VTe paKeTbi TOFIAma rorpe- 
6yeKC1 Fte? MHoro, it no3Ton+y 11p°HMyllleCT'na 
p3KCTH COSpa9TArCH. 

KpoMe 9TcrO, pabora paKerti HE npaH- 
rHKe c rpy! oM noaaaerci perympouantuo. 
PaKera MO <T bare HaH6o1ee u°_necoO6pa3- 
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BPALUEMNE 06ECnE4N8NETC5a 
BbtfVCKOM rA30B UFPE3 
BHHTOO6PA3Hb%E COf1I\A 

BPAW, EHHE O6ECflE4HFAE7CQ 
BHHTOO5PA3HWM CTA5H/\N- 
3 ATOPOM 

Cra6unu3aLjuA paxerw epau{ettueJ[ oxo. to npodo. 40xod ocu. 

llerottooe deuxexue pasCrw o6yc. 4oeýtcxo e . navurenb? Oa crenenu eU Wi, eosxurca? Q" 
u{uxu q crpye OeaKTUdMbtX za3oe. 

3TO 3ICT98HJ1O !i aH^TN48H, B CBOIO 04e- 
pt, 1b, npxHATbCR 38 M3y4e1T14e M pa3BHTHe 

p8HeTHoro OpywmA. H9BCCTHO yytlttUHoe npH- 

N. eHexwe aHrJIH9aHaMR HeCKOJrbx3flf' TwCA' pa- 

xer a 1807 roAy npH ocaAe KonexrareHa. 

3t paxem& ÖW ýH sunymeabW S Te9eHHe He- 
ÖOJfbnIOT'O npoMe)Kyrxa BpeMeHH P Bbt3s2JP 
MHOrO nowapo6.3Tor 9nH3OA eouie, n B HCTO- 

pK10 nd; l KaSoaRHeM cow)#re+iKe KoneHrare- 

Ha pakeTaMH», 
B AalfbHCAWC'W, oIlH1KO, xrrepec x paxe- 

T8M yrICatT. OHH abfve HAIOTC11 a noneA Cpa- 
)Ke4iHA 6LICTpo p339HB$1OU HNCA DeHeCTpellb- 
HaM opy)KneM, oco6eIHO tupe3HOA aprxnne- 
PHeA. 

He, 
coTopoe ßpeIA HAeg paxe bi pa3aNaaeT- 

CA 8 cobepWCHHO H}iblX Hanpa8ne'HH: AX. 3Ty 

H1ie o pa5p36aTbIBBeT a np)MeHeHNH K Me)K" 
nJ1alieTfibM nyTeweCTSITF'M H3B&CTHEFA peEO- 
rnotu mrep KN68Itb4N4, Ka3tieHHb[A B 1881 ro- 

, 1y. Ero pa60Ta ocTaracs ueony6., moaa1Hot1 
It 6b(na N9ene4eata 413 apxHBOB pyCCKOII nO- 
AHLIKH TOlibxO nOCl1e OKTR(ipbCKOA peaomo- 
UKH. 

B ITOM kce Hinpaanei t pa6aran 8 Koiiae 
XIX BeKi H3BeCTHWA pyccKnA y4eHUA- Ka- 
tyHCCxat yi. rre m UHoax oDCxNA. OH Aan 
OCHOBbi TeOpAM 2BR>KeHH11 paKeTbi K pac4eTbi 
ea rna'BHbwx CDOACTÜ N pa3MepoB. Mwtrie 

HHLUH R 3arpaHA4Hhie xCCnCAOBaTe. 1R OpOAOn- 
)Ka. IK 9Ty pa6oTy. 

BO tuiot SHa4e uie paKeT, Hecyuu1x Mow. nwe 
4)yraC11O-OCKOJlo4Hwwe 91pAAbi, DWCAAHJIOCb 

TOnbKO HeABDHO8Bo DpelT Be'm, oA orvie- 
c eHHoc &i T mb:. 

LIT0614 nOHATb 1TO 3HI4eHHe, neO'6XOAHMo 
rOAp<611ee OCTIIIOBHTbCA Ha CpIBHIHHM Pa. 
KeT C o5g4NOA aprennepeeA. 

Bcstxoe ornectpenwtoe opyhcxe ocxoesHo 
Ha TO: f npRHuwne, 4T0 lHeprHR, He06XOAH34aP 
, 4%M ABH «eHMR, AaeTCR ABIuKyll(eMyCR Tt- 
11y. - CHa, pfay, MRHe HJ H nynte- nynu CO- 
O6 Merwr STOwy rent' eeCCOKOA cxOpocTw. 3ro 
TpC6Ver i1pHMCHeI Cno)KUO CHCTCdb1 H 
8Hne CTWAA, 3aTeopa na(ýera K pia APy- 
rHx npxcnoco6,7eainp. B 4acrHoociv, Tpe6yercn 
C'IHTiTbC. C 6OJrbW A CHJOR OTAavti K yCTt" 
HaaIIHBam y nyweK oco6tit ropuo3a AAA 

, 
norJtou eifug Ae$CTDH9 9? oA char. 

npR 9TOW OKa3bvBaercg, 4T0 CKOpOCTh, KO- 
TOpaiR MomeT 6dn. coo6uteHa cHapLAy. m"e 
R11R nyne, AO. ZHCHa 6brrb ropa3a, O 6onee'Ha- 
49Te. TbHOA, 4eW HieoQxo1 4Ho 661140 t5bi PdeTL 
TO/F. XO An* R9eoAGAe1 HR CR: lit T117KeCtlf, 
Ile no u TOH, 4To COn xrr"an, "He Do yxa 
OtiCTpO BO3p3CTaeT C yOe. TWNeHHeM CKOpO- 
CrR, u ITO TpC6yeT AononHHtenhIOR iw! prHH 
-Vlw QpeOAO. IeHRA ConpoTH8JTeHHA, 4T0,8 
Coo oveve, [b, npaeoAHT K 

, 
7anbtleku, emy 

no uteimo Ha4aJlbHOA CKOPOCTH R cOOTBeT- 
crByouleK eft CAM oTAa4H. 

B cnyvae peaKTH. HOro CHapRAa-pa4(eTb 
yCJ1oBHR CKnaAVaaKYrcR 6naronpHATHee. He- 

oÖXOAHMBA AJIA ABHiIKe'HSIA 9Hepr cn HaXOAHT- 
CR 8 HeA CaMOd a BHAe cooroetcreyrouiero 
rop{o ero. CHna, A: BH)KyrnaA p3KCTy, p, e1lCT- 
eyeT xenpepbLHalo. r1o9TOMy paKe-ra MoweT 
CTapT0n8T6 C MaJ? OR CKOpOCT IO H COBeptner- 
Ho 6e3 BCRKOI1 OTAa4H, Qakwe TRN(eAbte 
peaxTHVa+Ne CHapR. Abl Moryr 6NT6. nyuteiu 
c o4ealb nerxo§ H noABH: HHOit ycraaloBKH. 
3TH YCTaHOBKM MoryT 6bJTb npxcnocO6neHM 
AJM OAHOBpeMeHHOTO n cxa cpa3y MHorltx 
peaKTHB11bIX CHapRaoa. TO AacT p3xeT-HNM 
6OeabV4 CpeACTBaM TaxTHxO-TeX. H(14eCKHe OCO- 
6eH'HOCTM. n03BOMOUlKe HeO)KHAarHO npO113- 
BOAHTb MBCCHpO8BHHNe orHeaNe HaneTU B 
66? CTpo McHRJOüle cR o6craHOBKe COBpeMAH- 
HOrO 6on. 

'[TO KacaercH npCOAOneHHR COnpOTHBTeHHR 
BO3AyX8, TO B lrMKHt1X, r19OTIUAX CJIO'IX 
aTMOC(ýepbl paKeTa' 'ICTHT ellle Henne/{Ho. 
Fi, Tom. KO BI pnantuxcb is ogein pa. 3pe Ken- 
HNe CJIOH arMoc l)epW, H34911aeT JU3HraTbCR 
6WCTp0. Pa, -Ape, HHN01 no311yx ua, io npenwr- 
crnyer nonrry. GnaroAa, pR 9TOMy paKeTa, 
noAHRßWaRCRr e CTP81'OC )epy, Mo*CeT npoil- 
TH HC O3Hy COTHIO KH. TOMeTpOB. 

np41 H31ro>KeHHwx yc;: oBHRX MOk(NO 66Ino 
ON 

, 
gymaTb, 4T0 peaxTºloxble cpeA, CTBa' MO- 

ryT -8 3X HTeJILHOA Mepe' 3aMeIIHTb 60.? b- 
llIHHCTBO APYTRX BHAoB armecrpenrttoro opy- 
»CHR. Ha CaMOMe AeJie 9TO lie, TaK. 

Aeno B TOM, 4TO paKeTa JIeTHT McHee T04- 
Ho,. geM CHapR1.310 abl3NnaeTCR, no-nepnKX, 
TeLl, qTo ra3bl, BbiXOA31nIHe 113 XBOCTa pa- 

rPAc, HK CHF\bl 
COf1POTHBf\EmHq 
6O3A' XA ABN)i(EHHK) 
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CTAHOK 
%ßf1 CTAPTA 
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nr\OTHOCTb 
BO3AVXA 
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KeTw, o6pa3yfor aaßHXpeHHA, Koropbie Hapy- 
maK)r npaBHnbHOCTb HCTegeHHH ra3oa H 
BJTHA»T OTPHUSTenbHO Ha TO4HOCT . noneTa, 
paKeTN. KpoMe Toro, paKeTa ADH? KeTCA b 
cpe, aHeM McAneHBee, 4ew odb[4Hwti BpTHllne- 
pHACKHA CHap$A. f09TOMy BeTep, McOAHO- 
pHAHOCTIt B nJOTHOCTH 803,4yXB H Apyrxe 
npH4HHH CHHiKBloT TO'IHOCTb nonera H Mer- 
KOCTb fOnaABHHA paKeT B gellb. 

Teoper1VecKHe paC4eTd H HcUbiTaHMA n0- 
Ka3blB8Krr, 7ianpHMep, 4To ecJ BeCTH paKe- 
TaMH CTpenb6y Ha AffT8H1ftH A°L KKnO- 
McTpy, TO 11OJFOBH'Ha BCex nonaaaHHA OKa. - 
)KeTCA s npeAenax xpyra ¢lroiuaAbo OKOJO 
Tb1CA4K KBaApaTHax McTPOB. LLOnyCTHM, 4TO 
rAe-TO Ha 9TOA whxaaaw HaxOXtTCA TaHK. 
4TO46W er0 (]Opa3HTb HaBepHHKa, UpHAer 
BbfltYCTHTb CTOn16KO-CHapA11OB, 4T06bl 06P. Cne- 
4HTb nopa renne HM}r BceA Tb[C3i'9eMCTpOBOlk 
nnoutaAH. 

Ec n crpenb6a BeAer* n xa ANCTaHuHH He 
u oami xmnoMeTp, a 6onbine, To nopa? KaeMaA 
n nO_I17, R6 PaCTeT npH11 pTIO npogoj; ý(HOtýa; lb- 
HO KBaApary AHCTaHUI t CTpenb6br x cooTBer- 
CTBGHHO ) . 'if4HBatTCA KO. 1H4eCTfO HeO6Xo- 
AHMbtX Ans o uioro or ieaoro HalieTB 6o np%- 
UBCOB, 

AlWK110, KoHe4Ho, npHMeHATm pa3nH41, lble 
cpeAcrea AnA nob 11e'HHA Mer OCTH peaKTHB- 
Hbrx cuapslAoe. B TeXHH4eicxoft mrreparype m 
Ha np8KTHKe scTpegaioreso cneAyIOUtxe pewe- 
ERR. MO)KRO. Hanpxuep, BHHTOO6p83HO HSo- 
rHyTb X UALK cTa6RJTH3aropa, It coo6utarb 
TaK4TM cnoco6oM paxel-e apaulea+He oKOno ee 
npojc u. ioA ocir. Taxoe Bpautenxe y1? 'eJw MT 
CTa6HnbHOCTb TpaeKTOpHH paKeTN. MoixHo 
TaKOe At spauteHHe COOÖLLLATb paKele, 
ycrpaHBan MHoro BHHT'006pa'3110 HanpaaneM- 
HbiX cone. Ann BWXOAa peaKTIBHEix ra3oB. 

. 
He MCKn1O%e iO TaK)Ke ApHMemeHHe R pa" 

AHO 1t. 'IR ynpasneHHR paKe-rofl Ha paccroA- 
HHif. B 9TOM Cnyaae CTa6HnH3aTOpbL paxe're+ 
HMeK)T Hfl KOHU8X pyn t BbKCOTb( B pyJTu Han- 
paBneHHR, ynpaBnReMde no paAH>u. 

Kax 'HH wrrepecHa bce TaoluHe cpeicroa. 

OHH noxa euie me aanH oc0150r0 npaxrH4e- 

cKorO 9(t)reKTa, m Mariam Me"rKOCTb peaxrHB- 

HMX CliapRAOB H ApyrHX peaKTHDH6IX 

CpeDCTH OCTleTCH' IýaKTOM. C XOTOpWN, RHAH- 

MO, TIpHAeTCR CYH'TaTbCH eme MnorHe roAbf. 

nO3TOMy peaKT{SHHLie cpeAcrsa M. 90 npH- 
rOTHN 1.131 nopa' Ke IlrR 1I000: (bWHX H 6b&CTpO 

ABHralolllHxcR ueneA, HanpHMep TBHKOB, Ca- 
kfOne. ioB, Kopa6l. ef. OCHOBHo 016: IaCT6tO 
npHMeneHHA peaKT11B1; 1iX CHapR1A013 Rl)TReT'CH 
Maccoßoe nopak(eHne CpaBHHTeJIbHO 6o. 1b- 
WHX nROala1LeL. 

Ecti K0nH4eCTaO 6oenpnnacoB A0CTa1Ogn0 
AJlR pC[ueHHA TaKOit Jaiu'nt, TO pa KeTHLe 
6oeBue cpeACTBa- MoryT npoH3De1CTH : 1ektCT- 
Bile eorpRCaauteA cn. iii, nO. rHOCThIO p33py- 
W8R KpjnHeIWHe Ofil>CxTll Ha BeciMa 60; 1b- 
üIHX pRCCTORHHAX. 

H3M HEHRE 
n1\OTNCI 1 
ATMOCýOEPbI 
no BbICOTE 

rPA4'HK CKOPOCTH 
/ PAKETbl 



Appendix G. Author's published paper. Article in 

The Army Quarterly and Defence Journal, April and July, 
1932. 
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THE RUSSIAN ARTILLERY AND THE 
ORIGINS OF INDIRECT FIRE: PART I 

BY C. D. BELLAMY 

Introduction 
'Indirect fire' means fire by artillery or small arms at targets which 
cannot be seen from the weapon's own position. The fire, which may 
come from any number of weapons, can be controlled if necessary by 
one man, who can see the target and whose instructions may be passed 
back to the guns by flags, telephone, or radio. For hundreds of years, 
with rare exception, artillery obeyed the rule that what it could not see, 
it could not hit. It was pointed directly at the target like a rifle. The 
advent of indirect fire was a reflection of what has been called, some- 
what simplistically, the 'mid-nineteenth. century revolution in warfare'. 
Yet while some of the results of this technological revolution have been 
analysed by military historians, the introduction of a regular and 
generally employed system of indirect fire, of cardinal importance in 
the history of land warfare, has been largely ignored. This is probably 
because technical gunnery is little understood by those not profession- 
ally involved in it. Without indirect fire the effects of the technological 
'revolution' could not have been utilised fully. Indirect fire made 
possible the massive and horrific artillery bombardments on the Western 
Front in World War I and the much heavier Soviet bombardments of 
World War 11. Subsequently, it enabled artillery and rocket missiles to 
be used to full and deadly effect. 

The Russians claim to have been the first to use a regular system of 
indirect fire, in combat, in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.1 This 

was, arguably, the single most important development of that war. The 
tyranny of barbed wire and machine guns, of which that war was a 
neglected harbinger, has now probably passed into history, yet that of 
artillery and rockets grows stronger every day. The Russian claim to 
have been pioneers in this crucial area therefore deserves careful investi- 

gation. This article will trace the development of indirect fire technique 
in Russia and abroad and investigate the question of its first use in 

anger. This article attempts to avoid being too technical; no knowledge 

of gunnery is assumed on the part of the reader. 

The Impact of New Technology 
The Russian General Okunev, writing On the New Employment of 
Artillery, in the 1840s, worked within the constraint that at that time 
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artillery could not hit what it could not see. 2 lie therefore established 
the need for artillery to occupy ground commanding the enemy's posi- 
tion. 'The enemy must be perfectly uncovered, in order that every shot 
may tell ... '3 

Of course, the guns would also be in full view of the enemy and 
finding a position for a large number of guns, where every one could see 
all of the enemy's forces, was virtually impossible. Okuncv was writing 
with Napoleonic war precedents in mind. The employment of artillery 
en masse - Okunev envisaged a main artillery force of 80 to 100 guns - 
was a development. of the Napoleonic wars and the first factor to pre- 
dicate the need for a system of indirect fire. 

The mid nineteenth century technological revolution in warfare 
made the situation critical. In addition to the problem of fitting all the 
guns into the front line, there was no point having a field gun which 
could fire four' miles if its effective range was the limit of human eye- 
sight and the horizon determined by the contours of the ground. In the 
1880s guns were being equipped with telescopic sights which partially 
solved the problem in open, flat country. Even then, an observer situ- 
ated next to the gun had difficulty judging range as the Russians found 
in their war with the Turks (1877-8). 4 A second problem was that guns 
were now extremely vulnerable to small arms fire at long range and 
also to the new machine guns. At the battle of Gravelotte in the 
Franco-Prussian war a Prussian artillery battery was effectively destroy- 
ed in a few minutes by French rnrtrailleuses. s This problem was exacer- 
bated by the discovery of smokeless powder. The smoke of battle had 
at least served to hide the guns from view; now they would remain 
visible sitting targets - indirect fire was a necessity. At the same time, if 
a means of firing from behind cover could be found, smokeless powder 
now meant that the guns had a much better chance of remaining unde- 
tected. The technological revolution was not all bad. Another influential 
factor, although not at first, was the invention of the telephone. 

As with many inventions, indirect fire had been used for longer than 
is popularly thought. There is a story that the Burgundians used uproot- 
ed bushes moved along a crest to act as markers, in 1543. In this way 
they were able to hit French forces in dead ground 6A number of 
systems were in use in the 1860s for laying siege guns onto targets not 
directly visible from the battery. In 1865 the Russian General V. L. 
Chebyshev devised such a system.? The Russians claim that no such 
system was known abroad at this time but this is untrue as in 1865 

" The Russian 4 pounder (87mm) field gun Model 1867 bad a range of 3.4 km (2 
miles). The M 1877 field gun of the same calibre could fire 6.4 km (4 miles). Of 
course, beavier guns could fire further. 
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Captain Venot of the French artillery devised his Equcrre. This cony 

prised a large wooden set square and lines drawn on a board on the 

ground. $ The Parallelogram Lion was invented in the sane ycar. 9 All 

these devices depended on a fixed line being drawn on the ground next 

to the gun. The line from gun to target had to be worked out laboriously 

with pickets, stakes or some other markers. Naturally, such methods 

were only suitable for positional warfare and sieges. At the siege of 
Plcvna, in the Russo-Turkish War, the Russians trained their Gorlov- 

Gatling machine guns on reference points during the day, so that they 

could be fired at unseen targets at night. 1° 

The use of indirect fire in the open field began as a response to the 
lessons of the Franco-Prussian War. At St Privat the Prussians deployed 

their guns in true Okuncv style - 228 pieces in one enormous battery. " 

At Gravelotte the Prussian artillery occupied a front of eight kilo- 

mctres. t2 It is no surprise, therefore, that the Germans were probably 
the first to advocate a regular system of indirect fire for field artillery. 
In 1876, one German wrote that if indirect fire was practised exhaust- 
ivcly, a well trained battery would find that 'it is a matter of very little 

consequence whether the target is seen or not'. 13 The Germans were 
clearly working out a system of indirect fire at this time. The debate 

was conducted largely in the military press. In 1881, the French Revue 
d'Artillerie published an article on the subjcct. 14 The Russians seem to 
have taken a keen interest immediately. The following year a book was 
published by G. Guk, a Russian officer who has an important place in 

the development of indirect fire. A short biography of Guk is at the end 
of this article. Guk was well versed in all the foreign literature and 
agreed with the prophetic words of V. Mcistreit in Revue Alilitaire Belge: 

The ability of artillery to fire, unseen and unseeing, will have a radical effect 
on the nature of action and the choice of positions. In this artillery will 
acquire a significance it had never had before and with which we will have to 
reckon sooner or later. l5 

Guk's book, called The Covered Dire of Field Artillery, shows that 
lie was aware of all the advantages of indirect fire. tb He considered 
laying guns in a given direction by compass, which he did not recom- 

mend because of the error caused by the presence of steel guns. 17 lie 

illustrated the use of aiming points and dealt with problems of crest 

clcarancc. 18 lie devised an elaborate system of signals for passing cor- 

rections back from the Observation Post (01') to the guns. Finally, he 

predicted, correctly, that if the guns withdrew behind 'the masking 
hills', the full fury of the enemy would be focussed on the Forward 

Observation officers who controlled and manipulated the artillery's 
fire. 19 

Guk's book indicates that he understood the basic technique for 
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conducting indirect fire as it is still used today. It is particularly 
interesting that Guk showed the variant that is still used by the Russians 
that is, all the guns used the same aiming point and were deployed in a 
straight line. Western practice, since at least 1910, has been to 'pass 
line' individually to each gun, that is, tell the gun in what direction it 
should point relative to the director. Each gun then selects its own 
aiming point which it uses for reference. 20 The Russian method, with a 
single aiming point, undoubtedly remained in use through the period 
from the Civil War to the end of World War 11 because it was simpler 
and easier to teach. This of course accounts for the characteristic 
Russian deployment in a straight line. 

Guk also realised that not everyone would accept his arguments. 
Ile was convinced that indirect fire need not be any less accurate than 
direct, but few at the time agreed. Ile was keen to refute any suggestion 
that he was placing the safety of the guns before the need to inflict 
damage on the enemy. On the contrary, he fully supported the German 
saying Erst Wirkung, dann Deckung ('first effect, then cover')21. " But, 
he wrote, 'common sense dictates that the head of a unit must also ask 
himself, whether the occasion is so critical that all concern for the 
losses the artillery may sustain in action should be forgotten? '22 Most, 
however, remained suspicious of indirect fire. 

The Germans adopted indirect fire with enthusiasm and by 1896 it 
became evident that they did not intend to expose their guns unless 
obliged to do so. At manoeuvres in that year the artillery always used 
cover from view when coming into action. They preferred clumps of 
bushes or small trees but otherwise used the reverse slopes of hills. 
Others, like the British Major Keir, were less devoted to it. Keir advo- 
cated indirect fire as an 'auxiliary, to direct fire, only to be employed 
when attendant circumstances (such as ground, natural or artificial 
screens, nature of the fight) rendered its use clearly advantageous. '23 

It is clear that the Russians were among the leading exponents of 
indirect fire at this time as Keir chose to quote from the Russian 
Artileriyskiy Zburnal. Unlike the Germans the Russians had a distinct 

preference for firing from behind hills - cover from fire as well as from 
view. The Russians considered that the effect of firing from behind 

crests of hills, would oblige both sides to take advantage of cover. 

" The belief that the effect of artillery sbould be put before its safety is a tradi- 
tional Russian one. Not only do the Russians still advocate using artillery in direct 
fire positions; in 1812 General Kutaysov's General Rules for the Employment of 
Artillery laid down that if a gun were captured after having continued firing until 
the last moment, the effect it bad on the attackers would filly atone' for its loss. 
(Obsycbye pravila... in Stolctiye voyennogo ministersrvo. Glavny sbtab. Vol. 4, 
part 2, book 2, part 3 St Petersburg 1903, pp. 31 S-8. ) 
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I Iowcvcr, to achieve the same effect a much larger number of rounds 
would be required than with direct fire. The Russians expected that this 
heavy expenditure of ammunition would take place at the very 
beginning of the battle and in a very short time. 24 

The Essential Sight 
By the 1880s, the principle of moving the gun in relation to a clearly 
visible reference point was well understood. The reference point, how- 
ever, had to be either in front of or beside the guns. This in itself was 
not the greatest problem; but the corollary of this was that once the 
reference point was chosen, the arc through which the battery might 
traverse its fire was very limited. It could not turn through more than 
a few degrees otherwise the whole procedure of selecting aiming points 
and laying the guns in an approximate direction would have to begin 
all over again. What was needed was a way of traversing the guns 
through 360 degrees. This meant that the gun had to be able to use a 
reference point anywhere on the same 360 degicc horizon. The device 
which made this possible was not invented overnight; it evolved slowly. 
As might have been expected the Germans, who adopted indirect fire 
very early, were using an instrument specially designed for indirect 
laying known as the Ricbtfläcbc by 1896.25 The russians copied it. 
In that year, the Russian Artillery committee decided that it was 
necessary 'to introduce for use with our field guns, an instrument for 
preliminary rough laying in a lateral direction on a known aiming 
point, constructed after the fashion of the German instrument 

... 
'26 

The German Ricbtflücbe was fitted unto studs on a flat surface on 
the breech of the gun, and was similar in principle to the directing circle 
of the Italian gun of the period. The Italians may have copied the 
German design. 

Colonel Langenshcl'd, the secretary of the Russian Artillery Com- 
mittee had eight instruments of the German type made at the Petcrs- 
burg Fuze and Instrument factory for use with the older type of field 
gun (M 1877). 27 These would be used for trials in the Artillery School's 
batteries. Two years later, in 1898, the School went over to the new 
field gun (M 1895) so there was a need for new sights to fit these. By 
this time the indirect fire sight was being referred to as an u, glorer 
(pronounced 'ouglam&e') or 'angle-measurer' and from being an instru- 
ment for 'preliminary rough laying', was clearly recognised as having far 
greater potential: 

The ugionrer makes it possible for field artillery to transfer fire onto a new tar- 
get, whether firing at targets seen or unseen by the layers (within the limits of 
the battery's traverse), where it is not necessary to designate the new target for 
the battery, which is also crucially important in these days of carefully 
conccalcd targets. ,. 
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In other words, the guns could be turned through a given angle and 
fired in that direction, without anyone in the battery having to think 
about what they were firing at. It was true indirect fire. The guns were 
pointed in a convenient direction towards the enemy ('centre of arc'), 
using the director, compass or some other method. The pointer of the 
uglomer was then turned onto the aiming point. For lateral shifts of 
fire, the pointer was turned through the required angle and brought 
back onto the aiming point by turning the gun. The Russian description 
from 1898 is clear: 

As soon as the battery is in position, the commander gives an approximate 
direction towards the target to one, preferably the middle gun ('centre of arc'l. 
Then having chosen an aiming point (vospomogatel'aya tocbka or vt) in front 
of or to the side of the battery, orders uglomer onto such and such an object, 
quadrant lelevationl 00' and begins adjusting fire. When the shells begin to 
land in the vicinity of the target, he e orders 'mark', and continues fire (with the 
whole battery) in the above way. 

The artillery school was in no doubt of the value of the instrument 
having tested it for two years. They had shown its 'expediency and con- 
venience for shifting fire in a wide range of military operations', and the 
head of the Artillery School recommended the procurement of this 
'essential' instntment. 30 At the same time uglomcry were also 
developed for the 6 inch field mortar and mountain guns. The commit- 
tee ordered fourteen uglonwrv for the Officers Artillery School and 
sixteen each for the M 1877 and M 1895 field guns, to be sent to units 
for trials. Most significant of all, the Committee considered that it was 

'essential, in the view of the impending development of new field artillery 
material, to bear in mind the possibility of fitting to the new guns (the M 
1900) an instrument like the present uglomer. 

a 

It was not a full dial sight and could only be used over a small hart 
of the total circle. This was because-at this time the aiming point (VT) 

was in practice always in front of or left of the direction of the target. 
This in turn was due to the fact that it was virtually impossible to 
wriggle round the gun so as to lay on aiming points to the right or 
rear. 32 The main question was whether using the uglomer was any 
quicker than using a line of stakes. Tests proved that it was. In summer 
1898, the Officers' Artillery School shot with uglomer and quadrant, 
achieving an average rate of fire of six rounds a minute. 33 They 
practised shifting fire onto moving targets invisible to the guns, which 
was a simple matter, The battery commander calculated the angle 
between the old position of the target and the new and ordered 
'uglomer - left 15! i34 

By 1898 the Russians understood all the possible applications of the 
uglomer, and its great flexibility. 35 

Simple geometry shows that, with the guns in a straight line, if the 
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aiming point is in front of them, then the trajectories will converge on 
all points at the same distance from the battery as the aiming point (In 
Russian, VT). Although a director, known as a 'command ugloiner' 
was in use by 1905. the Soviets seem to have preferred a simple method 
right into the 1930s at least. 3' The command uglomer was used primar- 
ily to ascertain the direction from the guns to the Observation Post. 

Immediately after these trials the fertile minds of the Russian 
artillery began to explore the possibilities of various types of uglomer. 37 

A certain Colonel Kraycvskiy proposed a scale with divisions of 
1/1(X) of the radius. This was the origin of the division into 600 Russian 
mils, which is still used today. 48 Uglomery of the Krayveskiy type 
were to be made for the planned 'rapid fire field gun' (the M 1900). 38 
The latter (prikaz no. 165 of 1899) was tantamount to approval of the 
oglonrer. In August, 1899, the Committee recorded that the uglomery 
were almost complete, with certain changes described in prikaz 165,39 
They continued to receive designs for uglontcry. 40 In March, 1901 
Colonel Zverev proposed a design for a field uglonner. 41 According to 
the commander of the artillery of 3 army corps, this instrument was 
more convenient (bolyce udobnym) than that of the 'Prussian type' 
(presumably the 1898 richtfläche). The Artillery Committee's reply was 
that they had no money left and that as they had already worked out 
the design for the uglonner for the new rapid fire gun, the project could 
not be continued. 42 However 'for further orders of uglo eery the pro- 
ject might be resuscitated. '43 

The story of the uglomer reveals a lot about the Russian procure- 
ment process. At this time, new inventions were appearing faster than 
the Artillery Committee could cope with them. Yet every invention 

seems to have been considered carefully, prototypes tested meticulous- 
ly. The Committee could not go on experimenting forever; as their 
reports imply, the uglonrer was so important that something had to be 

got into service right away. At the same time, in typical Russian style, 
they would not close any doors. Colonel Zvercv's idea might come in 

useful one day. 
Besides the swift and unceremonious manner of its adoption, another 

way in which the uglu»mer is typical of Russian methods was its design. 
It was beautifully simple; a pointer on a metal plate. The Russians were 
quick to pick up the idea of indirect fire and obtain a sight that did 

what was necessary. The British at this time had Scott's telescope, 
which was primarily a direct fire device. They were a little slower on 
the uptake as regards indirect fire and in the Boer war they used an 
improvised contraption called a 'gunner's arc' which was a graduated 
piece of wood with holes into which matchsticks were stuck to record 
angles to the aiming point. 44 Indirect fitc'found little favour in South 
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Africa'. 45 This was partly due to what the then Major Bethell called 
'the primitive appliances for carrying it out. '46 Bethell considered that 
the 'director' as used abroad was far quicker and handier than the 
British aiming posts. The 'director' corresponds to the 'command 

uglomer' of the Russian artillery. 4' Various types of director were 
tested by the British in 1902.48 

The Russians were therefore more sophisticated in indirect fire 

methods than the British in 1902 and roughly on a par with the 
Germans, Italians and French. The British tested the 'Number 7' Dial 
Sight from 1901 to 1909, but it did not come into service until 1913 49 

It was, of course, much more sophisticated than the uglnmer and subse- 
quent Russian sights but the Russians had got the simple and work- 
able uglou r into service eleven years before. 

The main fault with the first Russian uglomer was that it did not 
cover the full 360 degrees (or, rather, 600 Russian mils) of the circle. 
The 1902 pattern uglouler, the next step in the evolution of indirect 
fire sights, was a full circle. This was fitted to the first models of the 
1902/3 Model Quick Firing Field Gun. 50 " 

A more sophisticated uglomer was devised by Colonel Rozenberg, 
known as the Model 1905.51 

The latter was fitted to the M1900 pattern and earlier guns which, 
until that time, had the 1898 uglomer or none at all. s2 ** Photographs 

exist showing the M 1877 field gun with wedge breech fitted with the 
M 1905 uglunter. S3 By 1905 the uglomer was considered 'imperative 
for modern artillery combat', and the M 1900 and even early pattern 
guns would remain in use 'for a more or less extended period' (sic! )54 
Fitting the uglomner was therefore a high priority. 

Subsequently, the 1,902 guns were fitted with a true dial sight, the 
Goertz panorama sight, known in Russia as the 'Gerts M 1906'. ss t 

The idea of putting a telescopic tube onto the uglomer (known 

outside Russia as a 'lining plane' or 'goniometer') was that of a Swiss 

officer, I lenri Korrodi. Korrodi had his dial sight developed in the Goertz 

" This is usually referred to as the model 1902, but in fact the 'M 1902'bad axle- 
tree seats and no shield. The term M 1903 was used at the time to refer to the M 
1902 wirb axletree seats removed and shield added. The author therefore prefers 
to use the designation M 1902/3. 
"" The M 1900 Field Gun was the newest weapon deployed in the Russo-Japanese 
War. The Russians began the war with M 1895s and replaced them with M 1900s 
as the war went on. Strangely, the M 1902 does not seem to have been used, as it 

was probably still under test. The first uglomer was tried out on M 1877 guns 
with wedge breeches and M 1895 guns with screw breeches. When the At 1900 gun 
appeared, however, retru-fitting of uglomery to the older types baited. Therefore 
most of the At 1877 and 1895 guns never received uglomery. 
t The term panoramic' or panorarna'sigbt was used by the British to refer to an 
optical dial sigbt, until 1907-8, when the modern term 'dial sight' came into use. 
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optical factory in 1902, and it became known as the Gocrtz sight, 
although it is sometimes referred to as the 'Corrodi panorama sight. ", 

Again, Russian priorities were clear; first, make sure every gun has 

an uglomer. Then make sure that every gun has a full 600 mil sight 
(scrap the M 1898), then give the best guns the best sight '(the 1906), 
and finally give the 1905 sight to the older guns. 

With the Gertz sight the Russians had a true optical dial sight which 
would continue in use until the Second World War. Again, the Russians 
copied the design and made the sights themselves. The re-equipment of 
the 1902/3 guns with the M 1906 sight proceeded slowly; in the after- 
math of the Russo-Japanese war and the Revolution of 1905-07, that 
was not surprising. In 1909 batteries were being re-equipped with the 
1906 sight. However, the Artillery Committee ordered that the 
uglomcry should be retained as spares in a box on the limber. 57 Again, 
this was typically Russian; ncvcr throw anything away! 

The adoption of indirect fire sights is a good example of Russian 
design and procurement which even then had many things in common 
with the late twentieth century. This simple device, the uglorner, made 
it possible for artillery to open fire at unseen targets quickly and 
easily, using data computed from a map. In Part 2, this article will 
examine how and when the Russians first used this new technique in 

anger, its effects then, and the subsequent changes which indirect fire 
brought about. 

Karl Gcorgiycvich Guk, 1846-1910. 
(; uk was considered sufficiently important by the Russians to rate an 
entry in the A1ililat), Encyclopedia of 1911-15. Ile was educated in the 
l'olotsk Cadet Corps, the Pavlovsk Military and Mikhailovsk Artillery 
Academies. lie served in the Brest Litovsk fortress artillery from 1866 
to 1871. It is probably here that he first came into contact with the 
early indirect fire techniques used by fortress and siege artillery. lie 
then worked in the St Petersburg Ordnance workshop (subsequently 

ordnance factory) and the Kiev arsenal. In the Russo-Turkish war of 
1877-8 he commanded No. 21 siege battery and participated in the 
bombardment of Kars. lie would have used primitive indirect fire 

methods htrc, too. In 1881 as a Lt Col he became deputy inspector 

of training at the Mikhailovsk Artillery Academy and it was here that 
he wrote his book. In 1885 he was promoted to Colonel and Inspector. 
lie was promoted Major-General in 1895, made a member of the 
Artillery Committee in 1899 and Lt General in 1903. lie commanded 
the Mikhailovsk academy in 1906 but was retired through ill-heath as a 
full General the following year. 

(Voycrraya Entsiklopcdiya 1 X91 1-15, vol. 8, pp. 529-30) 
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AN I)'I'iIF OItI(; INS OF INI)IIt ECI' IAIt F 

PAR1'II 

BYC. I). BELLAMY 

Indirect Fire in Anger 
Part I of this article has shown that when war broke out in I )t)4, the 
Russian artillery had a number of officers who were practised in con- 
ducting indirect tire. An article describing the action of the týtflu, ner 
appeared in the . 1lik1'ailuveis, the beautifully produced magazine of the 
Artillery Schoool, in 1902, and articles on indirect fire appeared widely 
in the military press at this time. 58 

Although the Russian officer has perhaps always been more a atfemi- 
cally inclined than his British counterpart, or at least, more stress has 

always been placed on theoretical training, we cannot be sure how 

widely the technique was understood. At any rate, the gap between 

theory anti hrat"ticewaseons klcrable. Photographs of Grand manoeuvres 
in August 1903 show guns in fully open positions, quite unrealistic 
for modern war and with the observer standing right next to thcm. 59 

The MIH95 lgun (with . 1\letree seats added), had no indirect fire 

sights at this time (see part 1). 'I'bis suggests that training was not taken 
tau seriously and certainly indicate that the advanced technical level of' 
instruction in the Artillery school ºIid not permeate the whole of the 

artillery. I)t, cunit"nt: ury evidente confirms this. According, to Colonel 
lklvayev 

'Althuugli covered aml masl et positions and the method of their utilisation 
were known in theory tu our artillery long before the remit I: us u-Jap: uºese 
war, direct Iaying anti open positions were resorted it) in practice, and these 
methods were, moreover, sanctioned by our Artillery Regulations. Our artil- 
lery was trained) accordingly and when it received new equipment and a 
guniometer lui!., alerl it was unable rapidly to assimilate and apply new 
principles. Onr artillery took the field with the old regulations, the ul. l views 
and the old) habits and these characteristics showed themselves in the first 
battles which commenced with the passage of the Ya-lu, '`n 

Against this Iatkgruund, we come to the question of' when the 
Russians first employed indirect fire and whether they did so before the 
Japanese. The Japanese, it must be remembered, modelled their artil- 
lery practice on Ihat of the (; crmans, who, as shown above, were pace- 
setters in the development of indirect fire. The Japanese were well 
aware of indirect fire techniques. 

There is a surprisingly direct link between theory and practice as 
two gunner officers notable for their contribution to Ar: illeriyskiy 
Zbunnal were sent to command batteries in Manchuria. It is very rare 
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in military history to find such a direct connection between the pen 
and the sword. Pashchcnko, who as a Junior Captain (Sbtabs-tiapitan) 
in 1900 had been writing articles on how to use two observation posts, 
found himself in June and July 1904 a Lieutenant Colonel commanding 
a battery against the Japancsc. 61 * On 25 June Pashchcnko ordered his 

guns to take up covered positions 600 metres behind trenches which 
had been prepared for them. 62 At the battle of Tashichao on 11 July 
1904 near Yu-nan-tun, Pashchcnko and Colonel Slyusarcnko refused to 
deploy their artillery in specially prepared gun pits in the open but 

positioned them on a reverse slope. The position, 550 metres behind a 
25 metre ridge, was considered 'exemplary'. 63 

The batteries were trebly covered, firstly by the crest in front, 

secondly by the trees and kao-liang and thirdly by their distance behind 

the crest. The twelve gunpits were on the saddle-back to the right of 
the commander of 2/9 ES and served to mask the real position of the 
batteries. The divizion commander's position was near this. 64 They 
brought a withering fire to bear on the Japanese who directed their 
counter battery fire against the empty positions, thinking the Russians 

were there165 
'The Japanese were evidently convinced that our guns were in the twelve pits, 
for they concentrated a very heavy fire upon them. At first they bombarded 
the pits themselves with heavy shell and shrapnel fire, and then searched about 
230 yards beyond them, thus failing to reach our batteries by some 350 yards. 
Itecognising that their fire was exercising no effect upon our rate of fire, they 
began to sweep the interior slope of the hill ... they did not search a space 
more than 230 yards deep, and again failed to find us. '66 

These examples arc the first recorded use of indirect fire on a signifi- 
cant scale by the Russians in the war. 67 

Pashchcnko said that 'The new method of employing artillery was 
first applied at Tashichao', and although it is reported that indirect fire 

was used 'upon several previous occasions' there is no record of when 
or to what extent. 8 If we cannot be sure that indirect fire was used 
before Tashichao, did the Russians nevertheless use it before the 
Japanese? No. At the beginning of the war observers remarked that it 

was the Japanese rather than the Russian batteries which could not be 
found, but this was more a result of entrenchments and skilful camou- 
flage than of indirect firc. 69 Nevertheless there exists a report by a 
British observer with the Japanese forces, Lt Col C. V. flume of the 
Royal Artillery who was moved to remark: 

'There was no rank of major in the Russian army at this time. Batteries com- 
priscd eight guns and were commanded by Lieutenant Colonels. t'ashchenko's 
progression through Captain in only four years seems very rapid. It is possible 
that the artillery felt they needed to send an expert to Manchuria to try out new 
techniques and gave him the rank for the job. 
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'The guns brought up to near Chiu-lien Cheng could not see the Russian 
covering position west of that place, but fired some 18 rounds, indirect fire, 
at die battery trying to get away from Ma-Kou, at a range of some 5,000 
yards. '70 

That report refers to the actions on the Ya-Lu river in the period 
28 April to I AMay 1904. The Russian claim to have used indirect fire 
first, in June, is thcrcfore almost certainly false. Furthermore, although 
Pashchenko's exploits provided an exception, it is confirmed that 
indirect fire was not much used by the Russians at first. 71 At Wafang- 
kau (Te-li-ssu) on 14 and 15 June 1904, batteries attached to I Siberian 
Corps were placed on the forward slopes of hills and suffered heavy 
losses - 17 guns. 72 According to Belyayev, the higher commanders 
were the principal enemies of the new meth x1.73 One battery com- 
mander wrote 

'Our chiefs select none but open positions for us, sometimes even upon slopes 
facing the enemy. One battery was posted upon a slope of this kind four 
times in a fortnight. ' 74 

The feasibility of firing from behind cover was 'not admitted' by the 
higher commanders and was consequently not pressed by the artillery 
commanders. '1? aglc's nest' positions, high on crests with special 
approaches constructed from behind were preferred. 71 On one occasion 
at Ilai Cheng, a battery was digging hits a little way back from the 

sharply defined crest when it was ordered to go forward and entrench 
on the crest line itself. When the battery commander explained tu a 
general officer that it was not necessary that the battery should see 
the target the general replied 'you don't expect me to believe that; 
how can you shoot forward and lay backwards? '76 

All general commanders could not be expected to understand the 
latest developments in technical gunnery. On the other hand a Russian 

newspaper report described the use of covered positions by six batteries 
during the same battle. It was not until the battle of Liao-Yang, how- 

ever, that the Russians began to make use of indirect fire in a major 
way. Lt Col Ilume's report is even more damning to the case for 
Russian originality. 

'All the Japanese are agreed that the Russians at Liao-Yang worked their guns 
in an entirely new way. Their batteries were always concealed, and so well 
concealed that the Japanese artillery often failed to locate them and had no 
scope for their high-explosive, shells. This change of system was due to Kuru- 
patkin's orders, copies of which were found at Liao-Yang impressing on the 
artillery the ncceasity for carefully watching the Japanese and copying their 
tactics and methods. '77 

Did the Russians really copy the Japanese? Hardly, for, as we know, 
they had officers of their army who knew all about such methods. The 
truth lies between the extremes and casts an interesting light on the 
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Russi. in military mind. The Russians still mid to respect the pinion of 
foreign military experts, perhaps, im re than their uwm very alle 
people. The Russians knew about indirect fire and had the capability 
tºº employ it. But it was only when they saw the ºvmº-mny employing it, 

with success that they had the confidence to abandon their old ways. 
The twit corps commanders at Tashichao, Generals Zarul, aev and 

Stackcllºcrg, reporting on the battle commented on the fire effect of 
the artillery. According to 13clyaycv, '"1'he new fire-t. irurs thus received, 
sit it) speak, official baptism and reei'gnitiun. The prolonged struggle 
at I. i. i )-Yatº1; was to see their universal arccpt, inrr. '78 

'thus. at Liao-Yang; on 30 August 1904 two batteries of. 1 Fast 
Siberian divi/i'm fought an artillcry (fuel with the Japanese x%hiclº 
Listed 12 hours 45 minutes and ended with a Russian victor). The 
batteries expended 5,000 shells, that is, about 300 per gun. This was a 
truly modern artillery battle and one of the first major uses of indirect 
fire. 79 An observer from the US Aimy, Colonel 1Valtcr Schuyler, 

reported an engagement which also showed the lethnieal qualities of 
Russian artillery on 3 September 1904. lie was watching from a high 

mountain top overlooking the Taitsiu river, in the vicinity of Liao- 
Yang. Front here, he could see a Russian battery firing at a Japanese 

rile at a range of over 6,000 yards using; information transmitted from 

the mºu main top by telephone after each shot. The Russians were 
eventually able to 'break shrapnel' over the Japanese pusttion although 
the range seemed 'tot) great for accuracy. '80 

After Liao-Yang, the Russians began to place great emphasis on 
indiuect fire. The Russki luvtrlid of September 17-23 1904 indicated 
that stress was being placed on the use of aiming points and firing from 
behind cover. 81 

Although Russian gunners were keen to use their technical prowess 
the less technically inclined infantry and cavalry commanders were 
distrustful. General Kuropatkin for example wanted the guns up front, 

to give support at short ranges. As the Russians had a gun which out 
ranged that of the Japanese, this was a failure to use their superiority * 

82 

Kuropatkin may have wanted to give the infantry more confidence 
by having them see the guns, and also to e'ºtniiensatc for the fact th. ºt 
the gun crews were not familiar with the guns by putting them where 
they could sec the enemy and therefore have a better chance of hitting 
him. 83 Voronov was to do the same thing %%itIt raw crews and officers 
in the Great Patriotic War. 84 

Some foreign observers were also sceptical. There was one account 
of Russian batteries which fired all play ftum eontcaied positions and 
lost a total of three horses. Major Cadcll said that he was prepared tu 
believe it but 111.11 it was 'difficult to believe that these batteries were of 
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more use tu the Russian army than if they had remained in Siberia 

and fired off all their ammunition into Lake Baikal. '" 
Another described how a battery had fired on another of its own 

side and how on the 16 November 1904 Russian infantry were shelled 

off the mound the)- had taken, by their own artillery. M6 Major Ilonie of 
the Curkhas could also not ascertain 'with what effect' indirect fire was 

used. 87 The Russians yin not claim that I ashchcnko and Sftms arenkf, 
invented indirect fire, but that they 'made a breach in the wall of un- 
belief in the ness method of employing field artillcry'. 88 This was 

perhaps a greater achievement. Indirect fire was difficult to accept as, 
besides being inherently improbable - 'shooting forwards and laying 

backwards', it also c: tosen a fundamental change in the gunner's whole 

ethos and way of life. From being a front line soldier, wielding his gun 
through the smoke, mud and blood just as the infantryman handles his 

rifle, the artilleryman became, in the words of an American officer, 

more and more 'the cold blooded man of science operating at long 

ranges where the uhtici""n aiil, the naked eye. '89 

'T'his change was one ""f the. rcasons for the very bad infantry-artillery 

co-operation in the I'irst \Yur1: 1 \Var, particularly in the Russian army 
but also in other armies. From being close beside the infantry, the 

gunners suddenly vanished. Bt-sit es creating bad feeling on the Irtrt of 
the supported arms, the artillery themselves became absorbed in their 

new technical tºty, to the dciiiment of their tactical instincts. The 

French Colonel Cordonnier wrote about artillery in the light of the 
Russo-Japanese ss ar. 

'Technics lsirl are only too attractive to officers'of the scientific arms, who 
are sonxtimes wholly absorbed by them. When our 75mm gun ... 

1711e 
French M1 8971 made its appearance and indirect laying became the normal, 
our artillery oflicers to some extent allowed themselves to be absorbed in its 

technics. llºº 
ýWis 

was the first stage only. New tactics have reasserted their 
rit'hts ... 

In the Russo-Japanese war, and at the beginning of the First World 
War the Russian Artillery was still in the first stage. 

This was made worse by the high social position that the Russian 

artillery occupied in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and by the 

technocratic nature of the senior artillery establishment. As the British 
Military Attache Colonel Knox commented in the First World War, 

senior officers exemplified the 'hide-bound gunner who is so obsessed 
with science that he never thinks of the necessity for practical coopera- 
tion with the infantry. '91 Only with ltrusilov's offensive in 1916 did 

the Russians allow tactics it) 'reassert their rights'. Infantry-artillery 

cooperation, which before the advent of indirect fire had to a great 
extent been automatic, now had to be constantly stressed and worked 
at. Colonel Kirev, head of artillery of IX Army in 1916 constantly 
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siresactI ihc need for stich cuipcraium, and iii. " rc-, tilts*%%-crc very 
imlpicssi%"r inhlcctI. 92 

CODOCIuai. rns. 
The Russians did not invent indirect fire for Field Artillery although 

they- kcht thcntsch"cs well informed of foreign dctcIirlmtcnts and were 
anonig the lea lcrs, along with the Irene Ii and C erm. ins. Guk's book r01' 
1882 was an original contribution tu the debate. 

The Russians were among the first try develop a special indirect fire 

sight, beginning in 1896. They were not the fir %t tu use indirect fire in 
1904, but they used it murr Own Ihr J. tl)aucsc after I. i. w-Yang. 'Try 

sirre thrtcfoic the first army to cmlrlt, ), it arc tl'e rule rather than the 
c\cclrtirsn, to war. Although the J. tli. tncsc . utillctt cv. tc better lundicsl 

at the start of the war, which trl'lset the ad vanI. ige accruing fnrm 

superior Russian material, tute Russians became 'tcalI ' efficient in 
I itne. '9.1 

'I lie introduction of indirect fire to a good example of how the 
Russians can introduce a capability yurckly and with little fuss. Their 
I, rrrcurctnrrnt machinery reacted fast anal ptuduccd :t simple and stutk- 
ahle device the u li, irnrr. At the same titer, the events of the Russ,, - 

. 
lah, tncsc War show that although thcy ntuV it )sscss a capability. the 
Russians nt. ty he unwilling to use if fns fail tit use it tu liest advantage. It 

shoo\w"s, petlrapx, too much Icvcrcncc fnr frircign ii! e. rc. The sheer sue �1' 
the Russian fill)), made the disseininatiiin of new ideas and tcchnryurs 
difficult. All these trends are I>rescnt in the Soviet Army today. 

'1'hc general adoption of indirect fire created new problems Ill 
infantry-artillery cooperation. This affected all armies, but the technto- 
eratic tendencies of the Russian artillery sind the tensions altcady 
existing between arms made the prahlen worse for them than for 

others. finally, the story shrews that Russian claims, even those maule 
by reput: iLlr academics, should not be treated withmwt scepticism. 

'I'hr adhere of indirect fire was of cardinal imhurtance for all armies, 
as it enabled the technological advances of the second half of the 
nineteenth century to be utilised Iolly. The next significant step for- 
ward in the targeting of land ordn, mtc was the guidlcdl ntissile. 'The strory 
iif the dial sight and indirect fire is :t Irnc example ýrl' how a Jecim"Ir'gi- 
r", ri change can bring about tee/nils al rh. ttr}; e (in the way fire was 
adjusted and controlled), which in turn led tu (a, tical, or, anic, rlinual 
and even Social change. 

There can be few closer parallels in military lustriry with the st'try of 
the Meesou-tihrrc will which decided the battle and ultimately the laic of 
the nation. The first nun-optical dial eights teere ihn tut the Mistmeter frf 
a purer shoe, and not much wore crrml'licatcsl. 
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Corrigendum. 
illr 'biographical line' In C. O. K("l/a»{ys article '71w Ru'siau 

lrtilli. r1" dill! t/a' (/, i", iuis of ludirect Fire. Part P. puhliJ'wd in the 
April 1982 i vie, vv% ri, ulpiled before the publication if/'/))- Tutule c 
book with' Air Bela, uy'\ i hapter fit it. l'1., ß" book was publicbed, entitled 
I''timating F4ircign Military Power, io Nuvetuber 1981. AIr Bella,, s 
chapter was nee/it! e ! 'Rritic/' Views of'Rti' cia: Russian Views to]'Britain' 

.l Ir 
1..,. 1/%#, /iu/. /i%he. l it ', mother of'uilier arlirh"c Sillr. " then. 
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Appendix H. Author's published paper. Article in 

The Journal of the Royal Services' Institute (RUSI) 

December, 1937. 
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MILITARY HISTORY 

Red Star in the West: Marshal 
Tukhachevskiy and East-West 
Exchanges on the Art of War 
By CI IRIS Ul 1 LAMY 

Pic aw/inr is it rc'se'arc"h associate in De fc, ice Studies at 1/uc Uitit'ersiüv of E 1inbur, '/,. 

In July 19 7, irr urr rutprec'eclented act of "glasnost", the Soviet Defence Ministry released Joor the first lime its 
official statistics on the wellms of lire great military puri»e rtvlrich had begun fifty years before, confirming the true 
de1; t/r and breadth of the gash tcrrrr in l/re Soi'iet military. ' The genius and f är sighledrre. s. c of its most charismatic 
victim is ('verr more apparent today, ha/fa century later, thurr il was w/rerr lie was executed Irr /937. 

Glittering royal occasions attract eminent visitors 
from overseas and the funeral of King George V, on 
28 January 1936, was no cXccptiun. Among the 
groups of foreign uniforms which, the press repor- 
tcd, "much interested the watching crowds", the 
British media and officialdom caught their first 
glimpse of it new and exotic Creature, it red Russian 
Marshal. ' Mikhail Nikolaycvich '1'ukhachevskiy was 
horte on 4 February, Old Style, 16 February, New 
Style, I$93, and was therefore 42 years old. Before 
receiving his Marshal's gold star he had already been 
Chief of the Soviet General Staff and. from 1931 to 
1934, a Deputy Commissar I'm War and Chief of 
Red Army Armaments. If this was not precocious 
enough, old fogies would have shuddered even more 
to recall that, at the age of 27, the same as Napoleon 
when he executed the Italian campaign, 
Tukhachcvskiy, as Commander in Chief of the 
Soviet Western (Front had led 21 infantry and two 
cavalry divisions in a daring hid to turn and seize 
Warsaw. It almost succeeded, but was frustrated in 
what Puller recognised as one of the decisive battles 
of the western world. If 'I'ukhaclicvskiy's youth and 
his rank of Marshal recalled Napoleonic precedent, 
so did the apparent anomaly of military elitism and 
pageantry riding on the back of progressive revolu- 
tion. Strikingly good looking, eldritch, elvish and 
alien. 'l'ukhachcvskiv was far from the image of it 
latter day Genghis Khan, Ogedei ur 13atu seized on 
by Fuller. At hest, fuller misunderstood a question- 
able account acquired at second hand: at worst, his 
appraisal of 'I'ukhanccvskiy is absurd and dishonest. 
In 1928 aristocratic Germans described 'l'ukhachcv- 
skiv as cultured. likeable and it person to note: now 
newspapers picked( up his aristocratic pedigree and 
his former service in the elite Senicuov Ize invent of 
the 'T'sar's Imperial Guard. The Soviet ambassador, 
M; risky, noted that lie impressed with his vOuth, 

manners and hearing, and was the opposite of what 
the British "brass hats" expected. ` Creative and 
inventive, Tukhachevskiy enjoyed practising a num- 
bcr cif crafts in which hr was skilled which must have 
helped him visualise and devise new military tcch- 
nology as hart of his vision of future war. I lis artistic 
taste was hull and anarchistic, recalling the work of 
the Russian futurists of the time. his favourite 
author was Mark Twain, perhaps not surprisingly as 
Mark Twain's black humour is very Russian, anti- 
cipating that of l3ulgakov. As with many men of 
genius, extreme talents and imagination went in 
hand with excess, and there was a dark side, too. 
Fuller was fascinated by witchcraft. '1'ukhachevskiy 
also evinced an interest in the occult, and the old 
Slav gods, especially Peru ii. god of thunder, 

al tile li'lor"'s"ll '1'ukhachevtikiv and the I3riti, It ulficcr, 
manoeuvres. I936. 'I'ukharhevskiv (second Irum Irlt) i, talking to 
Wavcll: M; irtcl. , landing veiv meet. is ti Wavrll'> ridhl. (Photo: 

Int(rri; il W; ir NIusrinn) 

of 
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lightning and, death. He was clearly somewhat schizo- 
phrenic: in 1936 Maisky noted how able he was at 
negotiating with foreigners, a gift not given to 
everyone"; the following year, the British Foreign 
Office recorded that he was "Noted for his tactiturnity 
with foreigners 

... 
Believed to be a cocaine addict". 4 

This was not just the result of pressure as the cloud of 
accusation and death loomed closer: violent contradic- 
tions had characterised Tukhachevskiy since way 
back. Whether the report about drugs was true or not, 
there was something other worldly about both Fuller 
and Tukhachevskiy, and if they hated each other 
ideologically and personally, (although they never 
met), they had much in common intellectually and 
professionally. Their twin towering characters form 
complementary vortices about which the interacting 
currents of military thought swirled in those formative 
and turbulent times. 

How deep is deep? 

The overriding problem faced by the attacker in 
World War I, and, indeed, in every war since, was to 
sustain the momentum of the offensive: time and 
again a breakthrough was made, but it petered out 
after a few kilometres because of the difficulty of 
pushing forces, and even more so their heavy 
munitions and supplies, over broken, cratered ter- 
rain. Even if the ground was not reduced to a strip of 
murdered nature, the defender could destroy roads 
and railways far more quickly and easily than the 
attacker could rebuild them, and could move rein- 
forcements to a threatened sector along communica- 
tions which were still intact more easily than could 
an attacker without them. Even if penetration of the 
"tactical zone" (roughly some 30 kilometres or 20 
miles) was achieved by meticulous preparation and 
tactical handling ([3rusilov's Russian offensive in 
1916, the German Michael offensive in March 1918), 
there was not the means to continue the process far 
into the enemy's operational depth and thus convert 
tactical success to operational and then strategic. 
Connected with this, but slightly separate, is the 
desire to unhinge the defence: to paralyse command 
and control and immobile headquarters so that it 
collapses from within. It might be possible to do this 
at the lower levels, but in the absence of really deep 
penetration the highest levels of command would 
remain unscathed unless destroyed by air attack or 
super long-range bombardment. These interlinked 
problems are also cardinal to the conduct of theatre 
air-land war in the future. 

Differences in terminology 

Differences in terminology make comparisons of 
western and Soviet ideas potentially deceptive. 
From the late 1920s, the Soviets adopted the 
German term "operational" to refer to a level 
between tactics and strategy, a level principally 
concerned with the activities of armies and army 
groups ("fronts"), a term which has only very 
recently become standard in English. This coincided 
with what the British military theorist Fuller called 
''grand tactics", which he defined as the penetration 

or envelopment of an enemy. However, this was 
more of a philosophical distinction and when discus- 
sing depths of penetration Fuller tended to use only 
"tactics" and "strategy". Fuller and his colleagues in 
the west and the Soviets would all recognise the 
tactical zone as the first 30 odd kilometres: beyond 
this the Soviets would refer to the operational depth 
as far as purely military operations were concerned. ' 

Deep battle 

Soviet authorities freely acknowledge that the 
idea of deep battle (battle being used in the Soviet 
context of a tactical engagement) in modern mecha- 
nised war was first developed by Fuller in 1918. 
Fuller planned to organise an attack by fast moving 
tanks into the depth of the enemy's tactical deploy- 
ment simultaneously with a tank attack on the 
forward edge of the defence. However, a Russian 
authority points out, Fuller's ideas appeared to stop 
there. Although the "tactical pre-requisites" for 
creating groups of tanks to conduct long range 
(operational) penetration already existed, this was 
not explored. ' This refers to Fuller's "Plan 1919" for 
a decisive break-through to knock Germany out of 
the war, her collapse in 1918 not being foreseen. 
Fuller had the idea after witnessing the effect of the 
German offensive in March, when the British 
defence seemed to crumble from Army level down- 
wards and forward. Fuller was principally concerned 
with Army, Corps, Division and Brigade headquar- 
ters, which at that time generally lay within a strip 
some IS miles (30 kilometres) wide. Ile (lid, 
however, envisage fast moving tanks breaking up 
Army Group Headquarters (some 70 kilometres 
back), and he also proposed dealing with the 
German western GI IQ (160 kilometres) by air 
attack. ' Fuller himself said in the plan that he 
concentrated on the tactical zone "for purposes of 
illustration", but this was seized on, not only by the 
Russians but also by Liddell Hart. Liddell Hart 
maintained that it was he, and not Fuller, who 
advocated "deep strategic penetration", that Fuller 
favoured the armoured forces being used "for a 
manoeuvre against the opposing army's immediate 
rear, rather than against their communications far in 
rear", and that he and Fuller had vigorous argu- 
ments about this from 1920 onwards. " Fuller denied 
this, and it is probable that he was just as aware of 
the potential of really deep strikes as Liddell Hart. 
lie may simply have stressed shallower penetration 
because that posed the most intricate and immediate 
problem. The real difference between Liddell Hart 
and Fuller at this time was that whereas the former 
sought to paralyse and disintegrate the enemy from 
behind, or within, avoiding battle entirely. Fuller 
believed that battle would usually he necessary in 
order to insert deep penetration forces: a tactical 
direct approach as a pre-requisite for an operational 
(or strategic) indirect approach. The Soviets thought 
along the same lines as Fuller, and the point recurs 
today in, for example, the debate as to whether 
Operational Manoeuvre Groups should exploit coin- 
cidentally occurring opportunities, or whether gaps 
would have to be blasted for them. The latter is 
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probably more realistic. In his writing, Fuller was 
also seeking to emphasise the synergistic effect of a 
deep attack simultaneously with or even in advance 
of a main frontal attack, which is most obvious at the 
tactical level. Deep operations, if only because of the 
distances involved, are bound to be subsequent to 
the initial frontal attacks, and exploit them to some 
extent. ' 

The reformation of war 
Fuller did not devote much attention to the most 

promising means of bringing combat power to bear 
far into the enemy rear--operational air power. He 
did advocate using air strikes against command 
headquarters and communications in The Reforma- 
liont of War, written in 1923. but the difficulty of 
hitting small targets from a safe height inclined him 
towards those who stressed the use of air power 
independently of armies. "' It was the Russians who 
would first address the practical and technical 
problems of projecting combat power throughout 
the entire operational depth of the enemy's 
deploynment. 

In addition to noting the apparently limited scope 
of Fuller's offensive, rightly or wrongly, the Rus- 
sians also criticised him for putting too much stress 
on tanks to the exclusion of other arms of service. 
Ilcrc, once again, their view coincides with that 
often expressed by western critics. Liddell Hart later 
criticised Fuller for this although at the time his 
views were probably not that different. The Soviet 
military thinker Isserson, for example, seized on 
Fuller's comment in Lectures on FSK III (published 
in 1932 and translated into Russian in 1933), that "to 
combine tanks and infantry is tantamount to yoking 
, it tractor to a draught horse". " This viewpoint was 
"of course, unacceptable to us", noted Isserson, 
sharply" 

For most of the 1920s Fuller's military thinking, 
whatever its limitations, was probably ahead of 
anything the Russians were doing. In part, the 
terrible state of the Soviet economy after the Civil 
War and the intervention precluded implementing 
or indeed suggesting imaginative theories of war- 
fare, because of deficiencies in equipment and 
training. In 1928, Tukhachevskiy. then Chief of the 
General Staff, presented it bold and wide ranging 
plan for complete re-armament of the Red Army, 
which Voroshilov and Stalin promptly laughed out 
of court. " Soviet authorities concentrate on the 
period 1928-29 as the watershed from which the later 
expansive vision of future war sprang. Tukhachcvs- 
kiy's ill-fated proposal for massive rc-armament and 
modernisation, especially of tank and air forces, was 
one seminal document, for in his conclusion 
Tukhachcvskiy described how on this technological 
base Soviet forces would move towards new forms of 
combat including "the simultaneous suppression of 
the enemy throughout the entire depth of, his 
deployment". " A second key document sprang from 
the pen of the brilliant Vladimir Triandafillov, it 
paper on the use of tanks in offensive combat which 
divided tank forces in(,, ' "'_e groups according to 
the range of their action. Close Infantry Support 

(NIT), Distant Infantry Support (DPP) and Long 
Range Penetration (DU). These, according to 
Triandafillov, would penetrate to various depths, 
"right through to the enemy artillery positions and. 
staffs and thus, in co-operation with long range 
artillery and aircraft penetrate the entire tactical 
depth of his deployment". " This recalls Fuller's Plan 
1919, in particular "the objective which is the zone 
of the enemy's guns; namely, the secondary tactical 
zone some 10,00(1 yards deep*'. "' It is still focussed, 
apparently, on the tactical zone, no snore, and 
contains no more on deep operational and strategic 
penetration than Fuller. The similarity with "Plan 
1919" raises the question of how much the Soviets 
owed to Fuller. 

It seems that, like Fuller himself, the Soviets were 
concentrating on the breakthrough of the tactical 
zone as the most pressing and complex problem, and 
as an essential pre-requisite for a more expansive 
operational deep penetration. In 192.5 Triandafillov 
had addressed these questions in The Scale of 
Operations of Modern Armies, a precursor of his 

classic Character of the Operations of Modern 
Armies, first published in 1929. " Triandafillov's 
contribution to Deep Operation theory was abruptly 
curtailed by his death in 1931. He was due to read a 
paper on new forms of deep battle to a command 
conference of the Kiev Military District, which 
featured prominently in the development of new 
military ideas. but the aircraft crashed on or shortly 
after take off from Moscow. Foul play is not 
suspectecl. '-' 

Quality and quantity 

Tukhachcvskiy was also thinking bigger by this 
time. It is useful to examine his introduction to the 
1931 Russian translation of Fuller's Refor naliun of 
War (1923). Tukhachevskiy was too good a soldier 
and too intelligent, to spurn Fuller's goods ideas: 
his introduction took issue with those aspects of 
Fuller's thinking with which he genuinely disagreed. 
He concentrated on Fuller's attitude to matters of 
Imperial defence, and his view that the British 
Army's main concern was likely to be "little wars". 
Fuller's emphasis on a small, high quality mecha- 
nised army was connected with this. Tukhachevskiy 
and Triandafillov both insisted that the way ahead 
was with forces "of high quality and in sufficient 
numbers". " Neither of the Russians saw any 
necessary contradiction between mass and mechani- 
sation, although the nation's industrial base needed 
to be enormously strengthened before this could 
be fulfilled. If Fuller's little Army of Ifi divisions 
with 5,000 tanks and 3,000 aircraft came up against 
the forces of the United States which might dispose 
of ten times as many of each. and was also 
mechanised, Tukhachevskiy opined. with tongue in 
cheek, the little British Army would simply be 

squashed". " 
In fact, Tukhachevskiy faced many of the same 

problems as Fuller. The military establishment was 
not averse to deep penetration and manoeuvure in 
themselves, very much the opposite. but both Fuller 
and Tukhachevskiy now had to persuade them that it 
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now had to be done with armoured vehicles and not 
horsellesh. If anything, the cavalry was even more 
strongly entrenched in the Red Army than in the 
British, since it had played a decisive and prominent 
role in the Civil War and had more real and recent 
combat experience. Tukhachevskiy made progress, 
slowly. -' 

Airborne and parachute forces 

Aware of the dogmatic constraints within which 
he had to work, Tukhachevskiy pulled no punches in 

criticising Fuller's background and the British 
Imperial context of his views. 2' I lowever, he cleverly 
exhorted his readers to pick out what was relevant to 
their needs, in particular the need to direct the 
organisation and armament of the army in such a 
way that further war would acquire "new and more 
efficient forms". " He praised Fuller's emphasis on 
military technology and the fact that this would 
change the nature of war, and opined that in this 
respect British military thought was in advance of 
French which was firmly rooted in the past and could 
only lead to a result which was a logical and 
crystallised accumulation of past experience. He also 
seized-on Fuller's emphasis on the action of tanks in 
the enemy rear which, together with a simultaneous 
attack from the front would lead to combat in 
future engagements becoming more decisive and 
mobile. I le then went further than Fuller, pointing 
out the value of airborne th's"auls, especially by 

parachute. about which, he said, Fuller was -com- 
pletely silent". " Fuller's neglect of the air force as a 
means of transportation could be explained partly by 
the fact that Fuller's book had been written some 
seven years before, but Fuller also neglected the 

question of large scale war and of supplying and 
feeding mass armies. If the Soviet Union ever had to 
fight an imperialist coalition, Tukhachevskiy added 
grimly, it would not be a question of a "little war". 
When he wrote this, in November 1930, 
Tukhachevskiy clearly grasped the need for air 
forces to project combat power far into the enemy 
operational depth, and, furthermore, that forces 

so projected had to he motorised (he later 

changed the word to mechanised) and able to core 
with armoured forces they encountered on equal 
terms. Modern technology, said Tukhachevskiy, 
had "pushed the development of armies not 
merely along the narrow road of motorisation 
but towards m'illmotorisatio1: and, later, 

a t, ilunnlo? »ecl t 111 f lSYI t iOfl. 2' 
Nor was this merely theory. Tukhachevskiy had 

apparently been interested in the military potential 
of parachute forces throughout the second half of 
the 1920s, and in 1928, while supervising work on 
the new Field Service Regulations (issued in 1929), 
had organised war games to test the concepts 
therein. At one such exercise he ordered the 
operational section of the staff of his Leningrad 
Military District to gather information on airborne 
desants and to prepare a summary for discussion on 
the subject of "The Action of an Airborne Desant 
in the Offensive Operation". Summing up, 
Tukhachevskiy reportedly concluded that in future a 

new arm of service-airborne forces-would play a 
major role. ' Although Tukhachevskiy had been 
somewhat dismissive about "little wars", it was a 
little war that first highlighted the practical potential 
of paratroops. In April 1929 an Afghan incursion 
into Tadzhikistan was repulsed thanks to the sur- 
prise insertion of a small but heavily armed para- 
troop force. Henceforward, airborne forces received 
considerable attention. The first regular units were 
created in 1930, and by 1931 there were balanced, 
all-arms detachments with light tanks, armoured 
cars and the recoilless guns in which the Soviets led 
the world to provide lightweight, air-droppable 
artillery support. According to the instructions of 
the commander of the Leningrad military district in' 
1931, the role of these airborne detachments was to 
disorganise the rear of enemy armies and corps, 
interrupt command and control and destroy rear 
aerodromes and naval bases. " In making imagina- 
tive use of existing technology to extend and develop 
operational concepts, the Russians had taken Fuller 
at his word, and then jumped to a higher plane 
beyond. 

. The London connection 

In the period 1934-36 Anglo Soviet relations 
improved following a breakdown in diplomatic and 
trade connections in the wake of the Metro-Vickers 
affair. "' In 1934 the British War Office declined to 
exchange attaches with the Soviet Union, but in 1935 
the first official military representative of the Red 
Army and Air Forces was posted to London. Vitovt 
Kazimirovich Putna (31 March (12 April) 1893-June 
1937). The importance which the Soviet government 
attached to this appointment can he gauged from the 
fact that Putna was it komkor (Lieutenant General), 
very much higher in rank than was or is normal for it 
military and air attache. A Lithuanian by birth, 
Putna was as unusual and exotic as his name. An 
artist by training and profession during World War 1, 
he was educated and talented and made it great 
impression on British "society", rapidly gaining it 
prestigious position among the circle of foreign 
military attaches in London. lie adorned the 
attachE's reception room with an interesting exhibi- 
tion of British, Soviet and foreign artists' work. 
Although Maisky admits that Putna was not always 
an easy person, he had a flair for diplomatic work 
and, like Tukhachevskiy, succeeded with the British 
by being the complete opposite of the "bloody 
Bolshevik" whom they expected. Putna's mission 
did much to smooth it path for fruitful Anglo-Soviet 
discussions. "' 

Belorussian manoeuvres, 1934 

Meanwhile, the Russians continued to develop the 
deep battle and operation and to verify their 
advanced theoretical ideas with practical exercises. 
In 1934 manoeuvres in the Belorussian Military 
District were carried out with the specific aim of 
"reconciling theories of the deep operation and deep 
battle". " A decant with tactical objectives was 
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carried out with 129 paratroops on 7 September 
1934. and on 9 September an operational one with 
603 men north cast of Minsk, which, in cooperation 
with a mechanised (tank) brigade was designed to 
encircle the enemy and deny him the opportunity to 
bring up reserves by blocking the roads between 
Smolensk and Minsk. " 

These manoeuvres formed the subject of the first 
or two major film shows in Britain. The 1934 
manoeuvres must almost certainly have been those 
seen at the Soviet Embassy in 1935. The film appears 
to have been shown to a select military audience 
including (Jcncral Dill. Director of Military Opera- 
tions and Intelligence at the War Office from 1934 to 
1936, and General Knox. formerly a Military 
Attache in Petrograd during the Great War and 
subsequently representative to the Kolchak regime. 
The only source of information on this-Dill's 
papers are silent-is in Maisky's memoirs. Parachut- 
ists landed and then aircraft brought in guns and 
motor vehicles which were slung under them. Knox 
was dismissive. "This film once again confirmed my 
belief that the Russians arc a nation of incorrigible 
dreamers". " Dill, more far sighted, took note. 

; Chc year 1936 

i'ukhachcvskiy anal Lilvinov arrived in London on 
27 January 1936 and that night Litvinov was 
entertained tu dinner by Edward VIII at Bucking- 
ham Palace. the first Soviet Foreign Minister to be 
so entertained. Litvinov saw Anthony Eden on 30 
January. and then proceeded to Paris. Tukhachev- 
skiy remained in London for two weeks, until 10 
February. Ile called on the First Sea Lord on 3 
February by which time he had also visited Duff 
Cooper, the Secretary for War and Viscount Swin- 
ton, the Secretary for Air. " Most important were his 
discussions with Dill which, again, are not recorded 
either in the newspapers or the surviving files of 
Dill's Directorate. " Once again. Maisky is the only 
record. The discussions were "extremely frank", Dill 
showing particular interest in the parachute assaults 
he had seen on film the previous year, and the 
transportation Of guns and armoured vehicles by air. 
Maisky recalled that: 

1Iie discussion had an exclusively professional 
character. 'I'ukharhevskiy and Dill recalled various 
precedents from military history, and discussed what 
wmikl have happened if the commander in this or that 
war or this or that hattlc had airborne forces at his 
disp10naI. what changes this innovation would make on 
meutern tactics and strategy. For me" not a military 
man. it was very difficult to maintain this conversation 
the wax presumably interpretingi. Only when it finished 
did the Englishman come over to me and `ay. without 
any heating about the hush: 

'Good brain your NIamshaI has! If there are many 
commanders like that in the Red Army. I must change 
my previous view% about its quality'. "'; 

Whcu Ttikhachcv`kiy left. several days later, 
Maisky fell that his visit had produced excellent 
results. '(lie Red Army's (prestige had increased) 
markedly, and (lie British military establishment 

finally understood that the Red Army was it force 
to be reckoned with. It is almost certain that during 
this visit Tukhachevskiy cztcnilcd the invitation to 
it British delegation to visit the manoeuvres in 
the Soviet Union the following September, and 
that some details were thrashed out. Again. 
however, there are no surviving British official 
records. °' 

Red Army public relations 

Tukhachevskiy arrived in Paris by train on the 
evening of 9 February, dressed, somewhat incun- 
gruously, in civilian clothes. On II February he had 
"technical but informal conversations- with the 
French General Staff, and lunched with General 
Gamelin and had discussions with the Ministers of 
War, Marine and Air. Although these conversations 
coincided with the final arrangements for the rati- 
fication of the Franca-Soviet pact. they "had no 
practical significance". '1'ukhachevskiy originally 
planned tu leave for Moscow on II February but his 
plans obviously changed as he was still there on 15 
February, when he visited The French Foreign 
Minister. Flandin, and Marshal Ntain. Ile had also 
visited various French bases such as Havre and 
Lyons. " 

Maisky clearly saw the value of a sustained public 
relations offensive on behalf of the Red Army and 
on 4 March a second, much grander film showing 
took place at the Soviet Embassy in Kensington 
Palace Gardens. it record of the Kiev manocuvres of 
September 1935. These involved a combined decant 
on 14 September by two parachute regiments 
totalling I, l88 men and two air landing rifle regi- 
ments, totalling 1,765 men. edler a rifle division 
headquarters. The mission was tu land in the region 
of l3rovary. north cast of Kiev, to prevent the 
transfer of reserves from the cast, seile crossings 
over the Dnepr in the vicinity of Kiev and cooperate 
with the attack of friendly cavalry and rifle corps 
from the west in capturing the city (see diagram). " 
Therefore, in bot Ii cases the uhrrational employ- 
ment of parachute and air landing forces was 
intended to prevent enemy reserves being brought 
ulp and thus facilitate the main force converting 
tactical success into operational success. 

The list of guests was impressive, including 
Brigadier General Fuller, I iorc-13clisha, 11. G. 
Wells and Basil Liddell Hart. The contentious 
I iannen Swaffer of the Daily Herald later rep- 
roachedI 7'lw Tim es because many of these guests. 
including I lore-Belisha und Wells, were not present, 
but in accordance with diplomatic protocol he 
Tinu v' list only reflected those who had accepted 
invitations. Neither Dill nor Knox is mentioned, 
indicating that this was it quite different Showing 
from the one which Maisky records from 1935. This 
film had, achieved immense popularity in the Soviet 
Union and had been Shawn in France and Czccho- 
slovakia, both of which countries had military obser- 
vers present at its taking, and was seen as "part of a 
campaign fur romanticising the Red Army". ` 77w 

Times report was most cynical. and since Liddell 
I lart had been appointed that newspaper's adviser 
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on military affairs the previous year and was present 
at the film, it is highly likely that he wrote it or 
influenced its contents. " The 'limes' report inferred 
that the aim of the parachute drop and air landing 
was to rescue besieged Kiev, the opposite of the 
Soviet operational aim, above. Without detailed 
explanations, one could not expect journalists, even 
Liddell Hart, to fully appreciate the subtleties of 
Red Army operational level thinking at this time. 
The unreal appearance of the operations was criti- 
cised: "The cameraman, in short, has dictated the 
tactics". However, that is not an exclusive preroga- 
tive of Soviet films: modern training films have to 
pack troops much closer together than they would be 
in battle: otherwise they would not fit into the 
picture. Amphibious tanks, "regardless of the fact 
that no tank can be amphibious and bullet proof at the 
same time", crossed rivers under the muzzles of the 
enemy's guns". " Although the tactical situations were 
clearly unrealistic, the Soviets have plenty of anmphi- 
bious bullet proof vehicles, and history has shown that 
many of the scenes in this film, which were met with 
blank disbelief in 1936, have come to pass. 

The Morning Post's review was more positive. It 
mentioned the parachute and air landing forces, but 
interestingly noted the high level to which the Red 
Army had brought the art of camouflage as the film's 
most striking feature. " 

Belorussian manoeuvres, 1936 

Six months later a British military delegation led 
by Wavell and including the then Colonel Giffard le 
0. Martel, a tank pioneer and then Assistant 
Director. Mechanisation at the War Office, was able 
to witness the third great Soviet operational- 
strategic experiment of these years at first hand. 
These were the Belorussian manoeuvres of 1930. 
The British delegation arrived at Minsk on 6 
September, from Berlin, and after a day for fami- 
liarisation saw the first action in the afternoon of the 
8th. Martel described a "spectacular battle between 
the mechanised formations of each side". Little skill 
was shown but it was nevertheless interesting to see 
such large tank forces in contact and he was 
impressed with their power when employed in such 
suitable country. In the early 1930s the Red Army 
had three mechanised corps and in these nºan- 
oeuvres a total of eight mechanised brigades and one 
pure tank brigade were employed on both sides. 

Furthermore. Martel noted that this represented 
only a proportion of the total tank strength of the 
Red Army. Manoeuvres were carried out in other 
military districts at the same time (only those at 
Moscow in fact rivalled it in scale). " 

As Martel said in his subsequent report to General 
Davidson, whereas six years before (that is, in 1930) 
the British had been ahead of all other nations in the 
practical development of armoured forces, they 
were now ''definitely behind the Russians", which 
was "rather a dreadful thought". " 

On the second day the British team lunched with 
Tukhachevskiy and then saw a parachute descent by 
some 1,5(01 men, once again to intercept the arrival 
of reinforcements to plug a breakthrough. It was 
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most spectacular, but more in the nature of a stunt, 
although ingeniously worked out. The majority of 
the men were carried on the wings of the aircraft, 
hanging onto ropes, and when over the drop zone 
jumped off "just as sea bathers might jump into the 
sea at a crowded resort". " This underlines a key 
point about Soviet military experimentation and 
thinking: no matter how crude, how comical, what 
matters is to get the troops to the right place at the 
right time, as part of a coherent plan. Appearances 
do not. 

Soviet tank superiority 

Martel was most impressed by the technical 
performance of the Russian tanks. The ß'I' tanks, 
("probably their best"), were driven tip ramps at 30 
miles (49 kilometres) per hour, cleared them, leapt 
into the air like ski junipers and cleared 30 feet 
before striking the ground again. Neither the tanks 
nor their crews appeared any the worse for it. At the 
final parade, over 1,000 tanks participated, deeply 
impressing Martel with the Red Army's lead in the 
tank field, both in technical quality and quantity, if 
not in tactical handling. I-le also forcefully stressed 
the Soviet tanks' reliability which, if achieved by the 
British would have been regarded as a "great 
triumph". " 

Martel was selected to accompany Tukhachcvskiy 
on a number of occasions throughout the manoeuv- 
res. They conversed freely in French and Martel 
formed the opinion, unsurprisingly, that he was 
quite the ablest officer encountered. The final 
parade took place on 12 September; by 15 
September the team was back in Moscow, expecting 
to return to London on 26 September. While in 
Russia, Martel also noticed that the Red Army had 
translated his book, In the Wake of the Tank, and 
freely distributed it among their forces. It is tenmp- 
ting to think that the Russians were still dependent 
on foreign ideas for inspiration but it is clear, first of 
all, that Soviet thinking on the conduct of the 
operational level battle had gone far beyond any- 
thing that western theorists had envisaged or, at 
least, practised, and also that, then as now, works by 
"foreign military specialists" were freely exploited to 
hint at, but conceal, what their own very capable 
people were planning. " 

Lessons unlearned 
As early as 15 September 1936, Martel recom- 

mended that the British obtain a Russian Christie 
(the BT) to study the excellent suspension. The tank 
had originally been devised in the United States in 
the very early 1930s, - but the' Americans- would not 
take it on as it was` very unreliable. The Soviets 
bought a few and hired some American engineers to 
develop the design and rectify the weak spots. 
Martel could not obtain a "Russian Christie" but 

succeeded in obtaining an original Christie design 
from the United States. which "broke down con- 
stantly". In Britain, there was still opposition from 
the Master General of the Ordnance (MGO) to 
building a proper medium tank which Martel 
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considered tu he the most promising type, as 
subsequent tank development has Con firmed. " 
Martel sent a copy of the report on his Russian visit 
to Liddell I hart, and they were eventually able tu 
meet for Im ich on 6 October 1936, when Martel had 
much to tell Liddell I tart about Russia. Within the 
War Office, however, Martel's attempts to exploit 
the Russian experience were, it seems, almost totally 
neglected. "' 

More extraordinary is the failure by both the 
British and the Soviets themselves to develop 
airborne forces which had made such il prominent 
and spectacular debut in the slid 1930s. Although 
they created airborne forces, the Soviets made 
relatively little use of them in combat. "There were 
several reasons for this. Firstly, many of the 
imaginative and adventurous officers who had 
pioneered them, including Tukhachcvskiy himself. 
died or were imprisoned in file purges. Secondly, 
fnum about I93S, file Soviets became convinced) that 
airpowcr was most clfectivcly employee) in tactical 
or, at most, Ol)er; itiOnal support of troops and 
therefore tlir conditions of air superiority necessary 
to enable large ; iircralt (converte(l'1 13-3 pumpers) to 
Carry paratroops or air landing troops were unlikely 
to exist. Thirdly, lhr Soviets did employ some 5, (11)11 
to 111,111)11 airborne troops tu junil) behind Finnish 
lines in the Winter Will- of I939-40, but they landed 
in contusion and disorder and were picked off by 
I'innisli ni; u ksnicn, which hardly boded well fur 
subseglucnl cniplownicnt against the Germans. Four- 
thly, in the birst years of tlhe Great Patriotic War, the 
Soviet fumes were withdrawing strategically and 
often operalioýnally. il not always tactically, and the 
ni; iin iinssiun ul ni; ijur operational and strategic 
; airborne drops to accelerate major olfcnsives was 
not required. P; ir; ichutcs and aircraft were useful to 
deliver weapons and advisers to parti"an forninlions 
behind (lie Gelman lines, and they were used fur 
this, but not as stepping stones in the path of t; uik 
arnmies. I. atitly, and perhaps most iuiport; uut, the 
Germans cnjowcd o, verwlielming air superiority it 

the start of the war, while the Soviets wcrc perpe- 
tually short of' aircr, itt to carry their airborne 
formations. Although the Red Army had more 
airborne troops in 1941 than any other nation, 
including Germany, they could never have delivered 
them even if appntpriatc operational conditions had 
existed. As the war Itrogressed . the Soviets concen- 
(rated resources oil tighter and strike aircraft. not on 
heavy bombers and transports. The Soviets dropped 
415 paratroops of the 214 Airborne Brigade to block 
the retreat of German forces being enveloped by the 
Russians near Klin on 15 December 1941, and over 
1,6(1(1 troops were air dropped or air landed in the 
V'yazma operation in January, 1942. The latter 
drops tailed to achieve their objectives partly hc- 
causc of the cold (-4(1 degrees Celsius), and other 
reasons. The aircraft carrying the commander of the 
Fourth airborne corps was shot down by a German 
tighter, it timely reminder oI the importance of air 
superioýrity. - 

In spite of Dill's cntliuasisnt when talking to 
'l'ukhachcvskiv, the British also seem to have 
disregarded or rapidly forgotten the discussions in 
the heady Slavs of 193 0. 'I'lse l3ritisli official history of 
airborne forces acknowledges that "tue first nation 
toi realise the possibilities of airborne forces on a 
large scale, in addition to their value as guerilla 
fighters, and to employ theory to actual tests, was 
Russia''. The oftidal view ut the Will Ottiee ". e'nis 
toi have been that there was little sielte for the 
entplu\ uicut of airborne forces oil a scale sufficient 
toi cxcit any major influence on it campaign or 
battle". No interest was shown which "Inutc have 
been owing to financial stringency in times 01 peace 
whirls discouraged expenditure oil a1)1); Irently rather 
Iantastic new ideas". " The eoiniectw; il tone is 

absolutely justified: like the writer of the official 
hiýlurý. the author has been unable tu lind any 
rcterence in 13ritishi Ituhlir records to the l)36 
meetings in 13rit, iin or tit any conclusions drawn 
tlierrliuut. Neither the I)al)crs ut Dill',, 1)ircetoýrate, 
nur the pipers of the War ('ahmet, nor the ('lurt of 

SovielItI I. mkNIII lhýItLIm uýýt; lIlln; iII 1I\IC, I1) ). II Si\ LIIlh. l; IItt'lIh nluloii' lhil: _; uk. l\ilh; minkillmh. ill, 1hollC; lliirklilll 
gunk' (Photo ImI)CII Il \V; ii ! 'Iluw Inn) 
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Staff papers which succeeded them make any 
reference to the discussions. Given the evident lack 
of interest by the British in airborne forces, the 
non-survival of' the papers is perhaps understandab- 
le, especially-given the records policy then existing. 
Even more extraordinary, however, is the lack of 
reference to the 1936 discussions when the British 
first considered the formation of parachute units 
only four years later. Winston Churchill, his vivid 
imagination no doubt fired by the success of' German 
paratroops in the seizure of t=ort Eben Emael the 
month before, demanded the formation of "a corps 
of at least 5,000 parachutists" on 22 June 1940, a 
requirement which by all accounts came completely 
out of the blue. " Air Commodore Slessor, Director 
of Plans at the Air Ministry, recorded that "until two 
or three weeks , ego, when the PM toll us to develop 
5,000 paratroops, we had, rightly or wrongly, not 
made any preparations, either in the sphere of 
aircraft or personnel, to raise any paratroops at 
all". " A major factor was the limited number of 
suitable aircraft and gliders: it was probably felt that, 
in the light or the Air Force's conviction of its own 
unique and strategic role, these would never be 
forthcoming, and even after Churchill ordered the 
formation of airborne units this remained the 
principal limitation. 'T'his was exactly the same as 
the situation which obtained in Russia, and the fact 
that airborne forces were first employed on a large 
scale in war by the Germans and then by the British 
and Americans is a function of their critical depend- 
ence on command of the air and the availability of 
large aircraft. In 1935 and 1936 a number cif' 
anti-paratroop training exercises were conducted by 
UK Eastern Command but this, too, appears to have 
been forgotten and in spite of the long discussions 

which had taken place between fill and 
Tukhachevskiy, the early formation of British 

parachute units apparently owed nothing to Them, 
but followed German example. Furthermore, they 
were initially developed in the context of combined 
and special operations and not part of a deer, 

continuous and contiguous air-land offensive. " Dill 

subsequently played a major part in their develop- 

ment and in liaison with the Americans in this area, 
but the debt to 'I'ukhachevskiy is nowhere recorded 
in British sources. The Americans' recollection of., 
the large scale Soviet experiments in 1934-6 is 
almost as hazy, although General Matthew Ridg- 
way, who was a major figure in the evolution of 
United States' parachute farces and who comman- 
(led XIII airborne corps in 1945. did record intr'udluc- 
ing a "theoretical paratroop unit" into an exercise in 
the mid-west in 1916 following news of the early 
Soviet trials. " 

The Soviet-Ccrman connection 

It was the (icrmanti who most directly followed 
the Soviet lead. The Germans and Soviets had 
worked closely together in the I920s and through 
most of the 100s. sharing expertise in military art 
and in particular in armoured warfare and aviation. 
All sources agree that German paratroop develop- 
ments were initially inspired by seeing the Soviet 

demonstrations, and the close personal contacts 
which existed between Red and German Armies 
helped. Apparently, General Baron van Fritsch met 
Army Commander Yakir (3(15) August I$96-II 
June 1937) of the Soviet Air Force at a Viennese 
sanatorium in February 1935, and the Russian 
invited the German to send a representative to the 
Soviet Union to learn all about paratroops. This 
offer was eagerly accepted and the German emis- 
sary, called Sperling, was given every facility. In 
spring 1936, the Germans set up an experimental 
school and from then on they exploited the new arm 
with enthusiasm, combining this with practical ex- 
perience of air landing forces in Spain. Subsequent 
German development of the idea tended, not unlike 
the British, to focus on the use of paratroops as 
special forces and against isolated objectives rather 
than as stepping stones fora land juggernaut, but the 
initial inspiration was Soviet. " The Soviet-German 
connection thus proved fruitful for the latter as late 
as the mid 1930s; for the initiator of the idea, it 
proved lethal. 

Oblivion 

In 1937 western intelligence circles were thrown 
into a frenzy of speculation when it was reported on 
II May that Tukhachcvskiy had been appointed 
commander of the Volga Military District, a clear 
demotion. fie had spent some time away from 
Moscow while an investigation was carried out but 
returned there in April, still at liberty, although his 
name was clearly under suspicion. Putna, the former 
London Military attache, had been arrested back in 
September 1936; Tukhachevskiy's arrest was 
announced on fU June, and on II June it was 
reported that the investigation into the affairs of' 
TukIiachevskiy, Yakir, PuIna and others were com- 
plete. They were accused of violating their military 
oaths and of treason against the peoples of the 
USSR and Red Army by maintaining "anti-state 
connections with the leading military circles of a 
foreign power". " That power could only be. Ger- 
many. Tukhachevskiy had relatively recent contacts 
with the Germans and Yakir's contacts with them on 
paratroops involved recent and close cooperation 
with the Wehrmacht. What exactly precipitated this 
charnel house of talent will never be known, the 
announcement of' Tukhachevskiy's demotion coin- 
cided with that of the creation of military councils 
within the Red Army. The Red Army elite might 
have opposed this, or alternatively the councils may 
have been introduced to re-impose discipline aller 
their transgression. Other sources suggested that the 
main crime was toi propose a rapprochement with 
Germany or even that the Germans, recognising 
Tukhachevs'kiy's outstanding ability and knowing 
that he was probably earmarked to command the 
western theatre in the event of war, deliberately 
framed him. ", Polish intelligence opined that 
Tukhachevskiy had led an internationalist or' Trots- 
kist" movement which sought to give immediate and 
active support to revolutionary movements abroad, 
particularly in Spain, although British intelligence 
and diplomatic sources disagreed. " Put na had been 
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study ()I cxpCIirnic in Iinlantl. [\l: u1LIiwia (I-ikc 
I'liasin) and Nl nI ýýlia (hlialkin (pul) This could 
IimdIv Iia\c I)ccii lliL" i: 1SL" I)cImc I9.17, Mien the work 
uI IliL"ii u\Vn 'I rian(la(illI)\ and 'I ukll. irhL"vski'. nearly 

Iýrarliet . tluininalt"tI IlirIliV ; Ind 

ConcluSi(ºn 

Illy &Ic; is oll Iii mid titllrrs on the 
deep (Little ; 111(1 ulýýr; itiun exercised ;i dominant and 
I)raclir: ll inllurnrc in tile Soviet Union until I937 
wltrn tlw\ , 

like many o)I their rrr; llors, wrrc 
; lhlilptly trrnlin; ilydl. The Icssons Lid to he rc- 
Iulrnc(l ; uld nturlt Hitit i spent in the process. In 
I3rit, lin, in spite oI the (girl srns: ltion produced in 

eel-lain eilrlcs h\ II1e Soviet experiments with 
airl t rnr Irunili. " their must strikinc ; Ind original 
Coll[ rihulloll, the idea" anal discussion, were, it 

: lpl, c: lr". iOlnl)lctrl\ (uri; t, ltcn : Ind had tu he rc- 
invented, lain Irons scratch, in I1)40. Only in 
GC111LI M, Which h; ld ;i Ir lition ()I cooperation %%, ith 
the Soviets in Ittilit; lr\ n1; 111cns and 11 pei 'eive I need 
to exploit eve Iv 1)1t)nli. ill! L He" idea. \VC1C 
'1'ulkllarlle ski_\'s ideas seile( on ilnnlydiately and 
with cntllusi; l. m ; llld Iýursucýl. A11101 'll they ac- 
LILHICdl I1eir (Mn, kIistinrli\eIv (Wertall slant. It is 

well knoý%vn that the (iernl; ins also die e. x1ensiýehv 
oil 13ritislt ideas in the development oI their 
: lrnt�urcd lurces. I11e%, (Meerlore look the best oI 
I31-i1isll ; Intl the hest iiI I, u`si: ln, and honied both into 

l eollihin; ltiun Milch ftu Smile ; lppclrcd 
velI-nigh inV111CIble. Tinning lu Ilse inllucncc id 
I iitish idea'., tin the SO nets, in the early to mitt-I92Us 
the Klnsi: lnti \\1'Ir not c: llr, il, le oI I)uttinc anvthini-, 
like (Item nto practice and probahl\ rr_; uded them 
; is intereslin:, but Iýir in II1ý skv. 13v the he"! iinnini oI 
the Il). 30". Iiowever. the Soviets \weie klc\L: loplllg tile 
industri; ll ealmluililý toi exploit these und it the sauste 
sink were : ilIC; ldl\ Irlt, %inr beyond Iro111 deep battle 

to deep kyclatuoli. I lllli'I lýi'ýriýýllitli n lia was 
Irall"I ted nto Kuxsiall in11) 31 

. 
I'"SR ill 11)31. and 
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time. By this time 'I'ukhachevskiy had written the 
first part of New Questions of War anal directed large 
scale experiments with paratroops. Martel's 1)00k, 
while an interesting history of British experience and 
no doubt instructive from a technological viewpoint, 
does not contain any radical ideas for the future 
conduct of vast air-land operations and could hardly 
have been any sort of competition for the Soviets' 
own works of the time. Also, by the beginning of the 
1930s the Soviets had no less than three armoured 
corps, and by 1936 were impressing foreigners both 
with the performance of their tanks and with their 
ideas for long range (airborne and air-landed) 
operational and strategic penetration. After 
'I'ukhachevskiy's demise, the powerful tank forma- 
tions were broken up and his writings erased. '" In an 
age of even more rapid interlinked development of 
military technology and military art-our own-the 
speed and violence with which one nation could take 
the lead over others in this field and then lose it 
again is highly instructive. 

There is clearly no magical and telepathic way in 
which military doctrine or ideas are preserved and 
propagated. If there is no continuity in key person- 
nel (for example, the Soviet Union after 1937), or no 
continuity of documentation and planning (para- 
troops in Britain between 1936,111d 1940), things just 
get forgotten and have to be completely re-learned. 
In historiographical terms, the story of these east- 
west exchanges shows the need for biographical and 
institutional studies to underpin and hind those of 
military doctrine, ideas and operations. 

The atahur thanks Andrea Duncan, MA fur interrupting her 
own research in the Public Record Office to act as an unpaid 
research assistant. 
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